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PREFACE 

THE notes on the Philebus form the only part of 

this book which is entirely new. The other Platonic 

sections appeared at different times from 1893 to 1909 

in the Classical Review or Classical Quarterly. But 

all of them, and especially the notes on the Republic, 

“have now been revised and often considerably enlarged, 

though at the same time some things have been 

omitted. Included in an appendix, as being in some 

degree akin, are emendations of the text of Marcus 

Aurelius (1905), Epictetus (1905), and Diogenes 

Laertius (1904). The notes on the Violetum of 

Arsenius were first published in 1910. 

In textual criticism it is often the case that 

suggestions on this or that passage cannot be judged 

by themselves singly, but must be taken along with 

those made on other passages. A conjecture which, 

standing alone, will not appear sufficiently probable 

may easily assume a new aspect, when it is seen that in 

256596 



vi PREFACE 

other cases too where error is likely or certain a 

similar suggestion seems to set things right. The 

hypothesis which suits half a dozen passages 

recommends itself much more strongly than that which 

explains one. It is only by long and minute study 

that a scholar becomes so familiar with possible 

mistakes that he can estimate fairly the chances of 

their occurrence. But the indexes to this book, to 

Notes on Xenophon and Others, and to Aristophanes 

and Others, will often aid judgment on the proposal 

put forward as to a particular passage by indicating 

others, sometimes not a few, to which the same remedy 

may apply, and occasionally others again in which it is 

generally allowed, or actually known, to be right. 

I am once more indebted to my printers and their 

reader for the care which they have given to a piece of 

work involving no smal] amount of trouble. 

HERBERT RICHARDS. 

OxrorD, January, 1911. 
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PLATONICA 

HUTHYPHRO 

5 oé pev ovde Soxet Spay, éue SE ottws d£€ws atTeyvas Kai 
padiws Kareidev Mote K.T.X. 

atexvas is absent from the Bodleian MS. and bracketed 
or omitted by recent editors. Burnet suggests that it 
may represent drevas. It is not clear whether he means 
that in that case Plato wrote drevas and that df€ws is a 
gloss on it. This seems unlikely. ’Arevads is probably not 
a word that would be used to qualify xafopav, when 
kafopav is used transitively. It expresses fixity and 
intensity of gaze (Bdérew eis, OedoOar), whereas xaopav is 
only to see, descry, etc. Matthew Arnold could write of 
Sophocles that ‘he saw life steadily,’ but no one would say 
‘he saw me steadily.” of€ws on the other hand, which is 
not the same thing, is often coupled with xafopév in Plato 
and elsewhere. 

Is it possible that areyvas would really be in place before 
or after ovdé doxet dpav? Cf. Polit. 287 & clos... 7H 
(nroupevy . . . TpoonKov ovdev arexvas éemiotnuy: Ar. N. 425 
ovd ay duadexOeinv arexvas. 

7C© rept tivos d& 8H SueveyPevres kal ei tiva Kpiow ov 
Suvdpevor adixér Oar éxOpoi ye av dAAnAois elpev ; 

Schanz rwa for riva. Perhaps it should be rivos. Cf. p 
, 7 A : c NR , ¢ 3 a ££ \ 

Kplolv GUTWY : By TEpL TivwY Suadope ; 13D 1) LATPOLS UTNPETLKY 

eis Tivos €pyov tmnpeciav tvyxdve. otaa tianpetixy; etc. 
Cf. p. 86. 

118 The old tro@upcba, though it seems to have no MS. 
authority, is surely more suitable to the context than 
mpoOdueba. It is however not mentioned by either Schanz 
or Burnet. Cf. trofguevos 9 D: tmobécas 11 co, and 
see p. 150. 
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APOLOGY 

18B ot tuav rods ToAXovs . .. €mefov te Kal kar yopouv 
epod [MaARov | ovdev adnbés, & ds err Ts Xwxparys coos avip 
Td TE peTewpa Hpovtictis Kal TA vTd ys wavTa avelnTynKWS 
K.t.A. 23C A€yovow ws Bwxparyns tis éott puapwtatos Kal 
diadGeiper Tovs veous. 

If in 230 éori were only the copula, could 7s stand 
first? should it not then be puapdrards ris éotr? This 
reflexion and the comparison of 18B (ef. Dem. 21. 58) 
seem to show that it is €or, not éori; ‘there is a very 
objectionable person named Socrates.’ But then Plato can- 
not have gone on kai diapGeipea. Probably the last letters 
of the adjective have absorbed a relative pronoun, and we 
should read &. ris ore prapwraros, <d0s> Kal diadbeiper Tovs 
veovs. In Theaet. 152": Lys. 7.10: Xen. An. 1. 8. 26: 
[Ar.] ’A@. IloA. 33. 1 like insertions (és after -os) have 
been made and.are either necessary or extremely probable. 

For ra peréwpa dpovtictys, Which there is no sufficient 
reason to suspect, the best parallel is Ar. Poet. 4, 1448 b 34 
womrep S€ Kat TA Grovdaia pardiota rountyns “Opnpos ee 
ad loc. ): Another good prose parallel is Xen. A&A. L. 13,11 | 
Lepet poev TO. ™pos TOUS Geos elvat, li sag di ® d€ TO Tpos TOUS 

avOpwrovs. Add App. B.C. 4. 67 ra ‘BAAnviKds didaoKaXdos 
éyevero to Kacoiw, Perhaps we might also add Plato 
Symp. 196 E ronris 6 "Epws dyabds racav roincw, but there 
aya0os may determine the construction. 

ibid. c etoty otro of Katyyopot ToAXol Kal rodiv xpovov 75y 
Karnyopykores, ere 5é kal ev TavTy TH HAtKia A€yovTeEs pds tuas 
év 7) av padiora emirrevoate Tatdes OVTES. 

In his edition of 1893 Schanz reads 6y for av. Certainly 
av is curious, for with an indicative tense its regular use is 
to express that something would have happened under 
other circumstances but in the actual circumstances did 
not. Adam makes ay émorevcate iterative, but that is 
very improbable here. Antiphon 6. 11 dozep av jdiora Kat 
emurndeorara, dpporépors éyiyvero, éy® pev éxédevoy Kat 
nrovunv, ot d€... éreurov (Goodwin, M.T. 244) seems an 
exact parallel, and the two passages may stand or fall 
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together. I think the construction is due to a certain 
confusion between two possible modes of expression, 
e.g. ‘in the pleasantest way (that was) possible’ and ‘in 
such a way that no other would have been pleasanter’ : 
dy is really proper only in the second case. If it should be 
thought that both passages are wrong, though Antiphon 
would hardly have written domep jéducta . . . éylyvero, We 
might think of murrevoaire, which would be possible Greek, 
though referring to past time (see my Aristophanes and 
Others, p. 15). Cf. Huthyphro 5 c, where MSS. vary 
between éyévero and yévoiro: Xen. Cyrop. 2. 1. 9, where 

_ they vary between ézovvpyv and zowinny. But I incline 
to think the text right. 

19 ¢ kai ody as atiysdlov A€yw THY ToLa’THY érLoTHUNY, €t 
Tis TEpt TV ToLOVTWY Gopds eoTW—pH Tws eyo trd MeAyrov 
tocavtas dikas Pevyouue (NOt Pi-youst)—aAAG yap enol ToUTwr, 
& avdpes AOnvato, ovdev péereotw. 

I have not found anywhere, though it has probably been 
given, what seems to me the right explanation of yu ws 
x.7.rX. Setting aside the view that py is here final, we take 
the words as expressing a wish. But what is the exact 
meaning of tocavras dixas? ‘So grave a charge’ (Jowett) 
it cannot mean, even if that made satisfactory sense under 
the circumstances, because dikn, not dika, is invariably 

used, at any rate in prose, for a single suit or action. It 
must then be ‘so many actions.’ This is sometimes 
explained to mean (1) an action for contempt of émrurrnyn 
as well as one on the charge on which Socrates is now 
actually arraigned. But ‘so many actions as that would 
amount to’ seems very feeble, when only two are meant ; 
and there is also the objection to be stated in a moment. 
Then we have the view (2) indicated by Heindorf and 
developed by Schanz that rocavras refers to the number of 
separate branches of knowledge, in this case of natural 
science, which he might be arraigned for slighting or 
insulting. Schanz adopts this explanation in his com- 
mentary (1893), but feels bound to alter Medyrov to 

eAjtwv, a number of Meletuses or persons like Meletus. 
But at least three objections present themselves to this 
theory. First Socrates does not distinguish the various 

B 2 



4 APOLOGY 

branches, so as to lead up to the plural rocatvras: he says 
tiv TolavTyy eriotnnv. ‘The sciences were not at that time 
so differentiated. Then why in such a connexion should 
Socrates put it all upon Meletus, when he takes pains to 
assert that, as it was, there were other accusers represent- 
ing in a way (238) separate professions or sets of people? 
(This, I suppose, is the sort of reason for which Schanz 
would read the plural MeAnrwv.) Finally what sort of 
verisimilitude or propriety is there in suggesting that he 
could ever be indicted by Meletus or anyone like him for 
contemning science? Need it be pointed out that no 
action would le for anything of the kind, and still further 
that the Meletuses would according to Socrates be the 
last people to bring such an action, if it did lie? The 
prejudice against Socrates, on which he dwells, was that 
he knew too much and that he busied himself too much 
with these scientific speculations. That is the very source 
(he says) of the feeling against him. And yet he is 
supposed to think of Meletus as actually arraigning him 
for not treating such speculations with due respect. This 
last objection seems quite fatal to any interpretation of the 
passage that makes contumelious treatment of science a 
possible charge. 

What explanation then remains? I think simply this. 
‘I don’t speak thus by way of casting any reflexion upon 
such knowledge, if anyone really has it. I hope Meletus 
may never bring actions against me enough to make me do 
that.’ If accused of science, a man might in self-defence 
not only disclaim it, but court the goodwill of his judges 
by speaking of it with a cowardly affectation of contempt. 

20 A émei xal ddAos avyp éotr Idpios evOdde codds, dv éyw 
qobounv eridnpotvra: Ervxov yap k.T.X. 

After évédSe the words év... émSypotvra seem so poor 
by themselves, that I cannot but suspect an error. Perhaps 
something has been lost, such as ‘the other day’ or ‘by 
accident.’ Perhaps év@déde should be transferred to the 
relative clause. As it stands, it seems to imply that the 
three men just named were all then in Athens: is that 
Plato’s meaning? 
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22a Set dy duly rHv euyny wArAavnv emdetEar worep Tovous 
Twas TOVODVTOS, Va Mol Kal aveAEyKTOS 7) LavTEia Yyéevo.TO. 

I think those critics are right who from Stephanus 
downwards have wished to insert a py in the final clause, 
reading iva py po. x.t.A., and whose proposal now gains 
support from the old Armenian version. Without this 
insertion the words mean ‘that the oracle might be made 
irrefutable.’ It is perhaps questionable whether you can 
properly be said to make a thing irrefutable by unsuccessful 
attempts to refute it. Tévo:ro is not quite the same thing 
as davein ovca. Moreover this hardly represents Socrates’ 

_ real state of mind, as he describes it. He was perplexed 
by the oracle and set to work, not to prove its truth—that 
was not his direct object—but to test its truth and 
ascertain its exact meaning. He thought it must be 
true (21 8), but he wanted to make sure. His object was 
to verify (in the proper sense of that word) and to under- 
stand, not to demonstrate. He therefore began with an 
instance which was likely, if any, to upset the proposition 
that the god had laid down: 21 B 7AOov emi twa trav 
Soxovvtwy copay eivat, ws évtatfa cirep tov édéyEwv TO 
pavretov Kal dropavav TO XpNTU@ Ott ovTOTL e“odv coduwrepds 
éort, ov 0 enue Ebyoba. In other words his object was, not 
directly é€Aéyyew 7d pavretov in the sense of refuting or 
exposing it, but to test it and thus possibly refute it.- 
Having then started according to his own statement with 
the idea of possibly refuting the oracle, not indeed expect- 
ing to do so but contemplating it as a thing that might 
happen, how can he describe himself as labouring to make 
or prove the oracle irrefutable? It is true that presently 
he speaks of himself as BonOav ro Geo (238) in exposing 
the pretence of knowledge. But this is at a much later 
time, when he has long found out the meaning of the 
oracle and is perfectly satisfied as to its truth. "EXéyyew 
refers to his first immediate perplexity, BonOetv to the 
settled conviction of his after-life. 
We are then to read iva yj for tva and understand that 

he set out on his labours in order that he might not leave 
the truth of the oracle untested, that he might not too 
readily take it for granted as true in its first and most 
obvious sense. His labours were rewarded by the 
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discovery that it was true, but not in this sense, and he 
had therefore good ground for rejoicing that he had not 
left it unexamined and untested. 

This view seems fully confirmed by a passage in the 
Philebus, which as far as I know has not been quoted in 
this connexion and which is really my justification for this 
long note. In 41 B we read rotro dé ro Sdypa, ews av 
Kéytat tap Hulv, advvatov avedeyxtov Syrov yiyverbat, where 
Badham writes as follows: ‘the sense of the passage thus 
becomes plain: But until this gudgment (of mine) 1s 
approved and established in us both, it is impossible for tt 
to escape (or become exempt from) exanunation. I have 
endeavoured to give the force of the word yiyvecOai, which, 
as will be seen, signifies a great deal more than ¢fvaw.’ 

23.4 kuwdvvever, & avdpes, TO dvtt 6 Oeds odds eivar Kal ev 
T® XpNTLO TovTwW TodiTo eye, Ott 7 avVOpwrivn aodia ddrLyou 
Tivos agia éoriv Kal ovdevds* Kal daiverat todtov Néyew TOV 
Lwxpatyn, mporkexpnoGar dé TO e€u@ dvdmari, Ewe wapaderypa 
TOLOvpEVOS, WOTED av <ei> lot K.T.A. 

tovrov is admittedly wrong and either rodro or totr’ od is 
usually read for it. But neither is at all satisfactory. 
(1) rodro, if read, means that human knowledge is a mere 
pretence. But it is quite untrue to say that the oracle 
appears to say this of Socrates, and, if daiverar A€yew could 
mean 7s found wn reality to say, it is also untrue that the 
oracle really said this of Socrates. The oracle did not even 
mean it (A€yev in another sense) of Socrates: it meant it 
of all mankind, Socrates of course included. (2) rovr’ ot 
is equally unsatisfactory. Todro is now explained to mean, 
and must mean, the being wise or possessed of genuine 
knowledge (rd codov civat). But it is most unlikely that 
Touro in Tovr’ ov A€yew should be something quite different 
from the rotro in totro A€yew just before: the coddy <ivai 
is not in reality quite obvious to supply; and the very 
repetition of the phrase rotro A¢yew is inartistic. todro in 
this case cannot be the unreality of knowledge, because 
daiverar ov A€yev, meaning turns out not to say, would 
imply that at first sight it seemed to say, which it did 
not. The sense required certainly appears to be ‘the 
oracle does not really mean that Socrates has knowledge,’ 
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and I do not see how to get this without rather larger 
change. Two possible lines of emendation occur to me, 
but I do not mention them with any confidence. One 
would be kat daiverat tovodrov eye Tov &., tporKéexpytat dé 
x.t.A. ‘The god seems to call Socrates wise, but really he 
has just made use of my name.’ Or we might read some- 
thing like rowtrov od Néyew... mpooxexpyoOar Sé.. . 1.6. 
‘it appears that he does not really call Socrates wise, but 
has only made use’ ete. Another possible form of sentence 
would be xwdvuvevee .. . copds elvar kai... TovTo A€yewv OTL 7 
dvOpwrivn codia dXiyou twos agia éeotiv Kat ovdevds, Kav 
daivyntar(orei kal daiverar) torotrov A€yew Tov Zwxpary, 
apookexpnobat 6é x.7.A. In this latter form zpockeypjaGae 
would depend on xuwéduveve. It may be noticed that an <i 
has obviously fallen out two lines lower before eizrou. 

25 n «i Suapbe/pw might be omitted as a whole and not 
the «i only. 

26 D ’Avagaydpov ole. katnyopelv k.T.A. 

I cannot see any sufficient reason for doubting, with 
Schanz and others, the correctness of ’Avagaydpov, though 
it must be admitted that Socrates’ meaning is not expressed 
as clearly as it might have been. Possibly the want of 
clearness is intentional, for, beautiful as the Apology is, 
any logical reader must detect in it certain defects of 
reasoning which, if Gorgias or Protagoras were the speaker, 
might be called sophistry. But the meaning appears to be 
this. Meletus taxes Socrates with irreligious ideas about 
the sun and the moon. Socrates rejoins that in the first 
place he does not hold any such views and Meletus must 
be confounding him with Anaxagoras who did, and that in 
the second it would be absurd to tax him with having 
propounded such ideas as original views of his own, when 
everybody knew that they had been put forward fifty 
years ago by Anaxagoras, (It will be observed that 
Meletus is not made to charge Socrates with propounding 
them as original. Socrates is ridiculing an accusation that 
Meletus had not brought.) The want of clearness consists 
in the fact that the two points are not put markedly 
enough as distinct: ‘I don’t hold any such opinions, and, 
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if I did, I certainly should not claim originality for them.’ 
But it is the first point which is really important, though 
more space is given for the moment to the second. The 
main thing is that he does not hold the opinions in 
question. Now the omission of ’Avagaydpov (Schanz) or 
the substitution of Swxpdrovs (Baiter) would drop the first 
and important point altogether. Meletus would say ‘he 
thinks the sun is only stone,’ and Socrates would answer 
‘well, there is nothing new in that.’ But, if he does not 
deny the charge here, he does not deny it at all, for the 
argument beginning in 26 E dAX’, & mpds Atds, x.7.A. has no 
reference to this charge specifically. He may believe even 
in gods and yet hold this offensive theory about the sun. 
(It might be thought that ’Avagaydpov is likely to be 
wrong because of the addition of rod KAaopeviov to 
’Avagayopov immediately afterwards. Cf. however the 
Clouds, where Chaerephon is mentioned just by his name 
in 144 and then in 156, as though not already mentioned, 
referred to as X. 6 Sqyrtws.) This argument, if sound, 
will show that xaé is right as well as ’Avagaydpov and not 
to be altered to 7. All three main clauses are to be made 
interrogative, and not with Schanz affirmative. 

I should like to add a remark on the much disputed 
words @ éfeoTw éviote, ci wavy todXod, Spaxyyns ex TIS 
épxnoTpas mplapévois Ywkparovs KatayeAav. The use of 
éviore has been turned against the bookselling theory of 
the passage. The use is indeed somewhat odd, at any 
rate at first sight, but as far as I can see it is equally a 
difficulty on either interpretation ; or rather perhaps, when 
examined, it is more of a difficulty on the old view. If we 
take the words as uttered, so to speak, in a breath, 
sometimes is certainly hard to understand : doctrines which 
you can sometumes buy for a drachma at most. We should 
rather say which you can buy any day, always. But 
eviore. . . Spaxuns is a sort of little parerithesis or semi- 
detached group of words: which 1t is open to you—some- 
tumes, 1f unusually dear, they may cost you a drachma—to 
buy im the orchestra. Leaving out of sight the fact, which 
we may really regard as established, that there were no 
drachma seats in the theatre of Dionysus, I hardly see 
what would be the point of saying that a man might 
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possibly have to give as much as a drachma for a seat. 
There were undoubtedly plenty of two-obol seats, as 
Demosthenes remarks, even if there were also dearer ones. 
But for a book on a stall, if he wanted it, a man might 
very well have to give a drachma. 

27 B érus Sé ot twa meiPors av Kal opixpov votv €xovTa 
avOpwrov, ds ov Tod avitod éorw Kal dayovia Kal Geta HyeioOan, 
Kal av Tov avrod pyre Saimovas pyte Geos pyTe Hpwas, ovdeuta 
pnxavyn €or. 

Schanz in his commentary completely alters this 
sentence .by insertions and omissions. In his text of 
1877 he had inserted nothing, but omitted the second rov 
avrov and pyre jypwas. Even Adam would make insertions 
here, though not the same, and Burnet follows Rieckher 
in omitting ov rod airod. Myre ypwas is unimportant, and 
for the rest is it clear that any change is necessary? ‘ You 
will never persuade anybody that the same man will not 
believe in both damova and 6eia’ (that is, a man must 
believe in 6eia, if he believes in daimova): ‘ or again that 
the same man will not disbelieve in both daiwoves and eoi’ 
(that is, he must disbelieve in dainoves, if he disbelieves in 
Geoi). There is a slight objection to the form of the latter 
clause, as pyre Geos pyre Saipovas would seem the more 
logical order. It is possible that Plato really wrote the 
words so, and pyre ypwas would then come in better, in 
immediate sequence on dainovas. But, even if he did not, 
the meaning may fairly be got from the words, when we 
know from the context what it is. There is also a slight 
objection to the substance of the former clause, for, though 
Socrates seems here to be recapitulating, he has not 
previously argued directly from daiova to Oeia, only from 
daypovia to daiwoves and from Sdainoves to Oeot. But the 
slipping in of the @eta is very easy and the point is 
virtually implied in the parallel inference of 6eoi from 
daimoves. 

In the sentence almost immediately preceding this those 
scholars are, I think, equally wrong who would omit rots 
ntovous, necessary as it is not exactly to the logical justice 
of the illustration but to its artistic finish. Just as the 
offspring of gods are not gods but dacuoves, so the offspring 
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of horses are not horses but mules. On the other hand 
the contention that in this case Plato ought to have 
mentioned a possible denial of nymphs, to balance exactly 
the supposed denial of donkeys, seems to ask for too much. 
This is a small point that the reader can easily supply, and 
after all it is the gods who are in question. The nymphs 
do not matter. 

I am not even sure that in ei tis trrwv pev ratdas iyotro 
7) Kal dvwv, Tos Hutdvovs We need omit 7, A man may be 
thinking or speaking of mules as offspring of horses or as 
offspring of donkeys. We may call them offspring of 
horses, as Simonides did when it was made worth his 
while. We may also call them offspring of donkeys. It is 
only when we want to be exact that we need specify both 
parents. But 7 and xai are often confused, and one may 
very well have grown out of the other. 

28 A a oH kal dAAovs moAAovs Kai dyabods dvépas NPNKEV, 
oipar O€ Kai aipnoe ovdev dé devov pr ev ésol ory. 

After ovdé I should prefer ydép to dé. The two words 
are apt to get interchanged. 

9 b 3Q) ¥ “~ > , ” QA A 

29.0 dor ovd’ ci pe viv adiere.. ., Ef pol mpds Tatra 
> a > / » ? xa 

eimoire . . «, €b oY pe, wWomep elmov, adiolTe, elton.’ av 
Dp K.T.A. 

Was not Stephanus right in wishing to change ddiere 
to the optative? Be it remembered that, though éav adjre 
can refer and usually does refer to future time, ei adiere 
cannot. It is not like our 2/f you acquit, ie. of you shall 
acquit, but it would ordinarily mean af you are now acquit- 
ting. It can only stand here, if at all, in the sense af you 
are feeling tnclined to acquit, which is not really very 
suitable. What is really wanted is 2f you were to feel 
inclined, were to propose, to acquit, and that is ei adéorre. 

31D dwvy tis yryvopevyn } Stay yevyrat del arorpére pe. 

Read yiyvyrat for yévntat, which would mean ‘after its 
occurrence.’ Cf. the note below on Phaedr. 256 5. In 
Phil, 268 ra yryvopeva 8a tw’ airiav yiyver Oat and Laws 
687 © TO Kata Tiv THs avTOD Woyns éeritagw Ta yryvoueva 
yiyverOa. we might just as well read yevoueva as keep 
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yevytat here. Cf. Meno 100 4 and B (rapayvyvonevy tee 

mapaytyvytat). In the parallel passage T'heages 128 p the 
same change should be made twice, as the present tense 
dvaxowotat helps to show. 

324 iva cidnre Ore ovd' av Evi trrexdOouue mapa Td SiKatov 
deioas Odvarov, wy bmeixwy bé dua Kal dpa av aroXolunv. 

For dpa xai aya, which is unintelligible, the Venetian 
codex has xai dua. Many slight changes have been 
proposed. I add the suggestion dua Kal airds dv dzroXoluny, 
taking the second dua as an accidental repetition of the 
first. airéds would be added, because zapa 1d dikacov 

suggests, as in the cases he quotes, unjust or illegal 
executions. 

344 viv rapacxécbw—éyw Trapaxwpi—kai deyérw. 

Perhaps éy® <yap> 7apaxwpd. ‘yap and zap are almost 
undistinguishable. 

4 TO Dwxparer B 
ibid. E add ovv dedoypevov yé éore iad ae af Siadépewv 

Twi Tov TOAANGY avOpurrwr. 

So Burnet reports the readings of the Bodleian and the 
Venetus, adding ‘1rd Swxpdry al.’ He himself reads rw 
Swxparn. I think we might read ro. Swxpdry, rou being 
quite suitable with aAX’ otyv—ye. 

36 B dueXnoas Gvirep ot rodXol. 

It is certain that the sense required is disregarding what 
most men regard. I should call it equally certain that by 
Greek usage the idea to be supplied with dvzep is the idea 
which precedes it. For instance in érbupad dvrep of dddor 
we can only understand éri$vuotow. I should therefore 
feel quite sure that some such word as ¢povrifover (not 
ov, as Schanz thinks) had been omitted here by accident, 
if it did not seem just possible that duedyoas might be 
resolved into oddéy éreAnfeis. obdtv perer por Svrep Tors 
adots would be unimpeachable, and possibly dpeArjoas 
might be regarded only as an equivalent. Is there any 
example of a positive word, verb, substantive, or adjective, 
being thus as it were supplied out of the privative 
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compound #! I do not think the common cases where was 
is supplied to a new clause from ovdels, dyoi from od drat, 
etc., help us much, especially as the clauses are always 
antithetic in form. 

ibid. D ov éo@’ Gru pGAXov, & avdpes ’AOnvaior, rpérer ovTws — 
@s TOV ToLOvTOV avépa ev mpUTaveiw oLTELo Oat. 

Schanz (1893) cuts out paddAov, and so Burnet ; others 
ovTws. paddov may be due to the same word coming in the 
next line, but there is no obvious reason why anyone 
should have put it in. 308 is quite different. It may 
stand for dAAo used along with éo@’ or as in Phaedo 
94B éo6’ dtu GAXO A€yets dpxew; Xen. Oecon. 3. 12 éorw 
étw GAAw TOV Grovdaiwy TAEiw eriTpeTEs 7 TH yuvatKé ; 

37 B avri rovtov 8) eAwpar dv ev old’ StL KakOv dvTwr, 
TOUTOU TYLNTdmEVOS ; WOTEpoY Seapov;... GAAA ypnuaTwv Kal 
ded€rOan ; 3 

Schanz and Burnet seem right in following Baumann and 
reading tu for dr. with one inferior MS. Adam reads 
éxwpot, but (1) this would be a misuse of éyeo6a:, which is 
not to take hold, but to keep hold ; (2) dy ed of8’ drt Kaxav 
évrwy is impossible Greek. The parenthetic use of o78’ dru is 

_ nothing to the point, for it 7s parenthetic and can be removed 
without affecting the construction, e.g. ravrwv [ 018’ éru] dnodv- 
twv av(Adam’s instance), whereas here xaxév ovrwy would be 
governed by it. The Greek expression would be dy ed oid’ 
Ore kaka eon. Cf. Rep. 465D dia cpixpov pépos dv rovrots 
brdpxer: Herod. 1. 78 ovdev Kw eciddtes r&v Hv Tepi Sapdis: 
Thuc. 7. 67 ad’ av iv wapecxevacra: Ar. Ehet. 1. 5, 
1361 b 14 76 pndev éxew Gv 76 ynpas AwBGror: C.I.A. ii. 
281. 12 wept ravrwv ov yéyove. In Hipp. Min. 363 v or av 
tis BovAnrar wv av por eis erideréw wapecxevacpevov y I do 
not see how anything but wapecxevacpévov 7, could be right, 

1 I have noticed an instance in the letters of Horace Walpole. 
See letter to Pownall of Oct. 27, 1783: ‘1 myself do not pretend to 
be unprejudiced. I must be so’ (¢.e. prejudiced, partial) ‘to the 
best of fathers: I should be ashamed to be quite impartial.’ The 
Spectator of June 26, 1909, has in a quotation the words ‘It is 
impossible anywhere and least of all’ (7.e. least possible of all) ‘in 
a country like India.’ 
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like zapeoxevaora: in Thucydides. Stallbaum’s zapeoxeva- 
opevwv would be as bad as 6r xaxdv dvtwyv here. Riddell 
Digest § 26 c takes a different view of the passage before 
us, but he ignores ort. 

Possibly Meiser’s rod for rovrov, whereby tod riunodpevos 
becomes a distinct question, like ri defcas above, is to be 
preferred. It accounts better for the genitives decuod and 
xpnearwy, which might be expected otherwise rather to 
follow the construction of ru, if 7: is right, after éAwpau. 

The omission of the article before dedécfa is very 
unusual, nor do I know anything in prose quite like it. _It 
may be due, if right, to there being no article with 
 xpnuatrwv. Of. however Ar. Ach. 196-7, where jx ’mirnpeiv 
represents a genitive, unless 197 and 198 are to change 
places. 

38 D dzopia pev éddwxa, od pévtor Adywv, GAAG TOAMNS Kal 
dvaicxuvtias Kal Tod pn eOérAev A€yetv K.T.A. 

‘un T Arm.: om. B’ Burnet, who retains it. No doubt 
Thucydides 2. 49 has 7 dropia tot wy jovxdfev, where 7 
is superfluous, but the interposition of réAwns kal dvacxuv- 
tias here alters the case. Anything added further should 
be as positive as they are. Cf. however Philostr. Vit. 
Apoll. 6. 13 (251) xpnudrwv drdywv aitov Kal rod py ératvetv 
70 €& dmavros Képdos. I do not feel sure that 76 pH ebédeu, 
parallel to aropia, is not what Plato wrote. 

39B Kal vdv ey pev areyw... kal éyd Te TO Timppare 
éupevw Kal ovurot. 

éwpev@ Will be better both in sense and in conformity to 
dreyu. He does not mean that he and they are now 
abiding or disposed to abide by the judgment, but that in 
the future they will have to accept it and acquiesce. {n 
Crito 50 C éupevety is now read and 53 A éppeveis. 
Perhaps we ought to read & Aéfw for & Ad€yw (av A€yw 
Schanz) in 17 c. 



CRITO 

45.C rowdra omevders rept cavtov yevéeoOat azrep av kal ot 
€xOpot orevoater. 

I do not know whether oozep is elsewhere used in 
correlation with rowtros. If not, we might write olazep, 
like rovovtwv oldmep just below. o. would easily be lost 
after au | 

ibid. E aicyivopar pr Sdgm amav TO mpaypa TO rept ce 
dvavdpig. Twit TH Hperepa mempax Gat, Kal 7 €l~o0d0s THS déKns Sipe 
Kat avTos 6 aywv..., Kal TO Tehevtaiov 67) TovTi, domep 
KaTayeAws THs mpagews, kakia Twl Kal dvavdpia TH mmeTépa 
Suarehevyevar npas doxeiv. 

In spite of the length of the sentence it is difficult to 
believe that Plato wrote what comes to px d0&y routi Soxetv 
Swaredevyévar nuas. Aoxety being intolerable, I am inclined 
to think that Plato wrote doxoty or doxév. It might also 
be ddée. Each step in the change (dd£e to doxe?, Soxet to 
Soxeiv) is quite frequent. The future would be slightly 
irregular but very much in Plato’s manner. 

dle jpets y4p oe yevvijoavres, exOpéWavres, K.T.A. dpws 
Tpoayopevouer T@ éfovoiay TETOUNKEVaAL "AOnvaiwy T@ Bovdopevy 

. © av py apérkwpev Hueis, e€etvar Aafévra TO GUTOD amLevat 
érot av BovAnrat. 

‘We proclaim by having given leave to any Athenian 
who likes that he has leave’ etc. Is this good sense or 
what Plato was likely to write? There seems also to be a 
certain want of connexion between the personal touch of 
ge yevvnoavres x.t.A. and the quite general bearing of 
mpoayopevopev TO eSovolay mwemoxevat «.t.. Both these 

14 
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faults might be removed by reading oo. for r@. It may be 
said of course that éfovoiav wemrouxéevor é€etvar amrevar is 
grossly pleonastic, and so it is. But éetvar (like dety) is 
often put in quite pleonastically. Cf. Dem. 22, 8 ovx 
é@vros éfetvar.. . aitnoar: 59. 106 ovk éa yiyverOar AOnvaiov 
efetvar and 113 ddeav... rod é&etvar mavdorojcacGar: Plat. 
Rep. 555. ¢ cipyew vopw... py e€eivar adrovs dvadiokeuv: 
Isaeus 10. 10 6 vouos... xwAveu py e€etvar. For repetition 
of practically the same word in such a pleonasm cf. Laws 
839 0 pH Suvardv elvar S¥vacGar.,. roAw Lhv mpdtrovoav 
TOUTO. 



CHARMIDES 

153.6 Kai dua pe xabile. dywv apa Kpiriav. © 

I suggest xaftfev or éxafifev. Plato makes next to no 
use of the historic or graphic present. Even d¢yai is 
scarcely used by him, édy and 7 8 os being his regular 
expressions. 

155 D potpay aipetobar in the quotation certainly seems 
wrong for claiming or trying to get a share. Cobet 
airetoOat. Perhaps it should be potpay dyecOa, a quite 
proper use. ap and ay are certainly sometimes confused. 

1564 droypapopau ToiVvur, ebm, mapa cov THY empdrv. 
Ildrepov, nv 8 ey, édv we weiOys 7) Kav pn; yeddoas ovy ‘Kav 
oe TelOw, Epy. 

Read zeions and reiow, the proper * tense and habitual in 
this phrase, e.g. Rep. 327 éhAcireran 76 iv wetowpev bpas: 
Meno 100 c éav zeions totrov, etc. The mistake is 
frequent. 

ibid. B domep tows Kai od axyKoas Tav adyabdv iatpar . . 
A€eyovat mov Ott ody oldv Te. . . GAN GvayxKatov ein dua Kal TH 
Kehadnv Oepareverv. 

Schanz after Madvig dvayxatov <av> «in, but this is a 
mistake. The optative, though not really grammatical 
after the present tense AEyovor, is due to the perfect 
axnkoas preceding, as though the words had been dxyjxoas 
Aeyovrwv Ot. dvaykatov ety. Further on in the same page 
we have an even stronger case of the same confusion : 
Zddpokrs; Eby, eye « .. OTL... TOUTO Kal aiTLov ein... TavTa 
yap pn ék THs Wuxis binotor where the édy following 
makes it clear that the earlier words are constructed as if 

16 
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not A€ye: but eAeyey had been used. It is of course possible 
that Plato really wrote é\eyev, but there is no adequate 
reason for change. 

157 c éav BovAn... Thy Wrxnv TpaTov Tapacyeiv eracat 
Tais TOV Opakds érwoats. 

The regular accusative after éradew is the charm, not the 
person. I wouldj therefore write ras rod @paxds érwias. 
It is true that in 176B we seem to have the personal 
passive éradecGar, but such passive uses do not guarantee a 
corresponding active use, @.g. ém:BovAcvouar, éritatropat, 
éritiuapar do not prove that émBovAcdw, etc. can take an 
accusative of the person. Nor does the construction 
require the object of zapacyeiy and of éraca: to be the 
same. It seems unlikely that rais érwédats is governed 
directly by zapacyety. For the corruption cf. Lach. 1908 
Gpern Tapayevonevn tas Wyas (Or tats wWvyats) delvous 
momoee, Where Schanz gives wvyds from a Vatican MS. 
but B and T have the dative. 

160 E doxel...aicyiverOar rovety 7 cwhpocvvy Kal aicyuv- 
TyAov Tov avOpwrorv, Kal elvai Orep aidas 7) Twppocvvy. 

- It is very harsh for zovety to take first the infinitive and 
then the adjective after it. Cf. note on Laches 178 B. 
Unless parallels are forthcoming, I think something like 
mapexew render should be added with the adjective (aicyw- 
TnAov Tapéxelv), OF evar (roretv . . . aioxuvrnAdv elvat). 

161 E Sox? dv cor woXts ed oixeicGar bird TovToV Tod vomLov 
TOU KeAeVovTOS TO EavTOD iuatiov ExacTov bdaivew Kal wAvvEY, 
kal trodjuata oKutotopev, Kal AnxvOov Kai otAeyyida Kai 
Tada mavTa Kata Tov avtov Adyov, Tov pev adAOTpiwy pH 
amrecOat, TO S¢ EavTov Exactov épyalerGai Te Kai mparrey ; 

The deficiency of proper government for ArjxvOor etc. 
might pass, something being supplied out of the previous 
infinitives. But the asyndeton of trav pév x.r.X. makes it 
probable that we ought to remedy both defects by adding 
something like zo.odvra after or before xara tov atrov Adyov. 
A certain similarity between advra and zowitvra might 
lead to the omission. Or is zwdvra itself an error for 
mowwrTa! Cf. on Jon 530 B. 
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163 D dydrov 8é pdvov ef’ Sti av hépys Tobvopa dtu av A€yys. 
We shall get not only more elegant but more correct 

Greek, if we write éq’ dru 5) depes, availing ourselves of 
the frequent confusion of dv and 67, or simply é¢’ ori dépets. 
The indirect interrogative is more proper here than the 
relative, and the double 6r dy is very awkward. Many 
editors write dépois, but Schanz does not record any MS. 
variation from ¢épys. The optative does not seem quite 
in place. 

164.4 GAA Adye ci Soxet ris or latpds bya Twa ToLdv 
opera kal €avT@ rrovety Kai éxeivw ov idro. 

The optative iero would hardly be used unless an dy 
with zoviy preceded. Perhaps added’ av; but the dv 
would be very likely to be placed with doxet. 

166 B én’ aird jKes epevvav, OTw Siadeper tacav tav 
eTLOTHUOV 7) TwWPpoTvvn. 

I do not see how orw can be justified, as the sense is 
relative, not interrogative. Read é2’ aird...75 o. So 
for instance Phaedr. 2478 thv & tO 6 éotw by sdvTus 
ériotypnv ovaav: Lach. 185 D wept rod 6 vera GAXov éfjret 
(MSS. of évexa dAdo: the error there too caused or helped 
by the unusual construction). 

173.4 ei yap ott padwora npav dpxou 0 coppoosvn. ovoa, 
olay viv dpifopueba, ado Tt KaTa Tas emioTHas GY TpaTTOLTO } 

Stallbaum lightly translates, nonne secundum artium 
scientiam agatur? But there is no impersonal zparrera like 
agitur. Meno 968 apdarreror ra mpaypara. Something 
therefore is wrong or missing. <mav> av mparro.to 4 
[T did’ not know that Stobaeus had mwavta mparrotto. Burnet 
mavt av mparrotro. | 

ibid. © «i dé BovAowd ye, . . Evyxwpyowper. 
Probably BovAe. Cf. on Alcib. w. 144 .: 

1744 tiva; Rv 8 éyd. apa py Tov Tordvde, ef Tis Tpos Tots 
péAXovew Kal Ta yeyovdra mdvra eidein Kat Ta Viv OvTA Kal 
pndev ayvoot; Pome yap twa elvat adrov. 

Does twa etvar airov make any sense? Should not airév 
be rowotrov 4 



LACHES 

178 B Spas Se quets Pynodpevor Kai txavods yv@vat Kat 
yvovras arAds ay eirety & Soxet byiv, ovTw x.T.A. 

The adjective and the infinitive are very awkwardly 
paired. Cf. on Charm. 1608. Has civar dropped out 
before or after yvdvat or should we read kay ixavds 
yvavat ! 

182 © otyar ey TotTo.. otk av AeAnOévar Aaxedatpovious 
. et & éxeivous eAcAnGev, GAX’ ov TovTOUs ye Tos SidacKddrovs 

avtov AéAnGev ado Totro, ott K.T.X. 

Schanz writes airod ‘AeAnbav, but we must add a, 
probably before atré. ‘If it had escaped the Lacedae- 
monians, the fact would not have escaped etc.’ The 
previous ovx av AeAnOevas and ei & eAXcAnOew show AéAnOev to 
be wrong, and ovx« av X. shows the meaning of «i 9 é. 

184 4 ézeid7 Badovros Tivos Aw rapa rods Todas adrod ézi 
TO KataoTpwa adierar {-ero? Cf. on Charm. 1530) rod 
Sdpatos, TOT’ 757 K.T.A. 

Is the dative Aw right? To say nothing of the want of 
an expressed object for Badovros, ‘having struck (him) 
with a stone’ does not harmonise with zapa and émi, which 
point to a verb of motion. Surely Baddvros twos Adbov is 
what Plato wrote. The confusion of -oy and -w is not very 
uncommon. In Anthol. 7. 378 

dudw 0’, ds ap’ évatov, ixd mAakt TyuBevovrar 
Evvov ayadAduevor Kat tadov ws OdAapov 

we seem to need the reverse change, xai radw ds Oardpo, 
for dydé\Aowat has no business with datives. Probably 
évv@ also, but it is just possible to make évvdv adverbial, 
though it and xowoyv are not, I think, known in that sense. 

19 og 
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ibid. B et pev Setdds tis dv oloitro atrov éricracBan, 
Opacvrepos av du’ aird yevouevos éexipavérrepos yévorro olos jv. 

Atirov should be airo, as in the next clause, 7.e. the 
, . > . 4 pabnpa ; and jv must be a mistake for ety, an easy and not 

infrequent error. Cf. p. 90. 

185 © eire xpy airs (the dappyaxov) brareihecOar eire pur. 

I suspect we should read either airé or éradeideoOar. 
So in Ar. Probl. 38. 3, 967 a 4 trakeadbey might very well 
be éradedbev. 

ibid. D There seems no reason for the imperfects éoxdmex 
and é{jre, and we should probably read oxozei, Cyrei. 
Charm. 157 D should certainly have doxe?, not éd0xet. 

ibid. & «i py... Epyov exorev éridetEar ed eipyacpevoy Kal ev 
Kal Ew. 

The double «ai is illogical, as the two cases exclude each 
other. Should it not be a double 4? Cf. 191 Dx where a 
similar question arises. 

187 E Os av éyy’tata Swxparovs 7 Adyw damep yéever Kal 
mAnoialy diadeydpevos. 

Much difficulty has been found in this and some 
surprising changes proposed (see Schanz). I do not know 
whether the parallel of Soph. 265.4 has been adduced, rots 
(masc.) éyyutatw yéver THs Tova’Tns peOddov Tmepvkdoww, Which 
seems to show that there is nothing wrong. 

189c¢ Probably ra <y’> tpérepa or ra b. ve. 

191 B Kai od 70 Tév SxvOdv imméwv wépi eyes. 

ro and zrepi do not go well together in this case. Read 
Kal ov TOL. . | 

192 c There seems something wrong in the two clauses 
both ending with datverar. The word is almost certainly a 
mistake in one or other of the two. 

ibid. B el Tis Kaptepel . ., TOUTOV dvdpetov Kadois ay ; 

KapTepot Or -oin, as a few lines below? Soin 199p I 
suspect rpoonxe should be rpoonxor. 

199 D otras ad perariber bat } rds Eyes ; 

peratieca: would be much neater. 



LYSIS 

205 A rovtwv S€ TL, Eby, oTabua, & Radxpares, dv dd A€yer ; 

This sense and construction of craOuacba, take into 
account, value, are apparently unparalleled. Should we 
not fall back on the usual dative and read rwi, go by, 
judge by, or, keeping 7, read @ in the same sense for dv ! 

207 B zpoanAGov 8% Kai ot aAXou. 

Probably é\Aor without of. 

208 A jv éribupjons eri twos Tév TOD TaTpos appLaTwv 
dxeto Gat AaBwv Tas Hvias Grav dutAAGTaL, odk Gv é~ev GE GAA 
dtaxwrvou; Ma Ai’ od pévro av, édyn, ewev. “AXAAA Tiva 
anv; “Eotw tis nvioxyos Tapa Tod matpos picbov pépwv. 

Schanz seems right in altering riva pyv to ri pyv. But, 
unless I mistake his meaning, he intends dA ti pry to be 
said by Socrates. It is really said by Lysis in continuation 
of the words preceding and means ‘of course they 
wouldn’t’; ‘how could you expect it?’ In the following 
twelve lines Lysis twice says adAAa ri ppv in a similar sense. 

tbid. c Should za:daywyds be omitted ? 

209 a ovk dvapévovow ews dv HAtKiav éxys. 

oxyjs attain? But éyns may be right. See note on 
Phaedo 74 ¢. 

2104 dp’ otv Kal radAa wavra piv éxurpéror dv . . ., TEpt 
dowv av Sdfwpev aita copwrtepor exeivwv €ivat ; 

In this purely hypothetical case écwv dv ddfwpev does not 
seem right. We want the optative ddgamev or doxomer. 
Perhaps, therefore, zepi dcwy 57 ddgamev may be suggested. 
Cf. on Charm. 163 p. 

21 
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ibid. © ovre ct 6 matHp ove GAXos GAAov, Not ovd€ . . . ode. 
Cf. three lines below. 

ibid. D ovd’ dpa peyadddpwv ef... Ma Ad’, Edy, & Saxpares, 
ov pot Soxec. Rather od po Soxd. In Gorg. 509 4a I 
suggest ddfeav for ddgeev. 

211 E 6 pev yap tis immovs éeriOupel xracOat, 6 8 Kivas, 6 
5é ypuaiov, 6 d€ tynds: éyw Sé pds wey Tadta mpaus exw, pds 
d¢ tiv Tdv didwv KTHoW Tavy épwTikds. 

For the unusual sense of zpaws, which I formerly doubted, 
ef. Plut. Solon 12 wepi ra révOy mpaorépovs and Demosth. 
22: Mor. 77 © pérpuos . . . kal mpaos év TO Twapeivas Kal cvpdt- 
Aovodety : perhaps yriws eye Timol. 7. 

212 B Read povoy (not povos povov) for povos. 

2148 For ratra aira Schanz follows Heindorf in reading 
Tavra tavtrd, but the invariable order is raira ratra. 

Just below I would add a pév after the second icws (icws 
pev... tows dé). 

ibid. E 8voxepaivw ri ye should be ducyxepaivw yé te. 

hh ¢ A e a € “ c / / 3 / wy BS id 
ibid. dtiotv Spotov étwodrv Spolw tiva dpediav exew 7 Tiva 

Py “ 4 a q% A a 

BAGByv av roujoa Svvaito 6 un Kal adTO avTA ; 

The neuter 6 seems indefensible and jv necessary. 

216 D pods & dé A€ywv pavrevouat akoveov. 

In spite of Heindorf BAérwv should probably be read for 
eyo. 
Such phrases as mpds ri 5x) rotro Aéyes ; are quite different. 

They mean ‘what is the bearing of that?’ ‘how do you 
apply that?’ Here the sense is rather ‘the things that 
make me surmise that’ ‘the observations my surmise is 
based on.’ Cf. Lach. 195.4 apos ti rodr’ eles Breas; 
197 & d&wos eémirxéews Grow tore BA€rwv Tovvoua TodTO 
ziOno.: Meno 89 p and 96 £: Hipp. Ma. 299: ete. 

218 8B dapev yap aird. Perhaps otrw. 
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2214 % weivy pe ora, éedvrep avOpwroi te Kai tarda 

tnt 
édvrep Should, I think, be éworep dv. In Hellenscs 

1. 7. 35 the MSS. give us éyyuyras xaracryncat, éav xpiOacw, 
but the emendation of Stephanus, éws dv xpiGdow, is 
universally adopted. Cf. on Phaedo 74c. 

tbid.c Read ov rav for the first oix dv, Also ddvvarov 
mov nv seems to lack an ay. 



HIPPIAS MAIOR 

281 a ‘Immias 6 xadds te kal codds, as dia ypovov Hpiv 
Katnpas eis Tas ’AOnvas. 

The first words are, I imagine, taken to be a nominative 
doing duty as vocative, like Symp. 218 B ot oixéra... 
mvAdas tos dolv éribecbe: Ar. Ach. 242 rpdib’ cis 76 tpdabev 
édiyov, 7 kavndopos. But, though the grammars fail to tell 
us so, this nominative with the article (quite distinct from 
® didros, & kdxiot aoXovpevos, etc. and also distinct from 
e.g. Ar. Av. 30 dvbpes of rapovres év Xoyw, Plato Prot. 337 ¢ 
& dvdpes of wapovres) is only used with an imperative, 
expressed or understood, or with something equivalent to_ 
an imperative, or now and then with a question. Examples 
with the imperative expressed are given above. The 
imperative is understood in Ar. Ach. 54 (oi ro€édrat), 
61, 94 (something like eAkere airov in 54 and zpdire in 
61, 94). In Ach. 824 dyopavopor, rods cvxopavras od Oipag’ 
efeipéere; and 864 of odes, ovK ard tov bvpav; Theocr. 
5. 102 ovx amd tas Spvds, obros 6 Kwvapos & te Kwaiba ; the 
equivalence of od with the second person of the future to 
an imperative is familiar. The second passage therefore 
should not be written of odes otk amd tav Oupadv; as 
though the verb understood was in the third person, 
Theocr. 1. 151 ai 8 xinamppar, od py oxipraceire and Ar. 
Eccl. 128 6 wepwrriapxos, repipeperv ypy tHv yadrHv are 
imperatival. So is Theocr. 4. 45 oiz76’, 6 Xérapyos, ete. 
Finally, just as zpos 6eGv goes with an imperative, but goes 
also with a question, where we may if we like supply 
mentally something like tell me, so we may occasionally 
find such a phrase as Ar. Av. 1628 6 TpBadrdrds, oipwlew 
Soxet cor; Ran. 40 6 mais, .. . odk éveOupnOns ; where 6 zais 

24 
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may go with the question or may be taken as a sort of hail. 
What is common to all these varieties of phrase is that 
some one is addressed suddenly. In the passage before us, 
which is neither imperatival nor interrogatory nor a mere 
hail, the presence of the nominative ‘Immias, and that 
coming first, certainly makes a difference. At the same 
time the words are by no means equivalent to an ordinary 
vocative (& ‘Immia everywhere else in the dialogue). They 
seem rather to be a wondering question (familiar in 
comedy, ¢.g. Ter. Andr. 4. 5. 6), Is this Hippias ? and 
should perhaps be punctuated off from what follows. At 
the beginning of the Symposium the words of the friend 
are probably 6 (not é ® with the best MSS.) Badrnpeds otros 
’"AtroAXAddwpos, od TrEpULevets ; like Ach. 824 and 864 quoted 
above, or Theocr. 5. 147 otros 6 Aevxitas 6 kopumriitos, & tw’ 
dxevoes TOV aiyav, placoG Tv (though this last almost=a 
prohibition). But the presence of otros makes a difference. 

ibid. Elis chooses Hippias as envoy, mryoupevn | duxaornyv 
Kat ayyeAov t ikavwrTaTtov eivat TOV oywv ou av Tapa. TOV TOoAEwv 

Exaotwv A€ywvTau. 
duactyvy is obviously wrong, and neither Burges’ 

Svatytnv nor Naber’s doxiacryv is a satisfactory correction. 
I venture to suggest dxpoaryjv, though it is further from 
the MSS., and though I cannot account for the corruption, 
unless d:cacrnv was the conjectural emendation of a half- 
erased word. Hippias seems to be alluding to his 
retentive memory (285 £). The word dyyeXov shows that 
his functions are mainly those of a reporter. In the 
argument of the Acharnians dixaortas (mpos rovs dixacras 
diad€yerat, 1.€. 6 xopds) is a mistake for dxpoards or Geards. 

283.4 The old conjecture, dvdvyta for adyvdnra, well 
deserves consideration. 

290 B cirep xprootv ye 81 6 ov x.7.A. Stallbaum sipisias 
the neuter, referring to rys “AOnvas, by saying it is as 
though 76 rijs ’AOnvas preceded. The simple explanation i is 
that Athena is a statue, dyadpya, like airy 7 O6eds 
Thue. 2. 13.5. Cf. sbid. 5. 23. 5. In speaking of statues 
Pausanias constantly violates strict concord the other way, 
e.g. 4. 31. 7 Atooxovpwr aydApata, deportes x.T.X. 
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295 D dwoBAérovtes mpds Exaotov aitav 7 wédvKe 7} 
<cipyaora: 7 Ketrat. Should it not be didcerrar? cf. 286 A. 

, r 

298 ¢ xuvduvevopey ydp Tol, ev TH airy eumertuwxdtes dmopia 
\ a ~ 2 “8 a , 4 2 ¥ \ > / mept TOU Kadov év nmep viv 57, olecOar év GAAy tii edropia 

eivat. 

The supposed reference to 297 E ofwar dpti yniropynKéevar 
really makes no sense of this, for at the present moment 
they feel a difficulty and not edropia at all. etzopia should 
be dropia, the point being that the difficulty is not new 
but the same as before. After some intervening talk and 
the digression, or incidental argument, of 300 B-302 £ this 
is said again plainly in 303 £ é¢is rov mpdrepov Adyov He 
bpiv 6 Adyos. The confusion of ed- and 4- is familiar. 

299 a ei hatwev px 79d eivar dayetv (that a thing was not 
pleasant to eat) dAAG Kaddv, Kal dew dv wy HSV GAA Kadov 
(that a thing has not a pleasant smell). Dele the dv 
after dfeuv. 

301 E doBodua ydp ce cadhds A€yewv, Gti por yaderaives, 
éreoav tu Sdgys coavT@ deyew. 

Heindorf bracketed oe, reading also ov airds for caura: 
Stallbaum suggested oo. There seems to me to be no 
sense in saying that Hippias is angry whenever he thinks 
he has said something good and true (Aéyew 1), and I 
would suggest the possibility of ddf éuavro for ddéys 
cavro. Whenever Socrates thinks he has made a real 
contribution to the discussion, he finds Hippias irritated. 

Hippras MInor. 

363 p See note on Apology 37 B. 

dvyom here and ¢vyo. in 373 B ought, I think, to be 
devyouu and devyou. 



ION 

530 B & re GAAos qointats dvarpiBew modAots Kal ayabois 
- «at 8) Kat paduora év ‘Opnpw, 7O dpiotw Kal Oeoratw rav 

TOLYNTOV. 

Should zoinrav be ravtrwv? Cf. on Charm. 161 £, 

ibid. c Should not ds ovre be dor’ ore? as can hardly 
have the sense of dare here, and ws since takes the thing 
too quietly for granted. 

532 A tov pev ev ye, Tovs Sé xelfor. 

ye is quite out of place and should be omitted as in the 
Marcianus. : 

ibid. D codot pev mov éore tpeis..., ey dé ovdév GAO 7 
> ~ , ial S:-X id , »” 6 3 # f 

TaAnOH .A€yw, olov eixds idvdtynv avOpwrov. eérei ... Oéacar 
@s padtAov Kal iwrikdv éore Kat tavtds avdpds yvavat 6 eXeyor. 

TédnOy cannot be right. Hipp. Mat. 288 pd is not 
parallel, though we might be tempted to argue from it. 
The meaning obviously required here is commonplace, 
trivial, corresponding to the daidrov etc. following. 
Schanz reads ein6y, but that means foolish and goes much 
too far. Madvig’s ra zA7On, though at first sight tempting, 
is not really quite what we want, especially with ofov eixés 
idornv avOpwrov. I would propose what is farther from 
the MSS. but more in place here, eireAy or ra edreAH. In 
Xen. Cyneget. 12. 7 I have suggested that év dAnbeia 
(raideverGar) should be év edredeig. Cf. Antony’s ‘I only 
speak right on: I tell you that which you yourselves do 
know’ (Julius Caesar 3. 2. 227). 
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536 B éedav pev tis <tt> GAXov Tov ToinTod ady. 

Schanz is probably right in inserting 7, but Wasps 269 
may be quoted in support of the ellipse: 7yeir av dduv 
Ppvvixov. 

539 B wodAaxod Se Kat év "TAudds olov Kal ert <rp> 
texouaxiat Notice rec following. | 



MENEXENUS 

2344 Omit xai before aro, and 237 a insert ry before 
Tpopny. 

237c In this very carefully composed oration it is 
difficult to accept such an anacoluthon as the infinitive 
xeitcOar. It seems much more probable that a participle 
parallel to drodyvayévy and governing xetofa. has been 
omitted, ¢.g. mapéxovoa or éooa. Or we might insert dore 
before kai viv. 

238c Omit the first dpicroxparia (after xat viv). The 
force of the passage will be greatly enhanced by the name 
being kept to the end. 

239.4  icoyovia nuds 4» Kata diow icovopiay avayKxale 
fntetv Kata vomov. 

Plato can hardly have fallen into such tautology as . 
ivovopiav kata vopov. He wrote some other compound 
(icotiniay ? ionyopiay ?), which has been altered under the 
influence of vopov. 

tbid. © rovtwv mépt por SoKet xpHnvar erisvnoOnvar éraivodvra 
Te Kal mpopvwpevov dAAos és wdds Te Kal THY GAANHY TotnoWw 
avTa Getvar tperdvTws Tov mpagavTwv. 

Should not dAXors be dAAovs? Jebb ad Soph. O.C. 1075 
explains these words to mean ‘commending them and 
wooing them for others (t.e. for the poets), with a view to 
their putting them into verse.’ But does Plato (if it is 
Plato) mean that the poet woos the subject or that the 
subject woos the poet? He has just said that the subject 
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ert eotiv év pvyoreio. (if we are not to read duvyoria), which 
I suppose in point of Greek might mean either. If the 
poet woos the subject, then the speaker ought to mean that 
a certain number of poets are actually addressing them- 
selves to it, which it is plain was not the case. Also the 
orator’s ‘wooing for others’ would consist (I suppose) in 
his giving a sort of rhetorical treatment by way of antici- 
pation of the more elevated poetical treatment to come. 
But how forced, obscure, and false all this is! and how 
awkward the infinitive Ociva.!- Surely it is the subject 
that woos or invites poets to treat it. It has been courting 
poetical treatment for a long time past and is courting it 
still (éru éoriv év pvyoreia; the Persae seems strangely 
forgotten or undervalued). The orator will add his efforts 
and on its behalf woo the poets to put it into verse. This 
certainly seems the sense and the accusative d\Aovs would 
then appear to be necessary, as there is no reason why the 
person wooed or invited should be mentioned in the dative. 
In Xen. An. 7. 3.18 rowitra rpoipvato éxdotw mpoowwv the 
dative may very well go with zpoouiv. 
The apparent imitation of our passage in Aristides 

de Ethet. 142.3 xat rots ddAous rpokevety dye xal rpopvacbar 
eis wods te Kal tHv GAAnY Toinow Oeivar suggests another 
possibility, namely that xat zapogevotvra has been lost 
between zpopuvwmevov and adAous. | 

x ms z an > ral e ry , € A ° ~ 

tbid. & TH GUTH (not abrod) ppov7part. auTov gives poor 

sense and is due to rovs airod roXiras. 

241 rpirov d€ A€éyw 76 ev TlAatatais epyov Kat dpibud Kat 
dpetn yevéoOar THs EAAnvixns cwrnpias. 

It does not seem possible that the genitive cwrnpias can 
depend either on zpérov or épyov. Did Plato write rijs 
‘“EAAnviKys <évexa> cwrnpias and similarity of letters lead 
to loss? We might think of airov, but it will not quite fit 
into the sentence. 

244 dvavoovpevn S¢ 4 wodis py av ere apdvar pd’ 
"EAAnot x.7.A. 

On ay Schanz remarks addubito. There is probably no 
example forthcoming of dy with a tense after d:avooduat 
resolve, be minded, for we must distinguish this from the 
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sense think, swppose. If then av is wrong, we might 
perhaps substitute the emphatic dy. Cf. Iliad 10. 447 uy 
dn por diéw ye, Addwv, euBadrrAco Obvuw: Dem. 18. 11 od d7 
moujow rovto: Thuc. 7. 71. 7 fv re... ovtdemas On... 
éXdcowv éxmAnéis. The confusion of AN and AH is 
familiar. 

245 A Mapaddu kai Sadapive cai WAararats. 

Perhaps xav adaptive Zarapive and IlXarauis are 
probably never used as locatives like Mapaféw. The 
locative of TlAarawai is TAarasaor. 

 -tbid. B rexicapevn Se Kal vavrnynoapevyn, exde~apévn Tov 
ToAeuov, ereion jvayKacOn modepetvy, irép Llapiwy éroAguer 
Aakedatpovios. 

brép Iapiwv is a great difficulty, as Athens certainly did 
not wage war at the time referred to on behalf of Paros. 
The only states that could very well be mentioned here 
are Thebes and Corinth, and it is not apparent how @nBaiwv 
or Kopw6iwy could have been so corrupted. But it is not 
really very natural to say that Athens waged war on 
behalf of anybody, if she was forced into it (jvayxac6n). 
The two things are not exactly incompatible, but they do 
not go very readily together. I should therefore look 
rather for something descriptive of the war or its conduct, 
and trép Ilapiwy might disguise an adverb in -ws. It has 
however occurred to me whether the words are not a 
corruption of izepdpiov. If the z had been repeated by 
error, trepropiov might easily change into irép Lapiwv. 
But this is a mere possibility. Cf. Dem. 2. 21 and 18. 241 
TOAELOS Omopos. 

248 ra pev yap Hpérepa TeAevTHV NON EfeL. 

There is no reason for the future. Read éyeu 

2494B The anacoluthon of the infinitive dpyecOa: is 
quite as awkward as that of xetaGa. in 237 c and, like that, 
calls for the addition of a participle, e.g. BovAopevn. In 
any case the sentence is a cumbrous one, the participles 
being already in excess. 

The last letters of éxirndevpara seem to have absorbed a 
ta Which is necessary to dpyava. Cf. p. 32. 



ALCIBIADES I. 

110 B ot & ei rdxous dyvodv elr’ adixoio ere pon TOTE A€yeLs 
Tl OE XPH) TOLELY ; 

This refers to past time. ‘Do you mean, what were you 
to do if (t.e. whenever) you did not know?’ Read there- 
fore xpqv for xp. tore goes with it. 

112 B ratdra <ra> roimpara. 

So in 117 D probably ra duapryyata <ra> ev rH mpage. 

1174 For &a ratra read 84 rodro. 

So rodr’ airiov just above. 

119 = Socrates says ironically mavy co dpa agiov dyarar, 
2 la r / ? > ’ 2 ‘ \ cal 3 , ei TOV oTpatwwrdv Bedriwv ef, GAA’ Od Tpds TOs TOV avTITAAwWY 

Hyemovas aroBdereyv, drére éxeivwv BedAtiwv yéyovas oKoTovvTa 
Kal doKoUvTa mpods exeivous. 

The last clause is obviously wrong, and Schanz cites two 
or three essays at emendation, e.g. Heindorf’s dry re éxeivwv 
BeXriwv yévoio, which would need an av. I think the error 
is in éxe/vwy or éxefvous, one being an accidental repetition 
of the other. We should read either érdre rovtwy or pds 
rovrous. ‘The meaning is ‘since you are now better than 
the former, thinking of and training yourself for the latter.’ 
Alcibiades’ rejoinder is Aéyers 5¢ rivas rovrous ; which is, I 
think, consistent with either change, though it may seem 
to favour the second. 

122c Read giroruiay for dirorimias. The incongruous 
plural is an error due to ras following. 
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123 B mpods tots Ilepoixods (mAovrovs) Kal <rov> Tod 
éxeivov Baciréws. 

124 B ovrot eiciv <ot> dvrimaXot GAX’ ody ovs ad otet. X 

ibid. D érmedeias SeopeOa, parrov piv ravres avOpwrrot, 
arap vo ye kal wavy opddpa. 

padrXAov pev is devoid of meaning, and I conjecture padAXov 
to be a mistake for zoAAjs. ‘ We need care, a good deal 

all of us, but you and I very much indeed.’ Cf. Symp. 
178 A Oavpacros... mod\Aayn pev kal GAAy, odvx AKioTa dé 
x.t.A.: Theaet. 172. wodAdKs pev ye 89 Kal dAXoTe . . . aTap 
kat viv : Thue. 3, 37. 1 wodAdkis pev non eywye.. . pdAvora 
& év tH viv x.7.4. The same sense would be given by pdda 
for waAdov, and perhaps that would be preferable as involv- 
ing less change. So for instance in Hippocrates (Kueh- 
lewein) 2 p. 19 one MS. has paAdAov wrongly for pada. 

, 

126 D dpa Hep (6povoia) TOACL, avTy Kal iduity ; Probably 
1) QUTH. . 

127 B doxet Kal xara. tot’ <atr’> airois diria éyyiyverGac.. 

abid.D «i pev yap aitd yobov retovOas <dv> zevryKov- 
TaeTns ! 

134 od« dpa éfovciav gor ovd’ adpynv rapacKevacréov- 
cavTe@ Tovey Ott av BovAn. 

efovoia can take an infinitive after it (power to do) as im 
E below and 135. twice, not so dpynv. The two words: 
should therefore change places, ovx dpa dpyyv cor ovd” 
éfovoiav. Cf. on Gorg. 496r. The meaning of apyyv seems: 
fixed by adpéew preceding. 
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138 B ovK ote Tovs Geovs, & Tvyxdvopev edydmevor Kal idia 
Kai Synpocia, éviore TOUTaV TA pev Siddvat, Ta 8’ Ov, Kat ~orw ols 
peev avtav, éotw 8 ols ov; 

airav is incompatible with the first person tuvyydvoper. 
Should we read ai? We might think of at rav <eiyo- 
pevwv>, but this seems unlikely. 

A few lines below airoi also seems wrong, because quite 
pointless. Perhaps airé. So in 1468 dy pev zparrn a Tis 
oldev the subject of zparryn anticipates tis. 

143 E é\Odvra eri Tas Ovpas eizelv ei evdov éori. 

Nothing is wrong here, but e¢iety is used in the late 
sense of ask, and this is one of the indications of date.) 
That sense is for instance found several times in Diogenes 
Laertius. Ar. Ehet. 2. 23. 1398 b 26 and Pol. 8. 11. 
1313 a 31 are doubtful instances of it. 

144D «i BotAa... érioxorety, arorov av tows oor Sd€eiev 
> elvau. 

Read BovAouw. Cf. on Charm. 173 c. 

1458 ot ef ris twa droxreviva oldev ovde (read odd’ <i) 
xpypara adatpeto Gat. 

146 BO ovxody Kai, av pev mpatTyn a Tis oldev H Soxel eidevar, 
4 \ A’ 49 / ‘ , ©. oe Se ‘ a 

rapérntat O€ TO dhehipws, Kat AvovreAovvTws Huds eew Kal TH 
move Kal advtov atta. ‘rapérntar B, wapererar T’ Schanz, 
whose punctuation I have reproduced. 

1 Others are the words cxenrouévy 140A: Kexupnedra 141 B: Hep 
for # 141 D, 1420, 1494: ayer: 142 D and gdvres 1468: xtra for 
«Tjois 144D and 1468: adwroxpiOjvac 149A: perhaps ruxdv = tows 
140 4 and 1500, and rd wapijxoy the present 148c: also émérav épans 
146 A, if the author wrote this and not érére. 
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This gives very indifferent sense, and I should con- 
jecture wapérera: (or mapérecGar governed by what pre- 
cedes) 8@ 7d deAiuws Kat AvowreAovvTws «x.T.r., Only that 
qpas is impossible. Possibly jyiv as a dativus ethicus. 

147 AB Gp’ ovxt Th Gvte Stxaiws TWOAAG yxEove xXpycerat, 
Gre olor avev KkuBepvntov SiateAdv ev edadyel, xpdvov ov 
paxpov Biov Géwv (so Stephanus: Biov Péwy B: Biov Oedv T). 

Schanz reads wAéwv for Géwv, mentioning zpos Biav Béwv 
and Burevwy as other conjectures. I would suggest that 
Oéwy is quite right but should change places with diaredGr. 
For ety of persons at sea cf. Xen. Hell. 6. 2. 29 O€ovres dua 
averavovro, and Xenophon several times has dcareAciv as a 
transitive verb with Biov, xpdvov, éry, ete. 

1484 papyov ri por Soxet civar Kal ws dAnOds zodAjs 
dvAakis. 

papyov is absurdly out of place. I conjecture dpyadéov 
dificult, a word rare in prose, but we may go again to 
Xenophon and to Aristophanes, nor in this dialogue does 
it much matter. (Dobree thought épyov or peéya épyov 
might do.) 

ibid. c Write dy for ad after xedevovres. 

150c iva ud’ should, I think, be iva py. 
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226 A yeyvopevov should be yevdmevov. 

ibid. & The construction of yAi‘yeoOo. with an accusative 
is so questionable that perhaps an infinitive, e.g. crycacba., 
has been omitted, governing the accusatives and _ itself 
governed by yA‘yovrau. 

229c The death of Hipparchus did not come about 
(Socrates says) dua tHv ths ddA Hs atiulav THs Kavndopias. 
Whose sister? Grammar would point to Hipparchus, and 
Harmodius has not even been mentioned so far. Has not 
“Appodiov been omitted? 

230 a Socrates offers to withdraw various propositions. 
Of the last of them, that gain is good, his friend says ovrt 
wav ye Touri pow dvaGov. I cannot find that any editor has 
had scruples about either the sense or the grammar of this. 
Yet ovr. is impossible with an imperative, nor in the _ 
context does such a sentence make proper sense, since 
what the man wants to say is not that some gain is good, 
but that some is not. Can anything be clearer than that 
we should point it ovr wav ye rouri pot avdov 4 

ibid. B Read ratrév (for raira) dvra just as raird stands 
two lines below. 
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133. BH Soxet cor oldv te <dv> elvan cidGvac...8 py 

eide(y k.T.A. 

eiSe(n points very clearly to the common loss of ay. 

ibid. & If the words yyotpar yap épOds are to be kept in 
the text at all, yép should, I think, be changed to 6é. 

¢ 4 / > a »” ‘ , 4 57 134 A of pérpiot rovor ed ToLotow exew TA Topata, TEV 37 
ie ” + / \ » \ \ ¢ ‘ ovxi davdpa aypumvdv Te Kal aovtrov... Kal AerTov tro 

PEPLULVOV ; 

The meaning seems to be that moderate exercise is good 
for the body, and most certainly so (dev ody ;) in the 
case of an attenuated student with poor appetite (dovtos) 
and given to lying awake. But the Greek seems hardly 
clear, unless we read something like (say) ed rowtow exew 
<mdvras> 7a odpata. It is good for everyone: how then 
can it fail to be good for the man who is leading an 
unhealthy life ? 

” 

ibid. B Read kai rovrov <mépi> tov yewpydv apoAoyodper, 
or possibly rotrov tov. 

135.4 Read neither drra with T nor aira with B, but 

TAUTA. . 

tbid. B etmev Ort KédANoTA Tadr’ cin Tov pabyudtwv Kal 
<pddicta> zpooykovra % 

ibid. © dpa py To.odrov déEyets ; 

dpa py seems to give just the wrong meaning. dp’ od is 
what Attic requires. 

137 © # ari 8€ should probably be 4 airy 5. 
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122 D ti xaddv dvopa TO veavioky ; Ti adrov Tpocayopevwpey ; 

Schanz with Baiter omits xaAdv. Is it not more probable 
that we should read xa/? xai was confused with xad and a 
symbol for ov, or ov may be a dittography. So in Symp. 
197 & Schanz after Madvig reads xat wd%s for xadqs (or 
Kadds) wons. Here xaddv ye just below would make the 
mistake still easier. 
Who are the we in zpocayopevwuev? There seems no 

one present besides Socrates, Theages, and Theages’ father 
(observe édedunv atta cor idvoAoyjoacbar at the beginning), 
and Socrates would not ask the father ‘what are you and 
I to call your son?’ Should we read zpocayopedw! It 
may however mean ‘I and other people,’ now that he is 
growing up and mixing with men. 

126 D ri ovy av, & BeAtire avdpGv, xpjoao aito, «i cor 
éreidn yevowTo vids ToLadTa mpaypata Tapexor Kal pain pev av 
éeriOupeiv dyabds yeveoOar Lwypados Kat péuotto col TO TaTpt 
OTL ovK €OéAELs . . ., TOUS O€ Onuroupyovs . . . ATYuadLor. 

It is I think clear that xat daiy x.7.A. is not an inde- 
pendent clause but follows upon «i. That being so, dv 
cannot be right and should probably be changed to 67, daty 
pev 8% being very suitable here. toiatra should probably 
be rocatra and éGéAas perhaps éOéAoxs. 

128 B épas, & warep, dtr Swxparns od wavy por Soxet Te 
2f/ 2 ‘ / eOérew euot ovvdiatpiBe ; 

Cobet would write épas; and omit 6m. Leave the 
punctuation as it stands and omit jou. 

ibid. D See note on Apol. 31 v. 
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3114 The third évdov (after «ixds) might be better 
omitted. So perhaps codov after cé in 310d: cf. Huthyd. 
271 v. 

312 p Perhaps ori ay elroev, echoing the question. Cf. 
Huthyphro 2c: Laws 662 a. Or ri, av citwpev; as in 
Rep. 337 pv ete. 

3270 dots cor ddukwratos daiverar avOpwros Tav év vomots 
kat avOpwros TeOpappevwv .. ., ei dou adrov KpiverOar mpos 
GvOpirouvs ols pyre maideia éotiv pate SixacTypia pyre 
vOMOL K.T.X. 

Besides the awkwardness of dv@pwros (which Plato could 
quite well have omitted) with dv@pdzous, it will be seen 
that vouos Kal av@pdéros is a curious combination, which 
could only be justified by a contrast with animals or other 
infra-human creatures, whereas Plato goes on to give as 
the antithesis men of a lower kind without laws, ete. You 
cannot contrast véuor kal dvOpwro with avOpwror ois jaz) eiot 
vonor. Schanz cites the suggestions év évydpous avOpwrois, 
év vopos kal evvdpois avOpwrois, év vomois Kal ev TpdTots, 
himself adopting the first. 

It would seem to me most likely that dév@pwzois has been 
substituted for some other word by the accident common 
in all writing of putting one word for another, the word 
actually used being in the writer’s mind for some other 
reason.! Thus here avpwois is due to advOpwros preceding 

1 See my Notes on Xenophon and Others, p. 307, and the index 
to this volume s.v, Repetition. 
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and perhaps also to év@pdérovs which is coming. In such a 
case the two words confused need not resemble one 
another, though no doubt some resemblance facilitates the 
error. It is therefore harder and often impossible to 
restore the right word with any confidence. Here we may 
perhaps conjecture év vopots Kal maidela (or possibly SuKa- 
atnpiots) Tebpappevov. Cf. the words ofs pyre waideia éoriv 
pyre SukacTHpia pyATE VvojOL. 

. Xx tg 3 328 A ov padiov <dv> otpar elvar. 

ibid. & There is no point in atréy tovrwv, this very 
question. Read rév aitév tovrwy, meaning that, if he 
raised the same question, he would be told the same 
things. Cf. on fep. 586 c. 

333 B codia <1’> évavtia kal cwdhpoovivyn at daiverat, Or 
<n Te> codia. 

ibid. © ovpBaiver... kal ewe tov épwrdvta Kal <oé> Tov 
amoKpiopevov eeracer Gan ! 

354 A ToANa. 010’ & avOpwros pev dvodeAH éott, Kal ouria 
kal Tote Kal ddppaka, kat GAAa pupia, TA S€ ye SPhéApar Ta 
dé dvOpdrois ev ovdérepa, tmmos Sé Ta 5& Bovaolv povov, Tau 
8€ xvoiv. 

Read avOpwros <rois> pév dvadeAy ..., Tois S€ ye 
adéAya, the rots having dropped out through its likeness 
to the syllable preceding, and rots d¢€ having then been 
assimilated to the ra d¢ thrice following. The successive 
distinctions of Protagoras are (1) some men, (2) some 
animals, (3) some plants? namely trees, (4) some parts of 
a tree. 

337 A éya pev <ovyv>? 

341 pD I do not myself feel much difficulty | in the super- 
fluous doxeiv after oiuar (oiwar... maiLew Kail ood Soxeiv 
drorepacfa). If any exists, we might get over it by 
reading zraile. kai vod doxet wepicba. But cf. for instance 
the dSoxet in Dem. 15. 11. 
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349 B roérepov Tatra, TéevTe OvTa dvomata, ert Evi Tpaypyati 
> »” > ‘\ > 2 F SN , P > 3 ? 

éoTw...; €byoba ovv od ovK dvopata émi évi etvat GAA 
éxacrov idiw mpdypate TOV dvoparwv TovTwV ériKetoOaL. 

~ Ts it not clear that with otx évéuata we want some word 
to express plurality, ‘a number of names for one thing’? 
I suggest that before the ¢ of éwi or efva: an ¢ =7évre has 
dropped out. 

. A nn o 352 dp’ otv Kal wot Towvrdév TL Tepi attns Soxel, 7 KaAOV 
- es 4 ‘ e » a 3 , / No 

TE ElVaL 1) ETLOTHUN Kal Olov apxelv TOD aVOpwrov Kai... wy av 
na € ‘\ 8 , AN’ e \ > \ , 

KpatnOnva. v7 pyoevos... a. ikavynv €ival THY Ppovnow 
(=ériotyunv) Bonbety To avOpare ; 

There is little force here in xadév. The point is the 
strength, not the beauty or fineness of knowledge: whether it 
can control action, whether it can be defeated in the control 
by something else. Here as elsewhere (cf. on Huthyd. 276 &) 
Kadds and ixavds seem to have been confused. The latter is 
the word we want, as both the sense of the passage and 
ixavyv following indicate. 

353 D 7 Kav el tt ToUTwY cis TO DoTEpov pydev TapacKevaler, 
Xaeipew dé povov trovet, Ouws 8 Gv Kaka Hv, 6 TL pabdvTa yYaipev 
TOLEL Kat OTNOvY ; 

In the apodosis 6 opws 8’ Gv Kaka Hv most recent editors 
read «iy for jv against all the MSS. Adam defends jy, 
saying ‘ the imperfect is used because the answer “no” i 
expected and desired .. . See Goodwin M.T7. p. 190, 
§ 503’; but there is no such principle known to Greek 
erammar and Goodwin affords, I think, no parallel to this 
passage. Surely duws dé kad €or ; would equally have 
invited the answer ‘no.’ I do not however think we 
should read ein. I would retain jv but read zapecxedale 
and éroie. The imperfects, a very slight change, give a 
good, if not a better, sense, because excess in pleasures 
constantly does entail subsequent evil and therefore a 
supposition to the contrary goes naturally into the 
imperfect. In 350 8B éAeyes has been rightly restored for 
Aéyets. 

In view of other passages where 6 ti pabwyv occurs, 6 Te 
pabovra seems sound here, but I should make it accusative 
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singular, not with Adam nominative plural. That would 
personify food and drink too much. 

355 A 7) dpxel, as a question, may be right, if a full stop 
is put before it. An alternative, which seems to me not 
improbable, is 7 <p> dpxet governed by the ei preceding, 
like ei d€ dpxet Kai py exere following. 

ibid. © Hrtmpevos—ird Tivos; Pye Tod adyabod, Pjcopev 
vy Aia. 

So punctuate all the books I have looked at. But I 
would join v7 Aa with rot dyaGod. 

357 A ti av éowlev yytv tov Biov; ap’ av ovx éemornpy ; 
Kat ap Gv ov perpyTiKy Tis, erednmep trepBodrjs Te kal évdeias 
éotiv 7 Téxvy; €merdy O€ wepiTTOU Te Kai apriov, apa arAn TIS 7 
Gpiluntixy 3; 

The use of ézedy here seems to deserve notice. It is 
never used, I think, with the indicative, like dre, to mean 
when, whenever. It cannot therefore here mean simply 
that, whenever it is a matter of more and less, it is 
petpyntixyn, and, whenever of odd and even, apiOuyntixy. Nor 
on the other hand does since make sense here, because only 
one of the two propositions (that it deals with more 
and less, and that it deals with odd and even) can be true. 
It seems rather, if I understand it, to mean when once, 
after we have once settled that, or something similar. But 
I do not know any exact parallel. Perhaps postquam 
might be so used. 

eizep 51) tmrepBodns .. ., ef 5é dy wepitrod x.7.A. may 
naturally occur to one as possibilities, but they are hardly 
probable. 

ibid. e Agreeing that in ovre adrol ovre tots ipmerepous 
maidas Tapa Tovs TovTwy SidacKddous . .. TEmere a Verb is 
missing after airoi, I should conjecture it to be something 
like pavOdvere rather than the ize, govrare, etc., that have 
been suggested. I take it that as a rule the pupils of the 
sophists were young men, not fathers of families. 

358 B ai éi rovrou pages dracat, eri Tod dAvTus Lhv Kat 
noews, Gp’ od Kadai ; 
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It does not appear that éri with a genitive is used to 
express end and olject, except in the case of actual 
movement, iéva: émi etc. Can it be applied to action 
aiming at a particular end? If it cannot, then either 
some word expressive of metaphorical movement (such as 
Adam’s dyovaat) has been lost, or we might suggest that a 
dative or accusative case should be written in both places, 
tovTw and 76 or rotro and 79. 

360 D ovxéri évradda ovr’ érwedoa AOeAnCEV eoiya Te. 

Read 008’ érwedoar 70éAnoe, éeoiya dé. ‘He would not 
“now even nod assent but remained silent.’ I cannot think 
ore... te is good Greek after odxéri, which would certainly 
negative the re clause. In the context too otd€ not even is 
much more pointed. 

ibid. E xapiodpar oby cor kat A€yw Ore x.7.A. 

Aéyw may be right enough, but in view of the frequent 
corruption of futures Adfm is worth suggesting. Cf. on 
Gorg. 506 A. 

361 ¢ BovAoiuny av tatra dueEeAOovTas Huds e&eAOeiv Kal eri 
THY GpeTiHV O TL EOTLV. 

efeAOciv seems an erroneous repetition of 61-efedAeiv. 
Read éA@civ or éred Geir. 
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T1A o & duved doKet t i LpeTy A ® &€éve, xuwdvvedm oor doKety pakdpios €lvat, aperiy 
yoor «ire didaxrov «0 OTw wapayiyverar cid€évat. 

I entirely agree with Naber and Thompson in thinking 
the yotv clause to be wrong. But I would not follow them 
in bracketing dperyv . ... eidévar. The omission of words is 
seldom safe, unless we can see pretty clearly how they 
came to be inserted by a later hand. yody is the difficulty 
here, and it seems likely to be the corruption of a participle 
in the nominative, agreeing with the subject of xwdvvetw 
and governing «idévar. Some word in the sense of being 
able or thinking would be natural enough in the context. 
The letters preceding or following a corrupt word some- 
times help one to restore it by suggesting something that 
may have been lost through similarity to them. When we 
look again at the passage with these two ideas in our 
minds, we think without much difficulty of éperiy yyovpevos 
.. eidevat. The loss of the first letter is due to the nv of 

dperyv (H and N are very similar), and that of evos to the 
frequent omission or abbreviation of terminations. pwoKdptos 
ironically used, and justified by syovpevos . . . eidévor, makes 
excellent sense. 

724 xa? Exaornvy yap tov mpagewy... % apern eri’ 
aoattws dé... Kal % Kaxia. In both cases 4» should be 
omitted as giving a wrong sense. There is a goodness or 
badness in each action or kind of action. 

76D €or. yap xpda aroppoy) vxnpdtwov der cippeTpos Kal 
aic@ntés. For oxnudrov we find the variant ypypdrov, 
approved by Diels. But is not the right word cwpdrov, 
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which occurs in the parallel passage Timaeus 67 0c dAdya 
Tov gwpatwv éExdoTwv amoppéovoay, sper Evupetpa pope 
éxovcay ! capa and oyjua are quite apt to get confused. 

780 SQ. dyaba dé Kareis odyi olov tyledy Te Kat trODTOV ; 
MEN. kai ypvoiov Aéyw Kai dpyipiov KtacOar Kal 'tipas év 

, ae s \ > * , > LN ‘ a 
moAE Kal apyds; py GAN arta Eyes Tayaba 7H TA TOLavTA ; 

Such appears to me the best way of giving these words. 
I do not think it at all plausible to assign kat ypvaiov... 
apxas to Meno. One sufficient reason against that is that 
it makes him ignore health very pointedly. kai... xracOat 
‘seems indeed rather superfluous in the mouth of Socrates 
as an explanation of wAodrov, but it would be not less so 
in that of Meno. 

79 © detror, like detofar and dSejoecGar following, is no 
doubt right, as against de?, but detrar and deicGar are not 
to be taken as impersonal. The subject understood is 
either the case, the matter, or more probably your answer, 
though that word has not been actually used. Cf. Prot. 
312 D épwrjcews yap ert 7 drdKpiots Hiv detrac: Symp. 204 p 
ér. wobet 9 ardKpiots épwrynow Toidvde. deirar thus loosely 
used (Lvep. 340 4%: Alczd. ii. 149 ©?) is quite different from 
det. 

ihid. E tovtw TG ait Tpd7w éyov. 

The proper order is 76 aitéd rovtw. 

80c In the second oid dropeiv, it would be a gain to 
drop the dzopeiv. 

ibid. E dpas Todrov ws épiatixov Adyov KaTdyets. 

Perhaps xardéyers may be compared with xarareddpyKas 
in Rep. 587 £ apyjyxavov, &dy, Aoywpov KatarepdpyKas THs 
Suapopdryros toiv avdpoiv. We may add to the references 
sometimes given there the oqodpov kai xatadopixov Adyov of 
Hermogenes (Walz 3. 199. 3), dfs dv & rH Katadopa of a 
river Diodorus 19. 18. 3, and perhaps MevéoOiov éavrod 
mpowatopa Kkatadepwv Heliodorus Aethiop. 2. 34. 
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81 are otv 7 Wuxi) GOavatos otea K.T.A. 

» Wvxy must be either omitted or put elsewhere in the 
sentence. The words are at present as impossible as it 
would be in English to say ‘as being the soul immortal’ 
for ‘the soul, as being immortal.’ Cf. the order of words 
just below, where dre is again used. Here the subject is 
easily supplied from what preceded the quotation, and 7 
Wvxy is a natural adscript to point it out. 

87D tiv dperyv appears to be an adscript explanatory of 
airdé, unless airé itself is somehow wrong. The strong 
sense of airé would not be in place here. 

ibid. & It is difficult to believe in the abrupt interroga- 
tive ovxi; Whether there is any MS. evidence for 4 oi xé ; 
or not, that seems better. Or we might read rdvra yap 
TayaGa ody! GPEedima ; 

90 A ’AvOeuiwvos an adscript ? 

tbid. © éréumopev Should perhaps be réuromev. Observe 
réurrouseyv ANG Bovdoiweba before, cwhpovoimev and réwrounev 
afterwards. Cf, p. 3. 

ibid. EB rovs bmurxvovpevors diddkew THY TExVAV. 

Perhaps dddoxev. Cf. 918 rods triryvoupevous dperis 
didacKddovs elvar and the use of briryvovpevos in 95 c. 

91D See end of note on Phaedo 108 a. 

92B SQ. adreipos dp’ & mavradraci tov avdpov. AN. kal 
€inv ye. 

Schanz after Heindorf kai <det> einv ye, but de is hardly 
more needed than a woré in Ar. Ran. 1045 (EYP. pa Ad’, 
ovde yap Hv THs ’Adpodirys oddev cor. AIS. pydé y éreiyn) or 
Theocr. 10. 11. , 

93 A eworye kal elvar doxotow evade dyaol Ta ToduTiKa Kat 
yeyovévar Ere OVX HTTOV 7 Elvan. 

Should ér be rwés? xai—éri is not, I think, an Attic 
phrase. 
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958 xai certainly seems necessary for 7 before didaxrdv. 
“H is not equally necessary for xai before éruryyy in 98 B, 
though we might expect it on comparison of dAXotov 7 in 
878. Symp. 1868 illustrates the statement here that two 
things are dAXotdv tT. 

ibid. & Read «i 8’ qv rounrév <re>, aS metre and the text 
of Theognis indicate. 

97 B tév éxeivov <ti!> wompatwv Aedvpevov pev extHaOau 
ov woAAns Tivos aéiv éote Tiuns.. ., Sedenevoy dé wodAod 
aévov. 

The similarity of 7 to 7 is well known, and something 
_ seems rather wanted here. Cf. Shilleto’s note on Thuc. 

$.-42- 5, 

98 E éuoAoyotpev should probably be apodroyotpmev. It is 
preceded by aporoynxapev (twice), édofev, éoxorodpev. Cf. 
the change from dpoAoyyjKxapev 1n ®podroyotpev in 97 A. 

99.4 & 8€ dvOpwros tycuwv éeorw éxi 7d dpOdv dvo taidra, 
d0fa aAnOys Kal eriornpy. . 

Certainly Stobaeus’ éy and not @ is right, the singular 
© being inconsistent not only grammatically with dvo ratra 
{which would need ois) but argumentatively with the 
emphasis laid on the distinction between the two things. 
év is the natural genitive after zyeuov, and dvo radra is the 
subject of #yetrac understood. Throughout the argument 
sometimes a man, sometimes one of his faculties is said 

nyeioGa. Here the two expressions are brought together : 
one or other of the two faculties is a jyeudv to him and 
he to other men. 

ibid. C épOads dp’ av Kadoipev Geious Te ods viv 5} éX€éyomev 
xpyotpwdods Kai pdvres Kal Tovs TounTiKO’s GmavTas* Kal TOUS 
ToditiKo’s ovx HKLoTa TovTWY daipev av Oeious Te Elva Kal 
évOovoragev. 

The first Oefovs re is not the occasional hyperbaton of re 
(as though re would naturally have followed ypynopedors), 
because it does not come in the proper clause. Had Plato 
written ééyouey te «.7.’., that would have been the 
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legitimate hyperbaton in question. More plausible, 
I think, is the view that the later @eiovs re eivar kat 
évOovoraéew shows him to have had kai évOovo.few or 
évOovorafovras in his mind here. But I would suggest that 
Geious, ods re is possibly what he wrote, re joining ots... 
pavtes tO Kal Tovs mwontiko’s or the whole of this to kai 
TOUS TWOALTLKOUS K.T.A. 
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271 c The ads éywye of T is to be adopted, except that 
probably we should write éo7 for ds. The use of as = dere, 
though so common in Xenophon, is very rare in Plato. 
Sometimes one MS. gives us warning, e.g. F in Meno 71 a, 
by writing écre against a common ds. 

The words a little below TovTw de TpOTov pev TO odpare 
dewortdtw éorov kai payn 7 TavTwv éort (not in B) xpareiy are 
a difficulty. Their sense is unsatisfactory, because (1) paxy 
«7.4. is not a clear description of a physical contest as 
distinguished from the intellectual one next mentioned ; 
(2) it is really absurd to say that by fighting év dzAos a 
man can beat everyone, when other people may fight é 

Ordos too. Also the datives cwpatr. and pdyy are 
questionable, as the words stand, for the context makes it 
fairly certain that devorarw means skilful. Did not Plato 
write 7O odpati Sewortdtw éorov Kata paynv ravTwv Kpareiv ? 
nv takes the place of y and xara of cai, both familiar changes. 

273.0 ta mepi Tov modEnov wavTa erictacOov doa Set Tov 
pedrAdovTa orpatyyov éeoeoOa, Tas Te Ta~ELs Kal Tas wyEMovias 
TOV OTpaToTédwV, Kal doa ev GrAoLs payed Oar SdaxTéov. 

Schanz and Burnet bracket the latter doa and ddaxréov. 
I would rather write kai dca <rov> ev drdos payxeoOar 
(1.€. wédAXovra) Sidaxréov. Perhaps it should be paxeioba, 
like érecOar. Sdidaxréov might be dispensed with, but not 
7 

ooa. 

274 B éuot doxety is perhaps not quite in its proper place. 

49 E 
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275 There is no reason for changing added to a 
future. Cf. the present tense 295 a jdiora ratra éfed€éyyouat, 
referring to the very same thing. The cross-questioning 
itself is the ddpéAeta. 

276E @ Zed, ehyv eyo, 7H pyv Kal TO mpdrepov ye Kadov 
Hp epavy. 

xadov should, I think, be ixavov, a word often confused 
with it (probably in 275 c, as Badham conjectured, and cf. 
on Prot. 352c). The point is that one such dialectical 
display and victory was quite enough: they are described 
just above as éxerAnypevor. Cf. 278 D radra pev otv... 
wetraicOw Te tpiv Kal lows ixavds exe. 

277 © worepov ody eiciv of AapBavovres Stiodv of exovres 
Hon } ot Gv py; ot Gv py €xwow. 

Schanz writes ‘éywow delevi, post 7 ot av wy transposuit 
Badham.’ Another alternative would be to leave éywow 
alone, but in the preceding sentence to write 4 oi py, 
omitting av. 

279 A % ov xaAerov ode Genvod avdpds wavy TL ode TOUTO 
€oukev €lvaL EvTOpELY ; 

B has eviropeitv, T eipetv. Considering that ecipety and 

<cirety are apt to get interchanged (See my Aristophanes 
and Others, Index), is it not probable that eizopeiy is a 
mixture of the two and that we ought to read cizeiv, the 
most proper word of the three? After edropetiv the accus- 
ative is questionable. 

280 © For xadds d€ read rather xadAds 8) than Kadds ye. 
290 p 8€ is given by B, 8y rightly by T. 

282 For éorep Hermann writes os ydp, Schanz as 
aorep. I would suggest ds drep. Cf. 305 a. 

283 D Kairot roAXod ay ator K.T.X. 

The irony of wodAod dv dé.o1 dev is not compatible with 
kairo. It might quite well stand as an ironical comment, 
but it would have to be introduced in some quite different 
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way, ¢.g. by 7%, the adversative kairo. being entirely out of 
keeping.. Hence I infer that kairo. <ot> zodAod should 
be read. 

286 © Oavpacrds tis Soxet elvar (6 AOyos) Kal Tovs Te GAAOUS 
avatpérwv Kal avTos avTov. 

dvatpérewv Heindorf. Possibly xaé before rovs should be 
és, the confusion being well RRS But the words may 
be right as they stand. 
In the parallel phrase 288 A ouxev . . . 6 Adyos &v Ta’Ta 

peévew Kal ért @orep TO TaAaLov KataBarwov wimrev should we 
read the present participle xaraBadAwv, like dvarpérov ! 
It seems more descriptive and graphic than the aorist. 

989 3 © 4 y , a . Xi RF 289 B év n oupmrértwxev Gua TO Te ToLEey Kal TO eriotacbaL 
lol 7, 

xpnobat TovTw. 

As ériorac$o: should govern both the other infinitives, 
it ought probably to follow, not precede, xpjaGar. 

ibid. © Senpyvra seems probable. 

290 B ovdeuia, py, THs Onpevtixns airs eri rréov éotiv 7 
ooov Onpeiioa Kat xeipooac Gan. 

avtjs has been changed, not very plausibly, to divas, 
aoxyots, etc., or some such word as xpeia has been added to 
it. But I think the construction is defensible. If we find 
Symp. 209 a rodd peyiorn cat kadhiorn THS Ppovyncews 7 TeEpt 
K.t)., Crat. 3918 dpbordry ths oxevews, Rep. 394 rijs 
TOUTEWS 1) [EV « -., 9 O€ ..., Ar. Hth. 3. 1. 1110 b 22 
tod On Od ayvo.ay dapittawtea”. 6 pe... 6 d€..., we can 
hardly be sure that along with such partitive genitives 
ovdeuia THs Onpevtixys is not legitimate. 

294A &s Oavpacriy réEyers Kal dyabov péeya repavOa. 

Waiving any other objection,*we ought to feel that 
A€yets dyabov péya mehdvOa: is inappropriate. Dionysodorus 
has not said so. He may have shown it, but he has 
certainly not said that it has been shown or that it has 
appeared. I had thought of rédavra: before I found that 
Heindorf proposed it long ago, omitting ds. 

E 2 
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296 D <é> airds dei emcatynoa?t so e.g. Soph. Phil. 119 
codes 7 av ards Kayabds KexAy’ dua: Thue. 3. 21. 4 Kat of 
avrot Kal és TO fw. 

299 E ei éyou xpuoiov pev tTpia TadAavTa. év TH yaoTpl, TAAaVTOV 
& év 7@ Kpaviw. 

Surely pév cannot follow ypvoiov in this sentence, It 
would stand naturally after rpéa. 

300 B ovKovy (ovyovrTa éyw), el ye... Tapepxopat ev Tots 
xaAxelos, GAAA POeyyopeva Kai Bodvra péyiorov Ta cLdOypra 
A€yeTat, dv Tis aYyrat. 

In this context Aéyerar is unmeaning. It cannot be 
considered as corresponding to A€yw in ovydvra A€yw, but is 
quite unnatural. Ast’s A€ye is not satisfactory, and as 
A€éyowor is often confused with yiyvoua (see p. 239) I 
suggest the very suitable y/yveror here. Participles are 
sometimes combined with yiyvoua, as they are quite 
commonly with <«ip/. 

301 ¢ 080 dv ratda opnv Todro aropnoat. 

The av may go with dopjoa. Otherwise we need 
either rotr’ <av> dropyoa: OY TodTo aropycew. 

ibid. éwei ta GAXAa por Soxeire, Womwep ot Syurovpyot 4 
Exaorois mpoonke amepydlerOat, Kal tpets TO Star€yerOar 
Tmaykddus arepyaler Oar. 

Heindorf was inclined to omit the first drepydfeorOat. 
Rather alter it to daepydovra:, which has been accidentally 
assimilated to the other. To say nothing of any other 
objection, the cacophony is intolerable. 

302 D otxodv Kat ovTot wot Geot dv elev; 

Add oi before 6eoi, which is no part’ of the predicate. 
So just below xai {Ga <ioty otro ot Geot. Perhaps there 
should be a ye after rpdyovor. 

5) M4 a“ € 303 D rovrovs Tovs Adyous wavy pev av dAvyo. ayaToEV" ot 
voovaow 8B 

8’ dAAot ovTw { ‘ 24 avrovs Wore K.T.A. 
ayvoovow T 
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Neither voodow nor dyvoodow makes any sense and 
various substitutes have been proposed. (dvoyep)aivovow | 
would be very suitable. 

304 B ri otv édaivovrd cot (ot avdpes) ; Ti dé GAO, 7 8 Ss, 
 oldzrep ael ay Tis TOV ToLOVTWY dKovoat AnpovvTYY ; 

There is not in the answer, I think, any such confusion 
as the editors suppose of men and things said. I take the 
full sense to be ri 8’ GAXo édaivovro 7) Towra Anpodvres 
olamep del ay Tis TOV ToLOVTwWY aKovoaL AnpovVTOY ; 

305 ¢ otro yap ciciy péev, © Kpitwv, ods édy Lpddixos 
peOopia pitocddov te avdpdos Kat modttTiKod, oiovrar 8 evar 
mravTwv coputator avOparuv. 

ovs should probably be ws. That will give the point 
better, and with ovs éby we should certainly look for efva:. 
ovs py can hardly stand for ‘ whom he called.’ 

306 E orws ws mAovowrTaTo suggests orws <as> éx 
yevvavorarns EvovTat nTpos. 
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448 a TOP. wdpecti tovtov zeipav, & Xawpedav, ap- 
Bavew. 

TIQA. vy Ad’: av 8€ ye BovaAy, & Xarpeddv, énod. 

There should be no stop after v7 Ava. It does not assent 
to what precedes, but goes with what follows, just as e.g. 
in 463 D, pa Tov Aia, & Swoxpares, GAN eyo ovde adtos cvvinut 
6 tu A€yes, the wa rov Ala must go with otdé airs cvvinut, 
because there is nothing preceding for it to refer to. Cf. 
458 p. So often in Aristophanes vy or pa Aia etc. goes 
with what follows, in spite of some word (aAAa etc.) inter- 
vening : see Blaydes on Plut. 202, Lys. 594: and Gilbert 
on Xen. Mem. 2. 7. 4. 

ibid. © moddai réyvar ev avOpwros eiciv é« TV éwreipiov 
‘wareipws Nopypevau. 

Not only is the adverb éuzeipws somewhat oddly used, 
but it adds nothing to ék rév éureipiov. The Schol. on 
Hermogenes (Walz 4. 44, cited by Thompson) gives é« trav 
éureipiov éuzreipias, Which increases our doubts. Should we 
read ék THs Tov eumeipwy éeureipias! , (Cf. Thompson’s 
Gorgias Appendix p. 181, n. 1, and compare Gorgias () 
Hel. 18 wodd\a zodAois rodAAGv with GAror drAAwV GAAws 
here. ) 

450 B wept Adyous earl TovTous ot Tvyxdvovew k.7.’. Read 
TOLOUTOUS 
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453 c Can the unintelligible xai rod; stand for 4 zov, 
to be joined with zavv ye as Gorgias’ answer? 7 wov occurs 
in 448 a, 4698. But I do not recall it in an answer with 
WAV. 

456 a Adopting Madvig’s insertion of ri/, I should like 
to add dé and read ri 8 «i. 

ibid. B Read «av (for xai) eis woAw. Cf. Schanz, Novae 
Commentationes p. 102. Cf. on 482 B. 

457 © olyat, & Topyia, cai oé gurepov elvar toAAGY Adywv 
Kat Kaewpaxévar év adrots Td Tovdvde, Gti od padiws Sivavrat 

YY 2 oo > / , , X > , Tept av av émiyepyowor SiaréyerOar Siopirdpevor pds aAA- 
Nous. . . ovTw SiadverGar Tas cvvovaias. 

To provide a subject for dvvavra:, Adywv has been altered 
to Aoyiwy (Madvig), dvOpaérwv (Cobet), diroAdywv (Schanz). 
But éurepos with a genitive of persons is very unusual, 
whereas Adywv Evzretpos is a combination that Plato uses 
more than once elsewhere. I should rather suggest that. 
Twés, ToAXO/, ot roAXoi, or something similar, has been lost. 
in the clause beginning with 6rv. | 

\ \ “~ t > 458 E pytopixov dys movetv olds 7’ elvar, édv tis BovrAnrar 
/ a 

mapa cov pavOavew ; Nai. ovxotv rept mdvtwv dor ev dxA@ 
> aavov €ivat ; 

For gore, which has no propriety here and is distinctly 
awkward, read ds ye, ds y’ év dxAw having a limiting sense. 
év ye OxAw (aBaverepos) occurs immediately after. In 
Prot. 348 c the Bodleian codex has dare po edogev for ds 
y euol é0fev, and so Rep. 352 p, 602 p: Stobaeus’ text has 
wore in Symp. 202 pv. Cf. note below on Rep. 350 z. 

464 D In the fancy of a physician and a cook contending 
before a jury of children wérepos erates rept tov xpynorav 
oitiwv kal rovypov I should have thought that some word 
like BéArvov was necessary with ézates. 

4 »” Cal cal ~ 

465 D dxpitwvy dvrwv tov Te latpiKdv Kal dyewav Kat 
éorrouKav. 
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If rév iatpuxdv has tyvewav added to it, the balance of 
the sentence seems to require that <xat 7#5éwv> be inserted 
after éworouxév. Dobree wished to omit iyvewov kai. 

467 B IIQA. otk obv rowdow & BovtrAovra. SQ. od dype. 
TIQA. wowidvres 8¢ & Soxel atrois; OQ. hype. 

There is some authority for omitting 3€ and some for 
reading zowotor dé. But possibly rowivres ye is what Plato 
wrote. Cf. 496 & SQ. otkody Kara 7d wivew yalpew eyes ; 
KAA. podtora. BQ. dupdvra ye; KAA. dpi. 

ibid. © «i pév exes ue Epwrav, ériderEov Stu Wevdoparr ed 88 
hy, adtdos amoxpivov. ILQA. add’ e6€Aw dzroxpiverOan, iva Kat 
eid@ 6 Tu A€yets. 

Should not éyes be e6éAas? Written ees or gre by 
accident, it might be corrected to éyets. 

469 A ore rots alyAdrouvs LyAotv ovte Tors dOAlous 
<evdapmovilew>"% cf. 473 c. 

470 a It seems clear that we must either omit the first 
TO peya Stvacba. with Thompson or substitute for it some- 
thing like 76 roveiv & Soke? adra. 

472 a-c Inc éorw pe ody otrds tis Tpdmos éA€yxou.. « 
éorw dé xait &Aos Cobet thought we should read eis for 
tis, and certainly either «is or «is rus seems preferable to 
simple ris. It occurs to me whether in A éviore yap av Kai 
Katawevoopaptupybein tis bird moAAGV Kai SoxovvTwv elval Tt 
we ought not also to read eis. Cf. the éva twa just before 
and the eis dv in B. 

ibid. B éya 8 av py ot adrov eva ovta pdptupa Tapdoywpat 
SpoAoyotvTa wept av A€yw, ovdev olwor Gkiov Adyov pou 
memepavOan wept dv av ypiv 6 Adyos H° otwas 8 Odd Gol, av pi) 
é€yw oor paptup@ els dv pdvos. 

There seem to be here two noticeable things: (1) the 
apodosis ovdtv ota «.7.A. ought to contain some sort of 
future (Hirschig proposed otdév <av> ofpor): (2) in ofwar & 
ovde oot we should like to find the sense you will not be 
satisfied either, whereas it can only mean I think you will 
not have succeeded either, and the repetition of ofwau is 
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quite pointless and weak, when ovd’ ad cot would have been 
enough. From these two considerations may we not infer 
that Plato wrote a dd€e or d0few with rerepdvOar and that 
the same is understood with oid coi? He wrote, that is, 

something like ovdev otuar agiov Adyov por <Sééew> 
memepavOan. 

473 n-474 4 Omit the second érwydifew. So in 523¢ 
the second xpivovra: is pretty clearly an adscript. 

476 D SQ. rovrwov 8) sbpodoyovpevwv, 1d Sixnv didovar 
motepov wacxew Ti éotw 7 moetv; ILQA. dvayxyn, & Swxpares, 
TAO XELV. 

This may stand, though awkwardly, for dvdéy«y (aird) 
mao Xew (etvar). But we shall perhaps do better to write 
avaykyn. Cf. Prot. 357 B érel d& perpytixy (éorw), erry 
Syrov TEXV Kai eruor np 5 [Xen. | B.A. 3. 7 advaeynyn toi. 
dXiyou ev ExdoTw EvovTat TO SikaoTypiw. “OE on Rep. 410 B. 

478 c Should ebdanpovérraros be evdapovéerrepos? The 
GOALWrepos following strongly suggests it, and MS. evidence 
on this point is worth very little. Cf. the variations in 
473c and 4908. The evddamovécraros in D, followed as it 
is by devrepos x.7.A., proves nothing. 

480 A as ixavov Kaxov efovra. 

ixavés here and in 485 éAevOepov Kal péya Kal ixavov 
pndérore bOéyEacGa has been called in question as weak 
and inadequate in meaning, but cf. on Philebus 52 pv. 

ibid. B pevet for pever, 

ibid. © mapéxew pioavta ev Kal avdpeiws Somep Téuvew Kat 
Kaew iarpa. 

In view of Bergk’s <py> picavra cf. Aristides 43. 34 
drahynoavtas éav Kai, Tovto 517 TO Aeyopuevov, picavras dépew. 

48lc ei... ts (was tus Cobet) judy tdiv mm eracyxev 
mabos 7) of Phe. 

Cf. on Rep. 335 a. 
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482 BC ofpa w+ Kal THv Avpay rou KpelrTov elvat dvap- 
pooreiv TE kal Stadwveiv kal xopdv © xopnyoinv Kal mAElorous 
avOpurrous py Opodoyety jot K.T.X. 

Thompson notices the irregularity of the optative. It is 
strange that he did not see what must have happened, 
namely that an av has been lost, probably after xpeirrov or 
the first xai (read kav). Cf. on 456 B. 

483.4 dice pev yap Trav Hie éoTw OmTEp Kal KGKLOV, TO 
ddtxeio Ban. 

For wav, which gives no sense here, when 76 ddixeto Oat is 
attached to it, éow and wavri have been suggested. Does 
it not stand for rov, a word which is plausibly restored for 
moAv in 488 £4 

484A xararatyoas TA HueTEpa ypdppara Kal payyavevpara 
kat érwoas Kal vouous TOs Tapa diow daravTas. 

For ypappara Valckenaer conjectured zepidppara, Cobet 
thao para. Observing just above xareradovrés TE Kat 
yontevovres, I think yontevpwara may be the word, if any 
change is really needed. Cf. Hesychius (quoted in 
Thompson’s note) payyava: ddpyaxa, Sixrva, yonrevpara. 
Plato is fond of yéys and its derivatives. 

485 B éywye Spodratov mdcxw mpds Tors diAocododvtas 
worep mpos Tos WedAALLopevovs Kal waifovras. drav pev yap 

/ * e + 4 4 WA / \ 

Taolov iow, er. TpoanKer Siar€<yerOar ovTw, WerAdtLopevov Kat 
mailov, xaipw Te Kal xaplev por daiverar Kat édevbepiov Kai 

/ nn “a ‘ tf / 7 ‘ “ 4 TMpéerov TH TOU taidiov yAtKia. Otav S€ cadds dSiareyouevov 
tatdapiov dkovow, mikpov Ti pou SoKel ypHua €lvat Kal avia pov 
Ta @ta Kat por Soxet SovAompemés tu elvar: Grav Sé avdpos 
> , / x , . Bete / s aKovoyn tis WeAALLouevov 7 railovta Opa, KatayéAacTov paiverat 
Kal avavdpov Kal tAnyav ak.ov: Tabrov obv éywye TOTO TAagTxw 
Kal mpos Tovs dirowodovrrTas. 

In this Morstadt proposed to bracket kat mailovTas, Kal 

maifov, and % watfovra épa. Schanz brackets xat zaifovras 
and (after Cobet) WeAdALopevov Kal maifov. 

It is plain, I think, that waéfew in this passage cannot 
be taken in the general sense of playing games. The two 
clauses, @ ért mpoonxer SiareyerOar odtw and drav cadds 
diadeyouévou madapiov dxovow, without a word being said 
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about games, make it clear that zaifew cannot refer to 
games generally, but must be taken in the very closest 
connexion with weddAiLecOa, referring to the same thing. 
Moreover Plato would surely not have condemned all 
games in this wholesale manner, nor have laid it down that 
any grown man who played a game deserved a beating. 
Tada is not limited in its sense to children’s games, and 
both Plato and Aristotle distinctly recognise the legitimacy 
of the thing for men. 

Understanding zaifew then to refer to the same thing as 
WeAXiler Gar, I presume Morstadt’s reason for his omissions 
was the inappropriateness of the word. When a child 
lisps and stammers, it is not doing so in play. Yet zaifew 
is actually used here twice over to describe the child’s trick 
of speech, as well as a third time in reference to the grown 
man, where it is hardly suitable either, for in him it is 
affectation, folly, or a natural defect, not ada. I 
think it probable that in the three passages we have to 
read mraiovras, mratov, and wraiovra. In the Aristotelian 
Problems 3. 31 the question is da ri tév peOvdvrwv 7 yA@tTa 
mraie.; and the word occurs there several times over. It 
may be said that the use of 1) yA@rra, as the subject, makes 
all the difference, and that to speak of a child as zratov 
would suggest quite another meaning. By itself it would ; 
but mrafw coming after wedAifowo. is fairly clear. We 
should certainly not say simply ‘a child trips’ in this 
sense, but we could quite well say ‘a child stammers and 
trips,’ leaving ‘in speech’ to be understood, just as we say 
that a man ‘wanders’ or ‘rambles,’ that is, in speech or in 
mind, or that he is ‘absent.’ With the corruption of 
mraiw to wai~w perhaps I may compare the corruption 
which I have conjectured in Xen. Cynegeticus 9. 5 of 
mrmgas tO micas (mécas ws ext ynv). In Rep. 604c¢ 
mpormaicavras iS a v.l. for rpoortaicavras, in the Pro- 
metheus 885 the MSS. vary between zraiovo’ and zaiovo’, 
and in the Fhetorica ad Alex. 1425 a 38 rraicwow has 
been restored with great probability for récwow: cf. D. 
Hal. Ant. Rom. 8. 26. 6, where MSS. have both. In 
Bacchae 1141 arygaca is recognised as a blunder for 
wHhéaca. 

If it be said that 7 mratovra dpa can hardly be right, 
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because we do not see an imperfection of speech, the 
answer seems to be that, though the expression is certainly 
odd, it occurs above also in oray ... Taidiov ido... Wed- 
AiLopevov Kal mratov, where idw pacubivives at least is 
unquestioned. dxovdw, which is also used, seems a much 
more suitable word, but idw and dpa confirm one another. 
We might however have expected idy in the latter case, 
matching dxovoy, and xai (as before) rather than 7. The 
strange use of épa and idw seems to have escaped the 
notice of editors, nor does it help us in dealing with the — 
other question. 

ibid. B éyw S€, & Sewxpares, mpds oe erveckas exw PiArkds. 
‘Fairly friendly’ is a little lacking in warmth. émeuxds 
<kai> pirixds? Isocr. 15. 4 érekds yew pds wavras. 

486 B Perhaps pj tt abrov atte x.7.X. 

ibid.c matoa § édeyxwv, tpayparuwv 8 eipovoiav 
» . » e '¥ , A aoe. Kal aoKer 670bev Sdges Hpoveiv. 

The second doxe. may be right, but it looks to me like 
one of those unintentional repetitions of a word, by which 
we all sometimes go astray in writing, and perhaps 
especially in copying. Cf. on 5098. Now in 526pD all 
the MSS. give oxo dws arodavotpa, which is certainly 
right, but T has yp. éox@; and for oxordv, which follows 
two lines later, the text of Eusebius has doxév, which 
Burnet adopts. Cf. Cobet N.L. p. 629 on Xen. Symp. 
4, 42 and Marchant’s note ad loc. Should we read oxore 
here? oxdme 670Gev would closely resemble oxo76 dzws. 

490 c After éxréov it would be better to put merely a 
comma to show that subsequently 7G Pedriotw depends 
directly upon it, and that it is not to be supplied over 
again. 

49] “A 6 a oo , 9 ” or 5 , , > 2s C viv 8 ad erepov Ti Kes Exwv avdpedrepol tives bd 
cov éyovrat of Kpeitrovs. 

For éxwv read A€ywv, comparing 518A jes dé ore 
dotepov A€ywv K.T.A. 
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In Phaedrus 232 4 Badham’s éyev for A€yew is adopted 
by Schanz, and the latter himself changes éyou’ av 1b. 
279 c to A€youw’ dv. So in Menex. 243 4 A€yovor has been 
plausibly conjectured for éyovor, and in Menander F’ragm. 
482 (Kock) zatvcacbe votv Aé€yovres for ratcacbe vorv 
éxovres. Cf. p. 65. 

492 © 7 w&s ovdK Gv GOAL yeyovores elnoav td Tod KadXovd 
tov THs Sukatocvvys Kal THS THdppoovvys ; 

TO Kadov TO Tis SiKatoavvys Seems to me not very Platonic. 
I would suggest rod xadod tovrov with rips dixavoovvyns Kat 
THs cwdpooivys in apposition. The confusion is a well- 
known one. Notice the use of ratra ta xadAwziopnata 
just below. 

493 4 This passage will be greatly improved if we insert 
ort or something similar before rvyyave. and put a comma 
instead of a full stop after kérw. ris dé Wuyjs TotTo is then 
resumed in xai todro and becomes the object of dvduace. 
The words ris 8 Wuxjs... Katw, as they stand, are very 
pointless as something that Socrates learnt from a wise 
man along with the doctrine of cépua ofa. What he 
learnt is contained in 8&4 76. . .*2iOov, a play upon words 
parallel to the other. 

495 8B The zodAa coupled with aioypd is an erroneous 
anticipation of zoAAa at the end of the sentence and has 
thus taken the place of some other word. 

496 éXeyes should perhaps be Aé€yes, just as édys in 
* 496 should probably be dys. Cf. on Prot. 353 v. 

ibid. E AvTovpevov yaipew éyers dpa, drav Supavra wivew : 2 sg Xp Y ? 
9 “a \ ‘\ / \ Néeyns ..- 7) ovx Gua TovTO ylyveTat KaTa TOV adTOV TOTOV Kat 

xpovor cite Wryis cive gHpatos BovAe: ; 

If we read xpdvov kat rérov, the genitives will have 
something to depend upon. Cf. on Rep. 579 v. 

> <a / , x a \ a 3 ad 499 A ovKovY Opotws YyiyveTaL KAKOS Kal ayabos TO ayale 7 
kal parXov a&yabds 6 Kakds ; 

kakos Kal ayafdés seems to make no sense. Omit xaxds Kat 
and read dyads only, to which the preceding questions 
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lead up. kKakds kal dyafds may be due to rov ayabdv Kat 
kaxov just before. 

5064 A€yw peévror Tradra, ei Boxed xpnvat SiamepavOjvat Tov 
Adyov: «i OF wy) BovrAcoHe, EGuev 57 xalpev. 

Both the context and the form of this sentence call 
imperatively for A€fw, like dfepu five lines above. Or it 
might be ép@, which is also confused with A€yw. 

509 a dd€ear 2 

ibid. B woAAr avayKn tavrnv evar THY aicxiornv Bonbaay, 
py Sivacbar BonOety pyre atto pyre Tois avTov ido Te Kal 

> , 

oixetots. 

It is not difficult to see what has happened here, and the © 
extensive omissions proposed are not at all necessary. 
The copyist has been misled by the coming BonOety into 
writing Boyn$eav for another word, which word can hardly 
be anything but ddvvayiov. See 4924 daoxpurropevor trv 
avrav advvapyiav: 522D «i wey ovv eve tis eSeA€yxou TavTnv 
tiv BonPeav advvarov ovra éuavt® kai dAAw Bonbetv, aicyvvoi- 
pyv av... kal, ei da tadryv thy advvapiav arobvycKom, 
ayavaxtoinv av. Cf. on 486c and Prot. 327. 

c 510 B dios .. + Ovmep of tadatol Te Kal cool A€youcu, 6 
GmoLos TO Spoiw. 

Read ozep for ovrep. Hirschig dovzep. 

D513 B rovrots Suowrarov. The words in A and E, és 
dpoidtarov and ws BeAriorovs, suggest strongly that after 
ots here ds has been lost. 

ibid C rH abrdv yap 7Oe Acyopévwy Tov Adywv ExacrToL 
xaipovar, TO 5é dAXoTpiw axOovrat. 

The dative 76« seems a little questionable, unless indeed 
a word is lost. But perhaps we should read (éu0)Aoyoupeévww. 
In Lysias 12. 71 6 dpodoynpévos im’ éxetvwv Karpds seems 
fairly certain for 6 Xeydpevos, where the tense is wrong. 

si OPS ” > ibid. D dvo épapev civar Tas mapacKevas emt TO ExacTov 
Ocpareve Kal cGpa Kal Wyn. 
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éxaorov has been suggested. We might also think of 
reading «ard for the first Kai. 

5144 Perhaps Sypocig <ti> mpagovras tov moArTiKOV 
mpaypatwv. Without something to depend on the genitive 
is unusual, though not impossible. 

517 The civa after ropicrixdv is really ungrammatical, 
for ropiotixov goes in construction with the subsequent 6vra. 
Should we read twa for civar? 

5184 éddxers and dpoddyes would seem more proper 
than doxeis and 6podoyets. 

519 8B Insert «i, either, as Heindorf suggested, after 
adaoxovow or before dpa. 

5210 éavrep ciciw eis Sixaorypiov mepi tovTwy Twos 
Kwovvevwr (-evowv 1). 

522 £ ei dé BovAa, cot éya ds TodTO ovTws Exar CHEAW Adyov 
A€éat. got seems to receive undue emphasis from its position. 
Should we read éyw co or ci 5 Bovkae ov? Or has a word 
been lost before it ? 

525 B ot pev Gherovpevol Te Kal Sixny Siddvres bro Oedv re 
Kat avOparwy. ‘ 

The stress being on ddedovpevor, the fact that punish- 
.ment is for their own good, it would seem that we ought 
to omit te xaf and make dixyy Sddvres subordinate to 
dperovpevar, ‘benefited by receiving punishment’ (cf. 
Phaedo 61 8, where xai in a like case is marked in T for 
omission), or read something like ddeAodpevor <xoAalopevol> 
Te Kal Oixnv diddvres. 

ibid. & Is not something lost after é&jv aira ? 
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384 B ei pev ovv On HKNKOn Tapa Ipodikov tH wevTyKoVTa- 
Spaxpov évidergw .. ., ovdev Gv éxdAve x.7.X.* viv SE odk &x7KoOa, 
GAAG THY Spaxpiaiav. 

Probably according *to a common idiom otk axyxoa aAN’ 
} THv Spaxptaiarv. 

ibid. D ob yap pice ExdoTw TepvKevat dvop.a ovdev ovdevi, 
> ‘ / \ “A > 4 \ 4 GANG vopw kal Ee Tov EOicdvTwv TE Kat KadovVTUV. 

édifew cannot mean establishing a usage, and its regular 
sense of accustoming is here out of place. There is a v.l. 
with slight authority, peOiorrdvrwy, which Schanz adopts ; 
but in this sentence changing is quite unsuitable. Probably 
Plato wrote something like Oévrwy or évopacdvtTwy, and it 
has been altered under the influence of ee. 

395 B 6 te yap Tov Xpvoirrov aire dovos Kal & mpds Tov 
Ovéoryv os Opa Sierparrero k.T.A. 

I doubt whether this could mean anything but ‘what 
he did as being cruel,’ implying that its cruelty was its 
attraction. ta for a would be an improvement, but even 
then &s (how) hardly harmonises with the rest of the 
sentence, and perhaps we should read do’ in its place: @ 
might then be omitted. 

ibid. c Soxet Sé por kat te TleAom 7d dvopa éupeérpws 

Keio Bau. 

Rather éupedds, or possibly perpiws. 

64 
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398 p A word opixpov rapnypévov éotiv évouatos xapw. 
Burnet cites Peiper’s suggestion of ordyuaros for évdpuaros. 

I had myself thought of etorouias (cf. eboropias evexa 412 E, 
414), taking dvoparos to be not a corruption of eicropias 
but due to dvoya coming in the previous line. 

399 B adAdAwv Se Toivavtiov éuBadrdAopev ypdppata, TA de 
Baptrepa d€vrepa hbeyyopucba. 

I do not see how the genitive dAAwy (other words) ¢ can be 
justified. We should expect d\Xore, dAXows, Or perhaps 
<éx’> adddwv, 1 other cases. dddw has been conjectured, 
but is unlikely. 

Write odfvrepa, not in addition to Bapvrepa, but in 
its place. The mistake is due to Bapetay preceding. 

405 E 70 6€ Todd x.t.d. 

Editors now usually bracket zoAv (zov Hermann, zodv re 
ov Heindorf) without showing whether they see how the 
insertion, if it is an insertion, came to be made. Stallbaum 
at any rate did not see it. soAv surely represents the 
syllable oA, or something like it, supposed to be common to 
the designations and characteristics of Apollo given in the 
context. Ido not know therefore why Plato himself may 
not have written the letters in some form from which zodv 
has arisen. But they may also have been an adscript to 
TO ¢. 

408 E "core toivyy Katddyndov yevopevov Gv paddov «i TO 
Awpixe tis dvéuat. xpoto. The use of a nominative parti- 
ciple with goa is so doubtful and discredited that we 
ought rather to read xatadjAw yevouevw. Cf. gouxe SyAodvre 
a few lines below (MSS. dyAotv 7). In 4190 Kexrdnuevy 
is now written for xexAnuévn. So dndrovon tpocéorxev 420 Cc. 
Both dative participle and infinitive occur often in the 
dialogue. 

409 a Read rotro 5y for rotro dé. 

420 B ri ért ov (od MSS.) A€yets Ore TKoTGpev ; 

Is not Aéyw here, as elsewhere, confused with éyw? Read 
TL... €xels OTL oKoTaGuev; aS In 425D od yap exouey ti 
BéArvov cis ote eravevéyxwpev x.t.A., and so get much more 
ordinary Greek. Cf. p. 60. 

F 
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420 D EPM. ratra 7dn pot doxeis, & Swxpares, tuKvorepa 
erayew. SQ. téAos yap 7dn OG (OG T: Oew B: OG vulg. : 
dé Adam. Burnet). 

6H, imperative of Geduar, seems to yield no proper sense. 
Schanz reads 6eo, but it is hard to see what that can mean. 
Adopting the old reading or conjecture civ 6e¢, I think a 
verb must be added, e.g. réAos yap dn <dpo oiv> bed. 
They are as a matter of fact just at the end of the 
derivation of particular words. Cf. Diog. L. 6. 38 paxpa 
Twos avayltyvooKOVTOS . . . Gappetre, Epy, avdpes’ ynv Spo. 

423 D Should not évoudacev be dvoualew? Notice dvopa- 
orix? elvat, not éreo Oar, just below. 

425 D dorep of Tpaywooro.ot ereiddy TL amopaow én Tas 
pnxavas KaTapev yout Geos aipovTes. 

Cicero’s words in N.D. 1. 53 wt tragic poetae, cwm expli- 
care argumenti exitum non potestis, confugitis ad deum, 
suggest the question whether ras pnxavds and Geovs should 
not change places. The conjecture is perhaps supported 
by three things: (1) in the familiar line of Antiphanes’ 
Iloiyois we have aipovow womep Saxtvdov THy pnxavyy : 
(2) Plutarch in several places, e.g. Them. 10 and 32, uses 
the phrase pnxavnv aipew: (3) greater emphasis is thus given 
to Geovs, aS is suitable to the context. But Aristides in 
45, 2 has Geods ad pnxavns atpev. 

4260 ei otv tis TO radaiwv adrys evpor dvoua eis TiHV 
Hpetepav duviv cvpPatvov, teots av 6pOas KadoiTo. 

etro. would be much more suitable here than evjpo., and 
the two words are exchanged elsewhere. Cf. pp. 50 and 71. 

428 E ovxotv dopey Kal Tavtnv Téxvnv eivar Kal Syp.ovpyors 
QUTNS ; 

The two parts are not parallel, and the expression is 
awkward until we write ravrys. There is an art of teaching 
(ddacxadas) and men who practise it. 

4290 ph yap odd€ rodr ad 7. 

avd should, I think, be airo. 

430 E <r@> aie TovTw- 
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432 D oix dv éxous airay ecimeiv oddérepov, drdTepdv éott TO 
pev avTo, TO O€ Ovopa. 

Rather cireiv ovd€repov érdtepov éoti, TO pev aiTo <ov>, 
To 5€ dvoxa, or something similar, 

440 © (last words) ratr’ éorat, & Swxpares, GAAG kai ov 

TElp@ Ett évvoety Ta’Ta Hon. 

Badham seems right in demurring to 73y, which has 
little meaning in itself and is also incompatible with ér. 
He suggested 4 5) éye. Possibly 78) is only out of its 
place and should go either with ratr’ gota or in Socrates’ 
words preceding. 
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178A & d€ padtora Kai dv e0k€ por asvouvypovevtov (evar 
add. T and W), rovrwv ipiv épd éxdorov tov Aoyov. 

In the Bodleian MS. a later hand gives d£topvnpoveiror, 
and perhaps this deserves more favour than editors have 
for some time shown it. It is not easy to see how Plato 
could get at the neuter singular. There is nothing for it to 
agree with, nor would the phrase d&opurvnpdvevrov éore with a 
genitive seem admissible. The meaning probably is ‘when 
the things said or the persons seemed to me worth remem- 
bering or recording,’ and this would be fairly given by 
agtopvnpovevtwv, Out of which dévouvnpovevta is of course 
supplied as a predicate to a4: ‘notable things and notable 
persons who spoke,’ literally ‘notable persons to whom 
utterances belonged.’ 

183 4 dirocodias 7a peyiota Kapmoir’ av déveidn. 

Many conjectures have been offered in place of piA0ce- 
dias, and it is often altogether omitted. The latter 
resource is unsatisfactory, for who would have inserted 
out of his own head so unsuitable a word? Possibly 
rorias, in a general bad sense of too strong desire, too 
great anxiety to get something. 

184 4 do (for id) ravrns Tis airfas, as in Soph, 265 E. 

ibid & Sedpevos cis Taidevow Kat THY GAAnv codiav KTacbat- 

Schanz toracOo. Perhaps dvivacOo, a favourite word 
with Plato. ov was lost after ay. 

68 
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185 B wav av ravtt rpobvpnbein. 

For the dative, if the words are complete, cf. Ar. Wasps 
291 CeAnces Ti pow odv, & TaTEp, Hv Tod TL denGO ; 

1888 It seems possible that yiyverar, which comes 
so strangely as the verb to rayvou Kai yddalar kai épvotBar, 
should be yiyveo6a:, governed like yiyveo@a: in the preceding 
sentence by dirctor.. The terminations rat, cfa. sometimes 
get confused. We might also think of épvaiBy. Cf. p. 266. 

191 A rofotv éxacrov 7d Hyco TO abrod Evveivat. 
1928 and 205pes (cf. 191 D) show pretty clearly that 

something like 7é atrod <npyioe.> should be read. ro 
attov alone is hardly possible. 

194 8B dvaBavros for dvaBaivovtos ? 

195B pera b€ véwv dei Evveoti Te Kal Eotw. 

Sauppe’s éorw <véos> is not to me very satisfactory. 
I have thought of éWveori te cat <idéws> éoriv. Cf. Rep. 
372B ndéws Evvovtes GAAHAOLs, and on the simple éoriv 
see Schanz Vovae Comm. p. 103. 

ibid ra dé ward mpdypata <Tu> tept Geos. 

ibid E arropevov ovv det Kal rool Kal rdvry év padakwrdros 
Tov paakwtarwv atadwtatov avayKn €lvat. 

There are two difficulties here: dardpevov lacks an object, 
and év p. 7. pw. is a phrase, especially without rots, to which 
it would be hard to find a parallel. Perhaps we should 
omit év, regarding it as due to the similarity of H and N, 
and then we can govern rév p. by arropeba. padaxwrarors 
will be half an adjective and so joined with zooiy (cf. 
dmaXot modes in D), half a substantive. aavry is almost = 
TATL méepectv. 

197 B otros "Epwros av ety pabyrys cai Modtoar povorks 
kat “Hdaurros xaAxetas Kat “AOnva ioroupyias kai Zeds xvBepvav 
Gedy te Kal avOpwrer. 

The sense is that the Muses learned povorxy and so on 
from Eros, the other genitives going with pa@yrjs in a 
somewhat different way from “Epwros: that is, paéyrys 
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takes a double genitive. There is a difficulty in xvBep- 
vav standing as a genitive without rod, and inferior MSS. 
have xvBepvjcews. It may be worth while therefore to 
quote Apol. 370 GAG xpnudtrov Kat dedéoGar (TYysnowpar) ; 
Ar. Ach. 197 atra: pév dLovo’ apBpocias Kal véxrapos Kal pn 
emitynpety citi’ yuepov tprov: Aesch. Ag. 788 76 doxety etvar 
mpotiovar, cf, 602-4: Eur. Ale. 879 ri yap avdpi xaxov petfov 
duapteiv miotHs aAddxyov; and three passages of Herod. 
(1. 210: 6. 32: 7. 170) in which dyré is followed by a 
simple infinitive. But the anomaly of xvSepvav taking a 
genitive, like dpyeww, wyetoOan, etc., still remains. 

199 B I do not see how dvopodroynodpevos tap avrod can 
be right. Perhaps zpos airov. 

200.4 <rd> Srov, explaining rotro? Cf. p. 18. 

ibid D ovxodtv TotTd y éoTiv éxelvov épav 0 ovrw EToLmov 
avTG ear ovde Exel, TO eis TOV EreiTA Xpdvov TatTa elvaL aiTa 
cwlopeva Kal TapovTa. 

Schanz follows Badham in omitting 76... rapovra. Hug 
regards it in a way which I do not understand as explan- 
atory of 0 ov7w éromov. What it ought to explain is rodro, 
and it will do that properly if we insert a BovrAcobat 
somewhere in the clause, say immediately after rd. See 
the BovAopar x.7.r. just before. 

204A atrd yap rodrd éore xaderov dpabia, TO py ovTa 
Kadov Kayabov nde ppdvimov Soxety atte eivat ikavov. 

Various attempts have been made to get rid of the 
difficulty of déua6ia. I would suggest év duafia. The é 
fell out after the ov of yaderor. 

206 D érav pev KaAG mpooTeAdly TO KvOdy, thedv TE yiyverat 
an ‘\ 

Kal edppaivopevov Ovaxeitar.., OTav dé aicxpo, TKVOpwrov TE Kat 
AvTovpevov TvoTELpPATa. 

oxvOpwrov te <yiyverat> Usener. Certainly some change 
is needed, for the adjective cannot stand side by side 
with the participle as though it were ox. yyvouevov. But 
perhaps cxvépwrdfov may be suggested. 
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209 dare word pet{w Kowwviay THs Tay Taldwy pds 
GAAjAoUs of ToLodToe toxovoew Kai diriav BeBaorépav, are 
KadAovev Kal dbavatrwrépwv taidwy KeKowwvyKOrTEs. 

Rohde’s ris trav woAAGv (for zaidwv) is likely enough to be 
right, but ris rév dkAAwv would be equally natural. Hug’s 
<éA\\wv> zaidwy seems to me much inferior to Rohde’s 
suggestion. This is one of the many passages in which by 
error a word soon coming (here zaidwv) is anticipated or a 
word that has been used repeated. 

212.4 iadpye should perhaps be imapéea, following the 
tense of yevyjoerac just before. There is however also 
yiyvecOar before that. 

ibid D épwravtos omov ’Aydbuv. 

We should certainly expect an efj in the indirect 
question. Should we read a direct rod ’AyaOwv ; in which 
the verb is less needed ? 

ibid E 7Kw...va aro THs euns Kehadys THY Tod copwrarov 
Kai KadXioTou Kehadny éav elrw ovTwal avadyow. 

éay cixw is meaningless, and many unsatisfactory conjec- 
tures have been put forward. Remembering that cizetv 
and ebpety are apt to get confused, I have little doubt that 
éav evpw if I find him is to be read here. For the confusion 
see my gis meus and Others, p. 186. Cf. also p. 66 
above. 

215 © woAd pov (for por) padrdAov } Tév KopyBavTiwvTov 7 
kapodia mnda. Cf. Jon 535. 

217D &y nrep edederrvyxer 

218D xwévvevers TO GvTt. od Gaddos clvat, eitep GANOF 
tTuyxave. GvtTa & Evers Epi emod, Kai Tis €or’ ev enol Svvapts 

2 eC h \ t > 7 Pes f 4 Ce a > 
bu Ws av OV Yevolo Gpetvwv. dynxavoy ToL Kaos Opwns av év 
€.0l K.T.A- 

How all this shows that Alcibiades is od datAos I do not 
know. Read xwédvvevw. 

2198 Insert ydp or yodv after dzore. 
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220 EB trav otparnyav...BovAopévwv epoi Siddvar Tapiorreta, 
avtos mpobvporepos eyévov tav otpatnyav eve AaBely 7 
OQavuTov. - 

Is it possible for zpoOvporepos to have dependent upon it 
first tév otpatyyév and then 7 cavrév? We might either 
omit 7 cavtdv, as put in by some one who blundered over 
the meaning, or possibly change 7 to od. If the text is 
really right, we should probably not connect 7 cavrév with 
mpobvporepos, but compare such passages as Herod. 9. 26 
npas Sixavov éxew TO Erepov Képas rep “AOnvaiovs: Andoc. 
i. 125 reOvavar vopicaca Avowredctvy } Gv: Menand. Monost. 
680 xadrdov ro vydew 7 70 worAAG Kpauradav with Pseudo- 
Phocylidea 81: Soph. Aj. 1357 vina yap dpern pe THs ExOpas 
mov: Anthol. Pal. 9, 284, 408, etc. In other words we 
have to supply a padAov from our own minds = éuveé AaPetv 
padAov 7 cavtov. But with another comparative in the 
sentence this is very awkward. 

2224 For yryvopevos read yevouevos to match idév- 
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In several passages which are still obscure I am inclined 
to think that the solution of the difficulty is the supposition 
of a word, or sometimes more than one word, lost. Indeed 
in Greek books generally this loss has probably happened 
more often than is commonly supposed. We all know how 
easy it is to leave out a word in writing or copying. In 
the Phaedo Heindorf pointed out long ago that ovdév pevrav 
qTrov axovorut (73 B) ought to have a #déws added (cf. 57 a, 
70 B), but he pointed it out in vain. 

For instance, in 66 B we read zapictacOar ddgav roudvbe 
to genuine philosophers, that they say to one another: 
KwOvvevel TOL HoTEP aTpamos Tis expepely Huds pera TOD Adyou 
év TH oKeWel, OTL, Ews Av TO GHua Exwpev k.T.r., OV [Ly TOTE 
KTnTopeba ixavas ov érOvpoduev. Here arpazds tis, a meta- 
phorical expression, hardly admits of being explained by 
ott k.7.X. fas it were a path, that, as long as etc.’: yet 
6ru k.t.X, cannot itself be the subject of kudvveder exhepev. 
What again is the combination of drpazds tis and pera Tod 
Aoyov! They do not cohere, and this has led to pera... 
oxewe being placed after éywuev: cf. however Clem. Al. 
Strom. 518. What really guides us as a sort of track in 
our enquiry along with reason is an tdea, inkling, con- 
jecture, surmise, to the effect that we shall never get what 
we want while we are cumbered with the body. In other 
words something like do0ga, cixacia, otoyaopds, wictts has 

been lost, e.g. after éxpépew judas, Observe the zapicracbar 
dd€av rodvde just before and in 67 B rota otpar. . . zpds 
GdAyAovs A€yew Kai dogalewv wavras Tos dpGas diropuabets. 

So again in 828 «is 8€ ye Gedv yévos py Pirtocodyaarte Kal 
TavTehs Kalapo amidvte ov Outs adixvetoGar aAdX’ 7 (GArAw 

73 
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7 T) To dropuabet the only possible meaning is the absurd 
one that none but lovers of knowledge are admitted in an 
impure and unphilosophical condition. Possibly éAX’ 4 7a 
dirouabet should, as someone has suggested, be omitted 
altogether, but how did the words get in? To me it seems 
more likely that something, perhaps a whole line, has been 
lost before them. 

83 D (Wux%) ofa pydérore eis "“Avdov kabapOs adixéoc Ban. 

The adverb xa@apas is quite impossible as qualifying the 
action of the verb, and Heindorf made the obvious correc- 
tion xafapa, which is likely enough to be right (ef. xadapo 
amvdvrt in 82 B above quoted, etc.). But, when we compare 
the phrase ai'u7 Kabapds arodvbcioa (81D), we see that it 
is perhaps just as likely that Plato wrote something like eis 
“Abdou xabapas aroAvbeioa (or aarndAaypevn) adixéobar. The 
two compounds with dzo- might lead to the mistake. 

In 91D KéBys b€ por coke rodro pev enol ovyxwpeir, 
ToAvxXpoviwrepov ye elvat Wuynv ocopmatos, adAAa Tdde AOnAOV 
mavti, py K.T.A. it may be that we are to understand an 
wero OF an ey civar with rode adyAov, but is it not more 
likely that we ought to add it? 

In 1084 od yap wrov tis Gv diapdpror ovdapoce pads 6d00 
ovens, until I come across a parallel to d:auapro: oidapoce I 
shall think that we ought perhaps to read otdaydce <idv>. 
Putting 6600 earlier than ovédaydce would also make the 
sentence intelligible, 6300 being then governed by d:apcprou, 
and ovdapdce by ddod. 

There are two or three places where I think av has to be 
inserted. One is 868B éGAAa gain avaykn (if avdéy«n for 
dvayxyn is right) eri wov civar aithy THY dppoviav. Certainly 
av cannot be supplied to dain from ovdenia pnyavy av ein 
above, for the two sentences are not coordinate, ovdenia 
x.t.A. being part of what the man would say. Neither, I 
think, can dain be joined on to ducyrpiforro (el tus duc yupi- 
foro... dAAG gain). To this there are two objections : 
(1) the illogical substitution of dda for xai, hardly to be 
justified by what intervenes: (2) the great awkwardness of 
resuming the construction with «i at such a distance and 
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with the distinct sentence oideuia yap... drodomevnv 
coming between to cut the connexion and make the reader 
forget. It was probably this difficulty that made Cobet 
wish to omit daiy. I think an ay has fallen out either 
before the av of dvayxy (so in 62c where Heindorf restored 
it, as he did also before dvayxaoys in T'heaet. 1698) or 
after gdAAa. Cf. 87A and vp. In 87 & émidecxvvon seems also 
to need a new ay. 

Again in 95p the optatives fo and dmoAdvoro cannot 
be regarded as oratio obliqua after a past tense. There is 
no past tense. The argument is being quoted in the 
present tense (ovdé& kwdvev dys tavta Taira pyview 
aPavaciav pev py, OTe d€ toAvxpovidv Té eoTW Wvyy x.T.A. and 
again dys, A€yes, A€yw in D and £) and these optatives 
refer as clearly to the future as jv and yda etc. do to the 
past. . Consequently we have either to read av for 8y before 
tovrov or to insert av somewhere in the sentence, e.g. after 
tovrov (av after ov). 

Finally, there seems to me a great want of clearness in 
the antithesis as to pleasure and pain (60 B), unless we add 
a word in the way here indicated: 76 dua pév aito pi 
eSeew rapayiyverOar TO avOpwre, av S€é Tis SudKy TO ETEpov 
kat AapBavy, cxedov tr dvaykdlerbar dei apBavew Kai TO 
€repov <Uorepov>, WoTep ex plas Kopudys Hupéevw dv’ dvre. 
Is not a vorepov needed to bring out the contrast with 
dpa? After érepoy it would fall out very easily. Cf. the 
érakoAovbet vorepov and éraxoAovboiv a few lines further on. 

I have sometimes thought that the description of the 
weaver in 87c needed a similar supplement, zoAAa xara- 
tpipas Tovrea iuatia Kal tpyvapevos <€repa>, since, taken as 
a votepov rporepov for i@yvdpevos Kal Katatpivas, the words 
are very harsh. We might indeed reverse the order. But 
a sentence further on (7b. D) suggests another remedy. 
Keeping to the image of the weaver, Plato writes «i yap 
peor TO GHpua Kal adrodXVorto Er. Ldvros Tod dvOpwrov GAN’ 
oxy dei 7d KatarpiBdopevov avudaivor, dvuyKatov pévrou dy etn 
«.t.'. Had he not used the very apposite compound 
dvugdaivev in the earlier sentence too, writing 7o\AG xara- 
tpivas Towdra iwatia Kal dvudyvdpevos, perhaps kavudnva- 
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pevos? cf. Herwerden’s very plausible correction of refyeu 
TETTWKOTL Kal olkodopovpevw (Thuc. 4. 112. 2) to Kavotko- 
Sopovpevm. It may be said that there is a series of new 
and distinct garments, whereas 76 xatatpiBopevov avudaivew 
means the repair of an old body, not the taking of a new 
one, and that therefore zodAa iparia... dvudynvapevos would 
not be a correct expression. But 76 katatpiBdopevov 
dvudaivew is immediately preceded by the phrase zoAAa 
copata KatatpiBew, relating to the same case. Plato 
therefore was not careful to describe it with absolute 
exactitude and, if dvvdaivur could be used in £ for the 
taking of a new body, davudynvapevos would be equally 
admissible in co. 

In Meno 91 p I have sometimes thought we should read 
ol pev TA UTrodnpata <av> epyaldpevor TA Tadata Kal TA iwaTia 
eEaxovpevor, though dvepydfouat is not known to have been 
in use. Neither is dvvpaivw found elsewhere. 

57 A ovre tis E€vos adixrat ypovov ovxvod éxeiHev doTis av 
nptv cadés Te ayyetAar olds 7 Hv rept TovTov, tAHV ye 57 STL 
dappakov miwv atobdavou tov 5é aAAwy oddev etyev (Baumann 
elyov) ppaleuv. 

év here must mean would have been able, whereas we 
want was able. Would have makes no sense, and <¢iyxev or 

etyov also shows what is required. Hence ay must be 
either altered or omitted. 

62 A tows pévtor Oavpacrov ao. daveirar (I should prefer 
gaiverat both here and in the next sentence: Schanz writes 
daveira in both) «i rotro povov tov GAdwv ardvtwy aAotvv 
€oTw Kal ovdemrote Tvyxaver TO GVOpOTw waoTEp Kal TadAa, 
éorw Ore kat ois BeAtLov TeOvavae H Chv. 

All serious difficulty seems to me to disappear, if we only 
recur to an old punctuation, éo7mep Kai TadAa Eeotiv OTe Kal 
ois, ‘ just as all other things on some occasions and to some 
people (are better away).’ The ellipse, which must indeed 
be supposed even with the current punctuation, is easily 
supplied. 

69. vapOyKxoddpor pév wodXot, Baxyou d€ Te Tatpor. Need 
we perpetuate the probably accidental disturbance of order 
for zodXol pev vapOynxoddpor ¢ 
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74.0 Suadépea S€ ye, } 8 ds, oddev- ews dv (€ws yap av T) 
ddXo Sov drs tavrys THs dWews GAO evvonays, cite Gporov Etre 
dvépo.ov, dvayxatov, épy, ato avéuvynow yeyovevat. 

It is strange that editors can go on printing éws dv.. 
évvonons here. They must understand it to mean ‘as long 
as you conceive,’ but it is really incapable of meaning 
anything but ‘ until you have conceived.’ The rule for the 
use and meaning of éws is a very simple one, though it has 
not as far as I know found its way into Greek grammars. 
“Ews (éws dv) with aorist indicative or subjunctive invariably 
means until and never while. “Ews (éws av) with present 
or imperfect indicative or present subjunctive almost 

_ invariably (when applied to single occasions) means while, 
not until. The very idea of while precludes the use of the 
aorist. On the other hand wntzl almost always means 
until something has happened (aorist) ¢.g. éws av vvé 
yévnrat, but occasionally we need to say wnittl so and so is 
happening, €.g. éws dv vv yiyvnta. Hence éws until does 
now and then take the present or imperfect tense, for 
instance in Thue. 1. 90. 3 éws av 76 Tetxos ixavovy aipwow, if 
aipwow, and not dpwoww is right: Xen. Cyrop. 3. 3. 18 otk 
dvapevopev ews av  tetépa xopa xax@rar: Plat. Charm. 
176 B éws dv dis od ixavds éyew, Lys. 2094 ews Gv HArrkiav 
éxys (t see note above ad loc.) and 2118 éws av oikxade dpa 
y amévac: Ar. Vesp. 1441 éws av tiv dixnv dpywv Kady : 
Dem. 8. 59 ws év airy TH xopa TO oTparevpa Tapyv Exwv. 
For the same reason zpiv (piv av) usually takes the aorist, 
but not quite invariably : see e.g. Thuc. 1. 118. 2 zp dy 7 
Svvapis .. ypeto kal... yrrovro: Soph. Phil. 1410 pyre ye, 
apw av Trav qpetépwv ains pvOwv: Plat. Phaedr. 271 c zpiv 
av... Aéywai te kai ypadwor. The rule for éws therefore is 
roughly this: éws while with present or imperfect, éws 
until (of single occasions) with aorist ; and with the aorist 
it always means until a thing has or had happened, not 7s 
or was happening. But, when such conjunctions as éws, 
péxpt av, mpiv, though meaning until, are applied to a 
number of cases occurring in future time or time treated as 
present and indefinite, the present seems to be sometimes 
used, e.g. Laws 9534 ypy .. émipedrciodar .. ews av Tov 
perpiov érieivavtes ypovov . . dradXatrwvTa. 

It is possible that in some cases the use of the present is 
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due to the fact that the verb has no aorist in ordinary use, 
e.g. 7 and diyns above.. Cf. the present occasionally used for 
this reason with ov py. 

Phoenicides (Kock C.A.F. 3. 334) has the odd combina- 
tion péypu av 606 tis 7) AGOy Siappayeis, in which, if the 
words are right, wéypr av means while with 666 and until 
with Aaby. 

Shall we then in the Phaedo read éws adv... évvonjs? I 
think not. To my feeling it would come too near giving 
ews av the semiconditional sense that so long as, ete. bear in 
other languages, a sense probably never present in the 
Greek (see however the notes of Stallbaum and Cron). 
This was, I suppose, the ground on which Heindorf 
suggested ws, éav dAAo, or, what he preferred, orav yap 
(or yotv) dAdo. The former would seem preferable, unless 
indeed éws av is only a mistake for éav, as in Xen. Hell. 
1. 7. 35 ééy stands unmistakably for éws dv (Stephanus). 
Cf. on Lysis 2214. drav évvonoy occurs however a few 
lines below. [Shilleto on Thuc. 1. 90. 3 takes very much 
the same view and reads évvops here. When I first pub- 
lished this note, I had overlooked his remarks. } 

76 ov« dpa doxotot co. érictacbai ye, by, & Sippla, 
mavres atta; Ovdapds. “AvapypvyoKovrat apa a more éualov ; 
"Avaykyn. dre AaBovoa ai wuyai qua tiv éeriotHpynv adtov ; 

Can the last words be right, seeing that the subject of 
dvapipvyoKovTat must, as the sentence stands, be mavres or 
men in general understood from it? Contrast 748 N kat 
eriotapela aito & eotw; Ildvy ye, 7 8 ds. Td0ev AaBovres 
avTov THhv ériotHunv; Where wdfev AaBovres agrees quite 
properly with the subject of the preceding verb. Perhaps 
we should put ai Wvxal yuav into the sentence before, say 
after €uaov. 

bid. & _drepdvids, & Zwoxpares, py 6 Ruppias, <ws> doxet 
po. 7 advty avayKn €iva. 

Cf. 66.4, 954, 99p, 1024. Or ws may have been lost 
immediately after tireppvas, just as T omits it in 
Theaet. 155 c. 

77 A Kat not Soke? ikavas drodddexrar. Read drodedelyOar, 
as a few lines below. 
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808 Perhaps the order either of kai vont Kai povoedet or 
kat woAvedet Kal dvontw should be inverted to make the two 
agree. All the other points are put in like order in the 
two cases. 

826 dripiav Te Kai ddogiav woxOnpias Sedi0TEs. 

Is this a possible expression? We might read ddgav 
poxOnpias (cf. Huthyphro, 12c dséoKev dua ddfav rovypias) 
or before poxOnypias insert éx. 

ibid. D éxetvot, ots Te peder THS EavTdv Woyns aAAG py 
copare (Or cdpata) tAaTTovTEs Laat. 

Heindorf’s cdéuatt Aarpevovres is at present the only 
plausible emendation of this passage, but it would appear 
from Ast’s Lexicon that Aatpedw does not occur in Plato 
and that Aatpeia is only used by him in its proper religious 
sense (Apol. 230: Phaedr. 2448). Perhaps tanperotvres 
is the word that he used here. Aelian V.H. 3. 11 ot 
Tepirarytikot pact pel’ yucpav Onrevovoav tiv wWryxiv TO 
copatt wepitAéxeoGar suggests the possibility of @nrevovres, 
which is however not very likely, and in any case favours 
the general sense conveyed by Aarpevw or ianpersd. 

84.4 IInveAdryn for InveAdrns? évavtiws seems to want 
a case. 

87 B domep ay <elt> Tis, as in 98 c, 1096, etc. ef is easily 
lost before 7. 

thid. c Néyou for réyer ? 

thid. D rHv airy dé, oipat, eixova deat dv Wuyi? Tpds TGpa. 

Tv abrjyv may possibly not be right, for it is clearly 
illogical. Plato means this illustration or comparison, not 
the same, as though he had already applied the comparison 
to something else. But more probably he is half thinking 
of raid bé rdéc yor av. 

, > 88D rin ody er mictevoopev Adyw ; ws yap odddpa wiHavds 
+ a A wv, Ov 6 Swxparys Eeye Aoyov, viv eis amioTiav KataTérTwKEV. 

ws as an exclamation is unsatisfactory. Cobet follows 
Heindorf in accepting instead 6 (which seems to have no 
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MS. authority) and omitting Adyov. As ds and kai are 
sometimes confused, might we read kat ydp... dv, for, 
though very plausible? 

89 A 7d pev otv Exew Ort A€you exeivos tows oddev AToToV. 

The nominative éxetvos is surely impossible when the 
same person is the subject of EXetv. Would anyone defend 
TO EXELV dre A€yw éyw for TO Exew eve Gre A€yw? Exew Ste 
Aéyo. is so much of a set phrase, making one idea, that 
Heindorf’s objection to éxetvov following Aéyou, not éyeu, 
seems unfounded, especially as éxeivoy may well be 
emphatic. 

92 E éyw dé ravrnv. .. ixavas Te Kal dpOds arodédeypau. 

Is ixavés an adverb appropriate to dzodédeypar, or should 
we read (what is sometimes confused with it) xards? 
Kadas and ép6as go well together. 

94B Read é\xe for éAxewv. Cf. dpdpuev following. 

97D dio wevos mopyxévan opnv didacKadov tis airias wept Tov 
OVTwV KaTO. vouv ELAUTO, TOV ’Avataydpav. 

Perhaps rév ‘A. should be omitted. If not, it might be 
better to make it the immediate object of nipyxevar, taking 
didacKadov predicatively. 

ibid. & Socrates thought Anaxagoras éexdunyjnoec Oar tiv 
aitiav Kal tiv avdyknv, A€yovra TO dpewov Kal Ste adTHy 
(2.€. rhv ynv) apevov Hv Towatrny elvat. 

TO duevov and dru duewov nv are surely very flat together. 
I conjecture Plato to have written KAIAIOTI, xai <di> 
ort, why it was better. So 100c xadcv 7 and the question 
dv étt kadov éorw. In Phaedr. 235. by a contrary error 

Al has been inserted after Al and the MSS. give «iva 
duxavovv for eivat Kat ovv. 

98 B <rov> avdpa (in spite of Ast Lex. Plat. 1. 175). 

100 B etys wédw én’ éxciva Ta ToAVOpvAYTA Kai apxopwat az’ 
éxeivwv. Read apgomat. | 
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101 D ef dé Tus adras THs brofecews ExoLTO. 

gxouro in the sense of fastening on, attacking, is certainly 
- wrong; and Madvig’s éoiro, which seems to have found 
some favour, is open to the objection that épiecGa: does not 
carry the required meaning either. As we have éxomevos 
two lines before in its proper sense of keeping fast hold of, 
I should conjecture that this is another instance of the | 
accidental repetition of a word to the displacement of the 
word really intended. I should suppose Plato to have 
written AdBouro or ériAdBoro and this to have been altered 
to €xo.ro through the copyist having the previous éyduevos 
in his mind. Cf. Laws 637 raxb yap cov AdBour’ av Ts. 

This is independent of the question whether the whole 
sentence is genuine. See Archer-Hind’s note, in which 
he does not point out that ot« doxpivaio ews av... 
oxéyaco is bad Greek. “Av is however easily omitted, or 
altered to dy, éws dy being proper enough. 

, a / > S.A “~ ‘4 
: 1028 For rovrw ro Sypiav civac read aitd TO Sippiav 

eiva.. 
10 4 Lo ae | a x a \ , > / ‘ 

D TaAodE €ly) av @ OTL Gv KaTACX)) PY) JLovov avayKkacet THV 
4 

¢ aA 397 > \ »# > ‘ \ > , aor. Get B 
QvUTOV idéav QavUTO LO XEv aAXNa KQL €VAVTLOU auTw es T TLVOS. 

de— is meaningless, dei leaves airo without construction, 
as it certainly does not depend on évavriov. Perhaps the 
verb éripépa, which is used subsequently in this connexion, 
should be added here at or before the end of the sentence. 
So in E 76 yap evavriov dei aire éemipepa. Cf. 105 a. 

1058 cimep ewer te kai avvdoKel cot ovtws. Ildévy opddpa 
Kal ovvdoKel, Er), Kal Eropat. 

Both on grounds of logic (for following, 7.e. understand- 
ing, must precede concurring) and to harmonise with the 
clause that goes before I should like to read xai éropat, 
épy, Kal cvvdoxel. 

ibid. D jxer (twice) should certainly be yf and éye 
perhaps ¢f«. Observe two or three futures preceding and 
ov py mote SeEnrar following. 

ibid. Perhaps totro (ratra B) dvopdLopmev. 
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109 B dorep wepi TéeAua pippynkas 7H Batpdxovs, mept THY 
OdXarrav oixovvTas. 

As it is not clear what ants have to do with a marsh, we 
ought perhaps to change the order here too. epi réApa 
might be put before or after Batpaxovs, or it might be zepi 
téApa Batpaxovs 7 pippnxas. The first would suit the 
following words (z. 7. 0. oixotvras) best. 

ibid. D 76 8é civat raitov seems to me unobjectionable, 
though it has been altered or partly omitted. It means 
‘whereas the case is the same (as in the illustration just 
given).’ 

116 oi8’ dru ovK euol xaXeraivers. 

Archer-Hind says ‘some read yaXeraveis, but the present 
is found in the best MSS. and gives the best sense.’ 
I venture to question the last statement, though I presume 
that Schanz and Burnet concur in it, as they both read the 
present and do not even mention the future as an alterna- 
tive. The gaoler has just said ‘other men are angry with 
me when I tell them they must now drink the poison. 
But,’ he goes on, ‘I am sure you will not be angry with 
me,’ 7.e. when I tell you, as he proceeds virtually to do in 
the words viv otv, oicba yap & HAOov ayyeAGv, yaipé TE K.T.r. 
These last words are the intimation that the time has come, 
and yaderaives, if right, would therefore refer to the time 
before the intimation was made, and would fail to corre- 
spond to the case of other men. In 117 4 the MSS. have 
just in the same way olpar xepdaive for ofa Kepdavetv (av 
kepoaivew is Burnet’s slightly less probable correction) ; 
and so perhaps (Schanz) a line or two previously. 
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328 E mérepov xaXerov Tod Biov 7 THs od adits eayyédActs. 

xaXerov tov Biov is an obscure and difficult expression. 
It is very unlikely to be partitive. In such phrases as 
Xen. Mem. 1. 6.4 (compared by Adam) émioxefdpeba ri 
xarerov yoOnoo Tovpotd Biov the genitive depends on ri. 
The alternative is to make it ‘ difficult in respect of living.’ 
But that construction, mostly poetical, is all but confined 
to adjectives such as etdaiuwv, adOAvos, péAcos, expressing 
good or bad fortune, so that yaAerdv would be an unusual 
extension of it. Only two passages at all parallel to the 
present are known to me: the curious Xen. Mem. 
3. 8. 3 ef tt oida ruperod adyabov, good for fever, where it 
seems just possible that dyafdv is substantivalised, and 
Ar. de Part. An, 2. 10. 656 a 1 od wodvedys éote tov 
avopoopepov, in which we might say that zodvedys easily 
suggests the substantive <idy. Plato Laws 648 o yupvacia 
Gavpactn pactwvys av ein seems due to the construction 
with davydfw. In Eur. Hipp. 785 16 roddka azpdocew ovx 
év dogdadet Biov the expression év aogade = ev aodadeia, 
and Phoen. 968 év dpaiw yap éorapev Biov is really partitive, 
like év rd axpeiw tHs HAikias Thuc. 2. 44.4. The occurrence 
of Biov in these places is only a coincidence. In our 
passage the suggested yaderdv <ro> tod Biov (Doederlein) 
is very plausible, for 76 would easily fall out before rod and 
Plato is fond of the periphrasis with ro. (Cf. Ast Lez. ii. 
p. 407.) 71d rod Biov would be of course life then, life at 
that age. But I think the matter must be left doubtful. 

5) a 330 A ovr’ Gy 6 érexys avy Te padiws ynpas pera Tevias 
> / »*f)) e ‘ > ‘ / é ¥ / 7K e “a eveyxot ov 6 py emvexyns TAOvTACTAas EvKOAdS ToT av EavTO 

83 qe & 
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/ 

yevoito. Ildrepov dé, hv 8 eyo, & Kédade, dv Kéxtnoat Ta 
ON / aN Xv > é “~) > / a oy Trew wapeAaBes H erextyow; lot’ erexryodpnv, edn, & 

, 

LoKpares ; péeros Tis yéyova xpnuaticriys K.T.A. 

In the first sentence for evxodos... éavtad (a very 
doubtful expression) read evxoAos ... é&v airg. Some 
mention of old age seems required in the clause : otherwise 
the statement is too general. In 331 a and 574 pD the 
MSS. vary between év air@ and éavrd, in Phaedrus 266 a 
between év airots and éavrots, in Timaeus 81 c between 
€avtns, ai’tis, and év avrois: in Dio Chrys. 36. 9 between 
éavtots and év airots: in Ar. Met. 984 a 29 between éavrois, 
€v €avTots, €v avTots. 

For wot’ (A has wot) I formerly conjectured zérepov, ‘ do 
you ask whether?’ I am now inclined to think that do’ 
or é7éo’ is what Plato wrote, ‘do you ask how much?’ 
Socrates did not ask that directly, but his question involved 
the assumption that Cephalus had made something. The 
direct zdca is quite as legitimate as the direct ris or was 
which we sometimes find (instead of doris or drws) echoing 
a question in Aristophanes, e.g. Frogs 1424. Cf. Aesch. 
Cho. 766. Moreover here roca does not occur in the 
original question. ota, which Adam defends, would 
mean either what sort of, or which out of some definite 
number, and is quite unsuitable. We often find otos and 
to.ovros standing by mistake for 6aos and rocoiros. 

ibid. © ovyyiyverOa for ovyyevéobart Cf. 488 a below. 
The confusion is very common. 

ibid. B tore 54 otTpéhovoew adrod tHy Wrxnv (ot piOor) py 
dAnOeis Gow, Kal adrdos Hou tro THs TOD yypws acbeveias 7 Kal 
worep non éyyvtépw dv Tav éxet paAdov Kabopa aita: irowias 
& ovy kal deiuatos peoros yiyverat k.T.X. 

The weakness of age could hardly enable a man to 
descry more correctly what is to follow after death (ra 
éxet). We must suppose a word or two to have been lost, 
in which the real effect of failing powers was expressed. 

[Since the above was written, various views have been 
taken of the text. Adam considers that ‘the verb is to be 
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supplied by a sort of zeugma... or rather the predicate is 
accommodated to the second alternative.’ Jowett and 
Campbell, followed by Burnet, make yr... aira paren- 
thetic, so that it refers to iropias x.7.A. Tucker would 
read domep <ei> y5y, but deals with the general meaning 
and structure of the sentence in the same way. Is do7ep 
ei with the present indicative really possible? An opta- 
tive, a past indicative tense, or a participle would seem 
required. It seems to me a considerable objection to 
J. and C.’s view, over and above the awkwardness of the 
finite verb xafopa, which should properly be xaopéy, that 
it probably involves a confusion of dazep with as. da7ep 
is used always of something which is not actually the case, 
os (in prose) of something which is, or is supposed to be. | 
Since therefore, at any rate in the obvious and natural 
sense, an old man is undoubtedly éyyurépw trav éxet (if there 
is anything éxet), ®orep seems wrong or at least very 
awkward. Cf. Goodwin’s remark in M.T7’. 874, which does 
not get over the difficulty in any satisfactory way. But 
the same objection lies to other views, including my own 
above given ; and, if it is sound, I do not see how it can be 
surmounted except by bringing worep into relation not 
with dy but with xafopa, ‘as though he saw.’ This would 
be the effect of Tucker’s change, which on another ground 
we have to reject. Perhaps then the real error is in 
xafopa and that word has been inadvertently substituted 
for xafopav, to which év would be subordinate. With that 
change we could easily accept the general view of the 
sentence, a very natural and satisfactory one, which takes 
the weakness of old age as a suggested reason for 
trowias x.T.X. 

For the fanciful idea that an old man or one otherwise 
near death sees further into things cf. Cic. de Sen. 21. 77 
of death, eo melauws mihi cernere videor quo ab ea propius 
absum, and such passages of modern poetry as Waller’s 
well-known lines, 

The soul’s dark cottage, battered and decayed, 
Lets in new light through chinks that time has made 
Stronger by weakness, wiser men become, 
As they draw near to their eternal home, 
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and Arnold’s (A Wish) 

that undiscover’'d mystery 
Which one who feels death’s winnowing wings 
Must needs read clearer, sure, than he. 

332 4 od Ta dderdueva arodidwow Os av Tw xpvoiov 
d7r00@ K.T.X. 

Should not this be dzod.d6 2 

4 

333 B GAN eis tiva 8) Kowwwviav 6 dikaos duetvwv KoWWWwvVoS 
a ¢ A 

Tov Kiapirrikod, WoTep 6 KLGapiotiKds ToD dikaiov eis Kpoupa- 
4 a“ 

tov ; His dpyupiov, euovye doxel. 

eis kpovyatwv and eis dpyvpiov forcibly suggest that we 
should read eis tivos. Cf. Huthyphro 13 ps. 

ibid. mrAjv y tows mpos TO xpnoOar dpyvpiw drav déy 
dpyupiov Kowy tpiacbar 7 aroddcbax trrov. 

As this is only one instance of the use of money and 
another is given immediately afterwards, is it not probable 
that before é6rav we should insert oiov, a very similar word ? 

, \ 2” 1 a A / x ¢ X 335 A kehevers dy) as mpocbcivat TO dukaiw 7 ws TO 
mpaTtov éAeyomev. 

I proposed formerly to insert zA<ov before 7, feeling as 
others have done great difficulty about rpocGcivar 7. But 
so many rather curious uses of 7 may be quoted that I 
now think the text right. Perhaps the most noticeable is 
to be found in Plato himself, Gorg. 481 © D téudv ru eracyev 
wébos 7) ot GAAo. But consider also the following: éave 
4 (Il. 23. 445: Od. 11. 58: Herod. 6. 108): duos 7 
(Pausan. 7. 16. 4, if right: Liban. 16. 8 ody door 7, and I 

think elsewhere): dvduouos 4 (Plat. Crat. 435 4): juss 7 
(Xen. Hell. 5. 3. 21: Strabo 15. 1. 23): dirAots (330 c) 
and durddcvos H, toAAamAdoos 7, etc. often: mapa ddgav 7 
(Herod. 1. 79. 3 wapa ddgav éoye Ta rpyypata 7) ws adros 
karedoxee and 8. 4. 1): diadhépew, tapadArAdrrew rapadpéper, 
ni xwpis 7 (Herod.), wapeE 7, euradw y: Parthen, 3. 4. od 
pera rod xpdvov 7 (2.2. o8 ov VoTepov 7). 
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- 336 B cvotpetas Eavtov Somep Onpiov HKev ed’ Has. 

Adam’s idea that 7xev is here an intransitive aorist from 
ievac is most improbable. jew eri of hostile movement, 
attack, was a familiar phrase (e.g. Dem. Phil. 3. 9 and 27) 
and 7xev éwi could suggest nothing else to the Greek ear. 
Hartman’s yrrev (would not yée be better?) is quite 
unnecessary. If any change were made, I would rather 
read 7AGev (as in 352 0, Phil. 3. 34 and 72, and very often). 
The words do get interchanged. 

_ 3374 di tis ti oe épwra. The mood of the verb is incon- 
sistent with the context. We need an optative, probably 
€poito. 

ibid. & See below, p. 90. 

341 viv yotv, én, érexeipynoas, ovdev dv kal TaidTa. 

-There is no reason for taking xal radra in any but its 
usual sense of ‘and that.’ Though xai ratra and similar 
phrases (kai otros, etc.) usually come first in the clause, 
another place is sometimes given them, and in later Greek 
this is quite frequent. Cf. not only Ar. Ran. 704 and 
Plut. 546 (perhaps Vesp. 1184), Diodor. Com. 3. 5, 
and perhaps Lysias 31. 13 (w. v. Thalheim), but also many 
passages in Lucian, e.g. 44. 15: 51. 24: 54. 1: 66. 25: 
73. 47 and 50: Strabo 6. 3.10, 15. 1. 53, 15. 2. 5, 16. 4. 
23: Aristides not seldom: and above all Heliodorus, who 
revels in it (1. 3, 8, 16, 22, 30, ete.). 

347 D adore mas av 6 yryvdoxwv 7d ddhedeicbar paddAov 
eXoiro im’ aAXov 7) GAAov opPeAGv tpdypata éxew. 

To is seldom or never added to the infinitive after 
aipotwat, and is especially awkward when added to one 
infinitive and not to the other. Omit it here. 

, 4 ad ¢ ~ aA 4 / 349 A rdvra rpocbyoes & pets TO Sixaiw mpoceTiOeper. 

As there is nothing to which the past tense can be 
made to refer, should we read zpoortiOepev 4 

ibid. B Perhaps it should be otd2 ris rpdéews (not obdé 
THs Ouxaias), the wrong word having been repeated. 
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350 CD 6 8% Opacvpayos mpoddyyce piv TavTa Tadra, ody ds 
éya viv padiws A€yw, GAN’ EAxdpevos Kal poyts, peta idparos 
Gavpactod ocov. 

As the words stand, yév has nothing answering to it, for 
adA\a must be taken in close connexion with ody ds... 
Aéyw, and the sentence is therefore very imperfect. I 
suggest a slight change of order, dpoAdynoe pev mavra 
Taira, aX’ EXkdpevos Kat poyts, OdY WS K.T.A. 

tbid. B ‘elev’ ép& Kail Katavevoopar Kal dvavevoopat. 
MySapas, jv 8 éyo, wapd ye tHv cavtod dSdéav. “Qore cor, 
épyn, apeoKew. 

For adore Greek idiom requires rather (I think) ds ye. 
Cf. on 394 8 below. The confusion occurs elsewhere: 
e.g. 352 D where A has wore for ds ye. Cf. on Gorg. 458 5. 

ibid. rodro toivey épwr drep Gprtt. 

Probably tairo. 

353 D éo@ dtw addrAdAw H Wry7 Sikaiws av adta dzodotpev Kal 
dhaipev tdia éxeivns €iva ; 

éxeivys is certainly indefensible, as Adam admits. Some 
read éxei(vov: Madvig would omit it altogether. I suggest 
that xai should be 7 and daipev dapev (as two or three 
lines below), reading 7 dapev idia exeivys elvar; hapev is 
actually given here by F and by Stobaeus, and the 
confusion of the two forms is quite frequent (352 E, 357 ©, 
490 c), as is that of 7 and kai. 

359 p In the vexed passage about Gyges nothing but 
Tvyy tO Kpoicov tot Avdotd zpoyove, with or without a ro 
before Tvyy (or put Tvyyn before zpoydvw), seems satisfactory. 
With so many articles and proper names the accidental 
omission of 7@ Kpoicov is in no way improbable. The 
hypothesis of a second and distinct Gyges, mentioned 
nowhere else, is surely desperate. 

360 B ovdels av yévorto ds ddevev OUTWs adapdvTwos Os av 
petvevev K.T.A. 

No plausible defence of the simple optative ddgeev has 
been made, and probably none is possible. To treat it as 
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a sort of oratio obliqua (Schneider, Adam: cf. the latter’s 
note on 361 £) is not only quite unjustifiable, but ignores 
the fact that even in oratio obliqua an optative must 
depend on a past tense, expressed or understood, whereas 
here there is no hint or even possibility of any such thing. 
Nor again can we understand ay, as Riddell thought, 
from the preceding words ; but av might easily fall out, as 
notoriously in very many places, and all the more easily 
perhaps between ev and ov. Read therefore with Ast as 
dogevev <av>, comparing for instance Gorg. 5094 as yodv 
av dd€erev otrwoi: in both places dogeev av may be roughl 
said to refer to present time. das ddfevev <av tis> (423 D) 
would give the same sense, but the loss of dv tis is much 
less likely. So is the corruption of doxe? to ddgerev, though 
the other optatives might possibly cause it. 

It is curious that 361 c has another very difficult optative: 
aonAov ovv <ite Tov diuxaiov cite TOV Swpe@y TE Kal TYL@Y EveKa 
toovtos ein. The oratio obliqua theory, the idea that 
Glaucon is expressing an opinion not as his own but only 
as held by others, breaks down for the same two reasons 
as before, that there is no trace of any such oratio obliqua, 
and still more that there is no past tense to account for 
the optative mood: as a matter of fact the main predica- 
tion, represented by adyAov, is future, ‘it will be uncertain.’ 
It may be right to omit «iy, but it does not seem likely 
that so erroneous a form simply got in by accident, nor that 
both adéyAov and ro.otros should lack a verb. A verb is 
the more necessary to ddyAov just because the sense is 
future, not present. I incline therefore to add day here too, 
reading Gy etn or ein av, joining that with adyAov, and with 
Towodros understanding éoriv or ein. The separation of dv 
ein from adnAov may seem awkward, but, if the words are 
read with a pause after roodros, it becomes much less so, 

It is again very difficult to believe that the text can be 
sound in 490 a, where the future tense od perpiws arodoyn- 
copeba ore is followed by a series of dependent optatives. 
When the editors say that the construction goes on as 
though’ the words were dzodoynodpeba 0 éXéyomev ev Tots 
eumpoobev ori k.t.X., they may possibly be right (cf. note on 
Charm. 1568 above), but there is absolutely nothing in 
the context to suggest such words, and little, if anything, 
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of what follows has actually been said before, one line at 
most out of seven. It is at any rate admitted that such 
optatives can only be justified as depending on a past 
tense either expressed or in the mind. We might think of 
ov petpins <av> arodoynoaineba, but it is doubtful in the 
extreme whether this would admit of optatives following 
by assimilation. 

There is yet another troublesome ety in 337 E rds yap av 
Tis GroKpivaitto TpOTov pev py €lOos pyde dacKwv e€idevat, 
€retTa, €l TL Kal OleTal, TEpt TOUTWY dmrEipNuevoY adT@ ein Srrws 
pndev épet Gv yyetras bx’ dvdpds od havAov. ein after dzeipy- 
évov has no construction whatever. To the proposals for 
dealing with it I would add the suggestion that it may be 
a corruption of 7, since « and y, 7 and y are often 
confused. There would then be a slight change in the 
sentence from the general and hypothethical azoxpivairo py 
cidas to the statement of particular past fact in dzeipn- 
peVvoV 7V. 

4 “A 5 / t \ 4 a” ( 362 C paciv ...7@ ddikw Twapeckevacbar tov Biov apewov 
7 TO Sika. : 

Read perhaps deivoy’ or duetvova. 443A some MSS. 
have ovdev for ovdév’ or oddéva. 

364 B ws dpa Kat Beot rodXols pev dyabois Svatvyias te Kal 
Biov kaxov éveay, Tots 8 évaytios évavriay potpav. I formerly 
demurred to this, writing zoAAdxis rots for roAXots, on the 
ground that rots évavrious was too general. Butin Solon 15. 1 
(Theogn. 315) wodAot pev rrAovrodet Kakol, dyabot dé révovrat 
the force of zoAAo/ lasts into the second clause. 

365B ra pev yap Aeyopueva Sixalw pev dvTe pot, eav py) Kal 
Soxd, deAos ovdev hacw elvat, wovous S€ Kal Lypias havepas: 
adikm € ddfav Sixaroodvys waperxevacpevw Oeorécios Bios 
Néyerau. j 

(1) There is no satisfactory construction for ra Aeyopeva : 
(2) pev emphasises it too much, for no doubt of what is 
said being true is really suggested by the supposed speaker. 
As Aeydpevos and yyr(yev)duevos are certainly sometimes 
confused (see p. 239), it may be worth considering whether 
Ta pev yap yryvoueva Should not be read. Observe the uses 
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of ra yryvoveva or some part of yiyvoyo in 366 E ddgas te 
kal Tias Kat dwpeas am’ adbrav yryvonevas: 361 C rév az’ 
aitas yryvonevwov: 3D8B tots pucbovs Kat Ta yryvdpmeva ax’ 
avtav : 357 B-pD: etc. On the other hand we have ¢aciv 
and Aé¢yera (yiyverar?) in this sentence, and toitra kat 
tocaita Aeydpeva, a little above, as well as 6... Aeydpevos 
Adyos in 3668. But these might facilitate a mistake. 
My suggestion requires the second pév to be taken as only 
repeating the first; this, as being uncommon, is perhaps 
rather against it. Cf. p. 226. 

366 A Sikaro pev yap dvres aljptor bd Oedv educa, .. . 
cal \ 

dduxo. S€ Kepdavodpev te kal Aiwrodpevor trepBaivovtes Kal 
dpaptavovres meiGovres avtovs alnuror dmadAagopuer. 

Plato is fond of accumulating participles, but the 
accumulation here is very confused. Perhaps Plato wrote 
Kepdavovpev Te UrepBaivovTes Kal duaptdavovres Kat Atcoodpevor 
meiovtes avtovs alnuo amadrtAagopev. No doubt he is 
thinking of the verse he quoted in 364 E Avcodpevon te KEV 
tis brepByy Kai duapty, but that does not justify the present 
order of words. It contains aorists, irepBiy and dudprn, 
and Plato would naturally have written irepBavres xai 
épaptovres, had he wished the order to remain the same. 

tbid. adda yap év “Ado Sikynv Sdcopev dv dv évOdde ddiK7- 
TwMEV, 7) AvTOL 7H Taldes Taldwv. 

Should not the double 4 be a double xaé? Though 
punishment in this world was thought to fall sometimes 
not on the sinner but on his posterity, in the other world 
he would not escape. Why too, as the words stand, 
should his own immediate children be so pointedly omitted ? 
With xai the omission is much easier: ‘both himself and 
his children’s children,’ 7.e. himself and descendants to the 
second generation. Cf. Jl. 20. 308. 

It may be thought that 372c cidaBovpevor reviav 4 
moAenov also calls for xa/, not 7, as both were to be guarded 
against. Logically it does, but probably the illogical 
expression arises from the idea that either war or poverty 
{or both) might ensue. 
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ibid. B &s 6 <trd> tov woddAGv Te Kal dkpwv Aeyduevos 
Aoyos? Otherwise Aeyduevos drags very much. 

ibid. B ovdeis maérore @WeEev Gdtxiav odd” eryvere Suxaroovvyv 
dddws 7) Sdgas re Kal Tiysds Kat Swpeds Tas dz’ abris yryvopévas. 

Insert dua before ddgas, like 8a Sdéav 358 a, or add some 
participle, such as ipvéer. 

368 A ob Kaxds cis tuds, & maides éxeivov tod dvOpds, THv 
apxnv tov éeyeiwv éroinoev 6 TAavxwvos épacris, eddSoxiur- 
gavras mept THY Meyapot pany, eirwv 

matoes “Apiotwvos KAewvod Oeiov yevos avdpds. 

This passage has to be taken along with Philebus 36 p, 
where Socrates, preparing to enter on a large question, 
says to Protarchus, his interlocutor, ddd’ «i mpds ra 
mapeAnAvOora, @ mat éxeivou Tod dvdpds, mpooyjKovTa, ToOvTO 
OKETTEOV. 7 

Adam gives in his adhesion to Stallbaum’s theory that 
in both these places the phrase zat (aatdes) «.7.X. has no 
reference to the real father, but means metaphorically in 
the Lepublic that Glaucon and Adeimantus are stating in 
a way the views of Thrasymachus, and in the Philebus 
that Protarchus has taken over from Philebus the advocacy 
of pleasure. Thrasymachus and Philebus therefore are 
éxeivos 6 avyp in the two dialogues respectively, and the 
speakers are styled their zaides as being what in modern 
language we might term their ‘spiritual children.’ It 
seems very dubious whether this theory is tenable. At 
any rate a few considerations may be urged against it. 

Supposing it to be true, it is still pretty clear that & zat 
é€xeivov Tod dvdpds cannot be used to express directly and 
quite properly the intellectual relation of Protarchus to 
Philebus, but would have to be taken as the adoption and 
application to their special case of some set phrase. First, 
as Philebus is present all the time, he cannot properly be 
indicated by the pronoun éxeivos. otros or dd¢ should be 
used, as in the parallel phrase (Bury) used by Soph. 
Trach. 1017 & zat rods’ dvdpds. Secondly, Philebus is 
apparently not dvyp, a man: he is only a boy or stripling. 
In 164.8 stress is laid upon the youthfulness (véo. and 
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maices) Of the company generally, Socrates of course 
excepted, and there is no reason to think @iAnBos 6 xadds 
older than the rest. We may think of him as like the 
young Theaetetus, who is a zaidiov (Theaet. 166 4: 168 cp, 
where contrast tm dvdpi just preceding) and compare 6 
matoes Phil. 16 B with & watdes Theaet. 1488. If not 
strictly a ais, he is certainly in agonistic phrase dyéve.os 
rather than avjp. I think we may add thirdly that, as he 
and Protarchus are apparently of about the same age and 
he would seem, if anything, to be the younger, it would 
be eminently out of place to call Protarchus his child. 

It may be concluded then that, even if the general 
meaning be what Stallbaum and Adam say, Plato was not 
using a new phrase of his own, but only employing a more 
or less current expression, of which we seem to have 
another variety in the passage of the Trachiniae. But, if 
we once take it to be, what it probably is, an established 
phrase, it follows, I think, that it was commonly used in 
its obvious and literal reference to a real father, and this 
makes it more than ever unlikely that it should be used 
metaphorically in the way suggested, at any rate without 
some clearer indication of the metaphorical meaning. In 
the Philebus there is nothing at all to indicate such a use. 
At first sight the words «i zpos ra wapeAnAvOdra... 
mpooyKovra may seem to do so, as referring to Philebus’ 
supposed conduct of the argument before our dialogue 
began. But there is no reason to think that they do, for 
Ta wapehynAvOdra means quite naturally the preceding parts 
of the conversation, as we have it, between Socrates and 
Protarchus. In the Republic we have indeed mention in 
the immediate context of the way in which Glaucon and 
Adeimantus are for the time representing Thrasymachus ; 
but it is extremely difficult to suppose that & zaiSes x.1.X. 
refers to that. For the reason stated above it would be 
improbable in any case, and the rest of the sentence makes 
it almost incredible. When in the very same sentence the 
fame of their real father is emphasised, called as they are 
by the poet xAcwod Oeiov yévos dvdpds, can we conceive that 
the hearers would understand & zaides éxeivov rod dvdpds in 
an entirely different sense, so that one dvdpés would refer 
to Thrasymachus and the other to Ariston, and that when 
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it was probably a current phrase in its literal meaning ? 
and what of a writer’s skill and felicity of expression, who 
in one equivocal sentence confounded real and figurative 
parentage ? 

Even then on Stallbaum’s hypothesis the phrase must be 
a current one, adopted by Plato for the occasion, much for 
instance like the cry of ‘man overboard’ raised on the 
falling of a boy into the sea; and the metaphorical use of 
it, while obscure in the Philebus, would be awkward in 
the extreme in the Republic. But, if it is to be taken in 
its straightforward sense, why is it used just at these 
points in the two dialogues? The occasion and the reason 
seem to be the same in both cases. Glaucon and Adei- 
mantus are showing in the field of argument the same 
spirit and resolution which they have shown in the field of 
battle and are again proving themselves sons worthy of 
their sire. In like manner Protarchus is reminded in the 
name of his father that he must not shrink from the effort 
required for the adequate discussion of an important 
matter. We know nothing of his father, but there is no 
need to suppose any greater distinction than in the case of 
that ‘famous man,’ Ariston. <A creditable performance of 
duty is all that need be ascribed to either. 

Without denying therefore that the metaphorical 
meaning is in itself possible, and without forgetting ‘my 
father Parmenides’ (Soph. 241 Dp) and other such uses of 
matnp (ratip Tov Adyov, THs godpias) in Plato, we may still 
ask why the obvious meaning in these two passages should 
not be the right one. 

372 E «i 8’ ad BovrAcobe Kal Preypaivovoay rodAw Oewpjow- 
pev, ovdev ATroKwAVEL. 

Though BovAe or BovAeoGe in a directly interrogative sense 
is often followed by a verb in the subjunctive (BovA«a, 
BovAcobe twuev ; etc.) there would appear to be-no other 
example of such a construction as we have here, where 
BovAeoOe is not interrogative. In BovAea twper ; the iwnev 
is really itself deliberative and interrogative ; the BovAe« is 
only added to it by a sort of brevity of expression, and in 
no way governs it or causes it to be in the subjunctive. 
Ei BovAcobe Oewpyowpev would be an entirely different 
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construction, very strange in itself, probably unparalleled 
in Greek, and needing much more support than this 
passage can give it. In Goodwin M.T’. §§ 287-8, where I 
think a wrong view is taken, it will be noticed that all the 
instances are interrogative, for which on the theory that 
BovAouar governs the subjunctive there seems to be no 
reason. In Crat. 425D «i py dpa BovAa.. . dwadrAayauev 
the BovAa is only conjectural and cannot be right. To 
Goodwin’s instances add Epinomis 980 B 7% 8oxet tovs Geods 
tpvodvtes ohodpa tiywapev; The Append. Planud. to the 
Anthology gives us (4. 174) an indicative, OéXes ovrws és 
kpiow épxoueba ; and so perhaps we should write in Anthol. 
11. 134. 

It is quite as easy here to read «i 8 ad BovdeoGe, kai 
preypaivovcay rod Oewpyowpev: ovdev aroxwria. No yap 
is needed after ovdév, because ovdév kwAver OF droKwrve iS a 
stereotyped expression. Cf. esp. Ar. Hq. 972. 

373 B ovKodv peilova Te ad Tv woAW Sel Torey. 

Unless something (e.g. kai rouxtAwrépav) has been lost, re 
must be regarded with great suspicion. ye would do fairly 
well. 

376 A ovdev 57) kaxov? A and other MSS. have oder 8¢, 
not ovdev. 

ibid. D iva pi edmev ixavov Adyov 7} ovyvov dueEiwpev. 

After some doubt I think these disputed words yield a 
satisfactory sense and need no alteration. But that sense 
is not exactly what is given by Jowett and Campbell 
with Adam’s approval, ‘leave unsaid what is required for 
completeness.’ Rather ‘leave out what is sufficient,’ what 
will as a matter of fact answer the purpose, brief as it is. 
The account is to be sufficient without being lengthy. 

377 A ovKodv ola@’ oti dpyn Tavtos epyou péyiotov, ddAws 
\ / \ ec ae “A , ‘\ ‘ , , 

TE Kal Vew Kat ATaX®@ StTwodv ; paliota yap 67 TOTE wAGTTETAL 
Kat évdverar TUTos bv av Tis BovAnTaL evonpynvacbat éExdoTw. 

Read évdverar turov. The subject of wAdrrerac and 
evdveras is evidently 76 véov. lL. and §S. give no instance 
of a real passive évdverGau ‘to be put on,’ while the middle 
evdverGar is common, 
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378 B ovd€ AexTéov K.T.X. 

Perhaps 6€ should be yap (od yap Aexréov) or 57, as these 
words only expand what precedes. ; 

383 A ds pyre airods yontas Ovtas... pyre Huds Pevdect 
Tapayetv. 

Terminations (often abbreviated) were so easily corrupted 
that we ought surely to read zapdyovras, unless indeed we 
prefer to add é6éAovras or PBovdopévovs. Kihner-Gerth 
§ 488. 1 compare Laws 6268 and Charm. 164 D8, but the 
former is not really parallel and in the latter detv = déov. 

387 D 6 rovodros padioTa aitds atte aitdpKys mpds TO €v 
fav kat duahepovtws TOV dAAwV jKLOTa éTEpov TpoTdetTaL. 

Suahepovrws 7. & and yxwrra Ought not to go together in 
one clause. Perhaps év should be inserted, say after aire 
or Tov aAAwy. 

ibid. B jkr’ apa Kai ddvpecGar. There is no proper or 
easily to be supplied construction for the infinitive. 
édvpecGar <€orxe> is possible. 

390 B 7 Alia... ds povos éypnyopas & éBovrcioato TovTwv 
TaVTWV padiws émAavOavopmevov. : 

a To suppose with Stallbaum that this stands for @ 
éBovAevcato ws povos éypnyopws is to attribute to Plato a 
very awkward order and very indifferent sense. I con- 
jecture dca povos éypyyopas éBovAevoaro and suppose a to 
have been inserted after os was written for dca. tovrwy 
aévtwv rather points to dca. Schafer ad Greg. Cor. p. 184 
remarks on the frequent confusion of @s and daa. Cf. p. 64 
above. In Democritus Fr, 199 (Diels) dvorjpoves ro fqv 
as orvyéovres Lav eOedovor Seiuati aidew we might read dco 

for ds. 

393 B mepi te tov &v INiw kal epi tav év 1Odky Kai oAy 
’Odveceia wabnpatov. 

Is there not a difficulty in carrying on év, which with 
1ddxy has a strict local meaning, to go with ’Odvoceig in a 
semi-figurative sense? It would be a sort of zeugma. 
Perhaps xay (or kat év) 6Ay ’O., or kat ddAys ’Odvocetas. 
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394 E ravrwv dmrotruyxavo. av, dor’ elvai mov éA\Adymos. 

Read ds y’, as I have suggested also above in 350 E. 

397 A 6 py ToLodTos... wdvTa te padAov Sdinynoerar Kai 
ovdevy EavTod dvagiov oinoerar clval, Mote TavTa erixeipnoer 
pipetoGar omovdyn Te Kal évavtiov ToAXGv. 

dunynoerat, Which has almost all the MS. evidence, does 
not bring out the sense. puyyoerar on the other hand has 
very little evidence, and Plato could never have written 
TAVTG ... PlLNoETAL... adore TAVTA e€TLXElpHoeEL pyreio Ba. 
Madvig’s parAov piynoerar 7 Supyjoerar... @oTe K.T.A. iS 
open to the same objection. Probably Plato wrote neither 
Sunynoerar nor pipynoerar, but some such word as dzodegerar 
approve of, which will fit cai ovdev x.r.A. very well and was 
perhaps accidentally altered through duyyyors playing so 
large a part in the context. 

tbid.c 8a 1d ravrodaras pophis <éexk> tav peraBoddv 
éxew. Or possibly zavrodamas petaBodras tv popdav. 

398 A mpookvvotpev Gv avrov .., elmopev Sé K.T.X. 

Perhaps zpockvvoipev <péev> av. 

399 D Avpa bn cor... Kal KUOdpa etrerar Kal KaTa moAW 
xpyo UA. 

kai non legit Demetrius says Burnet who brackets it. 
Should we read ds, which is often confused with it? I 
have sometimes thought that in 400 E as edyOevav (bracketed 
by Burnet after Herwerden) might be xai eijbecav, but cai 
also would not be very natural there. 

402 A ovr’ év opixpa ovr’ év peydAw AriuaLlopev adra, ds ov 
déor aisbaver Oar. 

Read @s ov déov. The verb lacks construction, and és 
déov, domep Sov, are Very common. 

403 B 7a. 8’ GAA ovTws Suirely (vouoberjoes) mpos dv TiS 
orovoalol, omws K.T.A. 

The optative ozovdafo. is quite ungrammatical. Read 
orovoate: with a few MSS. Just below, if idéfovra instead 
of tréxev is right, it seems added as though in place of 

H 
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drws... ovyylyverbar we had something like és pydérore 
BovAdpevov paxpotepa TovTwv ovyylyvec Oar. 

405 B 7 otk aicxpov... 7d éraxtG rap’ GAwv... TE Sixaip 
dvayKxaler Oar xpnobat Kai drropia oikeiwv ; 

Adam mentions many proposals for dealing with the last 
words, but, rejecting them all, holds that ypjobat aropia = 
elvat amwopo.. I think he is right in rejecting them. The 
Greek is however indefensible ; Plato wrote not xai dropia 
but kar’ dropiav. Cf. Plut. Mor. 51 D xHreu oikelwv. 

407 A 6 8 84 rAovctos, ds hapev, ovdev Eyer TOLOvTOV épyov 7 B PY 
/ <3 la > , > / » ‘ 

MpOKElevov, OV avaykalopevw aréxerOar aBiwrov. OvKovy 817 
/ tA / / bd : ivy 3 4 > 3 , Leas A€yerai ye. Pwxvdidov yap, Hv 9 eyo, odK dxovers THs Pyoe 

Seiv, drav Tw 75n Bios y, dperiv doxetv. Otpar dé ye, Ey, Kai 
TpOTEpov. 

T think both the main sentences here should be taken as 
interrogative, that is not as couched in a directly inter- 
rogative form, but as statements made in an interrogative 
tone of voice. ‘The wealthy man has no special business ?’ 
and ‘You have never heard then of the saying of Phocy- 
lides ?’ (dxovers certainly = our perfect, as axovw, ruvOdvomat, 
xdvw often do). There are probably many such questions 
in the Republic and elsewhere, though the editors as a rule 
do not recognise them. For instance 435B kai dikatos 
x.7.A. and again kal tov éva «.t.A. may very well be so 
understood. 

Bess ” , ) , a > ? 
ibid. E moXutiKor, Eby, A€yets Ackhymov. Aior, nv ) 

eyo’ Kat ol TALOES GBUTOV, OTL TOLODTOS HV, OVX Opas ws Kal év 
/ > ‘\ ‘\ A / > / . 

Tpota dyaboi mpos Tov woAcnov epavycay ; 

By translating dr ‘because’ it is just possible to make 
poor sense of this. Some inferior MSS. add Sdexviorey ay 
before ér. Madvig proposed dnAov.. . kai of raides adrod 
Sr Towovrow 4 ovx Spas x.t-A. I would rather suggest that 
the words have got slightly disarranged, as elsewhere, and 
read dfAov, Av 8 eys, drt Tovodros Hv: Kal of waides abrod odx 
Spas és «.7.A. For the position of ody dpds as cf. 421 a. 
[Schneider had already suggested this. ] 
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409 D dperi) 8¢ dicews raWevopevns xpovw Gua avrys Te Kal 
movnpias émuotnunv Aneta. 

Perhaps zawWevonevy agreeing with dpern. 

410A avrot droxrevovct. 

Although airoé is found in all MSS. and in Stobaeus, 
who quotes this passage, it is probable that we should read 
airai, referring to af which is the subject of the various 
future tenses. Plato would not change the subject so 
awkwardly. 

ibid. B date pndev iarpixns SetoOar, dre py avayKn. 

Perhaps dvéy«y, and also in 441 4. See pp. 57. 

411A ovxoty drav pey Tis povoiky Tapexy KatavAev Kal 
KaTaxety Ths Wrxijs (xaravrAetv [Kat kataxeiv THS Woxis Cobet) 
Sia TOV WTwV domep 51a xovns as viv oy) jpets eeyopev Tas 
yAvxeias TE Kal pahaxas Kat Opnvaders dppovias, Kal puvepiov 
Te Kal YEyavopevos tro THs gois SuareAg tov Biov oXov, otros 
TO pev TpOTOV, el TL Ovpoedes elyev, WoTEP iOnpov éuddraége Kal 
xpyoysov €€ dypyotov Kai oxAypod éroinoev’ Stav 8 éréxwv pn 
> Aue 4 x a ‘ \ a »” / \ / 9 a 
Gvijn GAXAG KyAH, TO pera TodTO ndyn THKEL Kal AEiBeL, Ews av 
extnéy tov Ovpov Kai exten wWoTep vedpa ex THS WoyxAs Kal 
Toinon padOakov aixuntyy. 

The difficulty of this passage lies in the words érav & 
éréxov py aviy GAAQ KynAy. I very much doubt whether 
eréxwv and xyAy are right. There is no sufficient evidence 
for éréyew meaning either ‘to attend’ or ‘to continue,’ and 
the latter sense would be very feeble just before pi dvi. 
Theaet. 165 D nAeyxev av éréxwv Kal ov« avis looks like a 
close parallel, but it is far from certain that éréywv there 
apenns ‘continuing’ : it may very well be ‘attacking,’ 
‘pressing on,’ imstans. As for «yy, it wants an object 
and is joined very awkwardly to the neuter verb dvep- 
What is worse, it introduces between éuddage and re Kai 
Ae(Bec a quite incongruous metaphor. I doubt still whether 
éréxwv should not be zapéxwv, repeated from drav... 
mapexy above. For xyAy Warren’s xyAqro seems to me 
now better than duateAn, which I formerly suggested, but it 
is not altogether convincing. 

H 2 
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ibid. DE Bia 8 Kai aypiornte Somep Onpiov mpos mavra 
Suamparrerau. 

If Adam, who suggested O@ypiov mpds <Oypiov> zavra, 
was right in conjecturing the loss of a repeated word, 
<mavta> mpds mavra may be thought of. 

412 © ovxoty ott pev mpeaBurepovs Tovs apxovras Set elvat, 
/ X\ \ 3 / “ a a Lae \ 

vewrépous O€ TOvS apxouevous, Sjrov ; A7jAov. Kat dru ye rovs 
dpiarous avtav; Kai rotro. Oi d& yewpyav dpicto. Gp’ ov 

, / / Le} 8’ 2 57 X / > ‘ 
yewpytkwraro. ylyvovtar; Nat. Nov 0, éreidn pvddKwv ators 

apiotous Set elvat, dp od dvdakikwtdrovs ToAcws ; Nai. 

In the first place is there any proper construction or 
sense for tots dpiorous airav, unless we add something like 
dpxew after dr.? The rulers are to be older men; but not 
all the older men, only the best of them, are actually to 
rule. Secondly, has it ever been noticed that oi d& yewpyav 
x.t.A. gives just the inverse of the sense required? The 
point is not that the best husbandmen become most 
capable, but that the most capable make the best husband- 
men: the other would be nonsense. In other words 
yewpyxotato. has somehow to be subject and yewpydv — 
apicro. predicate. What should be read is not quite clear ; 
perhaps simply oi 6€ yewpyixwtaro. dp’ od yewpyav dpiorou 
yiyvovra. In the next sentence we understand of course 
det elvat Over again with gvAakikwrdrovs: as they have to 
become the best possible guardians, they must be by 
nature the best fitted for this. The dvAaxkixdéraro. become 
the dvAdkwv apiorot. 

413 B kXarévras pev yap Tovs perareabevtas Aéyw Kat Tovs 
értAavOavopevous, OTL TOY meV xpovos, TOV dé Adyos eEarpovpevos 
AavOave. 

No doubt: the words are as Plato wrote them, but how 
can AavOdéve. be properly affirmed of Adyos? When my 
opinions are altered by reasoning, I cannot be unaware 
of it. 

414 A Xayxdvovra seems impossible. Read Aayyadvovt. 

ibid. D Aé€y’, Edy, Kat py hoBod. Aé€yw by: kairor odK« oda 
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67rota TON ) molots Adyou WMEVOS €P@* Kal emLyelpnow oi. TEA 7} moins Adyors xpdpevos ep xetpr) 
TPOTov fev K.T.A. 

Read épo kai értyeipnow with no stop after épa. 

4214 ei pev ovv jpets pev didAaxas ws GAnOds Torotpev 
NKLOTA KaKOUpyous THS TOAEWS, 6 0 exeivo A€ywv yewpyous Tas 
kat @omep év wavnyvper GAA’ ovK év ToAEL EaTLGTOpas «vdatpo- 
vas, GAXo av tu} woAww éEyot. 

In Madvig’s evdamov dAdo av tu} ToAw A€you, adopted by 
Baiter, I see no advantage, and the eidaipoves Eoriaces of 
612 a supports the MS. reading. There seems however to 
be a corruption in the word yewpyovs. The critic cannot 
be said to be making the guardians yewpyoi. Socrates has 
indeed just pointed out that ov6’ 6 yewpyds yewpyds état 
ovre x.t.A. If even the husbandmen will not be real 
husbandmen, why should the guardians be so? The critic 
does not want to give them any work to do at all. The 
truth is, yewpyovs is quite out of place and unmeaning 
here. Possibly Plato. wrote dpyovs twas. Notice how 
often dapyds and dpyia occur: 421 p, 422.4, 4264. In Plut. 
Mor. 795 F yewpyeiv is corrected to ye dpyeiv. éywv 
immediately preceding might cause or help the mistake. 
GAAo av tu 7 TOA A€you is ‘he must be speaking of some- 
thing else’: ef. Dem, 23. 30, ete. 

423 B ris, by, dpos; Oiwar pév, Hv 8 éya, Tovder pepe ov 
av Gedy avfopévy elvar pia, pméxpt TovTov avgev, répa dé p17. 
Kai xadas y’, épy. 

Is xaX\dés used thus by itself, like dp6ds to express 
assent, or should we read xadds y’, agreeing with opos? 
Perhaps also tis, py, <6> dpos ; 

ibid. B tTyv TE TOV yuvalKev KTHOW Kal ydpwv Kal maLdo- 
Trouas. 

Read yapovs. So in Plut. Philopoemen 17 Schafer wrote 
mept yapous (for yaywv) kai tapbévwv Epwras. 

424 4 wodireia éavrep drag Sppnon ed epxetar doTrep KUKAOS 
avéavopmern. 

Editors have not been at all successful in explaining 
this. Adam points out well enough that xvkXos cannot 
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mean either a wheel or a circle in water made by some- 
thing thrown in, and himself understands ‘ grows like a 
circle’ to refer to a circle in process of being drawn on 
paper or otherwise: the circle seems to expand and grow 
under the hand of the person describing it. He seems to 
forget that, if this can fairly be said of a circle when being 
described, it can equally well be said of any other figure, 
é.g. a square, so that there was no reason why Plato should 
say ‘circle’ and not ‘figure’ in general. But I doubt 
whether it could naturally be said at all, that is, whether 
avéaverat is a fit word to express this meaning. Would it 
not properly signify the extension, the growing greater, of 
an already complete circle? I do not think écmep Kiko 
has been suggested. Plato proceeds to explain, though not 
very clearly nor perhaps logically, in what way the growth 
may be called circular, namely that good rearing and 
education secure goodness of nature and then improved 
nature reacts on rearing and education, making them more 
efficacious and productive of still better natures; and this 
goes on constantly and progressively. Action and reaction 
—which I think he means—make up the circle. So we 
have not a circle which grows, but things growing in a 
circular way. 

425 B otyds Te TOV VewTépwv Tapa TpeaBuTépots, Gs TpErel. 

"As is not good grammar, and @s, which Stallbaum reads 
after a few inferior MSS., is rather doubtful grammar. 
Probably Plato wrote ofs (2.€. rap’ ots) tpére, just as Dem. 
57. 24 wrote tro rav cvyyevav Kail dpatépwv cai dyuotav Kat 
yevvntav, av mpoonker: Xen. Mem. 2. 1. 32 wap’ avOpaéous 
ots mpoojker: Thuc. 1. 28. 2 rapa rodrAcow als av duddrepor 
éupBodow. Cf. 402 a ev dracw ois (1.€. ev ols) éort wept 
dhepopeva: 520D ev worn 7, etc, Otis mpére is put in, 
because it is only ‘to elders of their own class that it 
becomes the young aristocrats to show this respect. Cf. 
Xen, Anab. 1. 9. 5 trois te mperBurépors Kat tov éavTod 
brodeeotépwv parXAov we(GerOa. In the Hthics 9. 2.1165 a 27 
TavTl TO mpecBurépw We must not press ravTi. 

426 A tatpevopevor yap ovdev repaivovow, wAnV ye moLK\Ad- 
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‘ 7 a \ , ye ae AS ’ 2/7 
TEpa Kal peiLw ToLovaL TA voonmaTa, Kai det EAariCovTEs, av TLS 
pappaxov cvpBovrevoy, t7d TovTov ever Oat dytets. 

The confusion of this passage seems to admit of remedy 
by transposition. Put kai def... iyets after iarpevopevor 
yap. If the words were in the right order, we might expect 
Kal <radra> dei éAriovres. 

tbid. © mpoayopevovor ... THY pev KaTaoTacW THs TOAEWS 
py Kuweiv .. . Os 8 dv odas... Oeparev’y... ovTOs dpa ayabds 
TE €oTaL aVvip Kal K.T.A. 

Read otros <aés> dpa, comparing for the order 377 E 6 re 
ad Kpovos as ériuwpjoato aitov: Xen. Anab. 2. 2. 20 mpo- 

, a 5 x bid hn Se 7 1 ll ayopevovow ... Os dv K.t.A. ote AnWetar probov: 7. 1. Lt ig . oe 
mpocaveirev Os av K.T.A. Ort avTOS abTov airudoeracand ibid. 36 

a nv o - 

éxypugev Os av x.7.A. OTe TemTpaceTat. 

ibid. DE Should we write oifsy 7’ <dav> civas (or ofdv 7 
<ivat <dv>) dvdpi, and ox dy in the answer ! 

428 a The words ovx adXo eri Hv 7 76 broAdedOev seem also 
to need the addition of adv. They refer to what would have 
been in an imaginary case. 

=) sg a ff , a 3 7 A / > e / 
abid. TPWTOV YE [LOL Soxel év QuTw KaTaonAov elvat nH codia. 

There is nothing whatever preceding for év aire to refer 
to. Perhaps we may read éy airdv, just as we have a few 
lines above «i & te é{yrotpey aitav and 429 rotro pév Sy 
€v tov tertadpwv. Laws 882 A & rotro is now read for éy 
tovTw, and below in 436 4 rov7w is certainly a mistake for 
TovTwy, Tot» being meaningless. 

(The schol. on Ar. Wasps 120 runs—eis 75 xawvdv 
éuTecwv : Toros év TO duxactTypiw oiTw Aeyopevos: eici dé 8, 
IlapaBvorov, Kawvdv, Tpiywvov, Mécov. Should we not read 
Toros (!)* &y tév Sixacrypiwv ottw eyduevov? The singular 
T® Sixactypiw can hardly be right, and eio/ with the neuters 
following must refer to dicaorjpia, not to rdzrox. | 

ibid. D For avTn 1) gdvraxuxy read airy. It has not been 
mentioned before. 
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430 B riBeuar, ci py tr od GAXO Aéyets. AAX’ oddev, 7 F 
ds, A€yw. 

aA’ may be right (cf. c) but should we not read ddAo 
ovder ¢ 

ibid. D Socrates proposing to omit the discussion of 
temperance and go on at once to justice, é¢ym peév roivuy, 
says Glaucon, ovre olda ovr’ av Bovdroiunv aitd mpdrepov 
pavnvat, eimep pnkete emroxeoueba owdpoortvyv. 

As the question is not of taking justice first, but of 
omitting temperance altogether, wpdrepov is illogical and 
should perhaps be omitted. 

ibid. E kdcpos mov tis, nv 8 eyo, 7 Twdpoatvyn éott Kat 
noovav twav kal ériOvuidy éyxpdrera, @s pact, KpelrTw OH 
avTov daivovrat ovK 010’ GvTWwa TpdTov, Kal @AAa atta ToLadTa 
woomep txvn airns AéyeTat. 

Paris A has ¢aivovra: with yp. Xéyovres in the margin. 
Some edd. have written xpeirrw 57 attod A<éyovres on the 
strength of this and of a few MSS. which actually have 
that. reading. Madvig’s proposed ¢aivovra, though of 
course grammatically possible, is most awkward in sense. 
It is clear that we need a participle, not a verb, and 
probable, I think, that azodaivovres is the word wanted. 
Aéyovres does not account for the appearance of daivovrat. 
The use of dzodaivew in the sense of ‘ making out,’ ‘ repre- 
senting,’ needs no illustration. 

4320 GAG paddov, édvy por Eromevw xpH Kal TA Sexvipeva 
Suvvapéevw kabopav, wavy por metpios xpnoe. “Eov, jv o' éya, 
evédpevos per’ éuov. Tloujow tatra, adAd povov, 7 8 Gs, Hyd. 
Kai pyv, eizov eyd, SvaBatos yé tis 6 Toros daiverat Kai 
érigktos’ €ote yowv oKorevds Kal dvadiepevyyntos: GAA yap 
Opws iréov. 

mdvv pot pmetplws xpyjoer (woe is found only in A and one 
or two other MSS.) would naturally mean ‘ You will treat 
me very fairly,’ as in Hp. 3. 314 p, while the sense needed 
is ‘ You will find me a very fair companion, as companions 
go. Cf. 474 4 iows av ddAov Tov éupereorepdy wou azroKpwot- 
pynv. That sense would be given more clearly and perhaps 
more correctly, if we were to read mdvv pot petpiw xpyce, 
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like the édy pou éropévw xpn. Cf. Plut. Alczb. 14 (198 a) 
ei BovrAcobe xpjoacbar perpios "AOnvaios. The verb ézov 
seems to call for an ovy to follow it, and the repetition of 
ov accounts for the omission. 

The words gor... dvcduepetvnros are so entirely a 
repetition of those preceding that I formerly proposed to 
omit them. I would suggest now that they be given to 
Glaucon as a remark in assent. Then Socrates goes on 
with ada x.7.X. 

433.4 kai pay ote ye TO TA adTOD mpatrew Kal py ToAv- 
mpaypoveiv Sixavootvn éori, kal toto aAAwy te zoAdGv 
aKnkoapev Kal avrot moAAdkts eipnKaper. 

As the text stands, it would certainly seem that the 
inference announced in rotro roivur x.t.A. is already stated 
in kal ppv ore x.7.A., Which from its form (kai pyv) is yet 
evidently only a step in the reasoning. What in the later 
sentence is said to be 7 dixatocvivn is already said to be 
duxacoovvy in the earlier. Now it is quite true that the 
use of the article expresses a more close correspondence 
and identity of things than the predication of a substantive 
without the article ; but it seems hardly likely that Plato 
meant to lay so much stress on the article here. The 
meaning certainly is that, whereas doing your own work 
has often been described as just (7.e. one just thing among 
many), we may now take it to be absolutely coextensive 
and identical with justice. It is justice, and justice 
consists in it. Doubting whether Plato would have 
trusted to the absence and presence of an article to make 
this distinction plain (cf. Ar. Anal. Priora.1. 40) I 
suggest that we should read Sdixadv éore for Sixavocivy éori. 
[Adam’s cwdpootvy for Sixaroovvy seems less likely. ] 

ibid. D évov Kat év maidt Kai ev yuvaixt kat SovAw kai 
eAevdepw Kai Snprovpy@ kal dpxovte Kal dpyopevy. 

Here we have three pairs and dyp.ovpyd standing alone. 
Obviously xai yewpyé is to be inserted and the omission 
put down to homoeoteleuton. For the antithesis of 
yewpyot and dypuovpyot see 415.4 and c (where very 
curiously one MS. omits 7 eis yewpyovs and Stallbaum 
omits it too without comment): 4668, etc. In Plut. Mor. 
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853 E ovre Tis iudtiov dua Tadrov avdpi Kai yuvatkl Kal peipaKiw 
Kal yepovTe Kat oikdrpiBi mpérov éroincer is not a pair for kat 

> / x 3 , \ / 2 ¢ 

oikorpiBt, €.g. Kal éXevOepw Or Kai deordry, missing? See 
my Aristophanes and Others, p. 321. 

434 a Codex q seems to me right in reading 7 before 
awdvra TtaAAa and therefore probably also in ra ye rovadra 
after ra\Xa. 

ibid. D pydév mw wavy tayiws aitd éywmev, GAN’ Cav pev 
Hp Kat «is eva Exaotov tav avOpdrwv iov 70 €idos Todo 
Oporoynrat Kal éexet Sixatocvvy eivat, Evyxwpycdpmea 457. 

It is not the eidos which goes or turns to individual men. 
It is they, the inquirers, who turn to individuals to see 
whether the same efdos constitutes justice there. For iov 
read iotow. So we have in E ézavadhepwpev eis Tov eva 
(again «is, because literal going to a man is not meant) and 
éraviovres ext tyv mokw. Add Phaedo 658. Cf. to some 
extent Badham’s correction of ¢idos... icv in Phaedrus 
249 B and my own suggestion that in Dem. 23. 143 we 
should read ed zovodow for ed rovodv. 

436 D ds ov Kata Ta’Ta EavTo@v TA TOLADTA TOTE pEVOVTWY TE 
Kal pepomevov. 

I formerly proposed to read rév tovovtwv, but should, I 
think, now be content to explain 7a roitra as in such 
cases. Cf. ra wodAdd in most cases, Ta mpoTepa 1m former 
times (Thue. 1. 2. 1), ete. Against Adam’s explanation is 
the fact that the precise parts or aspects, 7d «d#¥ and 76 
arepibepés, have not yet been mentioned. | 

437-38 On this section of the dialogue the comment- 
ators are very unsatisfactory, and I do not find one who 
treats two essential points in what seems to me the right 
way. Nettleship probably meant it, but his méaning is 
not made clear. 

First why does Plato go into the difference between 
simple and qualified desires at all? The question is not— 
as Adam supposes—why desire, thirst in the instance taken, 
should be or ought to be restrained. The only thing con- 
sidered is the analysis of what takes place in the mind, 
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when desire is restrained. But what is the point of the 
analysis, and why does Plato lay so much stress upon it? 
I should have thought this fairly clear, if it were not so 
often missed. He has to insist on taking the desire to 
drink s¢mpliciter and not a desire for some particular kind 
of drink, that he may get a-clear issue. If the desire were 
for some particular drink, it might be said that the cause 
of the man’s not drinking was that he could not get the 
exact drink he wanted, e.g. that he could only get water, 
when he wanted wine. But if it is simply for drink, that 
is, if he is simply thirsty, and yet does not drink, it is no 
accidental hindrance of this kind, no external circumstance, 
but the action of his own reason, which (according to 
Plato, or rather, in the dialogue, to Socrates) stops him 
from indulging his desire. The object then of drawing 
the distinction between simple and qualified desires is to 
get an instance in which accidental external hindrances do 
not exist. It is not a case of a man being at once thirsty 
and. hot, so that he wants something cold, or thirsty and - 
cold, so that he wants something hot: he is simply thirsty 
and only wants drink. 

The second point is the dya6dv (439 A) or xpyordv zordv 
(438 a), which seems generally understood of drink that 
is really good for us. It is not that, but merely drink 
good of its kind, whatever its kind may be, or drink good 
as drink. The reason why Plato will not allow us to say 
that thirst is a desire for good drink is the same as before. 
The epithet good confuses the issue. It might be said that 
the real cause of the man’s not drinking was that the 
drink available was not good of its kind. But, if a man is 
really thirsty, he does not much care whether it is good of 
its kind or not. Cf. 475c. Thirst pure and simple is for 
drink pure and simple, not for good drink any more than 
for this or that special kind of drink. The whole argu- 
ment leads up to the intervention of reason as distinct 
from any other check or obstacle. 

438 A pyroe (uy toivey’) tis, Hv 8 eyo, doKertouvs Huas 
ovtas GopvByoy, ds ovdeis roTod ériOvpel GAAA xpnoToOU zoTOD, 
Kal ov citov GXAd xpyoTod citov. Tavtes yap apa Tov ayabav 
ériOupovow. 
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Probably Adyos should be added to zis in the first part of 
this. Cf. 465 E otk oida drov Adyos Hiv érérAnkev : Phaedr. 
245 B pndé tis Has Adyos OopvBeitw ws x.7.d.: Phil. 134 
Aoyos ovdeis dudioByn77: Dem. 21. 141 raya roivw kat 
ToLOUTOS Tis HEEL Mpos Has Adyos. Without Adyos the as is 
wanting in construction. 6 tatra A<cywv below is fairly 
implied in Adyos. The last words would give a much 
clearer sense, if we might read wavres yap dpa mavTwv 
aya0av émiOvypotow : ‘anyone desiring anything desires it 
good.’ Unless dya#év can be made a predicate, the point 
is lost. In Herod. 3. 89 dya6d odt ravra éunxavycato 
some good MSS. have ra for zavra. 

439 a 7d be dy dibos, Hv 8 eye, od TovtTwv Onoes TdV TLVds 
elvat Tovto omep eotiv; eote Se Syrov dios. Eywye, 7 8 Gs, 
TUPATOS YE. 

One or two plausible conjectures have been offered on 
the first part of this; it is with the later part I am now 
concerned, éo7u dé dyrov dios is very flat as a statement 
and entirely superfluous. Burnet prints it after Jowett 
and Campbell as an incomplete statement, interrupted by 
Glaucon, but Adam asks reasonably why Glaucon should - 
be in such a hurry. I conjecture that something is lost 
after these words, e.g. érufupia tis, giving in part the dep 
éoriv of thirst. éiOvpia and ériOvpo have been used from 
4378 onwards. Cf. Philebus 34 Gp’ obv 7O dios éotiv 
ériOupia ; val, twopards ye, the resemblance of which to our 
passage is very marked. In 437D dp’ ovv x.7.A. it is 
possible that one éifa should be ém6vpia. 

Especially in view of the Philebus passage, I should not 
be surprised to find that Plato really put these sentences 
in a different order : 76 dé 67 dios od Tovtwv Onoes . . . OEP 
éoriv ; "Eywye, 7 8 Os. "Eore b€ dyrov dibos <érifupia> ; 
(cf. on 407 A above) [dparos ye. | 

ibid. E aXX’, hv & éye, wore axovoas Tt TicTEVW TOUT, aS 
dpa k.T.X. 

‘coir AFD: rotro M Galenus Stobaeus’ Burnet. 
Perhaps rodro is nearer the truth and we should read 
towovrov, referring (as it sometimes does) to what is coming. 
rovTw seems against Greek idiom, which usually governs a 
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word by the participle and leaves the verb without any 
direct object expressed. 

440 © ri dé Grav ddixetobal tis Hyntar; ovd« év ToUTw Let Te 
Kat xaAderaive. Kal cuppaxyer TH Sokodvte Sikaiw, Kal dud Td 
mewnv Kai dia TO pry@v Kal wavTa TA ToLatTa Taye, Kal 
bropevwv viKa Kal ov Anye. TOV yevvaiwy, mplv av 7 Svampagyrat 
H TeAeuTHOH } GoTEp KYwv td VvoMews b7O TOD Adyou Tod Tap’ 
aiTo dvaxAyGeis tpaivOy ; 

In this there are at least two considerable difficulties, 
(1) the meaning of kai da ro wewhyv x.t.X., (2) the reading 
and the sense in kat tjropévwv via x.t.A. As to (2), what 
does izopeévev refer to? and how can it be said generally of 
such a case that the man conquers (va), when it is 
immediately added that he sometimes loses his life in the 
struggle and sometimes is appeased? Difficulty (1) is well 
got over by Adam’s proposal to transpose xal dua... . taoyxeLv, 
so that those words shall follow yaderaive. They are 
obviously inappropriate to cuppaxet to Soxodvtt Sixaiw, but 
suit the earlier words, just as in the preceding sentence a 
man conscious of being in the wrong was said not to resent 
cold and hunger as punishments. Here no doubt hunger 
and cold constitute the adicjua done to himself which 
makes him indignant. Should not difficulty (2) be removed 
by another transposition of words? bropeévev Kal viKa 
should, I think, follow Stam patnrat (a. é. mpiv av i Siampdééyrat 
Uromevuv Kal vuKG 7) TeAevTHOH), trouévwv meaning that he 
maintains the struggle. It may be thought that viKHoY 
would be more proper than wxa, if this were the order of 
words, but we may remember that the present tense of this 
verb is often used in preference to a past tense in the sense 
of being the victor. 

If these transpositions are approved, they will perhaps 
make a third less improbable. I conjecture that rav 
yevvaiwy (for which, as being very feeble, I formerly 
suggested é-yavaxriv) should be put in the first clause of the 
sentence after 7y7ra. It will then be masculine depending 
on Tis, and will correspond pretty closely to do dv yevvato- 
tepos 7 (2.€. Tus) in the sentence preceding. 

The whole passage will then run: ri 8 Srav dducetobae Ts 
WYNTat Tav yevvaiwv ; ov év TovTw Lei Te Kal yaderaive kat dd 
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A \ lal = a 
TO Tewyv Kal Oud TO prydv kal TavTa TA ToadTa TagyxeELV, Kal od 

, \ a x , © , \ a xn vA By 
Anyet mp av 7 Svampagyra UTOMEVWV KAL VLKG 7 TEAEUTHON H 
oorep KvwV ... mpaivOn ; 

442 B éropevov dy (for dé)? Possibly the ovd¢ in 328c 
should be ot 6y, but I am not convinced that odd€ is 
wrong. 

443 A méAewv may be right, but réAews would seem more 
natural, as he is speaking of one man (otros). The plural 
may be due to éra/pwy preceding. 

4458 6cov olov ré x.t.A. Should écov be as? Cf. on 
390 B above. 

449 B ri pddtora, Env, tweis ok adiere; Zé, HF ds. 
"Er. éy® elrov, ti padora ; 

The first ri paducra should surely be tiva padiora, va 
having fallen out perhaps through pao following ; just as in 
Laws 682.0, where tu waxpov xpovov stands for twa paxpov 
xeovov. Gorg. 448 B ri and tiva both have authority and 
ebid. 489 p ré must be corrected with Routh to tivas. ti 
padtora is the common phrase, but other parts of the 
pronoun are found: Soph. O.C. 652 rot pdduor’ dkvos a” 
éxe.; Antiphanes 202. 3 év ri rérw padtora ; Lucian 41, 2 
"Opéorynv.... Tivos padiora Oavydoavres x.t.A.; Ar. Met. 
996 b 3 tiva padtora Tod Tpadypatos émierHpwova (but perhaps 
padwora goes rather with érucrypova). 

ibid. D péya yap Ti oldueOa épew Kal ddrov cis modiTeiav 
dp0as ) wn opOads yryvopevov. 

Read ytyvopevny, agreeing with kowwviar. 

450 B pérpov O€ y’, éby, & Saxpares, 6 TAavcwv, Toovtwv 
Aoywv axovew dros 6 Bios vodv €xovow. 

Read <rotd> rowovtwv Adywv dxovew, or possibly <as> 
r.r. &. The cause of either omission is obvious. 

ibid. D év yap dpovipos te Kal idous wepl TOV peyloTwV TE 
kal pirwv tadyO7 ciddta A€éyew aogadés Kai Gappadéov. 

Perhaps ¢Ardrwv, though diAwy may be defended as 
corresponding to ¢d/rovs. 
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452 A povoiky pev éxeivois Te Kal yupvactixy edd6n. 

Both pév and re are here misused. Either povorky piv 
éxeivois ye OF éxeivors pev <otv> povoixyn te Would give a 
good sense. As dzodiédwut, and not the simple verb, is used 
over and over again in the context, and seems moreover 
the verb required, we should probably read ded06y. 

ibid. © édxe aicypa elvar kal yeAota... yupvors avdpas 
dpacbat, Kal, OTe NpxovTo TV yupvaciwv mparo pev Kp7res, 
éreita Aaxedaipovio, €€nv K.T.A. , 

Herwerden has pointed out that rév yvuvaciwv is not 
enough to express the idea intended, and has suggested 
Tov <ToLOvTWY> yupvaciwv. It occurs to me as possible that 
Plato wrote trav <yvpvav> yupvaciwv. Just above (A B) 
we have yuuvds.. . yupvafopevas. Cf. Ar. Problem. 38. 3 
oi yupvot dpouor: Pind. P. 11. 49 yupvov éxt orddiov : Mart. 
7. 72. 9 de trigone nudo: and dirapas waXaiorpas Theocr., 
nitida and uncta palaestra Ovid. But most of these are 
from poets. 

454 D Socrates propounds the paradox that men and 
women ought to have the same occupations, and that 
difference of sex should not entail any difference of work. 
He then proposes to see what can be said on the other 
side. Surely (some one may say) such a system would be 
inconsistent with the great pervading and fundamental 
principle laid down by ourselves for our state, that 
different natures should have different kinds of work to do. 
Men and women evidently differ in nature: how then can 
it be right to set them both to the same work without 
making allowance for sex? This is apparently a forcible 
argument ; but it may be met (he continues) as follows. 
When we said that difference of nature should entail 
difference of work, of course we did not mean every 
conceivable natural difference, however trifling or however 
immaterial under the circumstances it might be. In a 
sense there is a difference of nature between a bald man 
and a man with a good head of hair. But no one would 
contend that, if bald men are engaged in the work of 
making shoes, men with plenty of hair are unfit for shoe- 
making and must have some other work found for them. 
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The difference in the person which requires a difference in 
the employment is some really material difference bearing 
upon the employment in question, not a difference in some 
irrelevant respect. In his own words, rére od wavrws THv 
avtiv Kal THV érépav dvow érifeueba, GAN’ exeivo TO Eidos THS 
dAAOLMoEds TE Kal GuoLwoEWsS povov epvAdTTomEV TO TPOS aUTE 
Telvov Ta émitndevpata. After some words apparently 
intended to illustrate what sameness and difference of 
nature really are, he goes on to say: If men and women 
really differ as regards employments, of course we must 
find different employments for them ; but, if the difference 
is purely one of sex, it does not follow that the same 
employments are not suitable for both. Now, as a matter 
of fact, there are no employments in which women are 
preeminent. Certain women may do certain things better 
than certain men; but, speaking generally, men excel 
women at everything, even at occupations deemed especially 
feminine. In a word, men are more eidvets (4558) for 
everything than women. Women therefore should have 
no especial work of their own, but do just the same things 
as men, only leaving to men those things or parts of things 
that require great bodily strength. 

In all this argument, though perhaps not sound logically, © 
there is no difficulty. The difficulty is in the words 
containing what seems meant as an illustration of sameness 
and difference in nature, and following immediately on the 
Greek words quoted above: ofov iatpixov péy Kat iarpixny 
tiv Weynv Ovta TH aitnv diaow exew eAéyopev: 7) OdK Otel ; 
"Eywye. “Iarptxov 5€ xat texrovixov aAAnv; Ilavrws mov. 
For iarpixov pev the first hand in A has iarpixév perv. On 
iatpikny thy Woxiv 6vra Baiter’s note is ‘ iarpuxdy THY Yrxiy 
ovra codices aliquot interpolati : iarpucny THV Youxav ovTa. 
accommodationis errore A : iar puny TV Wuynv €xovra alii: 
iatpixnv (mulierem) tiv Wynv ovras H’ (2.e. K. F. Hermann). 

Hermann’s reading cannot be right, because it assumes 
the very point that Socrates is concerned to prove—the 
identity of the male and female natures as regards a given 
occupation. The words almost immediately following, kat 
To tov dvdpav Kal To TOV yuvatkov yévos, Seem in themselves 
to show that women have not yet been mentioned, for the 
first wai is also. So too 455 8 dAN gore yap, oipat, ws 
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dycouev, Kal yuvy iarpixy. Bekker’s iarpov for the first 
iarpxdv (adopted by Stallbaum) must be wrong, because 
there is no plausibility in identifying the iarpds and the 
iarpixds, the medical man and the man with a turn or taste 
for medicine. An iarpds is not necessarily iarpixds nor 
vice versa. There may seem more plausibility in iatpixivy 
THv Woxnv éxovra, for the iarpixds and the iarpixiy rHv Wyn 
éxwv are indeed the same. But they are so completely and 
so obviously the same that their idenlity need not be 
stated, throws no light on the subject, and suggests no 
inference. Just the same may be said of iarpixdv pév Kat 
iarpixov tiv Wvynv ovta. Schneider found a difference 
between the two men thus described, and Baiter, who gave 
this reading, presumably saw some difference also. But 
the two expressions mean just the same thing. We might 
of course say that iarpixéds referred to body as well as 
mind; but then the two men would be different, and 
Socrates could not say they were the same. 

Let us try to see what Plato might naturally give as an 
instance to the point. An iarpixds (he says) and a 
TeKTOViKos, 2 Man with a turn for medicine and one with a 
turn for carpentering, are different in nature; but an 
iarpikds and @ are in nature the same. What is & likely 
to be? An iarpixds, I think, who has some characteristic 
which does not alter his iatpixy pivots into something else, 
or some characteristic which has no bearing upon it of any 
kind. Socrates might, for instance, keeping his former 
illustration, have said that an iarpixds and a texrovixds were 
different, but an iarpixds and an iarpixds with a bald head 
the same, the same that is for the purposes of iarpixy, the 
same when you were considering to what employment to 
put them. ‘This is only one illustration among many that 
might be imagined ; but it seems probable that Plato here 
mentioned some species of iarpixds, saying that an iarpixds 
and an iatpixds of such and such a kind were for our 
purpose the same, while men with different bents were for 
our purpose different. 

I believe however that we can go further than this and 
fix with some probability on the precise word that is 
missing. Plato probably wrote iarpixov pév kai iatpikov 
<eihva> thy Wrynv Gvra. evdvys, which the hearers of 

I 
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Socrates would think he used casually and without ulterior 
object, is exactly the right word to lead up to the subse- 
quent argument founded on the eidvia of men as against 
women. If eidvia, added to a natural bent or fitness, does 
not alter the nature of it, then men and women, who only 
differ in eidvia (455 B-p), have not that difference of 
nature which calls for a difference of employment. But, 
while there is this intrinsic fitness about the word eiduys 
if inserted here, it also seems distinctly implied in 455 8B 
that the word eiduyns has already been used in the course 
of this particular argument. The passage runs thus: 
BovrAa otv Sedyeba tod Ta ToLadtTa avriiéyovTos axkoAovOjoat 
hpiv, édv ros nets exeivy evderEducOa ori ovdev eotw emiry- 
Sevpa idiov yuvaiki mpos dioikyow mwoAvews; Lavy ye. “16 dn, 
dycopev Tpds aitov, aroxpivov: apa ovtws Eeyes TOV pev edpva 
mpos Tt elvat, Tov Oe abva, év © 6 pev fadiws TL pavOavor, 6 Be 
xarerds x.t.A.; The imperfect éXeyes and a@pifov six lines 
later must refer to something said, implied, or meant in a 

former passage. Now the imaginary objector (6 dévriAéywv) 
has not actually been supposed to speak before, but 
Socrates has done it for him (453 a), and the reference in 
éXeyes can only be to something that has been said between 
453 and 4558, Within these limits the word evpuys iS 
not used nor hinted at, as the text stands ; but, if inserted 
before tiv wWrynv ovra, it would make édeyes perfectly 
intelligible. There is another imperfect in the very 
sentence I am proposing to emend (olov iarpixdv pev Kal 
iatpikov <edpva> thy Wrynv ovta THY aityvy diow éexew 
éAéyouev) which at first sight tells against the proposal. 
It too refers to something preceding, and seems at first 
sight to say that the proposition (whatever it may be) has 
already been laid down. But éAéyouev does not really 
mean as much as this. It only means ‘when we talked of 
natures different and the same, we meant for instance that 

an iarpixds and x were the same in nature, while an iatpixds 
and a texrovixds were different.’ It would of course be 
easy to read Aéyouey for éAXéyouev, but édéyouer will bear 
this meaning and there is no occasion for change. 

Perhaps it may be thought that the iarpixdéds and the 
iarpixds evpuns THY Wuxnv av are not clearly distinct persons 
—any more than, as I have argued above, the iarpixds and 
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the iarpixds tHv Woyyjv. I am not sure whether eidva, if 
right, refers to general or special ability and fitness, but in 
either case there is a clear difference between the two men. 
In the first case a man may have some turn and taste for 
medicine without being an able man. This is a matter of 
common experience. In the second case the iatpixds and 
the eiduis pds tiv iatpuxnv differ as the positive and 
superlative differ, as the politician from the statesman 
and the poetaster from the poet. 

For eciduys tiv yoynv dv compare 409 E robs péev eddvets 
Td THpaTa Kai Tas Wuxyds: 491 E ras Woxds... Tas edpveora- 
tas: and other passages. 

Finally some slight confirmation of the proposal to insert 
evdva may perhaps be found in Aristotle, who writes in 
Met. 3. 1. 1003 b 1, distinguishing various senses of 
larpixds, as follows: 70 pev yap To Exel THY larpukny Néyerau 
larpKor, TO O€ TO Eihves civat Tpds aiTHy, TO be TO Epyov elvat 
THs iatpiKys. The distinction between 76 éyew ryv iarpuny 
and 70 eddves civar rpds iarpixyy is apparently not the same 
as that I suppose to be drawn by Plato, but Aristotle is so 
often indebted to Plato, even for his illustrations, that he 
might very well be thinking of the passage before us. On 
the other hand, his use of the words may be pure accident, 
as he is always fond of illustrations drawn from medicine. 

abid. éay pev mpos téxvnv twa 7 GAXO émirydevpa Siadépov 
paivyrat. 

Read diadépev, as in the next sentence, or d:adépovra. 
diadépov cannot be used of two subjects. 

> A“ »” , ? n 

455 D ddnOn, edn, A€yets, Ott TOAD Kpareitar év Gracw, ws 
>” > “a ‘\ / A 

ETS EiTELV, TO YEVOS TOD YEVoUs. 

Unless some other example can be given of xparetcOai 
with a genitive, xparet for xparetrac would seem probable. 
It also keeps the two sexes in the order in which they 
were previously mentioned. In Isocr. 18. 17 all the MSS. 
have éxpatetro for éxparet. 

457 B riOévres? But the accusative is sometimes irregu- 
larly used. See for instance 547 Bo, if right. 

12 
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ibid. © déye Sn, tu. 

I formerly suggested aye (Cobet épe) for A€ye, but now 
would read dé€ye 5y, <iv’> idw, supposing similarity to have 
caused omission. 

458 B oxéWopor.. . was Siatagovow ... Kal ote k.T.A. 

Should 67: be ei? It is whether the fact is so that he is 
going to consider. But there may be a confusion of con- 
sidering with maintaining. 

459 © topev ori avdpeorépov Set Tod iarpod. 

How dvépetos can be used of wholly intellectual qualities 
(a difficulty which the editors do not explain and which 
formerly led me to think alteration necessary) may be seen 
perhaps from Soph. 306 8, where it is explained that all 
the more active and vigorous faculties fall generically 
under the head of avdpeia. 

ibid. & foll. Plato gives us the arrangements which are 
to take the place of marriage in his state. On certain 
festival days men and women covertly chosen by the 
guardians, though seemingly selected by lot, are to be- 
joined in a union not lasting longer than the festivals 
themselves. There will not be more unions than are 
sufficient, taking one thing with another, to maintain the 
number of the male population; but nothing is said at 
first about prohibiting unions between near relations. 
The children are to be taken from their mothers and so 
brought up by the state that relationship to particular 
parents shall remain unknown. No child will know its 
parents, no parents their children. Men are to be eligible 
for these regular and legal unions between the ages of 25 
and 55, women between 20 and 40. When they have 
passed these ages and ceased ‘bearing children to the 
state’ (rikrew tH wode OF yervay TH OAc), they are to be at 
liberty to form irregular unions, any possible offspring of 
which is to be suppressed. 

It is at this point that restrictions on the ground of 
relationship are first mentioned. A man, it is said, may 
form one of these irregular unions with any woman he 
pleases except daughter, granddaughter, mother, and 
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grandmother ; and a woman with any man she pleases, not 
being son, grandson, father, or grandfather.t_ Brothers and 
sisters are not mentioned in this particular sentence, where 
the forbidden degrees are first given. 

Hereupon Glaucon naturally asks how, considering the 
arrangements made, father and daughter, mother and son 
are to be known. Socrates answers that all the children 
born in the tenth or seventh month after one of the 
festivals are to count as children of all the men and women 
who took part in the regular unions on that occasion, and 
that relationship in the second generation will follow 
accordingly. He then proceeds to define brother and 
sister, who have not hitherto been mentioned, as ra év 
éexeivw TO xpovw yeyovota (éxyova) év @ ai pyrépes Kat ob 
matépes aitav éyevvwv. It seems to me that these words 
are usually mistranslated, and in any case they give rise 
to great difficulty. 

They are commonly taken to mean that a man’s sister 
will be any woman born about the same time as himself, 
that is, within a certain time of a certain festival. But a 
pupil of mine has pointed out to me, what is certainly 
true, that under the arrangements above stated children 
born about the same time are exactly those who, except in 
the case of twins, could not be brothers or sisters. At the 
festival one man was united to one woman and the 
children born must be children of different fathers and 
different mothers. If therefore it was with a view to the 
prevention of real incest that Plato defined relationships 
and prohibited unions, he was not likely to prohibit them 
to persons who could not be relations and permit them to 
persons who could. He would be granting full liberty of 
incest while hindering an innocent union. 

If however we look again at the Greek, we shall see 
that this was not Plato’s meaning. The use of the imper- 
fect tense éyévvwv and the absence of airovs after it suggest 
rather that the words mean not ‘the time at which their 

1 Plato says daughter, daughter’s daughter, mother and mother’s 
mother, and then again son, son’s son, father and father’s father. 
But these make up among them all grandchildren and grandparents : 
e.g. if a woman cannot marry her father’s father, a man cannot 
marry his son’s daughter. 
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parents brought them into the world,’ but ‘the time within 
which their parents were having children,’ yevvav being 
used in the same sense in which it has been.used two or 
three times before in this and the previous page. It refers 
therefore to the whole time of life during which father and 
mother were allowed, if the lot fell upon them, to take 
part in the regular unions ; and brothers and sisters will 
be all persons born, roughly speaking, within thirty years 
of one another, that being the period of time during which 
a man might be having children as the issue of regular 
unions, so that a man and a woman born within that 
period might possibly both have him for father. This 
meaning is also clearly conveyed by a passage in the 
Timaeus (18 Dd), in which the arrangements of the Republic 
are mentioned : voguodtor d€ raves Tavtas aiTovs dpmoyevels, 

adedas pev Kat ddeXhors doouTep av THs mperovons evTOs 
HArukias ylyvwvra, tois 0 éumpoocbev x.7.d., where 7Arkia 
naturally refers to a considerable period of life, not to a 
few weeks. : 

But, if it was Plato’s intention under ordinary circum- 
stances to forbid all unions between brothers and sisters | 
thus defined, he would thus have rendered all unions 
whatever practically impossible. Under the various con- 
ditions of age now stated a man could not be united with 
any woman who had been older or younger than himself 
by less than thirty years, because she might be his sister, 
nor with one thirty years younger than himself, because 
she might be his daughter ; while a woman thirty years 
older than himself might be his mother and would also be 
beyond the legal age for a regular union. 

This then cannot have been Plato’s meaning. After the 
definitions of relationship, he adds in 461 5 écre, 6 viv dy 
eAéyouev, GAAHAWY pn amrrecOa: adeAdors SE Kal adeAPas 
Sdoe 6 vopwos cvvoixety eav 6 KAnpos Ta’Ty cuuTinTy Kal 7 
IIv6ia ~mpooavaipy. I understand the words dore... 
amrecOa. to refer to the irregular unions which were the 
last mentioned. Although in 461 c brothers and sisters 
are curiously omitted from the list of persons forbidden 
to form irregular unions, we seem obliged by these words 
to include them; and Plato would seem absolutely to 
forbid irregular unions between persons who may possibly 
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be near relations. With regular unions the case is 
different. ‘Brothers and sisters,’ he says, ‘the law will 
allow to be united, if the lot so fall, and if the Pythian 
priestess also sanction it by oracle.’ In these words 
brothers and sisters seem to be distinguished from parents 
and children (whose union would indeed also be prevented 
by the limits of age laid down), and the reference to the 
law and the lot shows that the regular unions only are here 
intended. It is strange that Plato should say ‘7f the lot 
so fall,’ because it could not fall otherwise, possible 
brothers and sisters being the only persons eligible for 
these unions, as all other adults would be possible parents 
and children. As to the sanction of the oracle, we can 
hardly suppose that it was to be obtained separately for 
each particular couple after the lots had been cast, although 
the order of the clauses and the zpés in rpocavaipy would 
render this the natural meaning. The oracle would have 
to sanction these unions once for all. But perhaps Plato 
had not fully seen in detail all the consequences of his own 
legislation, and meant the éay x«.r.X. in its natural sense. 
We may notice that, if the oracle refused to sanction such 
unions, no unions at all could take place. 

No doubt there are some difficulties in this interpreta- 
tion of Plato’s arrangements, but there can be no doubt as 
to the real meaning of the words in which brothers and 
sisters are defined, and Plato would seem not to have 
thought out all the consequences that would or might 
ensue. 

462.4 gxopuev ody tt petLov Kakov moXe 7) exetvo 6 dv K.T.X. | 

éxouev seems to need the addition of «irely, as a few lines 
above ti wore 7d peyiotov ayabov exopev eizety ; 

ibid. © "Ev yr 89 woAer wAioTon ert 76 abtd Kata TabTaE 
TovTo A€yovet TO emov Kal TO ovK ev, a’TN apioTa SvorKketrat ; 

Read ézi 76 atta, for the accusative is not Greek. Cf. 
470 B: 493 c: 5594. 

 463D atrai cor 7 GAXaL dhya.. . buvycovow cdbis wept 
Ta TOV TaldwY OTA. ; 

Can this intransitive use of iuvé be right, or should we 
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read the usual BopByoovew!? Cf. 564 D wepi ra Byyara.. . 
BopBet, 573 A wepi aitov BouBotoa ai drAdrAau éeriOvpiar, Crito 
54 D év enol avtyn 7 NXN ..- Bowel. 

464D dia 7d <pydeva> pndev idiov exrna Oar 

Cf. 416 p twice, 458 c, 543 B twice. 

466 E déovot... wa... Oedvrat Tatra, & TeAccOEvTas 
Senoer Snprovpyetv: zpos Sé TH Oéa Siaxovetv Kat barnpereiy TavTa 
TO. Tepl TOV TOAELOT. 

I do not think the infinitives can be accounted for by 
anything understood, though they may possibly depend on 
agovot. Perhaps we should insert something like 6.da- 
oxwvtat before diaxovetr. 

469 A dvarvfdpevor dpa Tod Geod, ras xpy Tors datpmovious 
te Kal Oeiovs TiWevan Kat rive Siaddpe, ottw Kai tavty Ojncopev 
H av eEnynras ; 

Read <6yxy> tiv. Siaddpw, comparing Laws 947 B 
, \ 2 / \ *s ‘\ ¥ / 8 ld 

teAXeuTycac. O¢ mpobeces Te Kal éexhopas Kal Oyxas diaddpovs 
elvar TOV GAAWwY TrodtTOV. 

470 B daiverai por, Gorep Kal dvonalerat S¥o0 Tada dvopara, 
TOAEMOS TE KaL OTAELS, OUTW Kal Elvat SvO, OvTa ert Svoty TLVOLV 
Siadopaiv. A€yw Se Ta dvo, Td pev oiKetov Kal Evyyeves, TO Se 
aAXOrpiov Kai dOvetov. 

It is clear, I think, that the words have got slightly out 
of their proper order and should run thus: dozep kai 
évopaterat Ovo Tad’ta dvdpata, woAEMOs TE Kal OTAoLS, GvTA ert 
dvoity twotv dvadopaty, ovttw Kal eivar dvo. [Or dvta.. 
Stadopaiy may follow dvéuara.| dvra éxi can only refer to 
names, not to things. Cf. Phil. 604 B. 

ibid. © dypl yap 76 pev “EAAnuixdv yévos abtd atta oixetov 
> \ / “~ \ “a 3 as 4.2 4 

elvat Kat ovyyevés, TO 5¢ BapBapixd dOvetov Te Kai ddXorTpiov. 

To b¢ BapBapixov? ev and é€ point to this. 

471 cp In the very awkward sentence beginning with 
érel ote ye I cannot but think déuoAoyé, or some similar 
word should be inserted after 9 yévorro. Its omission 
might be due to the Aé¢yw occurring almost immediately 
after. 
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472 D ote: dv ovv Hrrov Te ayabov Lwypadov civat x.7.d. 

Read otee 8%) ovr. 

473.c éx aird 8), hv 8 eyo, cue 6 TO peylotw mpocetkd- 
fomev Kvpati. eipjnoetat 8’ ody, ei Kal médAAer yeAwri Te GTEXVaS 
oorep Kipa éxyeAav kal ad0kia kataxrvoeuw, 

But Socrates does not go to the wave: it is the wave 
which approaches and threatens to deluge him. Cf. 4724 
TO péy.otov Kal xaderoratov THs Tpikyplas érdyes and Theaet. 
163¢ dpa dy Kal rdde GAO mpooidy, Kal oKdrer TH avTO 
duwddueba.. 

Read éz’ aira 54... eiut 6.7.4. For the error cf. note 
on 462 c above: for the construction cf. 490D ézi rovrTw 
viv yeyovapev, ti 708 ot rohAot Kaxoi: 506D pH... daorep 
ért téAeu Sv amoorys : 532 B éx’ aire ylyverat TO Tod vonTod 
rere: Polit. 274 B ob dn evexa 6 Adyos Gpynxe TGs, Ex’ aita 
viv éopev non: Soph. O.7. 1169 oto, rpds aitd y «ini ro 
Sewo Aéyew: and many other passages. Cf. Stallbaum on 
Crat. 422 4. (Burnet now reads air@ with his codex F.) . 

éxyeAav also may fairly be regarded with great suspicion. 
The only parallel cited for such a use of the word is in 
reality no parallel at all. In Eur. Tro. 1176, when the 
remains of the young Astyanax are brought to Hecuba, 
she speaks of his curly head, évOev éxyeha doréwv payevtwv 
dovos, iv’ aicypa px A€yw. But it is quite clear that éxyeAg 
there refers to the appearance of what Shakspere calls 
‘bright hair dabbled in blood,’ and not to any violent rush 
of blood now taking place. The time for any such rush of 
blood is supposed to have gone by. “ExyeAay there gives 
therefore no support to éxyeAdv here, and it remains to be 
shown that éxyeAdv could be used of a bursting wave. 
Observe further the great infelicity of combining in the 
same phrase yéAws in a literal and éxye\ay in a figurative 
sense : cf. p. 94 above. 

In Soph. Phil. 1149-50 Jebb emended quyd p’ ovxér’ ax’ 
avAiwy weAGre by reading pykeéri... wydare, and it seems 
possible that we should in like manner read éxyndav here 
(EKTHAQN for EKTEAQN). Compare such expres- 
sions as Virg. Aen. xi. 624 ‘alterno procurrens gurgite 
pontus: Ov. Fast. ili. 591 ‘assiliunt fluctus’: Tennyson’s 
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Coming of Arthur ‘the fringe | of that great breaker, 
sweeping up the strand, | lash’d at the wizard, as he spake 
the -word.’ For the corruption cf. also Schol. Ar. Peace 
241, where R has daorndevrwy for the right reading 
preserved in V droriovrwv. 

éxrndav occurs 495 Dd: Tim. 68 A éxanddvros upds: 
| Ep. 7] 341 © mydyoavros with v.l. rnAnoavrTos. 

ibid. D Kat totro eis tairov Evyréoyn, Svvapis Te woATuKy 
kat dirocodia. Surely rodro should be radra. 

474.5 pedtyAdpovs S€ Kai Tovvoua ole. Tos GAXOV moinna 
elvat 7) épacrod x.t.A. Obviously peAdryAdpov. Cf. Plut. 
Mor. 45 a, 56 p. 

476 D ovxotv tovrov pev thy Sidvorav Os yeyvwoKovTos 
yvopnv av 6p0ds hater eiva. 

Since yvduyv does not appear to be used elsewhere in 
this way, and in 477 A, 478 c, and 480 a we find yvéors, is 
it too much to think that yaow must have been the 
original word here ? 

478 D éhapev .., el Tr havein «.7.rA., TO ToLlodTov peTagd 
keloGar... kai... everOar. 

The future éoeoOar strongly suggests (cf. 490 p below), 
what we might suspect even without it, that dv should be 
inserted somewhere to go with xetofar: probably 76 
Towovrov <av>. édapev refers definitely to 477 a where av 
appears (av KéouTo). 

479 A t&v moANGv KaAOv pov Te eotW 0 ok aiaypov 
pavycerat ; 

0 ov K<al> aicypov davycetart Kai is almost necessary 
to the sense, which is that both impressions will exist 
together. Without xa/ the aicypdov aspect alone would be 
given, for a thing might be xaddv without appearing so. 
kai, if once used, would not need to be repeated in the 
other cases following. 

486 © 7 mpoadokds more Tid TL ikavds Gv orépfar 0 mpdrTwv 
dv aXyav Te TpaTTOL Kal poylis OMLKPOV aVUTWV ; 

Is not the dv before ddyév a mistake, perhaps arising 
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from ai? The meaning is probably not that he would 
suffer, 7f he were to do it, but that he habitually suffered 
when he did it. ~ 

488 A vdénoov yap Tovovrovi yevopuevov elte ToANGY VEedv TéEpt 
€iTE plas. } 

Read yvyvopevov. The participles following in apposition 
to this are all in the present tense, and the situation is 
summed up in 488 £ by the words rowovrwr dé repi Tas vads 
yeyvopevov. Of. 572 D rier... yryvoueva. MSS. constantly 
vary between the two. The same correction should 
probably be made in 548 p and 5748, and in 330c I should 
prefer cvyyiyverGau. 

ibid. © mpos 8 Tovrows éraivodvtas vauTiKOV pev KadodyTaAs 
‘ 4 a x / \ > \ be Kat kuBepvytikov... 0s av EvldrAapBavew Sevos 4... , Tov de 

py TowovTov WeyovTas ws axpyoToV. 

Cobet wished to omit éraivotvras, but Wéyovras supports 
it, and we might read pév vavrixov instead of vavtixoy per. 
But pév is sometimes put in somewhat irregular places : 
cf. 490 c was pev x.T.X. 

abid. D rod dé adAnOwod kvBepvyrov wept pnd’ ératovras, ort 
avaykn atta Thy éripeAciav Toveic Par éviavTod Kal w@pov K.T.r. 
ei weAXEL TO GvTL vews GpxiKds EverOat, Srws 5é KYBepyjcer edv 
Té tives BovAwvTaL eav TE LH, MITE TEXVNV TOUTOV pHTE pEAETHV 
olopevous Suvarov etvat AaPeiv dma. Kai THY KYBepryyTiKiy. 

Almost all MSS. (including A) have the nominatives 
- ématovres and oidmevoe in spite of Weyovras in the previous 

line, but the accusatives must be accepted. H. Sidgwick 
pointed out (Journal of Philology, v. p. 274) that the 
sense of the latter part of this passage is extremely faulty. 
It attributes to the crew in general the true opinion, not 
at all natural to them, that a man can never learn the art 
of inducing or forcing other people to accept him as steers- 
man at the same time that he learns the art of steering. 
[Of course the xuBepvnrns was more than a mere steersman : 
ef. 341 ¢.] This is a truth which they, who know nothing 
about the true steersman, would certainly not understand. 
Aristotle also (Polvtics 4. 2. 1324 b 30) statés it, or some- 
thing like it, probably with a recollection of this passage : 
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ovTe yap TOD iarpod ovTe Tod KUBepvyntov Epyov éotl 7 7) TEetoaL 
7 BidcacGat Tov pev Tors Geparevopevors, Tod dé TOs TAWTHpas. 
But the ignorant and self-confident sailors are the last 
people in the world to admit the principle, and 488 D (és 
av év\AapBavew x.7.r.) has in point of fact almost ascribed 
to them the opposite belief. It is however impossible to 
accede to Sidgwick’s proposal to read oiouévw for oiopevovs. 
The sentence would be most clumsy in form, nor is it to 
the point what the true steersman thinks. Plato is 
describing the state of mind of the crew (éravwoitvtas, 
Wéyovras, ératovras, oiowévous). The simple remedy for the 
corruption of the text is, I think, to read daévvarov for 
duvatov. ‘The crew deem it by no means as impossible as 
it really is that, while a man acquires xvPepvytixy, he 
should at the same time acquire this other art, whether it 
is an art proper or only a knack got by practice. [Or do 
réxvy and pedéry mean the theoretical and practical parts 
of the art ?] Grote’s usual strong sense showed him (Plato 
3. 80) that this was the meaning required, but he seems 
not to have seen that it could not be extracted from the 
Greek. 

[I have left this note standing, because I should still 
maintain most of it. But I incline now to find a different 
remedy and to read zovovpéevw for oidwevor (thus getting rid 
of the ungrammatical nominative), that, of a man makes 
an art or practice of this, he cannot at the same time 
acquire also the art of controlling the vessel. za is the 
more easily added, because the word before ends with y, a 
letter apt to be confused with it. In Oxyrhynchus Papyri 
9. 146. The Charito papyrus lines 48, 49 has zo.ovpevos . 
for olonevos. In Phaedrus 234 4 the Bodleian MS. 
has the nominative yevduevor for the dative yevoméve. 
It is however very doubtful whether the infinitive dvvardv 
etva. can depend on ézaiovras and I should suppose it to 
follow on dévayxn or rather perhaps on some general idea 
suggested by it, such as ovpBaiver. | 

490 © wyoupevns 5%) adn Ocias odk av Torte, oimat, daipev 
aiTh Xopov KakOv aKodovOjoa. 

Goodwin (Moods and Tenses, § 159) cites this as an 
example of a ‘ gnomic.aorist ’ in the infinitive and so Jebb 
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on Ajax 1082. I think that we should read dxodovbjoev, 
like the future tense peréora: just preceding, and in the 
Ajax mor’ av. In 443 4 dpaoa should probably be dspace. 

ibid. If dvayxafovra is wrong, dvaxadodvta would be a 
plausible substitute. But probably no change is called for. 

ibid. D drt mas piv avayxacbynoerat duoroyeiv ois Aéyomer, 
éacas 5¢ To’s Adyous, eis adtovs adroBAdpas epi av 6 Adyos, 
pain pay x.7.Xr. 

It is strange that editors have acquiesced so long in dain 
after dvayxacOnoerat. The future tense would be enough 
in itself (cf. 478 D above) to show that Plato wrote dain 
<av>: but, as a matter of fact, he is repeating the words 
of 487 © viv yap pain dy Tis . . . Opav K.7.X. 

4914 rode pey ody, oiuat, was Huiv Spuoroynoe, TovavTnv 
yuxny ... dAtyaxis é€v avOpwros hrvecGar Kai d6dlyas, 7) ovK 
ole ; 2 h0dpa ye. Tovtrwov 8) tév ddlywv oKdme @s TodXol 
OAcOpor Kal peyador. 

For the ungrammatical dA/yas. read Sse, comparing 
note on 4258 for the corruption of o to a. déAcyous is 
implied in rovrwv rdv dAtywv following. Cf. Ar. Hth. vii. 
9.1151 b 30 &a 7d rH Erépav ev dAiyous Kat dAtyaKis elvar 
gavepav. Stephanus proposed év éAdyos here; if év is 
necessary, as perhaps it is, we might read kav dAiyos. Kai 
and xav or «kav are several times confused in the Republic. 

492 ¢ % rotav av aire radelav idwwtikny avOeEev (oie) ; 

If av is not a mere dittography, it may not improbably 
be a corruption of 67: see note on 472 p. 

tbid. E OUTE yap yiyverau OuTE yeyovey ovoe ovv py yevnrat 

aXotov nOos mpos dperny Tapa THV TOUT@Y maudetay memrawev- 
pevov; avOpwrretov, @ ETalpe Getov pLeVTOL KaTO THY Tapouniav 

efatpauev Adyov. 

THv TovTwv madecav must be understood to limit the 
statement to present conditions, while otro. and their 
education exist. Otherwise Socrates would be pronouncing 
his own scheme of a better education to produce a better 
character incapable of success. 
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Stallbaum translates mapa by ‘juxta’ (Davies and 
Vaughan ‘in close contact with’), but apa obviously 
would mean not this but ‘ besides,’ or rather ‘in contrariety 
to,’ as in 529 c, etc. The sense ‘because of’ is inadmissible, 
as mapa THY TovTwY maldefav must go with memadevpévor. 
For édAotov suggestions of réAcov and déidAoyov have been 
made. Neither however is sufficient to make good sense 
of the passage. I strongly suspect that Plato wrote oid 
ouv pn yevyrat GAnOwov 700s zpos apeTiv Tapa THY ToOv’TwWY 
maoeiav memaioevevov. For dAnOuwov, which occurs often in 
this part of the Hepwblic, eg. 4990, cf. Critias 1218 
dAnOwov mpds evdaoviav Biov: Meno 1004 dAnbes mpaypa 
mpos apernv: Phaedo 694 6p6% mpos dperny: and for the 
general sense Laws 6964 od yap pymrotre yévntat Tats Kat 
av7np Kal yépwv éx TavtTys THs Tpopys diadepwv mpos apernyv. 

493 D dre pev yap... 7 Atouydeca Aeyoméevn avdyKy Torey 
atT@ Tadra & ay ovToL éraivaou, 

There is nothing to explain 67. Unless something has 
been accidentally omitted, we might read gor peév yap, for 
éori and or are sometimes confused. 

494 D dp’ ebzrerés ole elvan cicaxotoa 614 ToTOUTWY KaKOY ; 
TloAAod ye det, % 8 Os. "Edy 8’ ovv, Hv 8’ eyo, dua TO ed wedv- 
Kévat Kal TO Evyyevés TOV Adywv els aicbdvyTal (cicarcPavyTat 
F) ré wy kat kdprryrat k.7.X. 

eis can hardly be right. Madvig ciow. Is it too rash to 
suggest cicaxovwv Or eicaxovcas! tis again would be 
more natural than eis, and these two words are sometimes 
confused. 

ibid. E ob wav pev épyov, wav 8 émos NéyovTds Te Kat 
TpaTToVTas. | 

There is no possible construction for the participles. 
Insert duareActv before or after A€yovrds te Kai tpdtrovTas. 

495 p Perhaps we should insert ciciy after dices (i.e, 
moAdXot eiaiv there are many), where from similarity of 
letters it would easily be lost. 

a ¢e \ , 

496 D olov év years Kovioptod Kal faAns vrd mvEevpaTos 
pepomevorv b70 Tetxiov arooTds. 
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Read év xewdve kat Kovioptod Lédy or Lady Kovoprov. LT 
doubt whether yewuov covioprod is Greek, for dopds év xexmave 
(Soph. Ant. 670) is both poetical and different, and so too 
Callim. Ep. 47 yewavas peydrdov eéepvyev davéwv. The 
writers of the imitative passages given in Stallbaum’s 
note evidently found the genitive governed by féAy in 
their texts. 

4984 viv péev, iv 8 éyd, of xal daropevar (pirocodias) 
petpaxia Ovra apt ex Taidwy TO weTagd oixovoyias Kal xpnuati- 
opod TAnCidoarTes aITOD TO xaAeTwTaTw aradhdTTOVTAL. 

This can hardly mean ‘in the intervals of business,’ 
because that sense is certainly inappropriate here. eragv 
is however sometimes used in a peculiar way. Instead of 
a thing being between A and B, it is sometimes said to be 
between B, so that peraéd practically means ‘on this side 
of,’ ‘short of,’ ‘before reaching.’ See Shilleto’s note on 
Dem. F.L. 181, where several illustrative passages are 
quoted. So too with év pécw. Plato therefore seems to 
mean that youths just dabble in philosophy after emerging 
from boyhood and before they begin to manage property or 
conduct business, when in Malvolio’s phrase ‘it is with 
them in standing water between boy and man,’ 

tbid. B mpoiovons S€ TAS HAtkias, ev HH Wvx7) TeACLotcHae 
Opera. 

év 7 is probably a blunder for év @, corresponding to 
the év & BrAaorave te kal dvdpodrar (ra THuata, just preced- 
ing. “H #Acxéa is here ‘their years,’ not any particular time 
of life. In 4864 7 and @ are variants. 

_ 501A ard’ ody oto oti tovtTw av edOis Trav GdAwv Sievey- 
Kolev, TO pyre iduitov pyre ToAEws eHeAHoaL dv dWacGar pyde 
ypadew vowous piv 7 tapadaBety Kabapay (rivaxa) 7 avrot 
TOUT AL. 

Baiter pnd eyypddew vopovs after Cobet. It would 
perhaps be better to omit pydé . . . vopovs altogether, or at 
any rate vouovs, for the words involve a most awkward and 
inartistic confusion of the figure (painting) with the thing 
figured (legislation). “Eyypdadew, as far as I can see, only 
makes the matter worse by actually supposing laws to be 
put into the picture. 
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wbid. © éws dtu pariora avOpwHrea HOn cis doov évdéxerat 
GeogiAy Tomjoerav. 

Instead of OeodiAj we certainly expect some word 
meaning ‘of divine kind’ parallel to dv6purea and like 
Geoedys, OeoeixeXos above. dvOpwHrea 7On may themselves be 
GeodiAn and therefore there is no antithesis in the word. 
Badham conjectured Oeverdy here. I would suggest Oeodv7. 
The word is apparently not found, but dév6pwroduys occurs. 
Cf. d6uoduys in 439 E. 

ibid. E éru ovv adyptavotor...; "Iows, Eby, Hrrov. BovrA« 
oy, hv 0 éya, pi WTTOv hopev adtods GAAG TavtTaTact TpaovS 
yeyovival...; 

I formerly proposed éypiovs for airovs, but I think now 
that a slighter change will restore the proper form of the 
sentence. Read pnd’ Frrov. 

5028 After the clear distinction just drawn between 
yevéobar and owOjvac the words cfs ixavds yevouevos seem 
hardly enough. I suggested formerly yevépevds <te Kat ods 
yevouevos>. That or something like it, e.g. Adam’s repryevd- 
pevos (which he does not recommend), seems almost — 
necessary. 

ibid. CD Xexréov tiva tpdrov Hyty Kal éx tivwv pabynudtov Te 
Kal ériTnoevpatwv ol owrnpes evéerovTat THS ToALTELas. 

Read éyyevyocovrac or simply yevyoovra for évécovrat. 
The question is not how they will live, but how they are 
to be obtained. In 521c we have the parallel question, 
tiva tTpdomov of ToLodTa éyyevnoovra. Cf. 5528, 557 ¢, ete. 
In Thue. 7. 21. 4 Vat. has zepryevnoopevovs against the 
meprecomevous Of other MSS. 

503 B oxvos yap, édnv, & dire, eyo, elweiv ta viv GrroreroA- 
pyeva. 

The verb can hardly be omitted, when the time is past. 

Read édyv, <nv> or <hv>, édyv. 

a / ¢ \ / 

504 EB 6 peévroe péyiotov pana Kal mepi O TL avTO A€yets, 
a "a 3 / 

ole. Tw’ av oe, Eby, adelvar pr) Epwrycavta ti €otiv; Ov ravu, 
> 8’ oA > ‘ \ \ > , 4 eA > 5X / nv 0 éyw, GAAG Kal ov EpwTa. TavTwWsS aU’TO OK OALYyaKLS 
&KYKOGS. 
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wept 6 Te avTo A€yers cannot be harmonized either with 
the 6 preceding or with the ri éoriv which follows. I 
conjecture that oravro is a corruption of toatra: ‘ which 
you speak of as the greatest and as concerned with the 
greatest questions.’ For rovwitra = péyiora after péyorrov 
paOnua see the instances cited by Riddell in Platonic 
Idioms § 54 b, e.g. Phaedo 80c éav pev tis xaptevrws Exwv 
TO oGpa TeAevTHOH Kat év Torat’Tn wpa ‘where rowaity simply 
means yxapieooy’, or ep. 4248. Tay peyiorwy occurs in our 
passage two lines above, and cf. 377 E 7d péyvorov Kal zepl 
tav peyiotwv. For the corruption cf. 516 £, where A has 
6tt ovtos wrongly for 6 rovtros, and the note below on 
592 B. 

I conjecture further that for cai od épwra we should read 
Kal ov épwras; Socrates feels or affects surprise that the 
question should come from Adeimantus, who has often 
heard about the péyworov pabnpa. 

507 D évovans mov év dupaciw dWews Kal émixelpovvTos TOU 
éxovtos xpnoGat airy, wapovons S€ xpoas év aitois, éav m7 
Tapayevntat yevos tpitov idia éx’ aitd TovTo medukds, oicba 
OTL 7 TE Os OVdeY OWETAL TA TE XpwUaTa ExTaL ddpara. 

Commentators have been considerably puzzled by év 
avtots, but it ought to be abundantly clear that it cannot 
refer to the eyes. It can only refer to the devrepov yévos, 
external objects. Read év ad rots <éparois> or <aia6yrois>. 
The omission is due to homoeoteleuton. For the running 
of av trois into airois cf. 550 a, where Paris A has airovs for 
av tovs, Politicus 287 pv, etc. The confusion is indeed 
very frequent. For the position of av after the preposition 
compare 371 D rots dé avtit at dpyvpiov duadAdtrew: 577 B 
Kat év av Tots Snmociors Kivdvvots, etc. 

509 p In support of dvica tujnpara it may be added that 
TeTpnpEevnv av’ ica Tuypata involves a doubtful use of ava, 
whereas the simple accusative after réuvw is idiomatic. 

510 B 70 8 av Erepov 76 én’ apynv x.t.A. The second 7, 
sometimes bracketed, may stand for 7. The two words 
get interchanged sometimes. For the article and tis 
together cf. Phileb. 13 c ras pev eivai twas ayabds, Tas S¢ 

K 
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Tivas €tTépas aitav Kaxds: Soph. O.C. 288 dérav 8 6 
4, “ 7 \ 3 , a 

KUplos apy TIS and O.T7'.. 107 rots atroévtas ... TLLWPELV 

TLWVas. 

> ¢ \ / 3 a a ¢ ‘ lal / 511A cixoor 52 ypwpéevyv adtots tots trod Tov Kato 
val ld ‘ ta / 

dreikacGetot Kai éxetvois Tpos Exeiva Ws evapyeat SedogacpEvols 
‘\ / 

TE KOL TETLLNMLEVOLS. 

There is so much difficulty in éxefvors that I venture to 
suggest the possibility of its having accidentally changed 
places with airois. 

515 B ei ovy diadéyeoOar otoir elev rpds GAAHAOVS, OdK aiTa 
Hye av Ta wapiovta avrovs vouilew [dvoudlew| arep Spader ; 

So Baiter, adopting Madvig’s ov« aira and Ast’s rapiovra 
for the oi taira and zapdvra of MSS., and bracketing 
évopatew with Cobet. Perhaps it would be better to read 

/ ‘ 3 / > A , c 4 vopilew <xai> dvopdalev. Cf. 443 £ ev raou tovros Hyov- 
pevov Kal dvopatovta dikaiav pev Kat KadAnv mpasw 7 Gv k.T.A. 
The use of azep seems to me much in favour of raira, to 
which it is so often correlative. 

ibid. D «i tis aiT@ €you Gti TOTE pev Epa Avapias, viv dé 
padrov ti eyyvtépw Tov ovTos Kal mpos paAXov ovTa TeTpap- 
pevos OpOdtepa BA€ror, Kai 8) Kal exaoTrov TOV TapLovTwV 
deixvds adTO dvaykdlor épwrav aroxpiver Oat 6 Tu Eotwv. 

Read éyyvtépw <dv>, a8 in 330 E dorep Hon éyyuvtépw dv 
tov éxel padAov Te kabopa aitd. Baiter prints BrAérou, but 
Brére is almost certainly right. Schneider, when he 
defends Brera by the drofdévo. in Phaedo 578, fails to 
notice that the optative there refers to past time. The 
right mood here is preserved in 6 tt éotvw. 

516 pD For érwidv av rerovOévar read détiotv 5) memovbévat, 
unless something like défac6a: (as in the rejoinder) should 
be added. It depends on BovAcoPa and is not the same as 
the av wezovOévar preceding. 

517c Read <#> airi xvpia. 

518 8 The other excellences of the soul are adventitious : 
H O€ TOD hpovncat mavTds padAov OetoTépov Twos ws EoLKE 
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Tuyxaver ovoa, 0 THy pev Svvaywv ovdérore arddAvoW, bd Se 
TS Teplaywyhs xpyoywov Kal dPeAysov Kal Gxpyotov av Kat 
BraBepov yiyverat. 

In a clause containing a comparative adjective or 
adverb (here @evorépov) wavrds paddov can hardly have a 
place. (In 5954 it goes with ot zapadexréa, while 
évapyeatepov belongs to ¢aivera.) Its proper use is 
illustrated by such passages as 520 E zavrés pry paddov 
@s én’ dvaykatov aitav éxactos «lot TO dpxew, or 595 A, 
where it occurs twice. Itself a comparative expression, 
it cannot be combined with another comparative without 
great awkwardness. In 595.4 the words are much more 
distinct. Madvig, raising other objections, proposed 
mAdopatos Or tddopatos waAXov Georépov. I would rather 
suggest that ravrds is a corruption of dpyavov (TTANTos of 

opf ANov). Not many lines above (518 c) we have ryv 
évodoay éxdorov Sivayw év TH Wyn Kal TO Opyavov @ KaTa- 
pavOdver exaotos ... mepiaxtéov elvac: cf. the repiaywyy 
here. So (527 D) in the mathematical sciences éxaorov 
opyavov te Wuxns éexxaGaipetai Te Kat dvalwmrupeirat ... KpetTTov 
dv cwbjvar prpinv oppatwv. Cf. further 508 B ray wept ras 
aicOyoes dpyaveov: 582 D ddAdA pH Kal dv od ye Set dpydiou 
kpiveoOat, od Tod dPiAoKepOods TodTo dpyavov ovdé TOD diAoTiwou 
GANA Tod Piogddov: Theaet. 184 pD and following pages : 

_ Phaedrus 2508. I read therefore 7 8? rod dpuvicat épydvou 
paGAXov Oeor€pov x.t.A.. For wadAov added to a comparative 
see Ast’s Lexicon or Riddell’s Digest § 166 c. 

520 D ryv 8 évavtious dpxovtas oxotcav (rdw) évavriws. 

Probably éxoveay, altered under the influence of o pre- 
ceding. 

522 A povorky donv TO mpdtepov SupdAGopev. 

povoixns? Cf. 5954 76 pydayy rapadexerOar airis don 
PuanTuKn. 

524 C péya piv kal dys Kal opixpov éwpa. 

Should we not transpose and read péya piv xal OLLKpOoV 
Kal ois édpa 

zk 2 
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527pDe£ As to the latter part of the argument Adam 
remarks that ‘the logical sequence is somewhat difficult.’ 
As the text stands, it seems to be not merely difficult, but 
desperate. Everything however will come right, if we 
may assume that two sentences have got transposed. 
adAAnv yap... apedAiav should follow immediately upon ois 
pev ovv... ddges A€yev and precede daa dé... ovder. 
The meaning of dAdAyv then becomes clear. Certainly 
dders A€yeev must be connected with px Soxys x.7.X., 2.€. 
with the requirement of astronomy, not with the very 
beginning of D, in which this requirement is rested upon 
wrong grounds. The grounds would not be known and 
ddgers N€yerv cannot properly apply to them. 

528 C ere Kal viv iwd tov TodAGV atwalopeva Kal Ko- 
Aovdpeva, tro S& tav LyrovvTwv Adyov ovK éxdvTwv Ka’ StL 
XpHyoWwa, Ouws.. . adsaverau. 

It is impossible for iad d¢ trav Lyrovvrwv to depend on 
the participles as the words stand, and they have therefore 
been altered in various ways, fur which see Adam’s 
appendix. I may suggest that xat xoXAovdueva should 
perhaps be placed after ypyowa or after fyrovvruv. i 

The stress laid in the context on the action of a 7dXus in 
the matter suggests rév wodewv for trav zoddGv, but of 
course tév roAAGv may be right. 

ibid. & Should not trapxovens be tirapéovons? It refers 
to the future. Cf. 541 4 below. 

529 c Kav é€ trrias véwy ev yp 7) ev Oaddrrn pavOavy. 

Most MSS. seem to have véwy (with vaiwy and vedv as 
variants), but A and one or two others have pév, while 
pyv and py are also found (Schneider). Pollux vii. 138 
has vety 8 é& trrias pabnpa KoAvpPyrav cipnkev ’Apirtodavys 
kat IlAdrwv, which seems at first sight to show that he 
found véwy in his text, but perhaps this is not certain. 
éé imtrias and év @addrrn would justify his citation. 
Madvig proposes to read 7 (kav é€ imrias ) ev yn) and 
Baiter follows him. The conflicting readings of the MSS. 
might be to some extent reconciled, if we were to read é€ 
imrias Pewpevos, a word which would be very much to the 
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purpose here, as the long sentence began with kwédvvevers 
yap el tis ev dpody rokiApata Oedmevos x.7.r. and é€ trrias is 
certainly the better for going with a participle. I have 
also thought of xecuwevos, and Ficinis actually has zacens.1 
In D. Hal. A.R. 9.3.1 pevor is all that remains in one MS. 
of xexapirpevov, and so péev may be the remains of a 
participle here. 

ibid. (det) tatra pev Ta €v TO OVpav@ Toikidparta, éreirep ev 
6paT@ weroikiAtat, KdAota pev yyetoOat Kai adxpiBécrata TOV 

, »” ~ \ 3 “ me SO a a \ xn / ‘ TowovtTwv éxev, Tov 5é dAnOwav Todd evdeiv, Gs TO dv TaXOS Kal 
» ovca Bpadutys év TO GANOwa apiOpad Kai waco Tots adAnOeor 
oxjpac. popas Te mpos GAAyAa éperat Kal TA evovTa héeperr a 

X , 4. A 8 , x 4 » 8’ » 57) Adyw pev Kai dvavoia Anwra, ower 8 ov. 

With trav adnOwov we must of course understand zrockA- 
patwv. These zoxiApara are contrasted with the visible 
mouiApata of the sky, and to the former @ 8) Adyw x.7.A. 
refers. There is however no construction left in the 
sentence for ds... ghopds... déperar x.t.A. Moreover, as 
Ast pointed out, it is strange to speak of swiftness and 
slowness as themselves moving or being carried along 
(péperar) and still more so to speak of them as carrying 
their contents (ra évévra) with them. What contents has 
swiftness? The subject of the verbs déperar and ¢dépe, as 
of Anmra (éorw), should be ra GAnOwa zoxidpata. To 
obtain this sense Ast proposed to read éy 76 dv tayxos Kal 7 
ovoa Bpadutys, Kat év TO GAnOwe apd ... Peperau kal... 
dépet, thus changing ds to wy and inserting xai before év ra, 
‘of which absolute swiftness and slowness are thé properties, 
and which move etc.’ I believe this to be in essence right, 
and have only to suggest that instead of év we might read 
ois, which is nearer to the ds of the MSS. (cf. 4254, 
where I have suggested ois zpérei for ds rpérer, and 491 a 
where éAéyors is necessary for 6A¢yas), and perhaps & re 7a, 
not kal év Td.) 

1 Mr. Marindin, pointing out that Pollux may also be thinking 
of Phaedrus 2644 e& tmrias avdwardw Sdiavely éemixeiper Toy Adyor, 
suggested to me that Plato wrote here Kap éfumriacuévos év yh, and 
perhaps his suggestion is better than my own. Cf. Lucian’s use of 
etuTrTia wy. 
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ibid. B Hyjoato yap av... kéddora pev éyew drepyacia, 
yeXotov pyv émurxoretv Tadta orovey K.T.A. 

It looks as though an ¢fva. were omitted before or after 
ETLOKOTELV. 

530 B ov drorov Hyjoetat Tov vomilovta yiyverbat Te TadTa 
del @oavtws Kai ovdayn ovdev wapadAdrrev, coud Te éxovTa 
kal dpdpeva, kal Cyteiv mwavtt tporw thy adyOeav aitov 
AaBetr ;sx 

For {yreiv, which can hardly be right, Madvig suggests 
tntnoe (which seems to me to give a wrong sense, for 
airav must refer to ratra) or fyrety deiv (which gives an 
awkward number of infinitives). Read rather fyrotvra. 
Cf. note on 383 a. | 

532 E airys for ad before d80¢? A common confusion. 

533 0 ovxodv, Hv 8 eye, % dSiadextixy péGodos povy TavTy 
mopevetar Tas brobeces avaipotoa er aityv tHv apxnv iva 
BeBawsonrat, Kai K.7.r. 

For dvaipotoa read dvayovoa, which had occurred to me 
before I found that Canter proposed it long ago, and that 
it has some authority from Stobaeus. “Avaipodoa could 
only mean ‘doing away with,’ and ‘doing away with 
(provisionally) in order to establish (again ultimately),’ is 
a very unlikely meaning. ‘Avaipovoa of course suggests 
itself, but dvaépew is unknown to Plato and extremely rare. 
Read therefore ras troféces dvdéyoura éx’ aitny thy apxyv. 
We have avayew again a couple of lines further on (Axe 
kal dvaye. avw), and for its use in connexion with dpyz cf. 
Laws 626D rov Adyov éx’ apxynv 6p6Gs avayaywv and many 
uses of the word in Aristotle. Not quite the same, but 
similar, seems its sense above in 529 A as pév viv airny pera- 
xetpiLovrar ot eis pidocodiav avdyovres, where it certainly 
does not mean ‘those who embark upon philosophy,’ but 
makes an antithesis with the xdrw BAérew following. 

ibid.& An ordinary éioryjyn (says Socrates) may 
perhaps be better called dudvoiw. “Ears 8’, ds not doxet, od 
rept dvopatos dudiaBytynots, ols TocovTwv Tépt oKeis dow 
Hpiv mpdxerar. Od yap ovv, épy* GAX’ 6 dv povov Sydot mpos 
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tiv ew cadyveia Eyer ev Wyn. (A has Ayes written 
above Aé€yeu as an old correction.) ‘Apéoxer yodv, qv 8 
eyo, k.T.X. 

Baiter after Madvig writes A€y’, «i év Wyn and translates 
sed quod modo declaret ad rem tenendam perspicuitate, 
dic, st intra animum tibt versatur. See his Adnotatio 
Critica for some other suggested readings, only one of 
which I will quote here, because it is the only one which 
gives anything like a satisfactory sense. Bywater proposes 
GAN’ 6 av povov Snot THY cfu, mOs Exe cadynveias a A€yers ev 
Wwux7, in which ry eéw and a Aéyes do not seem to go very 
well together. I should rather sugg gest 0 dv povov Snrot 
TOs aityv éxew oadyveias A€yees ev Wry7, ‘whatever will 
just show what degree of clearness in the mind you think 
it (the émoryjpy or didvora, already referred to in the text 
three lines above as airjy) possesses.’ I also concur in the 
view that apéoxe. should probably be dpxéces and be read 
twice over, for I cannot see how properly to construct 6 dv 
k.7.A. With od epi dvdpuatos audicBytnots. The passage 
will then run thus: dA’ 6 ay povov dyAot ras aityy exew 
sapynveias Néeyes ev Wry7 dpKécet. ‘Apkécet (or perhaps we 
might here keep "Apéoxet) your, qv 8 eyo, x.7.4.__ A possible 
alternative for ws airiy éxew 18 ras Eexew Tv ew, thus 
keeping the ryv e&w of the MSS. For the question with 
Aéyets, as I suppose it to be put, cf. 562 B”Ap’ ody kal, d 
Sypoxpatia Spilerar adyadv, 4 TovTov amAnotia Kai tTavTnv 
katadver; Aéyeis 8 abriv ri dpilerOar ; Tv eAevbepiav, eizov. 

535 A Ta pev GAAa Toiver, Hv 8 eyed, éxeivas Tas Hicets olov 
detv éxAexTéas civar. 

It is surprising that deity has been so long allowed to 
stand side by side with ékAexréas «iva. Unless it is a 
corruption of something else, e.g. dei or dy, it must be 
removed altogether. 

536 A Kal tpos cwdhpocivynv <ovv>, nv 8 éyw x.7.A. 1 

538 A ei tis Tpageiyn K.7.r., TOUTOV Exes pavTevoacbal, WHS 
av dvarebed ty EKELVW TE TO YO ) OUK HO , i TH de M+» &v eK “ ® xpovw, © otk WOEL TA TEpL TIS 
broBoAjs, kat év @ ad yodet ; 
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Can the pluperfect indicative de stand in such a 
sentence? I think it should be cide’y, and we have that 
form in the parallel clause of the sentence following, év 
® xpovw 70 GAnbes pi) eidein. Cf. note on 515d. 

541A G& kai of yoveis Exovot. 

The verb here, like the participle in 528 £ above, refers 
to the future. It should therefore be é£ovot. 

543 B ovdev ovdéva wopucba Setv KextnoOar dv viv ot ddAXor. 

With of dAdo cf. 419A ofov arAow (oi aAXou conj.) 
aypovs Te KexTynpevor x.T.A. and 420 A ovdé pucOdv zpds 
Tots ottiois AapBavovres wowep of aAXro. In all three 
passages the meaning is (I think) the same: not other men 
in general, nor other men in the Platonic state, but others 
like themselves, that is rulers and guardians in their 
respective communities. tov ddAdwv in C here is different. 

544 0 devrépa <> Kai devrépws éeratvovpevn 4 

All parallel words in the passage have an article. 
Hermann substituted 7 for kai. 

546 A od povov gutots éyyelors GAAG Kai ev emryeious Lwors 
dopa kat ddopia Wuxns TE Kal TwuaTwv ylyvovTal,...* ‘yévous 
dé tperepov evyovias Te Kal adopias, Kaimep ovtes codoi, ods 
Hyepovas moAews éraidevoacbe ovdév padAov oywrpa per’ 
aicOynoews tevgovtat, addAABQ mdpecw aitors Kal yevyyjcovct 
qatods ToTE ov Séov. 

In spite of the dopa kal addopia preceding I am inclined 
to think that we should read eidopias for ddopias, the 
occurrence of ddopia before accounting for the error. 
revéovrat naturally, though perhaps not necessarily, refers 
to the right time only, and wapeow can only have the 
right time, not the wrong, for its subject. So in Arist. 
Eth. Nicom. vi. 10. 1142 b 34 eicvvecia seems right for 

‘ aovvecia. Indeed the confusion of a and ev is a recognised 
cause of error in MSS., ¢.g. edraidevoiav and dazadevoiay in 
5608. For re xaé coupling synonyms cf. 571 c AeAvpévov 
re Kal danddAaypevov: 575B év eipyvyn te Kal jovyia: ete. 
Perhaps év should be added before durots or omitted before 
émuyeiots. 
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ibid. C dpiO pds yewperpixds ToLovTOV KUpLos. 

Would not rocovrov be more appropriate ? 

547 B It is odd that Plato should use the historical 
tenses cidxérny, iyyérnv, GpoAsynoay among so many futures 
preceding and following. No doubt the reason is that for 
a moment his thoughts revert to the Homeric prayer 
which they put up to the Muses (545 p £) to tell them 
éazws 5) mpotov otdois eerece. But there is some 
awkwardness in it. 

ibid. E ro 8€ ye hoBeicbau Tovs coors eri Tas dpxas aye, 
Gre ovKért KextTynuevn amAods TE Kal GTEVEls TOUS ToOLOVTOUS 
dvépas GANG puxrovs, éxt SE Ovpoedeis Te Kal drAovoTéepovs 
GzroxAivew, Tovs mpos moAcnov padXAov imehuKdtas 7 ™pds 
eipnvynv, K.T.A. 

dwhovaotépovs is manifestly wrong, and no doubt due to 
dm\ots preceding, but none of the suggested words is 
satisfactory. Stallbaum’s roAAamzAovetépous, though prima 
facie plausible from its antithesis to the dzAots preceding, 
is not really suitable. Madvig’s dvovarépovs does not strike 
me as good. I had at first thought of dypiwrépovs, as 
dypios is a word which Plato uses in this connexion 
(cf. 410p: 411 £: 4868) and we have tipavres dypiws id 
okOTov xpuaoy Te Kal dpyvpov a few lines below. I believe 
however that Plato really wrote dyovoorépovs. In 548E 
the individual character corresponding to the timocratic 
state is called izoapovodrepov. Cf. Adyou povotky Kexpapyévov 
in 5498 and tis aAnOwys Motons (or povoujs) in 548 B. 
Add 546 D dpovodtepor yevnoovrat ipiv ot véow: 411 D puco-, 
Aoyos .. - Kal GpLoveos. 

ebid. 76, not 7a, dé ye? The case should be the same as 
that of ra toAAd. 76 has been repeated here from p. 

548 p Read probably was re yeyvopevos for was Te 
yevopevos. 

549 © drav mpGrov pev THS pyTpos aKko’y axOopuerns, ott od 
TOV dpxovTwv aith 6 avnp éott, Kal éAarroupevys da Tatra ev 
tats GAAas yuvaskiv, ererta Spwons py opddpa epi xpyuata 
orovodfovta pnde paydmevov Kal Aodopovpevoy idia te év 
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duxacrnpios Kal Sypocia, dAAQ pabiuws wavtTa Ta ToLvadTa 
dépovta, Kal €avT@ pev Tov votv mpocéxovTa dei aicbavyrat, 
éauTnv d€ unTe wavy TinovTa pote atimdcovra, e€ amavrwv 
tovtwv axOoperns Te kal Neyovons ws K.T.d. 

One is unwilling to believe that such a sentence pro- 
ceeded from the careful pen of Plato. Aioc@dvyrar ought in 
grammar to be aicOavopévns. But I feel little doubt that 
we should read xav, or kai éav, éavto@, either being an easy 
change. Cf. =n, Observe that the construction is not 
dxovn ... éav: but first dr .., then édAarrovmévns and 
épwons, and lastly av or édv... are attached to d,Oouévys 
(presently repeated with é€ dravrwv tovrwv) to give the 
reasons for her annoyance. I think however that xa/ 
before éAarrovpéevys should be as (cf. Index), for this 
explains how she is affected by her husband’s not being a 
public man. — 

550 E ovx ovrw movrov aper SueornKer, womep ev TAGOTLYYL 
Luyod Keypevov Exatépov, del TovvavTiov PEToVTE ; 

Madvig reiuevov éxarepov. Read rather xeevw éxarépw 
(547 B ciAKerny éxarepw), constructed as though the words 
before were zAotros Kai dpety Sueataor OY SvertHKaTOV. 

5510 wovnpav, 7 8 os, THY vavtiAlay aitods vavTidreo Oar. 

For 7 & os Ast suggests eixds, which I had thought of 
independently. It might be either substituted or added. 
arovnpav avayKn, % 8 ds is also possible. 

ibid. D éAAA pHv obdé rode KadrOV, Td advVaTOUS elvar tows 
To\emov Twa Todepetv. tows (given by A and some other 
MSS., but not found in all) is feeble. Baiter after 
Badham oés: but we need an adverb. A very suitable 
word would be io(yvp)as. Cf. Thuc. i. 69, 6 ioyupas 
éyxeicovrat, and payn icxvpa ibid. 7. 72.1: Herod. 5,119.1: 
9. 62: Thue. i. 49. 2 fv % vavpaxia kaprepad. Plutarch has 
once or twice the opposite expression dpyds dpvverGau. 
ixavas is also likely enough: in Huthyphro 14 © tows is 
given for ixavés by T, and so by Theo in Epinomis 977 &. 

a > , 4 Ui eos , 552 E ovs éripedeta Bia Katexovow al apxat. 

Cf. 359 c vouw Sé Bia mapdyerau. 
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554 B ed, Hv 0 éyd Tdd€ b€ oKdre. 

ev is not at all appropriate ; also we should expect ed ye. 
Read ciev, which is quite in place and often followed by ée. 
qv may be responsible for the loss of ev. 

ibid. E épovontixns S€ Kal Hppoopevys THs Wyns adAnOHs 
apety K.T.A. 

7ns is hardly possible with the adjective preceding (the 
participle of course would not matter). Should it not be 
omitted ¢ 

556 otrw 5) wapeoxevacpévor oTav tapaBarddAwow adAA7- 
Aows ol TE GpxovTes Kal of apyopevor H ev GOV Topeiats H ev 
GdXats Tist Kowwvias, 7) Kata Oewpias 7) KaTa oTpateias, 7 
EvprAor yryvopevor } Evotpati@rat, 7) Kat év avdrots Tots Kwvdvvots 
dAAHAOvs Oewpevor pndayn Katadpovavra ot wéevyntes br TOV 
arovoiwv, k.T.r. 

We notice two curious things in this passage. There is 
the anacoluthon by which dAAnAovs Oedpevor, referring to 
both parties, is immediately followed by a verb which has 
only one of them for its subject, and there is the very 
faulty balance of meaning in the clauses ‘ when they meet 
one another on various occasions or in actual battle the 
poor are not condemned by the rich, then—.’ We should 
expect 7 Oewpuevor like the other participles to go with 
trapaBdAdwow, and pndauyn Kkatadpovavrar to be attached in 
some other way. Both difficulties may be removed at a 
stroke by adding (say) kai before puydauy, ‘when they see 
one another this way or that way or in actual battle, and 
when the poor etc., then —.’ 

A long time ago I suggested the change of Oedpevor to 
Gewpnevwv, which might have been accommodated to the 
other participles ; but, while removing the first difficulty, 
this would leave the second. The words may possibly be 
right as they stand, but their extreme awkwardness, more 

than their want of regular construction, is much against 
them. 

557 © xwduvever xahAloryn attn Tov ToALTELdv clvaL doTEP 
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e , / a »” , 9 \ y iuatiov wouxiAov maciw avOeo. meroiKiApévov, OUTW Kal avTyH 
A »” U vn f macw nOeor weroukiApevyn KadXiorn av daivorro. 

‘ zouxiiov = many-colowred is cancelled by Herwerden 
and J. J. Hartman.’ Adam defends it as ‘thoroughly 
harmonizing with Plato’s characteristic fullness of style’ 
and as found in every MS. Is it not a corruption of zov 
kadkovt domep imatidv mov Kaddv .., OUTW Kal alTn... 
KaAXiorn av paivotro. 

ibid. EB 7o S& pndeuiav avayknv elvar dpyew.., pnd av Fs 
ikavos apxew, pnd ad apyerbar.., pnde wodreuciv .., pnd 
eipnvnv ayev.., pnd av, éav Tis apxev vomos oe Siakwrvy 7 
duxalew, pndev Hrrov Kal apxew Kat dude, éav ait@ wor ein, 
Gp’ ov Georecia.. . ) TovavTyn diaywyy ; 

It is plain that the latter part of this from pd ad éav 
onwards is really made unmeaning by dependence upon 
pndepiav avayknv. What we want negatived is not 
compulsion to rule, but exclusion. It seems impossible to 
supply this idea as the sentence stands, and therefore I 
cannot but think something lost, probably between ait and 
éav. If we were to insert there something like dévvayiay, 
parallel and antithetic to dvdyxnv, we should get a clear 
sense. It may be noticed that aid and éav have some 
considerable resemblance in letters to ddvvapiav, and it is 
used in 359 B and 5328, but I do not wish to insist on the 
particular word. 

558 A ri L 8€ ; n ™pgorns éviov Tov Oikacbévtwr od Kouwy ; 7) 
ovrw €ldes év TowaUTy moNdureia dvOparev katana bevrwv 
Oavarov 7 pvyns obdev Hrrov aitav pevovtwv TE Kal avactpEepo- 
peéevov ev péow, Kal ds ovTe dpovtiLovros ovTe SpOvTos ovdevds 
TEpWooTEL WOTEP Npws ; Kal TOAAOIS y’, Edy. 

(1) It is inconceivable that Plato can here be attributing 
mpadtns to the men condemned: it must certainly be 7 
eiwOvia tod Syuov mpadrys ([Ar.] AO. TloA. 22. 4 with many 
passages of Demosthenes, e.g. 19. 104: cf. Huthyd. 303 p, 
Menex. 244), which suits here admirably and is confirmed, 
if confirmation were needed, by ovyyvwun airs (2.€. THs 
modurecas) immediately following. How then are we to 
take éviwy trav duacGét»v? It is improbable that the 
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genitive means ‘ towards some condemned men,’ and there- 
fore we seem obliged either to read dixacdvtwv (as by a 
rather smaller correction dzoAécac has long been read for 
dmo\éoOor in Lysias 19: 54) or to add (say) wepi to govern 
the genitive case. It is not certain that a personal passive 
of diuxdfw is legitimate, but Lysias 21. 18 o%d’ aicypas Sixas 
dedixacpar certainly looks like it. The passive of a judg- 
ment given occurs in 614 c and p. 

(2) There is a similar question about xatrayygicbervtov, 
whether the participle can be a personal passive. No 
precise parallel is cited, but Eur. Heracl. 141 éwndiopévovs 
Gaveiy supports it. Cf. of xarnyopovmevor Andoc. 1. 7. The 
genitives Gavdrov 7) dvyqs would be a further difficulty, and 
Adam suggests accusatives. An alternative would be to 
take Oavarov 7 duyys as the subjects of xarawndicbevtov, a 
plural verb being sometimes used of two or more singular 
subjects with the disjunctive 7 or ovd¢ between them. Of 
this there are many instances (e.g. Laws 796 a and 838 a), 
but I know only one, and that in the dubious decree 
Dem. 18. 74, where the plural verb precedes its subjects. 
This may however be an accident. Madvig read xara- 
Wndicbevros, and it is possible that the termination was 
assimilated by mistake to that of dv@pérwv. But I think 
it means condemned to death, the genitive being like that 
in kpivew or diudKew Oavarov. 

(3) There remains the great difficulty of the sentence as 
a whole. It can perhaps just be understood: ‘have you 
never seen (7.¢e. the case), when men have been sentenced 
to death and exile, when they remain in the city and show 
themselves, and a man goes about as though no one minded 
or saw him?’ On this view «des would be constructed 
loosely with the genitive absolute atrav pevdvrwy much as 
péuvnpat, oda, axovw (dp@%) are sometimes followed not 
by a case but by a clause with dre (‘I remember when he 
said so and so’). But this is unlikely in itself, especially 
after another genitive absolute, and the addition here of 
an independent clause with xaf makes the whole sentence 
very unusually irregular, The cai is bracketed by Weil and 
Burnet, so that ds becomes (I suppose) how, i.e. have you 
never seen im these cases how? This gets rid of the 
difficulty of atrav pevdvrwy and its relation to «ides, but 
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can hardly be right. It is true that nobody minds ; it is 
not true that nobody sees, and therefore we want os with 
dpdvros obdevds to mean as though or asswming that nobody 
sees, unless épavros oddevds is to be taken as a rhetorical 
expression. If the sentence as a whole is wrong, which 
seems most likely, some words may have been lost after év 
péow, @.g. ‘have you never seen, when all this happens, 
how nobody troubles about acting on the judgment and the 
man goes about unconcerned?’ In any case there is no 
difficulty about the change of number from airév to 
mepwoortel worep Hpws, for the variation is common enough, 
€.g. Tots Tupavvots and éxeivov in 578 D. 

559 B 7, pev ye Tov Tov aiTov (emBupia) Kat auotepa 
dvayKaia, n TE OhAyos TE Tadoa LdvTa Suvary (codex 
Mon. ph ratoa lovta dvvaryn, q and Flor. U zatoa py 
duvaryn (Adam), Hermann zatcau ov duvary). 

Adam thinks py impossible here, but it may be defended 
on whatever principle we defend Laws 733 8B révra éoti 

. SlaepovTa Te Kal pydev diadepovra, Thuc. 1. 118. 2 of 
Aakedaipdviot . . . OvTES ev Kal TPO TOD py TaxEts levat és TOUS 
moAé€uous, probably as generic, such as cannot. Although 
the theory of the words (without the negative), capable “of 
causing death, is quite tenable, the usual one (with the 
negative), not possible for a man to stop while he lives, 
seems more probable in the context, tatoau corresponding 
closely to drorpéfai and dvvary dradXdarrecOar. But the 
accusative évra can hardly be defended in this construction 
and, if we adhere to it, avr. should almost certainly be 
read. Cf. Xen. 42. 4. 1. 24 airos & Eby jynoecOau Svvariv 

oe , , egs 
KQL vrolvyLous topever Oar 6d0v. 

561 TavTaTaAg, 7) &’ 6s, dueAjAVOas Biov ir ovopuKod TLWOS 
avopos. Otpar dé Ye, av & éyo, kai wavtodarov Te Kal mAE€l- 
otwv nOav peoror, Kal TOV Kadov TE Kai TolkiAov woTep éxelvyV 
riv moAw TovTOV Tov avOpa. €ivat. 

Thompson proposed rév xaAGv te Kat woixiAwy : @ more 
certain correction in my eyes iS zavTodarod Te Kal tAcloTwV 
nOav peotov. Surely the words are parallel to icovoptxod. 
Cf. 398 A dvdpa duvdpevov td codias ravrodamov yiyver Gan. 
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5624 depe by, tis tpdmros Ttupavvidos, ® dire Eraipe, 
ylyverat; Ore pev yap ek Snuoxparias petaBddrAc oxeddv dyAov. 
AjArov. *Ap’ otv tpdmov twa Tov aitov ex Te ddvyapxias 
Snpoxparia yiyverat kal éx Sypmoxpatias Tupavvis ; 

tis Tporos Tupavvidos yiyverat cannot give that meaning of 
‘how does tyranny come into being?’ which the words 
following show to be required. Cf. 563 airy pév roivev 

.% apxn... d0ev % Tupavvis pverar: 565 D tis apy ovv 
petaBodAjs x.t.’. Probably Plato wrote here dpyy or some 
equivalent word and a copyist substituted zpdos under the 
influence of tpdzov twa following. Or there may have 
been a double genitive, ris rpdos tupavvides <Katactacews>. 
Cf. 557 a. 

567 © Perhaps all in one sentence ri d€; airobev Gp’ od 
av €GeAjoerev ws Tors SovAovs adeAopevos k.T.X. 5 

569 A yveoerai ye tor’ 7dn 6 Onmos olos olov Opeupa yevvav 
nomaleTo TE Kal nv&ev. 

Can oios stand alone without oy? It is quite unusual, 
but here and in Symp. 195 4 Adyw dreAGeiv otos olwv airios 
dy tuyxaver rept ov Gv 6 Adyos 7 I think Plato omitted dv 
because of the awkwardness of using it along with a 
second participle, that participle being in the Symp. 
another ov. 

572 © Should not zapaBonOotvras be dvtirapaBonboivras, 
like dvriuatacryowpev in 59147 wapa cannot very well 
suggest the opposition, and zapaBon6 is habitually used 
in the sense of bringing aid simply. 

573 B ériBvpias AdBy Toiovpévas xpynotas Kal ere érairxvvo- 
peévas. 

The difficulty about zoivpevos thought, reputed, in this 
and three other passages (498 a, 538 0, 574 Dp) of the 
Republic is at least threefold: (1) the use of zocoduar for 
I deem, etc. is decidedly restricted and we should be rather 
surprised to find zowitpai te ypyordv in such a sense, 
though quite prepared to accept it: (2) rowtpar passive 
does not appear to be found in this sense anywhere but in 
these four places of one book, neither Plato himself nor 
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other writers being cited for it: (3) the sense thought, 
reputed, though it fits 498 a and 538 c¢ very well, is surely 
pointless here, and in 574 D even suggestive of a wrong 
meaning, for in that context at any rate to speak of 
opinions as reputed just seems to throw doubts on their 
real justice, just as the reputed relations (o.ovpévwv 
oixetwv) of 538 c are meant not to be real relations. On 
the other hand it is most unlikely that four passages 
should be wrong, and Xen. Symp. 4. 23 add eéyd, & 
Saxkpares, ode pds TOU TOL TO mepudety K.T.rA. Seems to give 
us one instance of the active verb from which the passive 
use would come. Theages 128 B zotodpar Sewds civar, if 
right, seems unique in meaning or construction, I account 
myself clever (oiopa, etc. suggested). 

574 E vaap Tovodvtos det yevomevos. 

Read yyvopuevos, as dei requires. Cf. 488 a above. 

575 A rupavvixds év aitd 6 "Epws ... Lav, ate avros dv 
povapxos, TOV xovTd Te airov woTwEep TOAW aka eri TaCaY 
ToApav, d0ev aitov Te Kal Tov Tept avTov OdpvBov OpeWet, Tov 
pev é£wbev eiceAnAvbora amd Kaxys duirias, Tov 0’ évdobev bd 
TOV aUTOV TpdOTwY Kal EavTOd aveevTa Kal eAcvOepwhErTa. 

Stallbaum explained that the OdpvBos of thoughts and 
desires is set free by its (their) own character and by itself 
(themselves), supposing (1) rév aitav tpdrwv = t&v Tpdrwv 
aitav (in which case write airéyv), and (2) airadv = adrod, 
since OdpuBos is a noun of multitude, or avrév might be an 
actual error for airod, for which there seems to be some 
slight MS. evidence. What would be the practical 
difference here supposed between the character of the 
OdpvBos and the OdpvBos itself he did not explain. Inter- 
preters are now divided between two views: (A) by the 
same character and by the passion itself, (B) by the same 
character in the man himself too (Jowett in his translation, 
Adam). But in (A) the 6dpvBos would really be described 
as set free by its own agency (coupled with that of the 
great passion) and this is hardly sense. Also it is plain 
that the passion itself too needed to be set free. Like 
the other desires, it had previously been kept under 
restraint. (B) rests on a clearly wrong notion of the 
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meaning of éavrod, which does not refer to the man but to 
the passion, the gépws, in him. The pronouns preceding, — 
avTds, avTdov, avTov, wepi avrov all refer to the épws, and 
éavrov Or avrod must do the same. Nor would there seem 
to be much point in carefully distinguishing between what 
comes from outside and what arises within, if after all it is 
the same, of airol rpdro. But both these explanations thus 
failing us, as kal éavrod appears to have no meaning, I 
would suggest that Plato really wrote iro rév airdy tpdrwv 
Kat éavrov, 2.€. liberated by the same character as himself. 
This means that the same general character in such a man 
as Socrates is describing allows free scope both to the 
master passion and to the tribe of minor desires that exist 
side by side with it. For the phrase cf. 412 D 6 cupdépew 
HyotTo Ta avTa Kai EavTo. 

te after roy €xovra seems also indefensible. I suggested 
once Tov €xovtrd Te <kai tpéhovta>. Perhaps it should be 
ye, but that rather lacks force. 

576 D pn éxrdntropeOa mpdos Tov Tipavvov eva dvra 
Br€érovres und et twes ddLyou qepi éxeivov, GAN’ as xpy SAnV 
tTHhv wodw eioeAOdvtas Oedoacbar Karadvvtes eis GTacay Kal 
29 7 7 / > "4 iddvres ovTw Odbav atodawwneba. 

Adam discusses in an appendix the difficulty of the as 
clause. His view that as is since fails to satisfy, because 
the assumption contained in since is not explained and 
justified. No doubt 4204 Band 421c bear upon it and 
still more: 545 c eis rupavvixny woAw édAOovtes Kat iddvres, but 
these distant passages do not really make as natural, as 
though the thing had been recently said or implied. I 
would suggest that a participle has been lost, on which the 
ws clause depended, ¢.g. weyvnuevor, yryvdcokovtes, yyovpevot, 
bethinking ourselves, considering, that. 

SIT A & te tails Kat’ oixiay mpdgeaw, ws mpos Exdarous Tovs 

oixetous Exel, év ols wddioTa yupuvos av odbein THs TpayiKis 
OKEUNS. 

ev ais? As év, referring to things, occurs three times 
in the three or four lines, Plato would probably have 
written zap’ ois for variety’s sake, if he had wanted to refer 
to persons. 

L 
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ibid. B Bova... tpooroinowpeOa fyets etvar tov Svvardv 
av Kptvat kal dy évTvxXoVvTwV ToLOUTOLS. 

I do not think rév dvvarév dv can be defended by the 
parallel of Eur. Alc. 182 oé 8 GAXAn tis yovy Kexryjoerat, 
cHdpwv pev od« av paAddor, edtvx7s 8 tows and the parody 
in Ar. Hg. 1252. In prose it is surely impossible to 
attach dv to an adjective. We have rod dvvarod pév kpivat 
a few lines above, which tells against the genuineness of - 
av here. It is probably, as often (see my Xenophon and 
Others, pp. 282 foll.), a mistake for 67, here not so much 
emphatic as indicating the assumption of something in 
itself doubtful. Cf. on Laws 816 E. 

578 & Write récw for drécm. In an indirect question 
either may stand, in a direct only zécos. 

579 A dvayxdalowro ay twas dyn Owrevew aitov tav SovAwv 
. kal éLevOepoiv ovdev dedpevos. 

The correction deoxévovs should certainly be received. 
-It would not mean, as Adam thinks, that they have no 
need of it, but, as often, that they do not wish, or as we 
say want, it at all. Such is the sense of ovdev deduevov in . 
581. I have noticed the phrase ovtdév deouevos in this 
sense as a favourite expression in Plutarch’s Lives. 

ibid. D SodAas Tas peyiotas Owreias kat dovdAcias. 

Surely we ought with two MSS. (Schneider) to read 
SovAcias Kal Owreias. The only thing that could make 

dovAos Owretas tolerable would be that SotrAos Sovrclas 
should lead up to it. Cf. on Gorg, 496 E. 

585.4 domrep S€ mpds péedAay Gaidv adrocKorotvtes areipia 
Aevkod, Kal mpdos TO GAvrov ovtw Avrny adhopavTes azreipia 

- pdovns araravrat ; 

Thompson was undoubtedly right in principle when he 
proposed kai zpos Avryv ovtw 76 GAvTov: but I should rather 
incline to write kal 7o dAvrov ovtTw mpos Avrynv. One or the 
other is absolutely necessary. 

ibid. C 7 ovv det époiov ovata otaias Tt padAov 7 érioTHNS 
perexet ; 
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Is otoia a mistake for dvovs, perhaps an inadvertent 
anticipation of otcias? Logically otcia cannot be said 
peréxev ovcias, and gious is often employed by Plato in a 
semi-periphrastic way, as Ast’s Lexicon will show. Cf. 
588 cand 5898, In D. Hal. 4.R. 4. 34. 3 otoiay is an 
almost certain restoration for the MS. ¢vow, and in 
Heraclitus Alleg. Homer. 22 dvow is a v.l. for otciav. On 
the other hand oica otaias may be a deliberate antithesis. 

ibid. D «i dpa ro rAnpotaba tov Pioe TpoonKdvTwv 70 
€oTl, TO TO GvTL Kal TOV S6vTwY TANpOvpevoV paGAov paAXov 
évtws Te Kai GAnOecTépws xaipe av root Hoorn aAnNOet. 

For rowt I think we should read Soxot. There is no 
question of a particular part of the soul causing the man 
to feel pleasure: the pleasure belongs to the part itself. 
So in the second half of the sentence: 76 trav Arrov évTwv 
petaAapBavov ... Htrov (av ndovns) GAnOods peradrapPavor. 

586 © ds ay atro Totro duarparryrat. 

The sense seems to require something like rairé rotro or 
av to.odrov, referring to a rAyopovi) avev oywopod Kat vod. 
So in 590 B we should probably read r7 <rot> airod tovrou 
xahdoa, just as we have 76 aird rotro immediately 
following. 

587 & See on Meno 80k. 

592 B év otpave icws rapdderypa avdkertar TO Bovdopeva 
Opav Kal dp@vt. éavTov Katoukilety. 

I formerly proposed to add something like airdéce to 
katouxifev, but Adam’s objection is well founded, that this 
does not tally with the idea of the celestial state as a 
Tapaderypa, not a residence, and the context clearly refers 
to earthly states. On the other hand I cannot agree with 
him in treating €avrov kxatoixilew aS = mwoduteiav év éavTt@ 
katouxifev. ‘The phrase would be unplatonic and also 
would not even express the sense he wants of ‘ founding 
himself accordingly.’ The meaning really needed seems to 
be that of founding a similar state, not that of a man 
moulding himself and himself alone upon the model. This 
is what the previous sentences lead up to, and this we 

L 2 
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get without much difficulty by observing that éavrdyv is 
preceded by the termination 7 and turning it into 
toaiTnv. I had thought of this for some time before 
noticing what I think almost proves it to be right, that 
to.avTnv actually occurs in the parallel passage Laws 739 E 
mopaderypa YE toAutelas ovK GAY xe?) oKko7rety GANG EXOMEVOUS 
TavTns THV O TL padtota TOoLavTHY Lyrely KaTa dSvvapwy. 
With this reading too we should have a very close parallel 
in 557 D ds av avrov dpéoxn tpdros, TovTov éxACLacbat aomrep 
eis TavToTwALov adikomévwm Todtte@v Kai exdeSapevw ovTw 
katouxifew. In Xen. Cyrop. 7.5.15 one MS. has éoprny 
TowavTnv against é€oprn (sic) éavtdv of others. Still more 
similar would be my correction, if right, of Xen. #.L. 6. 2 
6Tt ovToOL marépes tO Gti Tororo warépes. Cf.: also 504 8 
above, where I have suggested wept rovatra for epi ott aird. 

597 E tov Tod TpiTov dpa yevynpatos ard THs PUcews pimnTHV 
KaAXets ; 

It would be very awkward to understand dyywovpydv 
from the previous sentence, in which the dyuovpyds an 
the pipnrys are expressly distinguished. But rdv rod rpirov 
yevvnparos can hardly be an expression complete in itself, 
and I therefore suggest that zounryv has fallen out before 
puuntnv owing to the similarity of the terminations. Cf. 
just before dnurovpydv Kal wountiv tod rowvrov and 6018 
6 Tod cidwAov ToLNTHS, 6 mLyLNTHS. 

598 E wérepov pupytais TovTos ovToL ... evTUXOVTES 
NTATHVTAL 

It would suit strict logic better, if for rovrous we read 
To.ovTots, Since it has not yet been shown or said that all 
imitators are ignorant about the things they imitate. 
599 a still puts it as an open question. Strictly therefore 
it is not enough that these men (rovrois) should be 
imitators : they need to be such imitators as are ignorant 
of things. But Plato does not always adhere to strict 
logic, and, as he subsequently adopts the view that all 
imitators are ignorant, he may have anticipated it here. 

YY 3 / \ 4 e / > / / 601 D moAAy dpa dvdykn TOV Xpopevov exaoTy epmetporarov 
Te iva Kal ayyeAov yiyverOor TO TownTH ola ayaha 7 KaKd. 
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mouet ev TH Xpeia © xpHTat olov aiAnrys mov egayyeAct (here 
and below the MSS. have éfayyéAAa) epi r&v aiddv of av 
irypetdow ev TO addeiv kai émitager oiovs det roreiv, 6 8 
banperjnoe. lds 8 ov; Ovxodv 6 pev cidas eEayyerct sept 
xXpyortav Kai tovnpay aiddr, 6 S& murtevwv roijoe ; Nai. . 

Though A and some other MSS. have ot ay, the majority 
have oia av, and this was the common reading of editors 
before Bekker (Schneider). It is to be observed that ot av 
imnpetoow év TO aidAciv for ofs ypyrar is feebly verbose, and 
that we seem to want something here after éfayyeXet 
closely corresponding to the ofa x.r.X. after dyyeAov yiyver Oar 
in the preceding sentence. This would lead us to write 
ola tanpetovow or of av trnperoow. I cannot however 
believe that Plato used typerotow here, and then 
tmnpernoes differently applied in the next line of the same 
sentence. The occurrence of 6 8& mucrevwv roijoe imme- 
diately afterwards might suggest zouoe in the place 
of inpernoe. On the other hand ota rowtcw would be 
closely parallel to ofa ayaa 7 Kaka rovet, and ofa brnperotow 
would seem a less natural construction than zés trnperotow. 
Believing therefore that one use of imypereity grew by a 
copyist’s error, an inadvertent repetition, out of the other, 
I should prefer to read ofa zowtow (or aroreXotow, or 
some such word) and to keep trnperjoe ; but ofa iarnperoi- 
ow and zoumoe would be much better than the received 
text. 

602 A ovre dpa civetar ovre dpOa Sogdce 6 punts wept dv 
av punta mpos KaAXos 7) Tovynpiav. Odx éouxev. Xapies dv 
ein 6 €v TH ToLjoEL pupyTiKds Tpds Godpiay wept dv av Tory. 
Od zavv. 

xapies x.7.X. needs a particle of connexion, and od wav 
is not quite in harmony with it. Both these faults may 
be removed by reading <ovxovv> yxapiers. ovxovv fell out 
from its likeness to éovxev, and its restoration will give us 
a pair of negative sentences just like the pair preceding. 

tbid. © Kai raira kaprvida Te Kal evOéa év Vdari Te Oewpévors 
\ sm” ‘ “~ / ‘ , ee / ‘\ \ \ ‘\ /, 

Kal €£w, Kai KotAd te O71) Kal e€€xovta Sua THY Tepl TA Ypwpara 
ad mwAdvnv tTHS SWews Kal acd Tis Tapayyn Syn piv évotoa 
avTn év TH Wux7. 
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Perhaps we should read wae. for raca, which hardly 
harmonizes with ris. In Aristotle’s Poetics 6, 1449 b 37. 
zacw is a very probable correction for wécav, and in 
Aristoph. cecl. 172 I suggest xatop6wcacr for -caca. 

ibid. % yap has no business after a question, and that a 
negative one. Put it a line or two earlier after padiora, 
where wavv pév ovv answers it. 

ibid. B rovrw Se (2.€. TS AoyoTiKG) TOAAGKLS meTPHOAVTL Kal 
onpaivovre peilw arra elvar 7 eAdtTw erepa érépwv 7) loa Tavav- 
tia paiverat dua epi taitd. Nai. Ovdxodty epapev TO atta 
dpa wept tavTa évavtia dSofdLew advvatov eivar; Kat dp6ds y 
edaperv. 

I see no way out of the difficulty of this passage except 
by reading the genitive rovrov 6€ 7. petpyoavtos Kai o7- 
paivovros and supposing that the dative was due to a 
misapprehension. ‘The words as they stand compel us to 
take the dative with daivera:, and give a sense which is 
not: only false but flatly contradicted by the immediately 
following sentences. It is not to the rational part that 
the contrary impression is conveyed, but to another. 

603 ¢ dde 87 mpobdpcba: arpatrovtas, dhapev, avOpwrovs 
pietrar 1 pupntiKn K.T.r. py TL GAO Tapa Tadta; Ovder. 
Ap’ ovv év daract Tovrots k.T.2. 

For zpodwpeba I suggest trofwpeba as more suitable. 

604 B ovKotv TO pév Erepov TO vOpw Erounov TweiHecOal, 7 6 
vopos e&nyetra. 

In view of the words preceding (Adyos kai vouos) I 
suggest 7d Adyw for Td vouw. Cf. D odxodv, dapev, 7d pev 
BeAtiorov TovTw TO Aoyiopa Cede erecOar: 607 A avti vopov 
te kal Tod Kowy det Sd€avros elvat BeAticrov Adyov: and the 
use of Adyos in 606 A and c, 442, etc. with 6 Adyos aipet in 
6040, 607 B. In 365 £ vomwr is a v.l. for Adywv. Cf. p. 337. 

606 A od pa tov Ai’, Edy, od« edAdyw Eorxev. Nai, jv 8 
eyo, el exeivy ye adTO cKoroiys. 

I think Jackson and Adam are wrong when they take 
vai as assenting to otk eiAdyw It refers to etAdyw only. 
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The proceeding 2s reasonable, if you look at it in the way 
Socrates goes on to state. It is not really right, he means, 
but it is reasonable and plausible enough, if you do not 
look far into the thing ; AoyiLeoOau yap, oipat, dALyous Titi 
peéreote x.t.A. With vai referring to the thing negatived, 
not to the negation, in the sentence preceding cf. 608 o D 
ole GOavatw mpaypatt irép TorovTou Seiv xpdvov éorrovdakévat 
GAN’ ovy trép Tod wavtés; Olpar eywye, epy, where ofpat 
refers to the negatived timép rod zavrds ; 336 olov ve ot, 
where otov refers to the just negatived ozovdalew. and 
some of the uses of otecGai ye xpy, e.g. Phaedo 68 B: 
Phileb. 39D wept peév tov yeyovera kal tov wapdvTa xpdvov 
éoriv, mept d€ Tov péAXovTa vik eoTtw; Xdhddpa ye, where 
odddpa affirms the negatived wept tov wéAAovta éotw: Crito 
47 © dp’ ovdév Kaxdv wetoetar; Ids yap ov; Huthyd. 2938 
ovdey dpa éxictacbov; Kai para. In Phaedo 798, Gorg. 
453 p [Demod. 386 a] will be found. some other answers 
notable in respect of negatives, but they are different. 

ibid. For ror éoti trotro Madvig would read air éore 
rovrd. Tore is clearly wrong after the previous rote in the 
same sentence, and airé seems clearly right. But I think 
the order should be inverted and we should read rotr’ éoriv 
avté, Which has the advantage of putting both words in 
the right place. 

ibid. B xatappovyoas should perhaps be xatadpovncar. 
It is of course possible that Plato has forgotten or passed 
away from the original subject of the sentence, rd dice 
BéAtirrov pay, but a copyist’s carelessness is more 
probable. 

ibid. © ap’ ovv ovx 6 aitds Adyos Kai wept Tod yeXotov; STI, 
av airos aicxvvoio yeAwroroidy, ev pupnoer S€ KwpwdeKy 7) Kal 
idia dxovwv odddpa xapys Kal py plons ws Tovypa, TavTov 
ToLels O7rEp ev Tots €A€oLs ; 

I have written this as it stands in the texts of Adam 
and Burnet, the MSS. having not dv but dy. It is surely 
impossible for av to do what Adam styles ‘double duty’ in 
this way, first with the optative and then with the 
subjunctive. Something like Hermann’s remedy of insert- 
ing édv before ofd8pa and also (with Madvig and Baiter) 
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reading 5y for dé seems to me much the best way of dealing 
with the passage, 1f you enjoy hearing from others what 
you would be ashamed to say yourself. The édv or av may 
have dropped out between wy (kwywdorodv) and év. Cf. 
604 A & ef Tis adtod axovor aioyvvoir dv. The dr is confirmed 
by ore in D 6ru rovatra K.t-X. xapys is open to much doubt, 
for there is (I think) only one other passage in good prose 
where this aorist occurs, Xen, Cyneg. 1. 2 (sometimes 
thought not Xenophontean), and the tense is neither in © 
harmony with pops nor in itself appropriate. Read 

Xxaipys- 
607 © Kai 6 tdv dtacddwv yAos Kparav. 
The quotation from an author unknown is given in this 

form by Baiter after Schmidt. Most MSS. have da codév : 
A apparently da codév, from which many scholars have 
written Aia codév, some (Schleiermacher, Stallbaum) 
thinking Aéa could depend on godéyv, others (Schneider, 
Bywater) governing it by xparav. No one seems to have 
seen that the d/a of A is nothing but an easy corruption of 
Nav (AIA for AIA). Cf. Eur. Hl. 296, yvaunv évetvar rots 

codois Aiav copyv: Med. 295, waidas repicods éxdidaoKxer Gar 
codovs, 305 «ivi 8 otx dyav cody, and 583 éor & ovk adyav 
copés: Hipp. 518: ILA. 924: Plato Gorg. 487 p and 
Phaedr. 229p. [When I wrote the above note, a few of 
the references excepted, I did not know that Herwerden 
had already proposed Aiav. Burnet writes diacddwv, I do 
not know in what sense, some MSS. having dcacoddv.] As 
we are dealing with a mere fragment, it would probably be 
unwise to alter xparav, but xpirév is an obvious conjecture. 

608 B ovudnpl cor é& dv SueAnrAVOapev: ofpar dé Kai GAAov 
6vTivovv. 

Should not wat be nav? I think any one else would 
is the natural phrase. 

In 6148 again, A€yous av, éby, ws ov ToAAG GAXa Norov 
dxovovtt, I would read z6XX’ av or Hdiov av. 

ibid. © Does not the sense require that with xaxdv éxaoTw 
Tu kat ayaGov A€yets we Should read some such word as id.ov 
(610 B) or oixetov (609 c: 610 £)? Perhaps it preceded 
otov and fell out through likeness to it. 
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609 B ovy ofdv Te adté Ave azrodAvov. 

The verb and participle seem to stand in the wrong 
relation. Dissolution is the cause or manner of destruction, 
not vice versa. Cf. A dueAvoev cal atwAeoev and C diadver Te 
kat drd\Avot, the order being significant. Perhaps there- 
fore we ought to read Avov droAdvvar (arodAvew 4). 

ib Yah > »” a a > _'S , 
VOUd. OVK EOTLV O TOLEL GUTYV KAKV. 

Perhaps 6 71, for (ovx) éorw ooris is the regular phrase. 
7. is known to fall out easily before z, which it much 
resembles. 

Plato’s curious argument here may be thus illustrated. 
The badness of a picture consists in its being somehow bad 
as a work of art. But badness as a work of art does not 
tend to destroy the material picture. It therefore lasts for 
ever. The fallacy, conscious or unconscious, is much the 
same as in 335 0. 

ibid, © ard’ abe wrote. 

It is difficult to accept Adam’s view that zoe. means 
represent or picture. No Greek could have understood the 
words to mean anything but ‘do thus.’ Ast’s oxdze is 
strongly supported by kal Wuxiv kata Tov airov TpdTov oKOTeEL 
just below and by the similar error (zoveiv for cxozeiv) 
which I have pointed out in Dem. 5. 24, where however 
detv zovetv may be due to det rorety a few lines before. 

611 E wepixpovobeioa wérpas Te Kal doTpea a Viv aiTH... 
“yenpa Kal wetpwdyn TOAAG Kal Gypia TepiTéduev. 

I think we should get rid of the tautology by omitting 
métpas Te Kal GoTpea, aS having got in from oo7ped te xal 
guia Kat mwérpas in 611D, or should at least read <xai> 
& vov. 

614 ris te yns 50’ elvar xdopata eyouevw adAHAow kal 
TOU ovpavod av ev TO avw GAG KuTavTiKpL. 

The latter part of the sentence would naturally specify 
‘two others.’ Should we change av to 8v’ (AY to AY), 
or add $v’ to av! 
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6150 eiOds yevouevwr is indefensible and Cobet’s érroyevo/ 
pévov extremely plausible. ; 

ibid. D obx Het, Pavat, ovd av HEa. Read ovde dy née or 
simply ovd’ &e, dy and av being confused in either case, 
Cf. Index. 

616A rots det rapiotor onpaivovres Gv eveka TE Kal eis 6 TL 
tov Taptapov éumecovpevot ayouwro. 

The MSS. and old testumonia vary between cis 6 tT, «is 
éri, 6tu eis. Some editors bracket tov Tdprapov as a gloss. 
But is it certain that Plato could have written of a place é¢is 
6 tt, instead of of or dor? dre eis seems best. Cf. 4974 
dv évexa diaBoAnyv ctAndev kal Gti ov Sixaiws, .. . doKet peTpiws 
eipjoGar: Thue. 1. 69. 5 émordpeba ota 680 of ’"APnvaio Kat 
dru kat’ dAlyov xwpotow éxi tois wéAas. There is some 
awkwardness in the latter passage, as here; but does 
Cobet avoid all awkwardness by bracketing kai é6ru? If 
we want to do that, we must bracket xal 6ru kar’ dXiyov. 
Cf. ibid. 70. 1: Dem. 43. 2 and 47.41. 

618 D dote & dravrwv atrav duvarov eivat cvAdoyirdpevov 
aipeirOar mpos THY THS Wuxns plow aroPAérovTa TOV TE xXEipw 
Kal Tov apeivw Biov. 

For aipetoGa1, which gives wrong sense here (it is rightly 
used both above and below), read dvarpeto Par. Cf. drarpovpeva 
in c and Biov cat xpynorov Kal rovnpov SiaytyvwoKovta. Ar, 
Poet. 24.6. 1460 a 5 has dcatpeto ar by error for aipetoOau. 

619c Probably Saéuovas should be daiuova, as in 617 
(where Proclus has daiuovas, wrongly, as daiuwv shows), 
620 p, etc. One man, one daiuwv is the rule. 

ibid. D 86 87 Kai petaBoAny Tov KakOv Kal Tov dyabav Tats 
modAais Tov Wuxav yiyverOat Kai Sia THY Tod KAjpov TvxNV" 

, lal “ \ a an 

érel ef tis dei... bys Pidocogot Kai 6 KARpos adTa THs 
, f / , a 

aipécews py ev TeAevTaiors witToL, Kwdvvever. . . eddatpoveiv 
Xv av K.T.A. 

Though the quotation in the text of Proclus (Kroll ii. 
p. 302) agrees with this, not only is 6.6 64... Kat dud. «.7.A. 
awkward in expression, but it really makes no sense with 
what follows. éed is the key to the meaning and to the 
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true reading, which is certainl yxai <ot> 814 rHv Tod KAypov 
tixnv. To say that the change of good and evil is due 
or partly due to the chances of the lot, because a man 
who goes the right way to work may always, except in a 
few extreme cases, do fairly well, is almost a contradiction 
in terms. His being sure to do fairly well is a proof that 
it does not depend on the chances of the lot, but on himself. 
Given a sensible choice at starting and proper use of the 
reason afterwards, a man may in most cases laugh at the lot. 
Indeed in 619 B the very last soul to choose is said to be 
able to find a good enough sort of life, and in 620c the 
soul of Odysseus, though coming last, actually does so. 

621 8B ered) dé KounOjvar Kal péecas viktas yevéoOa, 
Bpovrnv te Kai cevopov yever Oar. 

Is Plato really responsible for the adie and ill-sound- 
ing repetition of yevéoGo.? As xai and xara are often 
confused, perhaps we should write éeidy) dé xouunOjvat, Kara 
péeoas vixtas yevéoOar Bpovrnv Te kal veopov. Kal wécas VUKTAS 
eivat is also possible, yevéoOar being due to anticipation of 
the yevéoOau following. 

ibid, éaidvys dvaBrépas idetv Ewhev adrov Keiwevov ext TH 
Tupa. 

A’s marginal dvw$e for éwfev commends itself to me, 
‘though no editor seems to have favoured it. The marginal 
correction or alternative in 576 p seems certain and that in 
607 p very plausible. 

tbid. © Kai tds av cdceev, av TreOwpeba atta, Kal. . 
diaByjoouea Kai... ov pravOyooucba. 

kat npas 5) cwoe (for dv odceev) would fit the futures 
better and give us a more positive assurance than the 
weaker optative. Cf. p. 146 above. 

ibid. tis avw 6808 det éFdpueba Kal Suxcuoovvyy pera 
ppovncews mavel TpoTw emirpdetoopev, i iva Kat Hpiy avrots 
iro & pev Kal Tots Geois, avtod Te pevovres evade Kal éredav 
7a GOXa airns Kopilapeba, WOTEP OL veanpopor TEpLayetpop.evor, 
kai évOdde Kat év tH xiArerer Topeia, Hv SveAyAvVOapev, €d 
TpATTwLev. 
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Schneider, who objects on grounds of logic to joining 
wa... dito dpe... ois Geois... eredav ta GOAa airis 
kopulwueba, connects airod Te... wepiayeipopuevor With ev rpar- 
topev. But his logical objection, though not unfounded, 
seems to tell with equal strength against saying Wa... 
éredav Ta GOAa aitis Kouilopeda... ev mpatrwpev, and in 
his construction the repetition in kat evOade is very weak. 
I conclude therefore that airod te. . . mepiayeipopevor goes 
with giAou dev, and indeed the re and xai almost necessarily 
form a pair. But the meaning would be much more clearly 
and symmetrically expressed, if we might suppose a re to 
have been lost, reading kat évOdde <re> kal év TH xwAverer 
mopeia ... €0 mpattwuev. Plato does not avoid such a 
combination of short syllables: cf. 602¢ év idaré re. For 
the omission of re cf. note on 6148, and here if is made 
easier by de preceding. 



CLITOPHON 

4064 30. Kreropavra tov ’“Apicrwvipov tis Hyiv dinyetro 
évayxos, OTe Avoiga Sduareydmevos Tas pev peta Ywxpadrovs 
SuarpiBas Wéeyou, THY Opacvpdxov Sé cvvovoiay treperatvot. 

KAEI. doris, & Saxpares, ovk 6pOGs areuvnpdvevo€e cor 
TOUS E“ol Tepl Gov yevouevous Adyouvs pos Avoiav: Ta pev yap 
eywye ovk éeryvovuv oe, Ta d€ Kal éryvour. 

On doris, which cannot be right, Burnet’s note is ‘ derts 
jv Hermann: dors * * Schanz.’ Of the two I prefer 
Hermann’s conjecture, but I would suggest a smaller 
change instead, namely to read the exclamation ds tis... 
otk dpOas amrepvynpovevoe, how wrongly he stated! For as 
how with a negative cf. Menander 555 kK & yijpas Bapd, as 
ovdev ayaldv, dvaxepy Sé modAXd’ Exes, and other comic 
fragments : Jl. 21.273. 

408B Read dixactixy te Kal duxacocvvy. 

There is no possible construction for the accusative. 
1 

408 co Should we read zporperrixwrarovs dé? 

ibid, D For ézws det we should expect dws 8) Set or drws 
Xx , av dé. 
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227 D 7H yap av <ap’> doretior kal dnuwderdeis elev of Adyor? 

230 B rod Te ayvov TO tWos Kai TO cvaKLov mé&yKaXoV, Kal as 
axpnv exer THs avOns, ws av ebwhéoTaTov Tapéxot TOV TOTOY. 

kai ws has always been found a difficulty, for the exclam- 
atory ®s is very awkward here and no other sense seems 
possible. Is it possible that under the disguise of kai as 
lurks xadds (xad@s 7’ dxpny éxer Or even Kai Kadds) ? 

ibid. D womep yap ot Ta TewovTa Opéupata OardrAOv 7 Twa 
KapTov mpoceiovtes ayovcw, ov éuol Adyous oUTW mpoTEivwr . . « 
gpaivyn mepiageuv. 

There is evidently something wrong with the first clause. 
Does not Clement’s reproduction of the words (Strom. 
2. 20. 176), of dredatvovres Ta Opéupata Oadddv Tpoceiovres, 
suggest that we should read dyovres? Plato does not 
dislike subordinating one participle to another. 

ibid. On Liysias’ speech, see p. 288. 

234.4 zavoapéevw would be a trifle nearer to the zavad- 
~pevo. Of MSS. than ztavoapevov, which is often adopted. 
A line or two before one of the two best MSS. has yevouevoe 
and the other yevopéve, the latter being right. 

ibid. EB oie av twa éxew aAXov Tdv “EAAjvwv Erepa tovTwv 
peilw kal wA€iw rept Tod aiTov mpayparos ; 

peifw is quite the wrong word to use with regard to the 
plain everyday style of Lysias and of the épwrixos Adyos 
here ascribed to him. It would be much more in keeping 
with the style of such a Adyos as begins with p. 244, a style 
which is indeed elevated and great. It would not be 
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difficult in any case to see what word Plato must have 
used, but the parallel passages within a page or two 
indicate it very clearly. 2358 pydé’ adv more divacdat 
cixeiv GAXa mreiw Kat mAelovos déia: thid.c rod ov Bertin 
TovtTwy axyxoas; and mapa tatr’ av exew eimety Erepa pi 
xeipw: ibid. D pi eAdrtw Erepa emiyeipa civeiv: 256 B erepa 
areiw Kal mAelovos aéia eitav tav Avoiov. Plato wrote 
dueivw. [Dr. Postgate points out to me that, though the 
Bodleian MS. (B) has érepa tovrwv peifw, the Venetian (T) 
has érepa peiLw tovrwv. If this was the order of words, the 
error would be still easier.] See my Aristophanes and 
Others p. 233 for other instances of this interchange. In 
Theocr. 27. 59 Cobet’s dueivova seems preferable to petfova. 

237 B kai wrote avrov read ereibev ToT aiTo, Os py 

épavrt mpd Tov épavTos déor xapilea Oat, EAeyev Te dde. 

Neither airév nor épév seems quite the right word, nor 
does either of them exactly account for the other. AETOQN 
may perhaps account for both and is very suitable. 

238 B yaorpimapyia Te <€orai> Or <KexAjoetat> ? 

239 A rocovtwy <ovv> Kakdv ? 

241 D kairo. eunv ye pecodv airov (2.€. Tov Adyov) Kal épeiv 
Ta. loa Tepl TOV pi) ép@vTos, ws det exelvw xapilecOar paddXov, 
A€ywv doa ab exe ayaba. 

Besides the great difficulty of the nominative Aé¢ywv 
(which Thompson does not even notice) there is the minor 
one that a ce is wanted as subject to épety. It cannot be 
understood. Hermann ge (for ye) pecody airod, but ye is. 
very proper after cairo. and with @unv. As an alternative 
to A€yovra (Schanz after Stephanus), should we read kat 
<as> épeis... A€ywy? The frequent confusion of xai and 
os in MS. writing would facilitate the error. Cf. on 267B 
below. 

242 AB otwar... pndeva mAcovs (Adyous) 7) oe TerounKévat 
yeyevno Gar Aro. adrov A€yovra 7 GAXovs . . . TpoTavayKalovTa* 

A n > n »” , nm , 4 42 ~ 

. Kal viv av dokels aitids prot yeyernobat Adyw Twi pyOjvas. 
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Badham has altered the second yeyevjcba to yevrnoec Oa, 
I think with reason, as the Adyos is still in the future. 
But the first yeyevj7rOa. seems to me more clearly wrong. 
Surely after zerounxévac we could not have another perfect, 
but only the aorist yevéoOa. Not unfrequently, e.g. Thuc. 
8. 17, Isocr. 2. 49, MSS. vary between the two forms. 

ibid. © Kai twa dwvinv ofa adrdbev dxodtoat, 4 me ovK ea 
GTLeva. 

I think é@ should be «fa. So a little below (243 a) in 
éyvw tH airiav Kal qrovet evOUs, odK ET’ x.T.Xr. the imperfect 
éroie. seems called for. 

244.0 tiv ye tov éudpovwy Lytnow tov pédAovTos dud TE 
épviwy Tovouvpevwv Kal TOV GAwY onpELwr. 

Schanz brackets zovovpevwv, which is certainly a very 
awkward word. The expedient of separating (yryow from 
THv ye Tov éudpovwv and supplying réyvnv with the latter 
words seems forced and difficult. The old conjecture 
movovpevnv would be attractive, if it were not tolerably 
certain that Plato would have written not rovovpevny but 
yryvopevny, yiyvoua: being the usual passive of zo. I am 
inclined to suggest dia re dpviOwv weropevwv. Cf. Liban. 
15. 29 8v dpviOwv reropevwy . . . pyvical Te TOV KpUTTOMEVOv. 

247 D ar’ ovv Oeod Sidvora vG Te Kal émioTHpy aKypdaTw 
Tpeponevyn Kal amdons Wyns don av K.T.X. 

are cut off thus from vo re... tpehowevn being impossible, 
there is much to be said in favour of the conjecture 7 re. 
But, as the corruption is not a very probable one, and as 
ar’ ovv begins another sentence in 255 a, some other error 
may have been made. Words sometimes get by accident 
out of their order, and, if we put 6c0d dudvoua after tpedomevy, 
everything would be proper. Cf. on Phaedo 81 c. 

249 p Should jv be changed to rijs and éxa to €xyy? For 
ths otav cf. 239 B ris dbev Gv dpovipwraros «in and 2598 
twv mplv Movoas yeyovevat. In 255 4 the MSS. have drufet 
for arw67. 

4 \ + X > , , a “a a 250 C xafapot ovres Kal aGoynpavTo. TOUVTOV, 0 viv coma 
/ / wepibepovtes dvopalopmev, OaTpéov Tpdrov Seder pevpevol. 
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donpavrot is explained with reference to the cdua onua 
of Crat. 400c, Gorg. 493.4. ‘It means,’ says Thompson, 
‘(1) unmarked, 7.e. unpolluted, and (2) unentombed, unim- 
prisoned, according to the two senses of ona.’ But is this 
quite satisfactory? There is nothing in the context to 
indicate that Plato has céua ona in his mind, and how is 
the reader to find it out? Also ‘without mark of the 
body’ is perhaps not quite the happiest way of expressing 
the supposed effect of body on soul. Although therefore 
the common view may be right, it seems just worth while 
to suggest dypavro as an alternative reading. Parallel to 
these words we have two or three lines above 6AdxAnpou pev 
avrot évres kal dwadGets kax@v. The words of 248c 
must also be taken into account; Oecpods 8 ’Adacretas ode 
ntis av Wx Ged Evvoradds yevopevyn Kxatidy te Tov aAnOar, 
peéxpl Te THS Erépas wepiddov elvat dT MmoVva, Kav GEL TOTO 
dvvyta: woeiv, dei GBAaBH civ. As we read on, we find 
that the zjua and BAdBy which these souls escape is 
entrance into a human body. Those words strongly 
suggest dmyyavro here. Add the zadatdv révOos of Pindar, 
quoted Meno 8lc. But I do not make the suggestion 
very confidently. 

252 p Something like tov re oty "Epwra <oéBwv eva yé 
Twa> Tdv Kad@v Tpos TpdmTov éxA€yeTaL. 

254 D éredy éyyis jxovow or 75n city (Buttmann <iow). 

256 E kal dpomrépous epwros xdpiy, dtav yéevwvtat, yevér Oar. 

Read yi(y)vevra, for érav yévwvro can only mean ‘ when 
they have become,’ not ‘when they become.’ This is a 
principle in the use of aorists after drav, éredav, édv, ete. 
which scholars still fail to recognise. Cf. on Apol. 31 D. 
Read also yiyveoOa:, comparing with drav yiyvevrat yiyvec bau 
the regular combination of the two forms, e.g. Rep. 373 & 
tyverat Otay ylyvytat, 537 B KaKxov yiyvopevov doov yiyverat : 

Huthyph. 7p: Theaet. 186 c: Prot. 323c: Phil. 31 B: 
Laws 780 c, 791 c, 821 4: and elsewhere. 

{vopilovra 
, \évediLovra vopilovra 

Néyev & €deyev. Nopilovra by itself will not do for 
M 

257 D rov AowWopovpevov aiTad oie 
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‘thinking it true,’ ‘believing it.’ Read évediLew voutlovra, 
‘thinking it was a reproach.’ Cf. 2580 ote twa otv... 
éveidilew adttd Toto Ot. ovyypdda; PAI. ovKovv eixds ye 
ef dv od eyes: Kal yap av TH éavTod eriOvpia, ws €orxer, 
éverdifor, where for aird we should read either air@ or airé 
airé, and perhaps for tH éavrod émibvpia the accusative. 
[Dr. Postgate suggests to me, I think rightly, that 257c 
(dveidife) and 258c are in favour of reading simply 
déveidiLovra. | 

261A rovtwy det Tov Adywv gives quite a wrong sense. 
Add dxpodo6a, unless B’s $y for de? indicates that some 
further change is needed. 

263 A od wavti dyAov TO ye Towvde, Os wept pev Evia TOY 
TOLOUVTWY 
{Fro 
Otay Tis OGVOp ely GLoypov  apyvpov, Gp’ ov TO adTdO TavTeES 
duevonOnper ; 7 

rowvoe Should no doubt be toodvde. Of the readings 
rowovrwv and dévrwv the latter (preferred by Thompson) 
seems certainly better in itself, though its authority is very 
inferior. Tovovrwy is meaningless, and dvrwv may be 
thought to be confirmed by 263DE qvdyxacev jyas troda- 
Bev rov"Epwrta &v te TOV OVTOY, 6 adTos EBovdyby. Is it 
possible that évoyarwv was the real word ? 

€ ne \ 5” > a 
\ OPLOVONTLKWS EXOMLEV, TeEpt €VLA OTADLAOTLKWS 5... « 

ibid. C kadov yotv av, & Ywxpares, eidos ein Katavevonkas 6 
rovto AaBuv. 

Is not e?Sos an erroneous repetition of eidovs above, just 
as in B it stands also by error for zAjGos, which comes 
between? It is hardly suitable and after eidovs in another 
sense seems out of the question. The right word need not 
bear much, if any, resemblance to «dos. Something like 
BonOnua would give the meaning. 

Possibly in 268 BC d& rov radTa rap’ éuod palovra abrov 
oldy 7’ etvar roveiv & épwras the account of roiv may be the 
same, that it is due to zoey occurring twice a little before. 
It is certainly wrong, and if the error arose in this way it 
is almost useless to attempt to restore the actual word. If 
we take it only as a partial corruption, Schleiermacher’s 
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ératew seems not perfectly adapted to oidy 7’ etvar, though 
it might pass. opifew may perhaps be suggested, though 
we should rather look for ropi{eoOa, as in 269 c and D. 

266¢ pafovra. 

267 A and B Is it certain that dyouev and déyouev ought 
not to be d£ouev and A€éopev, corresponding to édcoper in A? 
The present tenses seem to me doubtful, and the confusion 
is a very common one. 

In B I do not feel sure that the unmeaning ds before 
durAactoAoyiav should not be cai. Cf. on 241 v. 

ibid. B To xawd te dpxaiws ta 7 evaytia KowvOs add the 
Aéyovo. which Heindorf saw to be wanted, or something 
equivalent. 

I do not know why Ast’s é¢6adpiav in 255 D and his 76 
etvat in Rep. 395 c have not been universally adopted. So 
with Stallbaum’s éfayyeAd in 279 B, the same correction 
which I have made in Hp. 13. 362c.. In 2365 Band T 
agree in giving éfayyeA\ew, though the second hand in the 
latter gives the necessary éfayyeAeiv. 

ibid. C tév ye pry oiktpoydwv éxl ynpas Kal meviay éXxo- 
pévov AOywv Kexpatynkéva. TExVN Lor Haiverat TO TOD Xadkydoviov 
abévos (70 t. X. 9. being Thrasymachus). 

EAkopevwy ext With accusative ought to mean, like efAxvoev 
éri in 270 A, that they are drawn from some other source or 
quarter, which would here have to be some other subject, 
and then applied to age and poverty. But this gives io 
proper sense. From what other subject did Thrasymachus 
transfer to these topics the use of lamentation? What 
else had speakers been in the habit of choosing as subjects 
for lamentation? Perhaps we might read émi yypa xat 
mevia, understanding €Axoyévwv in the sense of drawn out, 

- protracted, the orator dwelling on his topic in sentence 
after sentence. Cf. the use of €Axw for the evolutions of a 
dance: Theaet. 57 D dvds rept Adywv 6AxHv : Eubulus 107. 3 
vomov éx vouov eAxwv: the phrase rpodaces eAxewv, etc. I 
have sometimes thought oixtpoydwy ought rather to be 
oixtpoyows, or that the article should be repeated after it. 

mM 2 
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275.4 rodto yap tdv pabdvrwv AnOnv ev Woxals wapeser 
punpns dperetnoia, ate dia rictw ypadns eEwbev tx’ édXAoTpiov 
TUTWV, ovK evdobev aditors bd’ atTdv avapipvnoKomevors. 

Anacolutha in Plato are by no means to be condemned 
wholesale. His characters are only talking, and the Greeks 
were no more likely to talk with unerring grammatical 
accuracy than ourselves. But an anacoluthon ought to be 
such as a man talking might easily slip into, and the 
accusatives airovs dvapipvnoKopevovs hardly satisfy this 
condition. Masculine datives would be the least change, 
the men and their souls being treated as identical (so in 
poetry, Od. 11, 91: Bacchyl. 5. 78: Eur. Alc. 902). Cf. 
on CD below. 

tbid. C Kataduretv dtd surely be xatadeirev, ‘thinks 
he is leaving.’ I do not see how the aorist can be right: 
it would be applicable properly only to a dead man, “who 
cannot think anything. [xaradcrew Stobaeus Burnet. | 

ibid. CD wA€ov tt oidpevos elvat Adyous yeypappevovs TOD 
Tov €i0dTa. UropvnTal Tepl OV AV 7 TA Yeypappeva. 

Thompson’s defence of e?var will not hold water. Perhaps 
éveivar (Heindorf etvor év) Adyous yeypappévors ; or did Plato 
write Adyou yeypaypevov, ‘something more, some greater 
advantage, in writing’? Cf. the genitive in 2715 pyde 
elvai rw wAéov ata dv TOTE NKovev Adywv Tuer. 

276D ots A€ywv wai~wv MSS. éy ols A€yw waigwy Hein- 
dorf. 

Alit alia. Perhaps ois A€yw euraifwv. This might 
account for A¢ywr, if that is not due only to the termination 
of zaifwv. 

ibid. & All the editors I have looked at, including 
Badham, seem satisfied with the accusative pufoAcyotvTa, 
but it ought grammatically to be the genitive and I very 
much doubt whether the accusative admits of defence or 
has good parallels. 

277 B xar’ aird should perhaps be kat aird. 

ADDENDUM 

On the authorship of the Aoyos ascribed to Lysias, see 
p. 288. 
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1434 dodkis "AOnvale adixoiuny, éravypwitwv Tov ci a 

O pi) emepvypyv. 
Oo pH penvnwnv Seems much more likely and these perfect 

optatives are very liable to corruption. 

1444 70 yap k.7.Ar. éy@ pev ovr’ Gv wdopnv yevéec Oar ovre 5p 
yryvopevov. 

Other questions arise about this sentence, but I am only 
concerned now with ovr’ av wounv yevéobar. When we find 
one av with such a word as wdunv and an infinitive, scholars 
seem sometimes to think that they may translate it twice 
over, as though it went both with the finite and with the 
infinitive verb. So Campbell here: ‘I should not have 
thought there could have been an instance.’ But, if dy 
goes with @dunyv, its force is then exhausted and yevéoOar 
must not be taken to mean cowld occwr or could have 
occurred. For those senses the infinitive must either be in 
the future tense or have a second and separate dy, though 
I think the latter case is rare. In such phrases as 
Thue. 8. 66 ods ovx av word tis wero és dAtyapylav Tparéo bat, 
of which there are many, av goes solely with the infinitive 
and not at all with the other verb, which is categorical. 
See many instances of various kinds in Blaydes’ notes to 
Ar. Thesm, 526: Lys. 257. It follows that 1 in our passage 
either av has nothing to do with @dpyy or we must 
read yiyveo6ou, and so in some other cases. Burnet’s critical 
notes on 143 pD and 148 a show how easy the confusion of 
yyy and yev is, but there seems no sufficient reason for 
assuming it here. 
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1486 el oe mpds Spdmov éxrawav pndevi ottw dSpoutka € 
a , > Pp P # 3 wn “~ 5 p 4 re $1 

Tov vewy évTeTLxnKéval, e€ita Siaféwv Tov dxudlovTos Kat 
taxlotou HTTHOys, K.T.r. 

Tov dxpalovTos Kat Taxiorov Seems an impossible expres- 
sion. ‘ The swiftest runner’ is right enough, because in 
any given set of people one will probably be the swiftest. 
But ‘ the grown man’ is not right, because any number of 
them may be grown men. We cannot take the words as 
generic, ‘a grown man and very fast runner’: Plato could 
never use the article so in such an expression, and it must 
not be defended by av rov ’A@nvaiov xreivy (Dem. 23. 41, 
etc.), dv tis tov éXevOepov Kaxds A€yy (AO. IloA. 59. 5), and 
similar technical forms. Adopt then Burger’s rov and read 
eira duadéwv tov axpalovtos, Kal <tovtov> Taxiotov, nTTynONs, 
for raxiorov is an awkward addition without something 
like rovrov. 

ibid. B ob pév dy ad od0’ dradXayjvat (Svvapar) ToD wéAew. 

For rod the Vienna MS. has rovrov: Burnet writes rod 
TOUTOV. 

In this sentence pédew could not represent pede por, but 
only péAw. Such a use of péAw however is not found, as 
far as I know, in prose, which always employs the other 
form. <A unique use of »éAw on Plato’s part is surely less 
likely than that some copyist wrote péAew by error for 
pererav. Cf. 174 obk cidds Kaxov oddev oddevds ex TOD My 
penerernxevat. In Xen. Hipparch. 4. 7 pepednxévar is 
admitted to be a mistake for peweAnryKéva. 

149 D Kat rikrew re 54 (roretv divavtar) Tas SvoToKoveas, 
\ 2X t * 4 3 / > f Kat €av véov ov O0&) apPAicKew auBAIcKovoW. 

véov dv, used of an embryo, is recognized by the scholiast 
in the Berlin papyrus, but seems open to great doubt. It 
has given rise to many conjectures, none quite satisfactory 
(8éov Heindorf, dvayxatov Stallbaum, devov Madvig, 
vouymov Schanz, and others). But I think that by combin- 
ing two of them we may not improbably arrive at the right 
reading. Naber has proposed kai vavov av ddéy, which 
though infelicitous as to vavov has the merit of suggesting 
dv for év. If with this we unite Madvig’s dpewov, which is 
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a most suitable word, we get kai, duewov av 0€n apBXloxKev, 
the position of av (édv) being quite unobjectionable. When 
we put side by side KAMEINONAN and KANNEONON, 
we see that one would have no difficulty in passing into 
the other. ; 

150 D wodAAG Kal Kara etpdvTes TE KaL KATEXOVTES. 

kai and kar are perhaps duplicates and we might read 
Kat €xovres. ékovres has in fact slight MS. authority, and 
texovtes better. 

152 £ kal wepi tovrov mavtes EENS ol cohol TAHV Ilappevidov 
cupdépecGov, Ipwraydpas te kat “HpdxXetos cat ’EpredoxAgs, 
Kat TOV TOLYTOV Ol GKpoL THS ToinTEws ExaTEépas, KwUwdias MeV 
’Exixappos, tpaywoias dé “Ounpos, <Os> eimov x.t.X. 

‘cuudepeobuv B (ut videtur): cupdépecbov TW: ovpde- 
povrat Stobaeus’ Burnet, who with Campbell adopts the 
imperative. ocuudépecGov is now found also in the Berlin 
papyrus, which comments on the passage, though not on the 
difficulty of this word. Surely in such a context the 
imperative, let us say, let us asswme, that they all agree, is 
singularly out of place. Why should it be assumed, if it 
is not the fact? The very point of the whole is the weight 
of actual authority on that side: hence the names of 
philosophers and poets that follow. Heindorf was content 
to adopt cvpdépovra: ; but this leaves the other form or 
forms quite unexplained, while it is itself easily explained 
as an obvious correction or inadvertence. I quite agree 
that the philosophers cannot be here spoken of in the dual : 
that is impossible, especially as the actual subject of the 
verb is not Ipwraydpas x.t.A. but wdvres. Nor, I think, 
can the dual come from the dual idea of philosophers and 
poets side by side. But in the next clause we have the 
dual division of poetry into comedy and tragedy with two 
poets mentioned. Surely this suggests that the verb 
belongs there and has only got out of its proper place. As 
oi dkpo. Means two men, cuudepecGov would be admissible, 
I think, after éxar¢pas, even if éxarépas itself did not give a 
dual notion. After “Ounpos it would be awkward, if we 
were sure that 6s, there added by Heindorf, was right. 
No doubt the last letters of “Ounpos would account for the 
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omission of ds, but, if it were thought probable that 
ocvppépec Gov stood there, we could find some other word or 
words of connexion to insert instead of és. The fact that 
something is certainly lost after “Ounpos may be thought in 
favour of this. (For misplacement of word cf. the notes on 
155 B and 201 c and many others in different parts of this 
book.) 

153 A doxody can hardly be right. Should we omit it and 
read ixava. <doxodvra> just before ? 

1554 Perhaps dv <zépi> zparov émicxorotvres. dv is 
certainly odd in construction, and zép: might easily be lost 
before zp@rov. 

Probably pir’ <av> advfdverbar (av lost before av) as in 
the preceding sentence : the optatives point to this. 

ibid. B XQ. Gp’ ody od Kal tpitov, 5 pH mzpdtepov jv, borepov 
> \ lal iy » a / \ / 3 , 

GAG Todro civar avev Tod yevéoOar Kal ylyverOar advvarov ; 
@EATI. doxet ye 57. 

No sense can be made of d\Ad where it stands. I 
incline to think that, like cuuqdéperGov in 152 5, it has got 
into the wrong line. Read Theaetetus’ answer as dAAd 
doxet ye 5y, which is perfectly good. See Ast’s Lex. Plat. 
1.101 dAAa... ye, and in 153p, 157 D, etc. see answers 
beginning with dAAa in a very similar way. Badham has 
shown us, I think, how yevéo@at kat yiyverOat should be 
treated (civat kal yevéoOor dvev tod yiyverbar advvarov). It 
cannot very well be parallel to Laws 849 a rév & év dora 
Kato TA adTa eryednOnvar Kal éeripedctobat THY TOV GoTUVOMwY 
apxyv, Where no doubt the aorist refers to the first regula- 
tion. of details and the present to the subsequent continuous 
control. 

ibid. D xdpww ovv pot elon édv cor avdpds, padrdov 8& dvSpav 
dvopactav Ths Siavoias THY GAjOeav droKeKpumpevnv cuveseper- 
vyTwpat adtoav (airyy has slight authority). 

These words have given the critics some trouble. The 
remedy is not really far to seek, and the appearance of 
atryv ina Vienna MS. might have suggested it. We have 
here the not very uncommon occurrence of two words 
having exchanged their terminations. Instead of dzoxe- 
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kpuppevnvy ... adtav read dmroxexpyppevov . . . aitryv. Cf. 
1800 rapa piv tov apxatwy peta. Toujoews émikpuTTopevwv 
Tovs ToAAovs. 

156 4 Should we read e@ pad’ dpovoros for pad’ ed duovoo: * 
The inversion of pd’ ed for ed pada is hardly made out. 
In 169 B pad’ eb Evyxexddacw there is no need to take it so, 
and in Herod. 3. 150 xdpra «ed wapeoxevacpévor the 
certainly goes with the participle, not as Heindorf says 
with xdpra. 

157A mdvta ytyverOar Kat wavroia amd (read td) tis 
KW EWS. 

ibid. 76 ré tun avvedOov kal rowtv GAAw ad mpoorerdv 
TaoXov avepavy. 

xat should be omitted, as ovveA@ov is subordinate like 
mpooreoov: ‘ what acts when it meets one thing is acted 
upon when it comes across another.’ Cf. 160 4 ovr’ éxetvo 
TO Towovv ee pytot GA\Aw cuvedOov Tadrov yevvnjcav ToLodToV 
évyrat. This insertion of xaé with a participle, the relation 

of which has been misunderstood, is found in other places. 

ibid. B 76 8 od Sei, ds 6 TV Gopdv AOyos, OvTE TL TYYXWpELV 
ovte TOU ovr’ éuod ovTEe Tdd€ OUT exeivo ovr’ GAXo ovdev dvopa 
ott Gv tory. 

We must not allow (he says) any word that imports any 
sort of fixity and permanence as contrasted with constant 
flux and change. The difficulty in the words quoted is in 
ovTe Tod ovr éuov, for which ovre cod ovr’ éuod, ovTE TodTO, 
ovré TodT «iva. have been proposed by good critics. tov 
adds nothing to 7, just as the proposed rotro would add 
nothing to réde. The genitives do not seem suitable (I 
suppose 77m or belonging to) nor the mention of persons 
(€uod or ood and éuod) at all called for or even in keeping 
with the general course of the argument, in which you and 
I play another part. We want then probably two words 
suggestive of fixity in things, external things. Though 
rovro, meaning the same as rdde, will not do, raird(v) is 
appropriate, distinct, and likely enough. Cf. 202 4. 
What to do with éuod I hardly know, but perhaps év may 
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serve and the ov be taken to come from the ore following. 
‘& is clearly suggested by the words just before, oddéev etvar 
év aito Ka’ atré (cf. 152 Dp), which also suggest the possi- 
bility of airé (not tairé) for rov. Without much confidence 
therefore I suggest that we might read ovre tu ovre raid 
ov? & ovre TOd€ ovr exetvo: ‘we must not admit such 
expressions as some thing, same thing, one thing, this 
thing, that thing.’ 

ibid. E Xeimerau S€ evuTviwy Te Tépt... Kal pavias, doa TE 
\ A hed é Tapakove 7 Tapopav 7» TL GAAO TapaicOaveoGar A€yerau. 

The re after 60a is awkward : so is it to find pavia as the 
subject of these verbs. Should we read éca 71s ? 

A little further on in 158 B there is another odd re: as 
€ 4 te , 3 a“ / id e \ ol pawouevoe H dveipwrrovTes od Wevdn do€aLovow, dtav ot pev 

Geot aitav olwvrat eivat, ot dé rrnvoi Te Kal ws TeTOpeEvoL ev TO 
Umvw dvavoovra. Here it is explained that after wryvol re 

t + > . * € ae / we supply olwvra: eivar. Did Plato write of 8¢ as rrnvoi te 
Kal meTomevol. . . Stavowvrar ! 

161 E ras GAARHAWY Pavtacias te Kal ddfas, dpOas Exaorov 
ovoas. 

ExdoTw | 

1624 ei GAnOys 7 ’AANPaa Tpwrayopov adAXAa py wailovoa 
ék TOU advrou THS BiBAov epbeyEaro. 

Is ris BcBAov an adscript ? 

ibid. B rdde 5é for 7d 5 6H? vru rather points to this. 

ibid. E 7G eixote xpnode, @ ei €O<Aor Meddwpos 7) GAAOs Tis TOV 
YEwMETPOV xpwpEvos yewpetpety GEvos oddEVOs povov ay «ln. 

ovdevos povov, though supported (as odd évds povov) by 
the scholiast, has been found a difficulty, since povov seems 
meaningless. Perhaps we should turn it into pay od and 
read dévos ovdevds pov ovK Gv ein; For the postponement of 
pov od cf. Laws 896 D Wyn 87) dtoikodoay K.7.A. pov od Kal 
Tov ovpavov avayKy Sioketv davac; Or pevror? 

167BC dypt yap Kal rovrovs (Tovs yewpyors) Tots PuTots avTt 
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movnpav aicOncewv, Otay Te aiTav doevyn, xpnoTas Kal tyrevas 
aicO@ynoes te kai GAnOeis euzrovety. 

It seems clear that (1) adAnfets is unmeaning in relation 
to plants, and also hardly consistent with what precedes, 
for it implies the possibility of false perceptions or 
sensations: (2) aic@yces te kai points to another substan- 
tive, for which reason dAyOeias has been suggested : (3) the 
word should be parallel to aic@joes in expressing some 
affection or state: (4) again like aic@joes, the thing 
should be in itself neutral, admitting of both good and 
bad. za@as, a Platonic word, satisfies these conditions, 
and might I think pass by error into aAnOcis. awabos and 
aAnOos certainly get interchanged sometimes. In Philebus 
31B and 41c for instance one of the two best MSS. has 
wa&Gos and the other zAjGos. A and A being much alike, it 
would not be difficult for rafas to become, say, 7AyGas, and 
that might be corrected to dAnéeis. 

168c The very imperfect sentence beginning évevonods 
awov would recover a clear and satisfactory construction, if 
we read ws for xai before yaprevtiopdv. It is well known 
that they are liable to confusion. 

170 4 cwrnpas chav tpocdoxavtas <éoecbar>? Without 
the infinitive, the words should mean ‘ expecting saviours,’ 
not ‘expecting them to prove saviours.’ 

172 B Kai doou ye Gv py) Tavtdract Tov IIpwtaydpov Adyov 
Aeywour, B€ ws Tiv codpiay adyovor. 

tyv codiav (this 1s the philosophy of many Jowett: 
ef. Stallbaum and Campbell) does not mean philosophy, or 
the philosophy of é6co, x.7.4. The question has been in 
what sense or in what applications one man can be called 
goderepos than another, what in fact real codia is; and it 
is quite clear here that the general meaning must be this 2s 
what they make, this ts their view, of copia. Whether 
ayovor can bear this sense or Badham’s Aéyovor should be 
substituted, may be uncertain, but the text seems to me 
right. The use of dyw is exactly like Polyb. 2. 41. 9 
évavtiws TO cupdéepov ayew GAdAnAas take contrary views of 
expediency, if not just like Soph. O.T. 784 8vcddpus 
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rovvetoos Hyov. This and kindred uses of dyw are very 
common in late Greek, and the dictionaries fail to do them 
justice. 

173 © jpeis of ev TO TOL@dE XopEvovTes. 

Both the use of yopevovres and that of év rd tow@de, which 
wants a substantive, are very questionable. Badham 
suggested év rade TO yops Ovres (not mentioned by Burnet, 
though he records very many of Badham’s acute con- 
jectures). I think xop@ dvres certainly right (cf. Protag. 
315 B, 8327p: Plut. Mov. 78 £) ; but as to rade, what would 
‘this chorus’ meant The few people present cannot take 
themselves as constituting the entire company of philoso- 
phers. It would seem better to retain év 76 rowwde. (I have 
sometimes thought of év ro évavriw 52 xop@ dvres.) 

ibid. D ozovdat dé Eraipiav ém’ apyxas Kal ovvodot Kal detzrve. 
Kat ovv avAntpiot K@mol, ovd dvap TpaTTev mpocicTaTat 
avTots. 

We could reconcile ourselves to the anacoluthon, if it 
were somewhat differently worded, ¢.g. 7a rowwtra mpdarrev. 
But zparrew seems incapable of referring straight to the 
substantives preceding. ozovdds mpatrev, kwpous mpdrrewy, 
etc. are not Greek expressions. I do not know whether 
anyone has suggested that a whole line has got lost after 
K@pol, €.g. <ovd ei yiyvovtat toacr, Ta dé Towadta> od’ 
ovap K.T.A. 

174 4 Perhaps dpxet should be dpxéce. I see no need 
for nxeL. 

175 B ra pev irepnddvws exwv, as Soxet, TA 8 ev Tool 
ayvoov. 

Badham was perhaps right in reading 7a pev irepndava 
éxwv. But I would urge it on a different ground from his, 
namely that 7a év rooiv requires a corresponding expression, 
as in Diog. L. 1. 34 7a ev rooiv. .. ra eri Tov oipavod: Ta 
pev and ra év wociv are not a pair. We might possibly 
keep trepndavus éywv, if something, e.g. otpavia, were added 
to ra pev. Cf. Ar. Hth. 6. 7. 1141 b 6 as to Thales etc., 
TepitTa pev Kat Oavpacta Kal xadrera kal dauovia €idévat 
avtovs dacww, axpnora dé. 
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ibid. c éxByvat ék Tod ti eyo oe ddux v7] ov ene ; eis Kev 
avTns Sucaroovvys bis: kal dduxias . . 6) 2 €K TOD et Baoireds 
evoaimwv KEKTNMEVOS T av Xpuaiov BaciXetas Tépt Kat avOpwrivyns 

dAws ebdatmovias Kat abAudryTOs ert TKEep—. 

The ei before BaciAev’s is wanting in a few MSS. (though 
found in B and T) and often omitted by editors. Burnet 
after Campbell reads vo I would myself retain «i here and 
also substitute it for ri before éys. The two things are 
naturally thrown into the same form. In the first question 
<i is distinctly more proper than ri (just as in Lysias 10. 4 
ovte ei €otiv dAtyapxia NTO TA pV the suggested Tu OY Ott is 
more proper than <i). The issue in a court is likely to be 
not what wrong one party has done, but whether he has 
done any. In the second case it is objected that only a 
philosopher would ask with doubt ci Bacwcis cddaiuwv, and 
that popular ideas assume it. Strictly speaking, this is no 
doubt true. But we may take ei as conveying one of 
those questions which hardly expect an answer or which 
at any rate make sure of an answer in the affirmative, 
7.e. as meaning ‘Is he not happy?’ And we must bear in 
mind that the bare affirmation ‘He is happy,’ especially if 
supported by a reason, ‘with all that money,’ is itself 

- argumentative and consciously presents a theory which 
might be combated. The omission of ei therefore does not 
altogether remove a difficulty, the existence of which I 
quite admit: namely that the words in any form seem to 
suggest, however faintly, the same question about human 
life that is then put in contrast with them (Baowreias wépu 
«.7.\.). One thing I feel, and that is that by analogy to 
the previous question and indeed on general grounds we 
should expect this question too (ei BaoiWeds cidaiuwv) to be 
of a more personal, individual kind. All the books I have 
looked at take BacwWev’s as a king, which does not merely 
imply a general theory, but openly and at once propounds 
it. I should have thought Bacire’s might well be the 
Great King, introducing something of that personal 
element which popular talk loves and philosophical discus- 
sion excludes. Cf. Gorg. 470 & ILQA. d4Aov dy, & Saxpares, 
OTL OvdE TOV péyav Baovréa yeyvorew pyoes evdaipova 6 ovTa. 
SQ. Kai adnOn Ye €pa" ov yap olda madelas Orws exer Kal 
Sixatoovvns : Huthyd. 2744: Apol. 40D: with the curiously 
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close parallel in Horace C. 2. 2. 17 redditum Cyri solio 
Phraaten | dissidens plebi numero beatorum | eximit virtus 
and 2b, 3. 9. 4. Whatever difficulty remains seems due 
not to any error in the text but to inadvertence on the 
part of Plato. 

As to the very uncertain xexrnpévos 7 at xpvoiov, in 
which Madvig and Schanz read rai from a gloss in 
Hesychius, raiis: wéyas, toAvs: travoas: peyadvvas, rAcovdoas, 
while Burnet has (with Iamblichus) 7 at zodv, I make 
with very great hesitation the following suggestions. In 
inscriptions 7 often stands for réAavrov (rr two talents and 
soon). Is it possible that + here stands for raAavra, the 
letters av giving or rather concealing a number? What 
number of gold talents popular imagination held the Great 
King to be master of, I would not attempt to say. Of. 
Plut. Alex. 36. I need hardly remind anyone that « 
stands for a thousand. With rédAavra we should of course 
need to read xpvoiov. But 7’ ad and still more 7’ ad zroAv 
also suggest the possibility that Plato wrote xexrypévos 
76 TavraXov xpvaiov, for 7a TavrdAov taAavra (see Menander 
301 with Kock’s references) was a proverbial expression ; 
and perhaps this is more likely than the other. In spite 
of the very strong case established by Hesychius’ gloss I 
feel the use of such an out-of-the-way word as rai to be 
questionable. 

177 B oTav idia Adyov d€n Ovdovat TE Kal deEacGar epi av 

Weyovo. 

The last word may be right. Bad men have a sort of 
theory of life and criticize the foolish virtue of the good. 
But this is so far from obvious, yoyos not conveying very 
well what precedes, and the occasional confusion of yeyw _ 
with A€yw is so well known, that perhaps epi dv A€yover 
should be read. Those precise words occur three lines 
below, which tells at once for and against my suggestion, 
as the repetition would be a trifle weak. 

182 B aad’ é Gpporépwv ™pos adAnha Vy yryvopevoy | Tas 
aicOjoces Kal Ta aicOyTra admrotixktovra Ta. wév Tol arre 
yiyver Oat, 7a 5 aicbavdpeva. 

‘The text is not grammatical, but neither is it really 
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open to suspicion, and Madvig’s conjecture, dorexGevra, 
makes nonsense’ Campbell. Plato probably wrote dor 
xrovrwy, as the sense requires. Otherwise there is a double 
anacoluthon. ‘The termination has got accommodated to 
those near it. The other participle, cvyy:yvopever, is sub- 
ordinate to dzotixrovrwy and therefore no xaé is needed : 
cf. on 157 a above. 

184 E kat €€ets x.7.A. 

As this is an alternative course and as 7 and xaé are 
often confused, we might read 7 éées here, keeping rovde at 
the beginning of the sentence. This is better than omit- 
ting xai with Madvig and Schanz. cépya answers to 
aic@noes in the sentence before, tro airG to piav dav... 
Wuxnv. 

190 c ddAXov 8€ twa ole. tyaivovra 7 pawdpevov ToApHoat 
K.T.A. 

It is of course impossible that roApjoa can = toApyjoew, 
though the words seem to have been sometimes taken so 
(perhaps even by Heindorf). But, if they refer to the 
past, we want a wore, as we can hardly carry on to this 
sentence the zoré of the previous question, an answer to 
which has intervened. I conclude therefore that dy is to 
be inserted after twa or elsewhere. 

1924 det Bde A€yerOau Tepi airdv e& apyxns dropiLopevors, 
OTL K.T.A. ; 

It is hardly credible that with the passive Aé¢yeo6au there 
can be at once joined d.opifoevous, as though the verb were 
eye. Badham’s deAéoGar is very likely to be right. But 
we might also think of diadr¢yeoOoar (not perhaps very 
probable, but the da or Badham’s & would be easily lost 
after de) or of duodoyetoGa, the middle, which is sometimes 
used in the active sense. In Laws 901 £ éyodoyodpev and 
A€youey are alternative readings, the former with most 
authority. Cf. p. 62. 

ibid. & Probably Swxpdérns ¢i yeyvdéoxer is right, but 
«i may have been lost after y in ériomy, as it may in 197 B 
before « in iwaruov. 
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193¢ ra & Tots KaTortpos THs GWews maby deEia cis 
_ dplotepa perappeovoys. 

The construction of defia is highly questionable, and 
Buttmann proposed peradepotons. Possibly perapovens, 
though the word is rather poetical. aipw does not always 
imply raising. 

196 B otwau yap oe wept TavTds pGAXov dpiOpod Aéyev. 

pardov, which is wanting in one MS., makes no good 
sense and seems due to paddov before oddAXerar. Perhaps 
we should read épolws. 

199 B Perhaps zap’ atré for dx’ airov. Notice the a 
preceding. 

2018 The pév in wetoa pév is unmeaning. Read pédvor, 
for the two words are easily confused. 

ibid. © oi dv, & dire, el ye tadrov nv ddéa re adnOijs Kal 
Sicacrypia kal erurryun, dpOd wor’ dv ducacrys axpos eddgaLev 
AVE ETLOTHLNS. 

The transference of kat dkaorjpia to follow diuKxaorys 
dkpos seems the best method of dealing with those words 
that has been proposed. Cf. on 1528 above. But is 
éddéafev right? ‘If true opinion and knowledge were the 
same thing, no judge could ever have held a right opinion 
without knowledge.’ This is insipid, being indeed an 
identical proposition. Socrates had just said that dicasts 
dvev émornuns expwav, dp0a weobervtes, citep ed edikacay. 
Surely then he said here not éddfafev but edikaev (or edtka- 
cev): ‘if they are identical, no judge ever gave right 
judgment without knowledge.’ This is much more pointed. 
Of course on analysis it comes to the same thing as éddfaZer, 
but it by no means follows that éddgafev was as likely to be 
used by a writer of discrimination. The imperfect édécafev 
seems admissible, but the aorist may be preferred. 

ibid. 6 ye éym... ewedeAnopny, viv 8 évvod. 

Read 6 yap .. . viv évvod. The other gives quite a wrong 
turn to the words. 
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202 a One would think <rd> roidro, if right, should come 
close to 76 éxetvo. Ought it to change places with 76 aird ? 
Cf. 157 8. 

205 E eizep TO AOyw TELHopcOa. 

Probably «izep .. . weurdueba, if we are to follow, as in 
203 D elrep duddrepa Tis yvwoeran. 

207 B amply av... €xaorov wepaivy tis should according 
to the regular usage be zepdévy. In Laws 893 4 péypirep 
av... dumepavyra the tense has escaped corruption. 

209 A @ Tdv ddAwY Siadepers, TOVTwY ObdeVds HrTOMNHV. 

Not only 1s the grammar of @... rovrwy doubtful, but 
the singular © is objectionable in itself, as the points of 
diversity are clearly many. Read therefore dv. But can 
this stand by attraction for ois? Certainly it can. Cf. 
1444 dv 8) wdrore evérvyov ... ovdeva with Rep. 531 £, 
Gorg. 509 a, etc.: Aeschines 2. 117 zap’ dv pev BonOets ov 
droAnwe. xépw: Xen. Mem. 2. 2.5 peraddodtoa rhs tpodis 7s 
kal avti tpéderar: perhaps Thue. 1. 1. 3 é« rexunpiwv dv. . . 
por TicTEvoOL CvpPaiver. 
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128c Perhaps émixputrouevov is due to duarparrdomevov 
following and should be érixpirrec Oar. 

131 p should, I thiik, be printed with more notes of 
interrogation. Besides that after icov tw éora, I would 
put others after ¢fe, weiLov eorar, and wpiv. On the other 
hand in 134 c the sentence beginning ovxodv eizep is not a 
question. 

133 p Read éxeivov dodvAos <6 dodAos> like Seordrys 6 
deororns in the next line. 

135 B dvevxpwyodpevov ought to be drevxpwycapevov. 
Waddell seems half to suggest this in his edition. 

ibid. © rod To.ovrov pév ovv pot Soxels Kal paddAov yoOno ba. 

paddov is meaningless by itself. Perhaps paddov 
<€Tépwv>. 

ibid. B otk «las év Tots Spwpevors ovd€ Tepl Tatra TV 
awAaYHV éTLoKOTELY. 

I think rv rAdvnv <rovovpevov> or something similar is 
needed. 

137 © rods co... TovTo needs a <roujoo> added. 

140 E ri dé, zpecBurepov 7 a VEOTEPOV 7) TIV avTHY TAukiav 
éxew TO ev Ooxel Tw Suvarov eivat ; 

As mpecBirepov and vewrepov are predicates with eva, 
which is itself governed by duvardv, it is clear that éyew 
should be éyov to correspond. So in 1414 otk dp’ av «iy 

7 5 ‘ 4 5 A \  } ‘ ec 4 + 4A 7 

vewTepov ovde mperBitepov ovde THY adbTiv HALKiav ExoVv TO éV. 
17S 
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There is nothing uncommon in a participle with eva, 
especially if the participle is coordinate with adjectives. 

141 B 75 wpeoBitepov dpa éavtod yryvopevov Kal vedTepov 
€avTod dpa ylyverat, eimep pédNer Exe STov mpeaPuUrepov 
yiyverat. 

The last yéyverar should probably be yéyvyra:, the common 
construction after éxev. 

143 A tO. 8) Kal THd€ Ere <oKdre> ? 

156 D Gp’ otv éott TO arorov TotTo &v w TdT ay «in Gre 
petaBdarr« ; Td wotov by ; TO eEaidvys ; 

The first sentence seems devoid of meaning. Heindorf, 
followed by Stallbaum, thought Parmenides was going to 
put 7o éfaidvys at the end of his sentence, when he was 
interrupted by the question 76 zotov 37. I should be 
inclined to read peraBddrAcac <7d Toidvde> ; and to suppose 
that the loss was due to the great similarity between 76 
Towvoe and 76 zotov 67. Just below should not 4 égaidvys 
aitn dias be 7 <rov> eLaidvys avryn piars ? 

163c¢ Read 6 (for ©) dv dayev with one Paris MS. 
(Bekker) : and for zs ov« civas read r&s <pév> odk elvan. 
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216 © Kai Tots pev Soxotow elvar Tod pydevdos Tiptot, Tors 8 
agé.or TOD TaVvTos. 

Madvig omits tiwio.; Cobet, doing the same, transfers 
ago. to its place. I should much prefer to read tipyréor. 
Abbreviated terminations account for many mistakes. 

ibid. D Tod pevror Eévov Hiv Hd€ws dv wvOavoipny K.T.Ar. 

Surely iuiv. He is their gévos; or, if we connect the 
dative closely with the verb, duty is with your leave. Ct. 
Theaet. 143 £ Kat got dxotoa mévy déiwv olw tutv tov 
TONTOV pEpaKkiw evTEeTUXNKA. 

The two pronouns are, I think, again confused in 2178 

Adywv éredkaBov wapatAnciwy av Kal mplv Huas Sedp’ edAOetv 
duepwravtes aitov érvyydvopev, Where I would read zpiv ipas 
(Socrates and his party) dedp’ éAbeiv. ds is (1) unsuitably 
emphatic, (2) in strict grammar wrong, for it should be the 
nominative: but this licence is sometimes taken, e.g. Thuc. 
8. 63. 4, Ar. Hth. 3. 5. 1114a 4. It may be thought 
that at the opening of the dialogue Socrates is already 
on the scene and that Theodorus and his companions are 
just arriving, but this does not seem quite certain. Cobet 
Ov Kal Hels mplv Sedp’ edAGEiv. 

217 4 Kal? ev dvopa yévos Exdotw mpoonmTov. 

For & read éxaorov or €v exagrov. 

«2184 Theaetetus ought hardly to strike in with such 
words (Spa rotvuy x.7.A.). He waits to be spoken to by the 
stranger. Give them to Theodorus. 

180 
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219 6 réyvn tis KryTiKH A€exOcioa Gv duarpepeev. OEAL. 
vai, mpémrou yap av. 

Siarpérw is not used anywhere else by Plato; nor is any 
writer at all cited as using it in the sense of be becomung, 
suitable: it means be conspicuous. Coupling this with the 
fact that Stobaeus gives the words ay duazpépeev in the 
form dytpéWevev, may we not read dy mpépeev? dia, perhaps 
corrupted from $7, may be a dittograph for dv. In 2238 
mwdodv dia vouiopatos GAAdtrerae it would not be surprising 
if dé were an error for 37. 

ibid. D év Kryntixy wrod SHAov <oTt>. 

d7Aov cannot stand alone in this sense. 

221 & ra vevoTiKa TOV evvdpwr. 

This has been written by a common blunder for ra 
éyvdpa TV vevoTiKOV OF Tov VvevoTLKOV TA Evvdpa. Cf. 2208 
VEVOTLKOD pV TO pev TInVEV... TO de EYvdpov. Very similar 
is the blunder in 228A diadopas diadOopdy for duadOopas 
Svadopavy and that pointed out above in T'heaet. 155 pv. 

222 4 I have sometimes thought that Aepovas, which is 
rather hard to harmonize with zorapovs, might stand for 
Aipvas, a word associated with zorapovs a line or two above. 
But on the whole I should not venture to propose the 
change. 

ibid. EB rotro pev Tovey épwrikys Téxvns EoTW <7O> €ldos ? 

The réxvy is the efdos. Cf. 2236 rd THs KrytiKis Téxvys 
by . €ldos. ; 

223 B Perhaps 7 <é.a> réyvys. 

224 B ovKxovv Kal Tov pabypata ocvvwvotvpevov woAWw TE eK 
Toews Vvouiopatos ayelBovTa Tabtov mpocepets dvope ; 

There is no construction for voyioparos. (Campbell 
governs it by due(Bovra, leaving zoAw without construction ; 
for ynv mpd yns éAavvoua is quite different. Besides, 
compare Apol. 37D GAAnv é@& aGdXAys ToAcws aperBopéve : 
Polit. 289 B woAw ék wodews GAAGTTOVTEs.) I suspect a 
subordinate participle has dropped out and we should read 
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vopicpatos <mwAodvta> dpe(Bovra, which gives the sense 
needed. Cf. 228 c, where B has Oéueva, T with Galen and 
Stobaeus Odneva reipmpeva, which is no doubt right. 

ibid. c Read 7é ye with the Vienna MS. for ro ye and 
in the next line ro d¢. Compare e.g. 225 4 and 262 D. 

225 4 The answer éorw should, I think, be éorw. CE. 
éxérw 227 c. 

226 mepi raira, not ratra * 

ibid. Theaetetus, asked if he can see how to divide a 
certain genus into two species, says tayetav as euol axel. 
érirarrets. It is unsatisfactory either to take this ironically 
(Jowett) or to make it mean ‘that is rather a rapid 
enquiry for my small powers’ (Heindorf). I suspect the 
loss of a negative, od tayeiav, or possibly od Bpaxetav, Taxvs 
and Bpaxvs being liable to interchange. Cf. below 226 E 
EE. ovxodv to ye Kabaprikov eldos ad dirdotv bv was av ior. 
@EAI. vai, xara oyoAny ye tows od pevTor eywye Kabopa viv, 
which perhaps favours (od) raxetay as against (od) Bpayetav. 
But the use of rayvs seems strange, especially as the 
stranger has said nothing about time. 

228c For attra wacyew read rotro, or possibly ratra, 
TAT XEW. 

ibid. D €or. 8) Svo0 Tatra, ds paiverar, Kakav év aith (the 
soul) yevy. 

Rather xaxiav. Cf. xaxiav and dvo «iva yévn Kakias év 
Wuxn immediately following : also 227 E d¥o €idy Kaxias wept 
Yoxnv pytréov. Cf. p. 319. 

229p Should 7d pév ddAAo be ra pev dArAa? That suits 
better the plural ddackar/as. 

231 B It is difficult to get any meaning out of érdrav 
ixavOs gvAdtrwo.v, nor does Heindorf’s ¢vAayOdow or 
Schanz’ dvAdrrwpev satisfy one. Madvig probably gave 
the meaning rightly in his dwpabdow (2.e. of codicrai), but 
I would suggest that davéow is what Plato wrote. ¢daivouar 
or some kindred word appears over and over again 
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throughout the dialogue in the sense that the nature of the 
sophist is ascertained by the discussion: e.g. 224 Dp: 231 D 
(6rdca ply 6 codicryns tépavrat), etc. dvdAdrrwow, which 
is not very much like gavdow, may be due to the influence 
of dudAaxyv two lines before and be a ‘false echo’ of it not 
quite in the sense Campbell intends. 

9328 Read fzoXdeirew for troduretv. Since Heindorf 

editors always adopt defrew for duretv in 227 dD, 

2344 @EAI. waididav A€yes twa. BE. ri d€; tHv Tov 

A€yovTos Ort Tavta olde K.T.A. POV Ov TaLdiav VopLETEOYV ; 

I do not see how Campbell can be right in supplying 
téxvnv With riyv rod A€yovros, as the word has not occurred 
recently enough (233 p). We certainly must not supply 
ma.ouav from what precedes, but it is just possible that the 
gender (ryv for ro: Schanz alters ryv to rd) is due to the 
predicate waiduév which is coming. This is probably what 
Stallbaum meant, but he fails to make it clear. Such 
an attraction however, though common in some uses of 
pronouns, is not known to me in the article, and some 
parallels would be welcome. Pending their discovery, we 
might consider whether a substantive such as trdcyerw 
has not been omitted. The verb tmiyvotpar occurs just 
below and twice in 232 p. It might be put in either after 
A€yovros or after ypdve. 

ibid. E mapayevopévwv. Probably zapayvyvopevuv. 

235 A vav THs Tadlas peTexovTwY éoTi TLS WEpav. 

pepov is bracketed by Schanz, marked as corrupt by 
Burnet. Should we not read yevav? Cf. a few lines below 
Tov yévous civat Tod Tov Oavpatoroidv tis ets. In Thuc. 
2. 37. 2 Herwerden’s ovx« ard yevous for ovk ad pépovs is 
certainly attractive. 

236 E eizdvra is hard to explain. Perhaps it should be 
eietv, ‘say that it is really possible to speak or think what 
is false.’ «fzov occasionally takes accusative and infinitive, 

eg. Gorg. 473 a. 
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237 A ov yap pH wore TodTO Sapy, etvat pip edvTa. 

So Simplicius gives the verse of Parmenides, though the 
MSS. of Plato (here and in 258p) and Aristotle (Met. 
13. 2. 1089 a 4) agree in rotr’ otdayp. Say7 is at first 
sight strange and has provoked many doubts and _ sugges- 
tions. But, when we recall the similar use of aipeiy for 
prove, and compare Pindar’s dyéva daydooas, we may very 
well acquiesce in it. Of course to Parmenides it meant 
rather won, gained, than proved, or the point is spoken of 
as a difficulty overcome. Cf. also Polit. 284B xaOdrep év 
TO CopioTH TpognvayKalopev evar TO pa dv, Theaet. 
153c, 196 B?, Rep. 611 8B. Perhaps we may compare wap 
yvopnv and Hor. S. 1. 3, 115 nec vincet ratio hoe. 

7 + 4 a a > , 239 C éws av tu. Svvayévy Spav Totro évrvyyavoper. 

If right, this can only mean ‘until we find ourselves 
talking with.’ If it were ‘until we meet,’ the verb would © 
have to be in the aorist. 

241 5 attrav. dvrwv’? ad? 

242. ¢ eixdAws poor Soxet Tlappevidns juiv dvedréxOar . . . 
pdOov .. . paiverar SinyetoGar raicly ws ovow Hiv. 

evxddws, good-humouredly, is hardly the right word. 
Badham ody dAws, did not even argue. Did not Plato write 
edxepas? Theaet. 154 B Oavpacra re Kal yedota edyepds Tws 
avayxafoueba rA€éyew: Dem. 18. 70 & d€ywv edyepds sre dv 
BovdnOps. In Phaedo 117 ¢ edyepds and eixddAws are joined 
together, but that is far from showing that the latter can 
stand here. 

243 4 Some infinitive going with yaAemdy, e.g. eidévar or 
eizretv, seems wanted. 

244 4 wa py dofdLopev pavOdvew pev Ta Neydpeva.. 

pev seems in a very questionable place. Perhaps 
pavOdvew pev dofalwmev or dofdlopev pev pavOavew. There 
is no objection to pev after -wev. Cf. Polit. 281 D rA€yomer 
pev: Lep. 353 4 Onoopev pév: even Isocrates 6. 85 dvop6- 
copev pev: 15. 311 érawvodper per. 
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247 & déyw 8H 7d Kal Srovavotv Kextynuévov Sivapw ett’ eis 
TO Tovelv Erepov StLodv TepuKds €i7’ eis TO Tafely Kal TMLKpOTaToV 
id tod davdordrov... TiHewar yap pov dpilew Ta dvTa as 
éorw ov aAAo Te TAHY Svvaps. 

7. seems needed either before or after rouetv. It would 
fall out easily before z, which is often almost indistinguish- 
able from it. déruwtv seems to go with érepov and corre- 
spond to davAorarov. 

dpifew and dpifew 7a dvra have been bracketed. Boeckh 
wrote épifwv. 

It does not seem likely that Plato said ra évra themselves 
were dvvapis, nor does 248 c support it. It is oto/a which 
is S¥vayis, and I cannot but think otcia (with ws éorw) or 
oicias (with dpov) has been lost. But what to do with 
épilew ra dvra, unless it should be simply omitted, I do 
not know. 

251A xai, dav ad pyderepov ideiv SuvvepeOa, Tov yotv Adyov 
Srytep av olol te Gpev edrperéctata dwadpefa ovtws 
dpdotv apa. 

Campbell and Badham defend dwodueba in different 
ways. Others have proposed emendations, but nobody 
what seems to me a certain correction, namely diadvodueba. 
If they cannot satisfy themselves (says the stranger) about 
either being or not-being, at any rate they will with the 
utmost credit escape, make their way through, the diffi- 
culties of both. The very same expression occurs in this 
dialogue 2310 dmopeiv day wore ert Sduadvcetar Tov Adyov. 
SiadverGou Tov Adyov can be contrasted with what is called 
in Phil. 43.4 tirexornvar tov Adyov éemipepdpevov. Cf. also 
Polit. 284 B xara totro duehuyev Hpas 6 Adyos. 

253 E 76 ye Siadextixov otk GAAw ddcets. 

This use of the neuter does not seem like Plato. 
Perhaps diadextixoy <eltvau>. 

255 E év ois mpoapovpeba <oxoreiy>, as in 256d. The 
sense is otherwise incomplete. 

259 0 ratra édcavta as duvara. 

avyvuta for dvvaré Badham, and that gives very good 
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sense. But we might also think of dvdévyta, which seems 
to me to suit the context better, as the stranger goes on to 
say that these things are not an éAeyyos GAnOwos and that 
they argue a novice. 

265 D dia THY HAtKiav ToAAdKIs Gudorepa petadoealw. 

The sense certainly requires dofacdvtwv for do€alovrwv 
immediately below, and, that being so, I would read — 
petadogaow here too, It also agrees better with tous. 

ibid. & The stranger will not argue a point, because he 
sees that Theaetetus is sure shortly to adopt it: ypdves yap 
€k TEpiTTOV ylyvolT’ av. 

Heindorf seems inclined to read Adyos for xpdvos, and 
there should, I think, be no doubt that it is necessary to 
do so. Nobody in such a case would say that time was 
superfluous. Argument is superfluous, because time by 
itself will produce the desired result. For the mistake see 
my Aristophanes and Others. Index, s.v. xpovos. 

267 A orav olwor TO GOV oXHUd TIS TO EavTOdD ypwpevos 
cahpatt mpordpmoiov HY povnv dwvyn daiverOar ron, piwnors 
TovTo THs pavracTiKns padioTa KeKANTAL Tov. 

The difficulty of this has perhaps not been sufficiently 
noticed. The sense required is ‘makes his body or voice 
like yours,’ while the words actually mean ‘makes your 
figure or voice like his,’ an impossible inversion. Who 
ever wrote or deliberately spoke like this? Perhaps the 
same accident has occurred that we seemed to find in 2248 
and another participle governing 7d odv cynwa has been 
lost. ‘Representing your figure,’ ‘having your figure in 
his mind,’ etc., would make good enough sense. To €avrov 
capa would be the object of zon, put in the dative after 
the participle according to the ordinary rule, though this 
would certainly be harsh. I suggest then the insertion of 
(say) drexdlwv, or even pusotpevos itself, which would 
perhaps be more likely to fall out near ypdépevos. Cf. B76 
cov oxnpa... pyunooro and Crat. 432 B & tis... 70 Gov 
xpGpa Kal oynua arexdoeev. We might also think of 
<kata> TO cov oxnpa, or perhaps of the considerable 
inversion 76 éauvtod cya and TO o@ ypwmevos cXHmaTL. 
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258 p Some réyvai have nothing to do with action and 
give knowledge only: ai 5€ ye wept texrovixiy ad Kat ovp- 
macav xelpoupylav womep ev Tals tpdkeow evotcav cvpduToVv 
Thy émioTnNV KEKTHVTAL Kal GvvamoTeAOvaL TA yryvomeva, OT 
avTOV THpUaATA TPOTEPOV OK OVTO.. 

The last clause as it stands would seem to mean that 
these arts help to produce the things which are produced 
by them. Campbeli makes better sense of it only by 
straining the meaning of dmoreAd (‘perfect’) and making 
avrav reter to zpageo. when it would naturally refer to the 
subject of cuvaroreAotor. Reflection will lead us, I think, 
to substitute cvvaroteAotocav. This practical érucrynyn is 
described as év tals mpageow évotoa and cvvarotedotoa Ta 
ylyvopeva oopara, and airév are the arts in question. 

ibid, E morepov . . . Oncopev ws ev TavTa TatTa mpocayoped- 
OvTES ; 2 

The words seem insufficient, unless we read something 
like ratra <rairé> zpooayopevorres, ‘ put them down as one, 
giving them all the same name.’ Cf. 259 D cis ratrév ds &v 
wévta tadta EvwOyocopev, Where perhaps we should read 
as ev OV. 

264 © ro woXutiKov ov... fytntéov; would give the best 
sense if we might substitute od repi (not Heindorf’s 4 zep/) 
for écrep (B and T), «i repi, and one or two other MS. 
readings. In the next line perhaps adv should be added. 

266 E rapadotvat Tas THS TOAEWS Yvias ws oikeias Kal aiTo 
TAUTYNS OVENS THS eTLOTHNS. 

It would seem as though we ought either to omit xai, as 
187 
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Stephanus after one MS. did, or to insert after it some- 
thing like id/as. 

268 E GANG by 7G p1Ow pov Tdv TpdceEXE TOV VodV, KabaeEp 
oi matdes' rdvTws od TOAAG Exhevyets Tatdias (sic BT) ern. 

Editors have usually been divided between zadias a 
game, play and zadias childhood, either of which would 
be a genitive following on éry, for exdevyew requires an 
accusative. Campbell rightly points out that, to make 
sense with this, zoAAad would have to be zoAv; and we 
should expect ra ris before the genitive. He himself reads 
by his own slight alteration zadiuds games, and Burnet 
follows him. But after waides surely radia, not mardid, is 
the word we want, and therefore I should suggest za:diav : 
it is only a few years since you emerged from childhood. 
Cf. the correction of zoAeuias in 307 © to rodepiav. 

ibid. hv toivev Kal éri €orar TOV TaAaL AEXOevTwv TOAAG TE 
GAG Kal k.T.A. 

I think we should read éor for éora, and understand 
the words somewhat differently. They are usually taken 
to mean that various other things in ancient story and the 
great portent of the sun’s changing its course did occur 
and will yet occur again. But at this point it does not 
seem proper to bring in the statement that this and other 
things will occur again. The speaker comes to that 
presently. At starting he has only got to refer to this as 
an old legend. Also éru éora: means rather well still exist 
than well occwr or exist again. Reading éor, I under- 
stand him to say that among other things belonging to old 
legend there used to be and still is the story of this 
portent, and he goes on dkyxoas ydp mov «.t.’. This 
certainly seems the-sense in which his interlocutor under- 
stands him. The confusion of éori and éora is not 
uncommon, but it usually works the opposite way. 

269 a airé should perhaps be aira. Badham airov. 

270 A 8a 6% TO peyiorov dv Kal ivoppoTwtarov emt piKkpo- 
tatov Baivov moods iévat. 

For iévar read eivor. PBaivov iévar is very pleonastic, while 
the resolution of verbs into participles with eva: is a 
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marked feature of Plato’s later style. Cf. in this dialogue 
257 A axyxodtes civat, 273 B Hv peréxov, 289 A, 296 ©, ete. 

272 B dv Adyos emt Atos etvat. 

For ov B and T have as, other MSS. ov ds. Perhaps 
dv kai. See Index, s.v. kai as. 

273 4 6 dé (kdopos) petractpedopevos Kal cvpBadrdwv apxns 
Te Kal TeAeuTHS évavriav dpyrv dpynOets k.T.A. 

Both ovpBadAwv and the genitives are obscure. Read 
oupBddXov épxnv Te kal TeAeuTHv, bringing together beginning 
and end. The end of one system is the beginning of 
another. Cf. note on 2688 above, where zatdéav is 
proposed for zaidias. [So Postgate.] 

ibid. OopiBwv re kai tapaxns non Tavdmevos Kal TOV CELT POV 
yadnvns érirAaBdopuevos. 

It will be an improvement in every way to read xdx tov 
cecpov, just as in 292 B we have kak trys émiotatiuxyns. In 
Aristotle Hist. An. 5. 5. 541 a 27 ai 88 wépdixes, av Kar’ dvepov 
oTaow ai Onrelar TOV appévwv, EyKvor ylyvovtaty twoAAdKis Se 
Kal THS pwvans, av dpyGocar TUXwoL, Kal trepreTopevwv eK TOD 
KatTamvedoat Tov appeva it is plain that xa« THs dwvns should 
be read, and in Aesch. Hum. 280 I suspect Aeschylus wrote 

Bpiler yap aia Kaxpapaivetat xepds, 

for the genitive yepds seems almost to require it. The 
substitution of xai for xéx or «dv is fairly common. 

274 _D ddos 6 Kd > y i j : OAOS O KOT MOS, © TYMpLLOvpMEVOL KAL TUVETOMEVOL.. . 
Zouev. 

es ‘ . 

@ ovveTropevor Kal cuppyrovpevor? So in A dropmmovpeva 
\ lal a kat EvvaxoAovfotvta TO... TaOnparte. 

277A mi«iw kat peiLw Tod d€ovtos <eis> Exacta Tov épywv 
ere Padrrdpevor ! 

ibid. E év <pév> rais Bpaxvtaras. 

€ , / ? 278 D H Wx... Tore pev dm’ dAnOelas epi ev Exacrov ev 
Tot ovviotatat, TOTE OE... héperar 

The compound gvvicrata: does not seem right. In 
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contrast with ¢éperor we want iorata. ovv is perhaps a 
repetition of the last letters of rid (ti iv). 

He goes on kat ta pev airav aun yé wy Tov cvyKpdoewr 
ép0as dogafe, where the genitive is odd. Should not ra 
pev be tas pév, airdv agreeing with trav ovyxpdoewy and 
contrasting them with the oro.xeia? Cf. however 290 & 
Ta ceuvorata Kal pddiota TaTpLa TY apxaiwy Ovorov. 

281 © doxely ypn . . . tpoomoinoacbau. 

The future rpocroiorerbar is necessary, like audio Byrn- 
covow a few lines before. 

282 B tadacrovpyixns Ovo tunpard éotov, Kat TovTow 
Exatepov dua dvotv repvKarov Téxvaw pEepy. 

The expression will be much more exact, if we insert 
kata after kat, 1.€. kal <xkata> tovrow éxdtepov. The two 
words are much alike and sometimes confused. 

284 B kaddrep év TO codioTH mpoonvayKacapey elvat TO p27) 
OV, €relon Kata TovTO Sueduyev Huas 6 Adyos.. 

Surely duépevyev. 6 Adyos Suehvyev av, if they had failed 
to vindicate not-being. Cf. 275 p and see p. 26. 

287 B trav ro\dOv and zacév seem to call for the 
insertion of texvév, which can hardly be supplied from 
anything in the context. 

ibid. D tovtwv 8’ ad should, I think, be rovrwy 8 airév. 

293.c For kai éxovrwy read xai ef or Kav éxovrwy, a8 in A 
éavre... €avTe... kai eav... The awkward construction 
of the whole passage might be mended by putting a 
considerable stop at povov and reading éavre <dé>. 

ibid. D éav te... Kxabaipwow... cite Kal... mooow n 
Ls avVEwWoOU,. 

’Eav can hardly carry on its force over the «ive, so as to 
make subjunctives possible. Must we not read zowitow 

d av q and avéovcw * 

(296 £ rotrov det Kai wept tadra tov dpov civar tov ye 
3 , > a / / a c ‘ \ 3 ‘\ 

dAnOwotarov pOjs woAEws Sioikjoews, OV 6 Todos Kal ayabos 
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dvnp SiiKknoe: TO TOV apxopevwv ; @oTEp 6 KYBEpvyTNs TO THs 
VEWS KAL VaUTOV del TUUEpov TapadpvAatTu K.T.A. 

So this passage is written in all the editions I have 
consulted. Stallbaum translates 16 Trav dpyonevwv Tes 
civium, Campbell the condition of his subjects, Jowett the 
affairs of his subjects. But in reality +o goes with the 
cuppépov which is coming in the next clause governed by 

‘TapadvAdttwv. TO TaV apxouevwv cvpdepov is compared to 
TO THS vews Kal vavTav avpdepov. The mark of interrogation 
should therefore be deferred and put after coe rods 
auvvvavtas at the end of the dozep clause, though the 
sentence is really anomalous, Plato forgetting that he 
began with a question and after the éo7ep clause rambling 
into another which takes it up with a ottws. 

297 B Transpose the words and read xat pi od8 zpos 
€xeiva. GVTUPpNTéov. 

ibid. c Should not av be xay (cf. 293 ¢ above)? The 
sense requires not if but even 7. : 

298 c eSeivar 5é Kai idwradv Kai Tv dAAwv Symovpyav . . - 
yvopny EvuBarécba. 

Insert érwoty or 7G BovAowévw or something similar. 
The genitive cannot stand alone. 

302 B The stranger proposes to consider a certain point, 
Kalmrep ™pos ye TO Viv mporebev Huiv Tapepyov AEeyopevov. 

For Xeyouevov read yryvémevov or perhaps <av> yevdpevov. 
Aeyopuevov is not suitable and the two words are liable to 
confusion. See. p, 239. 

ibid. C rHhv avriv roive (1.e. dpynv) babe tpidv otcdr 
xareriy diadepdvtws yiyverOar Kal paornv. 

paoryv I take to be a mere blunder for dpicrn, 
encouraged no doubt by the opposition of yaderyjv. See 
further on in E povapyia (which is what he means here) 
fevxeioa pev ev ypappacw ayabois, ods vopous Aéyouer, 
adpiaotyn racav tov €& dvopos 8 xaXewy Kal Bapurdry 
cuwvoujoa.: and again 303 B év tH mpwrn (Lhv) mpOrov Te Kat 
aptatov. The question all through is about goodness 
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and badness : see especially 303.4. pacroiis a very plausible 
conjecture for dpurroa in Thue. 3. 38. 5. 

303c With civ. and yiyverOa. there must have gone 
some word now lost like Aexréov or voyicréov. 

ibid. rodro pev arexvds july Gorep Spapa, ° 

Is there some such word lost as werépavrac? Cf. Rep. 
451 c. It may be that the sentence only loses itself and 
that éywpicOn represents the proper verb. 

306 cp As in 303, only more decidedly, a verb seems 
needed in the sentence beginning with dgévryra Kal taxos, to 
go with «ire yéyovas x.t.A. Perhaps pvnpovevers or pvnynv 
EXELs. 
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llc The difficulty of the singular number in ddedipa- 
tatov might be avoided by reading adeAtpwortar’ av. 

13 B xaxa 8 évra aitav Ta TWOAAG Kai ayaa Sé, ws Hets 
pape, 6uws TavTa ov tpocayopevers dyaGa adra. 

How are the words kai dya6a dé to be understood? Bury 
has no comment on them, nor—strange to say—has 
Badham. airév refers to ra #déa, and, if the Greek were 
capable of meaning that these were a mixed mass, some 
good, some evil (as Stallbaum, Jowett, Jackson seem to 
understand), the sense would be satisfactory. But it can 
only mean that most of them are good as well as bad, 
which is not only not Socrates’ contention but inconsistent 
with a protest against Protarchus’ calling them good. 
kai—dé is a familiar phrase enough, though not frequent 
in Plato, and means simply ‘and so and so also.’ What 
we want therefore here is some further predicate of most 
pleasant things, going along with or a little beyond 
badness. If the book were Aristotle’s, I should suggest 
gevxta. Some word more or less with that sense would be 
suitable. dyafa seems due to the dyad of the next line, 
unintentionally anticipated. 7a modAa and wavta aira 
are not logically quite right, but that is another matter. 

In the sentence following we can either correct évdv to 
évopav or évvodv or read something like évov etpwy or épav. 
Cf. 16 D eipyoev yap évodoar. 

Badham would not have proposed the excision of 
ovyxopnoerOa1, if he had read the words, as they should 
probably be read, with a pause after either cvyywpyoerbar 
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or tayabov. It is also possible that dvéfeoGau (or dvéyer Oar 1) 
depends directly on ovyywpycecOa, like ovvexwpnoev 
amoxpiveo Gan or -etoGar in Prot. 333 D. 

ibid. c In view of the present tense depducba it seems 
needless to alter titpwoxer with Jackson to a future. 

“ na al a 

14.B tiv toivev diadopdtyta, © Ipdrapxe, Tod &yabod Tov T 
éuod Kal Tov cod px aroKpuTToOpevol, KataTilevtes Se eis TO 
pécov ToAGpev, av wy éAeyxXopmevor pyVvYowor TOTEpOV K.T.A. 

No doubt ecyxspevor, if right, requires the omission 
with Bury and Burnet of rot dya6od, so that éuod and cod 
may agree with Adyou as in the preceding sentence, but 
this seems to me a little awkward. The alternative is 
éArcyxouevw, the dual, for Stallbaum’s éXeyxdmevor, meant to 
agree with a plural dadopdrnres, surely cannot stand. It 
would be just possible to write Adyouv for dyafod. It is 
however roApapev I am concerned with. The word makes 
no sort of sense here and has nothing in common with 
Topo éyav os in 13D. Badham’s to Adyw, dpoyey is 
too great a. change, and Madvig’s roApapev <petievar> not 
more than possible. éyoAoypyev, a word used hereabouts 
very often, seems to me more likely. If oy were lost, 
‘as after two similar syllables it might well be, éuoAdpev 
would pass into roApépev with no great difficulty. 

ibid. © érav tis éue PH Llpwrapxov eva yeyovora dice 
moA\Xovs elvar wad Tos éue Kal évaytiovs aAAHAots. 

Does not the antithesis require <rév> éué to match 
Tovs ene! 

ibid. E mota . . Aéyes & pyTw ovyKxexwopypeva Sedjnpevtat. 

One would expect dcdnuevpéva cvyKxexdpyta. They 
become common and familiar first, and matters of general 
agreement only in consequence of that. The exchange of 
terminations is always possible. 

15 > “ ‘ X ‘ \ a 9 - \ A évtavOot pév yap Kal TO ToLodTOV ev . . TVyKEXwWPYTAL TO 
‘ 5 “a > 4 bi 8 4 A + 2 A / py) detv ehéyxew* OTav O€ Tis Eva avOpwrov émixeipy TiHerOar 
\ aA A \ \ \ ad X \ 5 ‘\ 7 ‘ 4 a“ kat Bodv éva Kat Td Kadov ev Kai 7d ayabov ev, wept TovTwY TOV 

évddwy Kal TOV ToLlovTwy 7 moAAr Grovdy peTa SioLpecews 
appr Byrnows ylyvera.. 
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Madvig suggests srovdy the dative. But, while that 
would come in awkwardly and be indeed doubtful in point 
of grammar, pera diaipéoews is and would be quite out of 
place. % zoAAH dudicByrynois is all we need and all we 
ought to have. I would therefore, adopting o7ovdy, 

“propose to put oovdy pera 6. with édX¢yyxev three lines 
above. The words would be as appropriate there as they 
are disturbing and perplexing where they occur. 

tbid. B Concurring in the view that zpédrov pév.. ira. . 
pera 5 rovro convey three distinct points and that there 
must be something wrong with oyws in the statement of 
the second, I find the suggested é6vrws (Susemihl, perhaps 
Bury: dAws one view of Badham’s) not very satisfactory, 
as heing awkward by the side of BeBadrara. Might we 
read pydapos, going with the words preceding? vy 
before it would facilitate the loss of py. 

ibid. C dardons amopias aitia py Kalas époroynbévra Kal 
evrropias av av Kadds. 

Probably dy is ééy and we are to understand épuoAoynO7 
with.-it. 

tbid. D méev ovv tis tavtys apEntrar wodARs ovens Kat 
TavrToias wept TA aupirByTovpeva payne ; 

Does not ravrns need a ris? Either insert one or read 
TOLAUTNS. 

164 Badham’s éAtyou 8 otdé for dAtyou 8& Kai is 
unnecessary, I think, because Plato probably was not 
thinking of qeuddpevos ovre ... ovte «.7.X., Which would 
certainly call for ové¢, but going back in his mind to rip 
€xOpevov. 

tbid. B ob piv eater Kaddiwy 5dds o0d8’ dv yévorto Fs eyo 
Eparrys eiue dei. 

Madvig wrote 7. before js, but there is probably no 
reason why the genitives should not do double duty, first as 
dependent on the comparative, secondly as dependent on 
épacrys. Cf. Xen. H.L. 9.1 erurxorav tis dv edpou pecous 

Oo. 2 
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atobvyaKovTas TOUTWY TOV ex TOD hoBepod aroxwpelv alpovpevur, 
where tév . . aipovyéevwv is at once governed by peious and 
partitive. There too Heindorf proposed to insert 7 after 
rovtwv, and of course after v it might easily fall out. 

ibid. D trav ev éxeivwv. 

There is no difficulty in regarding év as indeclinable and 
a potential plural. Cf. 15.0 wepi ra rowitra ev kal woAAd 
and 17 E dAXo trav ev ériodv. 

ibid. E ot 8é viv TOV avOporwv copot ev pev ows av TUXWT 
kal ToAAG Gatrov Kat Bpaddtepov rotodor Tod SéovTos, pera dé 
TO &v adreipa evOus. 

Kat woAAa is often bracketed as unintelligible, which 
indeed it is. 7a woAAa plerwmque has also been substituted 
for it. Might not zoAdaks get corrupted? For xai before 
Bpadvrepov we might be tempted to read 7, but in this sort 
of use Greek often has and where we say or. 

17 a) + ‘ \ ? A \ B TOUT €oTL TO ypapLpatiKoV EkacTOV TOLODV UOV. Kal 
\ \ \ Ay , a A 

PV Kal TO LoVvoLKOV 0 TVYXaVEL TOLODY TOUT’ EOTL TAUTOV. 

Bury seems to agree with Paley that zo before povoikdv 
is an inadvertent repetition from 76 ypapparixdv. ‘ Other- 
wise,’ he says, ‘we must take it as a demonstrative rather 
than article.’ But this is surely impossible. 76 6 could 
stand like rév dca in 21c, but not with povoixdy coming 
between. We might think of ov for 6, te. dv rvyxave, 
any one. 

Is rodr’ €ort raitov right? The almost invariable order 
is the reverse, raird todro, 6 avtdos otros, etc. In 388 
I would make a similar change. 

He goes on dwv? ev wov Kal TO Kat’ éxeivny THY TEXVNV EoTL 
pa év abry, in which words xai 76 is absent from the Bodleian, 
though found in T, the Venetian codex, and some scholars 
prefer to omit it or at any rate the ro. If we keep it, I 
would take 76 xara closely together, as in 76 xa’ jas, TO 
Kata TovTov eivat, etc. It is curious how often the adverbial 
phrase 7d pera totvro occurs in this dialogue (29D, etc.). 
There is no reason, as Badham saw in his second edition, 
why éxeivnv should not refer to povoikdv. 
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184 domep yap, &v driody el tis rote Ad Bou, TOdTOV ds Papev 
ovk éx’ ameipov diow det BAérew edOds GAN ei Twa apiOpuor, 
ovTw kal Td évaytiov, GTav Tis TO areipov avayKxacOy mpoTov 
ANapBavev, pH emt 7d ev edOds GAN em’ dpiOpov ad twa ANOS 
exaorov €xovTd Ti kaTavoeiv TeAevTav Te ex TavTWV Eis EV. 

Great difficulty has been found in én’ dpiOydv.. . xata- 
voeiv, So much so that Burnet follows Liebhold in expunging 
éz’ and Bury inclines to the same course. For other views 
and proposals see Bury’s note. I suggest dAN én’ dpiOpov 
ad twa TARGos Exdotwv éxovra, ei katavoeis. Cf. 51 E GAN, ef 
KaTavoeis, Tara elon dvo and ibid. c ei pov pavOaveas: 26 

\ \ \ 7 a »” > a“ > 1 
Ta pev On Tpia Tadta eipnka, ei ovvvoeis. TIPQ. add’ oipar 
katavoeiv: ep. 5104 «i xatavoeis: Polit. 280B et Evvvoets 

‘ > , 7 ec / tiv oixedtnta. The change of éxacrov to éxaorwy would 
also, I think, be an improvement, éxéorwy referring to 
the species contained in the genus. Cf. 17 76 8 dzeipov 
e 4 A? s e Fos ~ » 5 ra o éxdoTwv Kai ev éxdotows TAHGos and 19 A dzeipa airav exacTa 

é though th f é€ be quit yeyovevor, though the use Of exaota may not quite 
the same. ; 

19c Is ph AavOavew airov complete without something 
like <éyvootvra> added ? 

ibid. ob tyvde jpiv tiv cvvovoiav ... érédwxas Tacu Kal 
geavtov mpos TO dteAdobar x.7.A., but in E édwxas eis Tadd’ 
npeiv oavtov. Badham brackets xat ceavrov here, but this 
kind of pleonasm can at any rate be illustrated from Latin 
poetry, e.g. Lucr. 1. 6 te, dea, .. adventumque tuum and 12 
te, dwa, twumque significant initum: Virg. Aen. 8. 144 
me, me iwpse mewmque obiect caput (where Conington 
compares Soph. O.C. 750 dei oe xndevouca Kat Td cov Kapa) : 
Cf. abid. 377 : 10. 672, etc. The expression below in 64 ¢ 
él Tois TOU dyaod . . . tpoOvpors Kal THS OiKHoOEWS . . . THS TOU 
Towovrov is very similar. Spenser Ff’. Y.5. 10.12. 3 himself 
and service to her offered. 

20c trav b€ ye eis tiv Sdiaipeow ciddv Hdovns ovdev ETL 
mpoodencopcba. 

Ta. eis THY Siaipeow are things contributing or relating to 
the distinction of kinds. Cf. Xen. Oecon. 9. 6 kxécpos 
c > c / 

O €ls E0pTas. 
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ibid. D diadépov or dScadéeper for diadépecr 2 

In the same section, though the infinitive Aéyew can be 
explained by an anacoluthic construction with ofua:, it may 
be only a mistake for A€yeus. 
When Socrates says that a man aims at the good kal rév 

dAAwv ovdev dpovrile. TAY TOV GroTeAOUpEVWV apa ayabots, I 
do not understand him to mean by the last words ‘ such 
things as involve goods in the process of their development,’ 
(Bury: Badham would omit zAjv), but ‘such things as are 
brought about along with things good,’ or in other words 
that we are indifferent to anything not compatible with 
real good, e.g. to pleasure that does not go along with good. 

214 éyas should be éyous, as the other optatives show 
and as grammar requires. 

22 A Kowvds yryvopevos (not yevauevos) ? 

ibid. mas Syrou Tovrov tag (Tov Biov) aipyoerat T™pOTEpov v7) 

éxeivov OmroTEpovodr, Kal pos TOUTOLS YE ovx 6 pev, 6 6 8 ov. 

Some very unsatisfactory attempts to deal with cat zpos 
rovtos ye (ye is wanting in T) may be found recorded in 
Bury’s note, and I cannot regard his own ye(vijrerar) 
or éorac as more plausible. The phrase ctvar rpds tut is 
not really in place here, for it does not usually express 
more than a temporary occupation or absorption ; and why 
should it be rovrots, not rovrw! Surely kai rpds trovrois ye 
must be used in its ordinary sense, and further, just like 
apos €. ye tovrors in 370. I infer therefore the loss of 
some word or words like those of 20 D @npever kai édierar 
Bovdopevov édetv Kal epi aird krycacba. Not a man here 
and there, but everyone will choose it, and not only choose 
it but actively pursue it. The emphasis of wpds rovrots ye 
seems to point to the loss of more words than one. 

ibid. B maou... aiperds olomep Suvatov Av ovTws.. . Chv. 

dorourmep would match zrgou better, and the last lather of 
aiperos may account for the loss. Rep. 6154 MSS. vary 
between ovs and 6 dcous, the latter being necessary : 2bid. 349 D 
TOLOUTOS ... olomep éouxnev Madvig very plausibly suggests 
olomep. tye just above (eye ehevcbes) should probably 
be éyeu. 
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ibid. B éwovye Soxel viv pev WOovy cou weTTwKévat .. ., TOV 
de vodv, ws €ouxe, AeKTEov ws K.T.A. 

Is there any meaning in viv pev! The antithesis seems 
really to be between Sard and vots. I conjecture the loss 
of y after the final v of viv, a not uncommon thing, and 
bead Soxet viv ) ev HOovy .. ., Tov O€ vody K.T.A. 

23 B Kal yap 87 paiveras deliv adds eqXavips emt Ta SevTepeta 
umep vov TOpPEVOMEVOV olov Béry exe eTEpa TOV eumpoo bev 

Adyuwv. 
Burnet, who puts a comma after wnyavyns, agrees presum- 

ably with Badham’s first view, that deity governs pyxavis 
and then in an explanatory way éyew. In his later edition 
Badham expunged not only Adywy but adAAys pnxavys 
altogether. Is not the true solution to be found in reading 
GAAy pynxavn? Terminations such as ys, y (nt), nv are 
constantly confounded. See for instance 48 z, where there 
is evidence for dpery, dperns, and dperyjv. For the phrase 
cf. Herod. 3. 83 det éva yé twa juewv Bacirtéa yevéoOar yor 
kAnpw ye Aaxovta 7... 7) GAA Twi pyxavyn. With ropeverOar 
there is a slight mixture of metaphors (31B ravry xp7 
mopeverOac gives the proper expression), but that need 
hardly trouble us. 

ibid. D eipi 8 ws éouxev éyw yedotos tis ixavds (Bodl., 
ixavOs T) kat’ eidy ducras Kai cvvapiOpovpevos. 

Though Bury and Burnet adopt his suggestion in their 
text, I think Badham showed less than his usual insight in 
supposing ixavds to be a corruption of ris dvOpwzos (tisavos), 
for surely dv@pwros would be feeble here. A word even 
more likely to be corrupted into ixavds or ixavés and much 
better in sense is KaKOs, going with the participles. In 
Lysias 13. 66 ixavaés id tyudv dravrwv pepapTepyTat is now 
read for KaKOs, and i in Dio Chrys. 18. 4 dozep Tus edn TOV 
TaAaav avT@ KaKOS elvan paves, Kayo éfapxeiv Ounv €uavT@ 
the conjecture ixavds for xaxds or kaxds is clearly necessary 
to the sense. Cf. Index, s.v. xadXds 

24A 70 dé wépas Exov Huds Tepievero. 

IIPQ. peéver. 
No doubt pevet. Cf. 31.4 pepvopueda dy x.7-A. and the 

rejoinder peuvycopeba. 
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tbid. D' 76 Sé is only the ordinary Platonic 7d d¢ but 
really (e.g. Apol. 23 4), not very common out of Plato. 

25D Without discussing this passage at length J 
question the necessity of any transposition or even of - 
changing cvvayouevwv in any way. ov cuvnydyouev Means 
that there was in 25 4B (mp@rov pév... pérpov) no good 
summary of the things contained in the class, giving their 
nature in a lucid intelligible way; no such summary in 
fact as Socrates goes on to give at the end of 25p in the 
words é7déon... dmrepydferat. This description of them 
taken along with the parallel description of the other class 
at the end of 24 suggests in itself a combination and 
communion (6p6) xowwvia) of the two classes, and this 
obvious suggestion along with 10 tpirov 76 petxtov ék TovToL 
auoorv in 25B and ovpperyvy «.t.r. in 25 D fully accounts 
for the daivy yap po. x.7.A. iN E. Kdxeivy in D refers to 76 
d€ tpirov To pexrov x.7.A., modified in gender by riv rod 
mépatos yevvav and tiv Tov aseipov. 

26B UBpw yap mov Kai cipracav révTwv Tovnpiav atry 
Katidovca 7) Oeds, & karte Didyn Be, wépas ovte HdSovav ovdev ovTE 
mTAnopovav évov év avtots, vomov Kal Taw mépas exovr (so T: 
exovtwv B) eOero. 

A good deal has been written about this difficult 
sentence. I think wépas... adrois is to be taken predica- 
tively with xaridotca, as though an otcay or by attraction 
dv had been added, and the reason why it was not is 
perhaps to be found in évoy, side by side with which it 
would have been very awkward. The meaning is therefore 
‘perceiving that vBpis etc. consisted in the absence of any 
limit.’ I would then understand éyov7’ éfero as ‘caused 
them to have’ law and order as a limit. This is a fairly 
common use of riecGar in tragedy and other poetry 
(riOévar being poetical for rovetv, ribeoOar for roretc Oar, quite 
regularly), and, though in prose the middle voice is not 
often so used, the active voice in this sense is well known. 

atryn % Ge6s—which we are not to amend to airy 7 a7 
6eds with Badham, but to understand rather as a deliberate 
antithesis to the 6eds of Philebus—is a personification and 
apotheosis of the principle of the limit or of its practical 
application (7 6p6% Kowwvia 25 £). 
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ibid. D adXXG. tpirov habit pe A€yewv, Ev TodTO TLHEvTa, TO TOVTWY 
éxyovov amav, yeverw eis otciav éx TOV ETA TOU TepaTos 
GTELPYATLEVOV [LETPWV. 

Bury has contributed to the understanding of these 
words by his suggestion of drepyacpévnv, which I would 

-aecept, comparing Frogs 1282 ordacw peddrv | éx tdv KiBapw- 
dixav vopwv eipyacpevnv. He does not however point out, 
what must, I think, be the case, that the words yévecw eis 
ovciav are not here to be understood as going together. 
Taken together, they make no sense in this context. 
yéveots would be a process and Socrates is speaking, not of 
a process (Badham’s yéveow ovcay quite ignores this), but 
of a class of things, yéveous in another sense altogether, 
family, race, etc., just as the mainly poetical words yévva 
and yevea are used in this dialogue for the same purpose. 
yéveos is used in this sense a few lines above (rijs tod tpirov 
yevéoews) and Ast’s lexicon furnishes parallels. cis oiciav 
then is dependent, not on yéveow, but on drepyacpevny, 
brought into being, though Plato may have been half 
playing on the contrast of otcia and yéveots. 

Though pérpwv makes sense in a way, I cannot think 
that 7a pera TOD réparos pérpa is a very natural or probable 
phrase for Plato to use. era seems questionable. More- 
over Ta pétrpa would be only one of the two indispensable 

elements, zépas and azrepov. éx ought to introduce the two. 
together, as in 324 76 é« trys (2) daeipov Kai wépatos Kara 
dvow éuwvyov yeyovos <idos. admeupos is certainly his usual 
word, but it seems possible that he here wrote dpérpwv. 
Cf. 65 D ovdey Tay GvTwY TeduKos GueTpaTepov and dperpia in 
52.c along with éuperpia,' éuperpos, and dzeipos: and pérpov 
is eventually the paramount element in the good 
(64D: 664). 

28c¢ év to waifev. What is meant by this and by the 
reference to vada in 30 & ? 

ibid. & oidév tév aitév can only mean that the two 
alternatives are very different in character ; one arguable, 
the other not: one worthy to be entertained, the other 
not, etc. The two hypotheses do not belong to the same 
class and order. The following are to some extent 
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parallel: Rep. 408 p ody Opovov mpaypa TO AUTO oye 7 Npov : 
Xen. Symp. 8. 34 ovdey Touro onpelov héyovres dpoov: Ar. 
Lys. 594 pa Av’ add’ ovk efzres dpovov. 

29B Should cpuxpov re be cummmbie & Tl, as in cf 

304 B od ydp mov Soxotpmer ye x.7.X. 

I think the solution of the difficulty here is, not that 
Plato fell into a very clumsy anacoluthon (Stallbaum) nor 
that wépas ... xowdv has taken the place of some entirely 
different words (Badham), but the much simpler hypothesis 
that a participle agreeing with the subject of doxodpev and 
governing the accusatives has fallen out. It may have 
been dueAdpevor, or any other of half a dozen words that 
could easily be suggested. Cf. 273 Stmpuopeveav TOV TETTAPWV. 

The correctness of Wvynv te Tape xov (see Badham and 
Bury) i is attested by BacwWixyy pev poxyy . . . éyytyver Oar due 
THY THS airias dvvapwy 1 in D. 

31D Are the words ris dppovias peév Avomevns ( =Avopevys 
pev and followed by zadw 8 SpRoToMaNT) in the right 
order ¢ 

ibid. B dios & ad Oopa Kal Avan Kal Avors. 

Instead of bracketing xat Avors with Bury after Schleier- 
macher we ought perhaps to write Avows kal dopa Kai 
Avry, or possibly POopa kai AvVry ws Avows (os for Kai as 
elsewhere). Avous seems from the context an essential 
word, and @opa will not quite take its place. In the same 
sentence 7 should probably be inserted after zapa dvow. 
Cf. on 22 &. 

324 To ék THs Gmeipov Kal mEeparos Kata diow Epivxov 
yeyovos €ldos. 

rns is given by Band T and also in the text of Stobaeus, 
but there is nothing to account for the feminine. to 
Gzeipov is of course the regular expression. When we 
compare 184 éw dreipov diow Brerew and 24E ths Tod 
direipov dicews, it seems possible that éx TIS <rov>? 
dzreipov <dicews> should be read. xara dvow in the same 
sentence need not prevent this. 
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tbid. B SoKxet yap pou TUmov yé Tia. ExeELV. 

Read Sox. So Rep. 491 exes yap tov timov dv hEeyw 
and in this dialogue 61 A twa rvzov airod AnrTEov. 

ibid. c Whether we keep, omit, or alter Avmrys Te Kai 
Hdovas, it is difficult to make any sense of the description 
of wholly mental pleasures and pains as ciAtkpuweéow . . . Kat 
deixrows, Since they are clearly shown by Socrates subse- 
quently to admit in some cases of coexisting elements of 
pain and pleasure respectively, just as the so-called bodily 
pleasures and pains do. 

As to the construction of rote pév dowacréov atta. k.T.Xr. 
I think we must accept in principle Badham’s insertion of 
dis (1.€. Soréov ws) or Bury’s dr. Perhaps 76 6ru was lost 
before rére. Cf. Phaedo 102 ¢ imepeyeo Oar 74 Ste x.t.A. Or 
an efva. may be missing, governed by doréov: cf. 58 c. 

ibid. D ép9ératra Aéyers Gru tavTy wy Set SiaropevPjvar TO 
viv petadimKopevov. : 

Did. Plato write diaropnOjvac? The text can hardly be 
right. 

ibid. & eirep dvtws ote TO Aeyopevov, SiaPHerpopéevwv  pev 
3 A > , > , % € / avtav adyndav, avacwlopévuv dé 7dov7%. 

There is nothing in the context for airév to refer to and 
Badham proposed to omit it. In my Aristophanes and 
Others, p. 174 and elsewhere I have pointed out passages 
in which it seems probable that airoé or its cases should 
be corrected to zévres or the cases corresponding. So here 
azdvtwv would make excellent sense and is supported by the 
wav a few lines below, by B above ry davaxdpyow 
ravrwv yoovnv, and by 42¢ tis dicews ExdoTtwv 
dvadGerpomevys pev K.7.A. 

In the epigram ascribed to Lucian (Anthol. 10. 31), 

Ovyta Ta TOV OvnTav Kal TéVvTa. TapépxXETaL pas" 
nv O€ py, GAN’ Hels aita wapepxopueba, 

I suspect the author wrote not aira but rdvra. aira is 
hardly strong enough for its place in the verse. 
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33 AB T@ Tov Tod dpoveiv Elopéevw Biov otc ws TodTov Tov 
tTpdmov ovdev amokwAver Lyv ... eppyOn yap... pnder div 
PATE péya pyTE opiKpov xalpew TO Tov Tod Voelv Kal dpoveiv 
Biov éEXopeve. 

Neither dative is possible as the words stand. It wants 
more than a passage or two in the poets and one doubtful 
sentence in Xenophon (Anab. 3. 4. 35, for the citation by 
L. and 8. of Oecon. 7. 20 is a mistake) to make us believe 
that Plato could put a dative thus with de May we not 
wake it possible by reading pydev deiv pjre <tod> péya 
x.t.A.% One rod will probably be enough. In the earlier 
sentence I would read something like dzroxwAtov <éori> Lv, 
or perhaps like <é\Acirov> droxwAver Lyv. 

34B dvamroAjoyn should, I think, be dvazoAy, like dva- 
AapBavy just before. Scribes (and, I am afraid, modern 
editors) do not always know the difference in meaning 
between an aorist and a present after drav, éav, etc. Cf. p. 161. 

ubid. yy has been altered conjecturally in various ways, 
Badham’s gua would be attractive, did it not lay too much 
stress on érifupiav, for which the other aya is quite enough. 
Possibly Plato wrote jets. 

abid. foll. It may be worth noting that. throughout 
this passage kevodrat, Kevovpevos, etc. are mostly used not in 
a really present but rather in a perfect sense. xevovpevos 
here is when empty, not when beginning to be empty. Cf. 
the regular use of orepdmevos (e.g. 67 A) and a few similar 
present tenses, ¢@.g. Aeirerar it remains, tt is left (so 55 E 
KataXeurouevov and XAelrour’ av). 

36 D See p. 92. 

38c Badham demurs to écravac dqavrafopevov, and 
certainly ¢. does not appear to govern an infinitive 
anywhere else. But we may observe (1) that qavdpuevov 
would give a wrong sense, and (2) that occasional infinitives 
after verbs and participles not usually taking them are 
fairly numerous, even in prose, Cf. Plato’s own practice 
with dvopdlw, kaAo, and zpocayopevw, and the infinitives 
that occur after katadpovd, ocxorodpar, reifonor. The 
construction in 38D tdy’ av as €or x.7.A. tpoceirot has 
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been questioned, but there zpoceéro. perhaps takes a ds 
clause as elsewhere it takes an infinitive. dyaAya however 
is difficult in construction. 

39 DE TOTEpOV ovv Ta Ypappare. . .. Tepl pev TOV yeyovera 
Kal TOV TapovTa xpovov éoTiv, epi dé TOV wéAXOVTA OdK EoT_W ; 

IIPQ. ododpa ye. 

At first sight ofddpa seems to assent to the whole of the 
preceding question, but on looking into it we see that it 
really means odddpa éorti repli tov péAAovta. See note on 
ftep. 6064. The general meaning therefore is like that of 
the question with pév and 3¢ and the answer in 41 E-42 4. 

40 £ ti d€; movnpas ddgas kal ypnotas aAAws 7 Wevdeis 
yryvopevas Exomev ciety; TIPQ. otk aAXas. 

There are here two difficulties. One is that good 
opinions ought not to be mentioned at all, just as good 
pleasures are not in the next words (oid #dovds ye. . tANV 
T® Wevdeis civar) ; and that, if they are, then we need xat 
aAnGets in addition to Wevdeis. Hence kat ypyords is some- 
times omitted. The other is that dAdws 7} Wevdeis yryvopevas 
is an imperfect and impossible expression for é\Aws yvyvo- 
pevas 7) TO Wevdets eivat, as in the next sentence. Should we 
not read zovypds . . . dAAw 7H Wevder yryvopéevas and ovk ddAy | 
So indeed we actually have a few lines below, oyeddv yap 
TO Wevder pev ov Tavu wovnpas av Tis... Oecn. yevdies (which 
we might think of) would not give the right meaning. 
When Socrates says that pleasures too are only bad 

through falsity, Protarchus rejoins zavv pév otv rotvavriov, 
® Swxpates, cipyxas, where toivavtiov is oddly used to 
express the opposite of the truth, and Bury seems to agree 
with Paley that something like 7 (or ois) e{pyxas should be 
read. In a _ fragment of Antiphanes (233 Kock: 
Meineke IIT. p. 149) there is a very similar use, unless the 
context altered the case : 

\ \ bid “a an 6 diovs Tov Gpkov TE TovnpG paivera. 
7 “~ A 

TovvavTiov yap viv Towodvew oi Peoi. 
‘ , / 

ev érlopknoyn Tis avtovs, evOEews 
< 8 8 \ \ D4 Re : en / c 6 didovs TOV Opxov eyéver’ éuBpdvTyTos, ws 
(4 / ¢ oiwan Oukaiws, OTe TemioTEVKEY TLL, 
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for rotvavriov there appears to be the opposite, not of 
anything specific preceding, but of what a man might 
expect. We cannot however altogether trust a fragment. 
For the brief and probably colloquial rejoinder in our 
passage cf. the note above on 28 E. 

41B rotro dé TO Sdypa ews av Kenta wap’ yyy d&dvvarov 
avédeyxtov Sytrov yiyver Oa. 

It cannot, I think, be right to say that éws dv xéyrac 
means ‘as long as it is proposed as a thesis for discussion.’ 
Can any such use of xeioOar be adduced from the Platonic 
dialogues? Over and over again it is used of a proposition 
taken, not itself to be discussed, but as the foundation of 
some argument to follow. The proposition in question is 
not always necessarily true, though it will usually be so, 
but its truth is at any rate assumed for the time being. 
ketcGa. answers to rifévar in the sense of laying down, 
assuming, putting the case that, etc. So in this dialogue 
Socrates repeatedly says @és, rife, etc., and Protarchus 
replies xeioOw (32 8B, 33D, 438, 56c). In this very page 
we have at D a remarkably clear instance of its real 
meaning, ovKovv Kal Tdd€ €lpyTar Kai cvvwpmorAoynmevov Hiv 
xetrat; ‘The sense here is therefore certainly not ‘ while it 
is before us’ merely, but, as Badham maintained, ‘ until it 
is agreed, taken as true.’ The sentence is not quite 
straightforwardly expressed, for Socrates does not mean so 
much that he will allow it to be avé\eyxrov, when Protarchus 
has admitted it, as that, since Protarchus does not admit 
it, he must insist on its being examined. But there ought 
to be no doubt of its general sense. Cf. the note above on 
Apol. 224 tva <py> por Kat dvéXeyxtos 7 pavteia yévotro, 
and on the sense and construction of éws av that on 
Phaedo 74 ¢. 

ibid. © 76 8& thy dAyndova H Twa Sia TAD OS Hdovijy Td THma. 
nV TO TOpEXO[LEVOV. 

76 before zapeyouevov must certainly not be omitted. 
That would make zapexopuevov go with the ré before dé, 
which from 76 cépa Hv intervening is quite impossible. If 
ro 6€ is right, either Plato constructed his sentence a little 
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loosely, repeating rd, or we must read something like 76 
dé... HOovny Tapexopevov TO copa Hy, OY TO bE Cpa Hv THY 
GAyndova .. . TO Tapexopmevor. 

ibid. D, E SQ. tis obv pnxavy tadr’ d6pOds kpiverOau ; IPQ. 
wy 61) Kal TOs; SQ. ei 7d BovAnua Hutvy THs Kpicews TOUTWY ev 
Towvtos Tici diayvavar BovAetat Exdotote Tis TOVTWY Tpos 
GAAjAas petlwv Kat tis éAdtrwv Kal tis paddAov kal Tis 
opodpotépa, Avy Te Tpds HOoVHY k.T.A. 

Accepting Badham’s «i <rdéde> 7d BovdAnpa with a colon 
at rovrwy (unless we should write ei 76 BovAnua . . . tovtwv 
<rovro>:), I would not omit kai tis ododpotépa (a very 
arbitrary method) or change paddAov to padaxwrépa 
(Madvig) but rather hold that jovyos has been lost. 
novxos is the proper antithesis to ododpds (24 c ete.) and 
novxos paddov is quite admissible for jovyairepos. mpds 
GAnAas for zpos aAXAas is not logical but probably right. 
The subject of BovAerat with Badham’s punctuation is not 
necessarily 7 kpiows: it might be a man, the subject 
vaguely implied in BovAnpa tis kpicews. I have sometimes 
thought that tui may be an error for ts. 

428 Perhaps <ai> dXdra 8’ ad (ai lost after cpodpdrepar). 

43 E 008 dpa 6 pécos Bios dvs 7) AvTNpds Aeydmevos SpOas 
ay Tore ovt ei dogalor tis So€aLouro ovr’ ci A€you AexOein. 

The suggestion of yevouevos for Aeyduevos should be 
accepted, except that I think ycyvéuevos would be better. 
Aeyduevos is incongruous and awkward with dogafo. and 
Sofdfoiro. But Badham perhaps failed to see the real 
construction of the participle. It should be taken with 
Sofdfoiro and Xéyorro as almost = yevéoOa, ‘thought or 
spoken of as having happened.’ Cf. 42 ovr’ aird dpbas 
awopyevov épeis, Where gawduevov nearly = the more 
usual daiveoGoar. Cf. perhaps the reverse use of infinitive 
instead of participle 38.c above. Ayo, dyyéAAo, etc. 
sometimes take a participle; dogaforro here is helped by 
Aéyorro. (Aesch. Suppl. 60 do€dce tis dxovwy is easily 
changed, and in any case is poetry, not prose.) 

I do not feel sure that Aeyouévas in 45 a should not be in 
like manner ycyvopévas. 
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45.4 Neither airep nor the conjecture ¢«irep makes good 
sense. Perhaps we should omit it and read 6zep for 6 in 
the next line. 

ibid. B The precise subject of daomAnpovpéevwy is not 
quite easy to fix. It may be the same as that of the main 
verb icxovor (cf. Rep. 458 D duod 8 dvapemerypévor... 
afovrat: Thuc. 3. 13. 9 BonOnoavrwv ipadv...aworAWw Te 
mpooAnweobe x.7.A.) but its proximity makes this unlikely. 
It may pluralise the gwparos just preceding. But my 
impression is that dromAnpoupévor here refers to the food, 
drink, etc. themselves in another sense of zAnpodv and its 
compounds. The accusative after these verbs is sometimes 
not the thing filled, but the thing supplied, that with 
which it is filled, e.g. Eur. 1.7. 954. Cf. Burns’ ‘fill it’ 
(the wine) ‘in a silver tassie’ and Virgil’s vina bonus 
quae deinde cadis onerarat Acestes and onerantque can- 
stris dona, Aen. 1. 195 and 8. 180. 

47D airiy thy Woxynv <év> airy ! 

So Burnet reads 7d <év> rots Ovpois a few lines below, and 
after nv the loss would be still easier here. 

ibid. E épynv kat doBov Kat roOov Kat Opjvov Kai epwra Kal 
fnArov Kat bOdvov kat dca Tovadra. 

The editors do not seem to notice that here and twice in 
50 B and © Opjvos appears as a Avy, in Aristotle’s language 
a mdGos, side by side with z0d6os, gpws, etc. Nor do L. and 
S. mention the use. <Aesch. P.V. 388 may be an instance 
of it. 

48 c SQ. id 7d yeXotov Avtrwa gdvow eye. TIPO. réye 
povov. SQ. éorw 6) rovnpia pév Tis TO KehdAaov, eLews TOS 
erikAnv Neyonevy’ THs O ad mdans wovypias éoTt K.T.A. 

The editors are very unsatisfactory on this passage. 
Badham writes ‘The genitive éfews twos does not depend 
on zovypia, as Stallbaum makes it do, ‘but upon érixAny. 
There 1s a certain wovnpia in general, called after (the) 
name of a particular habit : that is, called so from zrovnpds, 
which denotes a particular habit.’ It is curious he failed 
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to see, if I understand him, that zovypéa itself, not zovypds, 
is the habit and cannot possibly be said to be called 
after it. 

I take it in the first place that the subject of éorw 6y is 
70 yeAotov. Absurdity is rovypia or a rovypia. Plato gives 
the genus first, and then proceeds to the species. Surely 
the ris with zovypia must mean this. But the real 
difficulty, which I do not know how to solve, is what 
follows. In the regular sense of érikAnv, called after, how 
can zovnpia or To yeAoiov be described as called after a ets? 
I say ro yeAotov, for Plato uses it here evidently in the 
abstract sense, absurdity, not in the concrete, anything 
absurd, and Xeyouévn is feminine by attraction to 
mwovnpia, its real subject being 1d yeAotov (=yedoudTys, a 
word probably not then in use). Unless there is some- 
thing wrong with the Greek, I can only suppose that 
ézikA\nv means here, though not elsewhere, as a@ name. 
(In Critias 114 B its use is very hard to follow, and there is 
authority there for érixAnow. Are the words confounded 
here?) 706 yeAotov then is used as the name of a certain 
éfus and connotes a particular badness or faultiness. So 
Aristotle says tot aicypod éori To yeXotov popiovy TO yap 
yeroisy éotiv duaptnua te kal alayos avddvvov x.t.r. (Poet. 
5. 1449 a 33). 

50 cp Hither A\aBovra .. . adeivac goes on from zicrews 
xapw, as though some part of the verb ze/w had been 
used, or some such word as ypy or eixés iS missing. deity 
certainly follows, not precedes, adetvar in construction. 

5LA tots dacKxover Avrav civar TadAav Tacas Tas HOovas. 

Perhaps zatvAas. Cf. dvaratceow just below and Avrév 
TavtTas €lvac wacas amoduyds in 44c. In 594 the MSS. 
vary between ddgay and dd€as. 

In the previous line Bury and Burnet can hardly be 
right in adopting 7piv as against tpiy in the words 
TEpaToual... onpaivew uty (tuiv) airas, though B and T 
give it. It is no more good Greek than ‘I will try to 
show it to us’ would be respectable English. Read iyiv, 
which corresponds to Protarchus’ 60a Aoi jyiv défedOe 
just above. tets are Protarchus and the other youths 

bg 
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whose “presence is indicated at the beginning of the 
dialogue 16 4 B, where also Socrates uses tets, and at the 
end (67 B) in dapeév azavtes. 

tbid.c ratra yap ovK «ivar mpdos Tt KaAa A€yw, Kabdzep 
GAAa, GAN’ del kata cal’ aira mepuxévar kal Twas Hdovas 
oikelas éxew . . . Kal xpwmata On TdTOV TOV TUTOV ExovTa KaAG 
Kal Hoovas. 

For the last unintelligible words Bury proposes éyovta 
Kabapas Hoovas, While Burnet brackets xada kai ydovas as 
spurious, herein following Stallbaum and Badham. Yet 
the smallest of changes will put the sentence right and 
retain the obnoxious words. Read kat xpdpata 67 Todrov 
Tov TUmov KaAa Kal éxovta Hdovds OY HOovas €xovra, the very 
phrase 7dovas éxew occurring in the previous line, as it does 
in Rep. 538, Tvm. 64 ©, and no doubt elsewhere. totrov 
Tov tvrov Will be adverbial, though we do not find another 
example of this, just as Herod. 9. 66. 3 has rdv atrov 
Koopov and several times ovdéva xédopov, and Plato himself 
Synvp. 207 D rév airév Adyov, and as many other words are 
now and then used (kaipdv, wepos,; Tax0s, yvwnv, etc.). 

ibid. D Aéyw 8) Tas TOV POdyywv Tas Aeias Kal Aapmpds, TAs 
ev Tt kaOapov teioas péXos. 

For the first ras Madvig suggested the rare and probably 
quite poetical ids, Bury yas, which Burnet adopts into his 
text. Is it quite certain that a sownd could be said teva 
pédos? A voice could, but the sound is itself the pédos 
and the expression seems questionable. If my doubt is 
justified, it may point to dwvdv (which has been suggested) 
or dboyyav, though dOoyy7j seems not to be found elsewhere 
in prose, and then perhaps we might read twas for the first 
rds, or even xai, which seems almost wanted. But it need 
not be the first ras that is wrong: perhaps we should 
change or omit the second. 

ibid. E tatra €idy dv0 Aeyopevwv Hdovav. 

Both Bury and Burnet adopt Jackson’s av éyoper for 
Aeyouevwv. I should have thought that <rav> Acyopnévev 
#dovav in the same sense was more simple and obvious. 
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There is no difficulty about ray A. meaning ‘ the pleasures 
that we are speaking of’ or ‘that we spoke of.’ Cf. 39B 
tov Neyonévuv eixovas TovTwv: 41 C ai Aeyopevar éxHvplar : 
and apparently 46 D ras rijs Wapas Aeyouevas viv dy (7dovds). 

52D ri more xpy pavar mpds aArA7jOeav civar; TO Kafapov 
Te kal eiAixpivés 7) TO Oddpa Te Kal TO TOAD Kal TO péya Kul 
TO tkavov 3 

For zoré read zpdrepov, as Badham once suggested. ri 
mote ; (what in the world ? what ever ?) is not appropriate 
here, but much too strong, as we may see from the very 
next words of Protarchus, ti zor dpa, & Yadxpares, épwras 
Bovdopevos; in which it is natural enough. With zpdrepov 
mpos aAnbeav cf. 44 BE ra mpara peyeOa: Laches 183 B 
ToAAov’s ohov mpoTépous eivar mpds TA TOU TOAEMOV. 

vi stands, as elsewhere, for zérepov, which of the two. 
kat To ixavov has been much called in question, Badham 

reading xat mpos TO xadcv, Apelt suggesting pavixdv 
for ixavdév and Burnet reading irayov from his own 
conjecture. The truth seems to be that ixavds is not 
unfrequently used in a stronger sense than enough. It 
often means (notably in the New Testament, where 
ixavot is also used for many, e.g. Acts 12.12: 18.18) much, 
considerable, large, ete.. Notice for instance Antiphon 
2. 1. 6 ixavov pépos tov dvtwv aroBéBAnke: 2. 2. 2 ikavas 
Auras ... mpooBéBAnxe: Dem. 42. 21 ixavdv xpovov dv’ 
ovoias Kaprovpevos: Gorgias 480 A ixavov Kkaxov €€ovra and 
485 E éXevOepor 8 Kai péya Kal tkavov pndérote POéyEarbat, 
where xaAév and veavixov have been conjectured: Lysis 
204 A od hadAds ye dvnp, GAN ixavds codrorys, a good deal of 
a sophist. There is therefore no sufficient reason for 
doubting the word here. Cf. p. 57. But perhaps 76 odddpa 
should be 76 ododpov as above in © 76 péya Kat Td ododpov. 
37 c is no justification for the adverb, as it there qualifies 
the adjective. 

53 r' a 2a Xr aA \ , 6 / ey ” / 
Tws ovv av AevKod Kat Tis KabapoTns Hiv Ein; TOTEPA 

‘\ / , \ ~ A TO MeyloTov TE Kal TAELTTOV 7) TO GKpATéTTATOY ; 

After either adrepa or -dAciorov insert Aevkdrarov. 
Without that the sense is very halting and 75 péywrov 

p 2 
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x.7.A, is given not as evkdratov but as Kabapdrys. Observe 
that a few lines below Aevxérepov Kal KddALov Kal ddnbérrepov 
stand together in a way which almost necessitates their 
having occurred together before, just as we have #dtwv Kat 
dAnbeorépa kai kadXdiwv a little further on. 

ibid. & After twice asking for explanation Protarchus is 
made by the MSS. to say 76 tpirov érépw déye cadéorepor, 
which Badham emended excellently to 7d rpirov é’ épa; 
Aeye cadéstepov, followed by Bury and Burnet. Very 
probably that is right (or the same without interrogation). 
Cf. 65 ouws & er Aéye 7 tpirov. But I venture to 
suggest the possibility of érepoé, just as I have suggested 
that for rovrous atdd Kadbis dmavdd Kai 8) 7d tpirov pad’ 
davd@ (Frogs 369) we should in both places, dravd8é being 
palpably wrong, read éravdé. I would not make érepd a 
question. | 

55D xafapwrepa, matching axabaprorepa ? 

56 A ovkodv peoty Mev TOV povolKy TpOToVv, TO GUudhuTOV 
dpporrovea ov pétpw GAAQ peA€rys oToxaTMe, Kal ovpTAacA 
aitys avAnTiKy, TO péTpov ExadoTns xopdns TO oToxdlerGar 
depopevyns Onpevovaa. 

Bury seems right in proposing to make avAnruy and 
povorxy Change places. ovpumraca and the words that follow 
point strongly to this. Probably, as he says, airns should 
be transferred along with atAnrixy, so as to read pert peév 
mov aiths avAntixy, though this is perhaps not absolutely 
necessary and there are in the Philebus some very involved 
arrangements of words. But I do not think he or any 
one has dealt satisfactorily with gepouéevns. Ought we not 
to take it as one of the many instances in which a word 
has been accommodated in case to a word or words close 
by (67 B Adywv is perhaps a similar error for Adyovs) and 
read depouevn? The one participle would be, as often in 
Plato, subordinate to the other (@ypevovca). For povorxy 

. 76 otoxalecbar pepopern cf. Phaedo 994 ra vedpa Kat 
Ta 07a ... bro SdEns hepopeva tod BeAtiorov. In sense 
depopérn goes fairly along with @ypevovoa: I hardly see 
how it can be applied to a chord. Badham éeyyouevys. 
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ibid. Dp Should the ovy after duopirdpevos be av? ov is a 
little out of place. It and av sometimes get confused, e.g. 
Frogs 488, where ovx dv is necessary but MSS. give 
OvUKOUV. 

ibid. & TIPQ. kat para ed A€yes od opixpav Siadopay trav 
wept apiOpov Tevtalovrwv, wate Adyov Exe Sv’ airas civan. 

SQ. ri d€; AoytoriKy Kal perpytixy <p> (not in B or T: 
added as correction in Ven. 189) xara texrovikny Kat Kart’ 
éutopikyy THs Kata diroccodiavy yewpetpias Te Kat oyiopov 
KaTapeheTwopevwv —ToTepov ws pia Exatépa Aextéov 7 dvo 
Taper ; 

TIPQ. rH (BT: rijs Coisl.: tots Bekker Burnet) mpdobev 
éropuevos éywy’ av duo... . Tiecnv. 

What is the construction of the genitives ris x.7.A.? 
Badham—though not on the ground of this difficulty— 
reads ri 5¢ Aoyiotiky ... THK. hd. yewperpia Te Kal Aoyiopa, 
bracketing xatapeAerwpevwv, and understanding the words 
to mean ‘ what is the relation of one to the other?’ But 
it is hardly possible for the dative to be so used: we 
should expect zpos with the accusative. I suggest very 
doubtfully ri d@ Aoyvorixy (or ri dé; AoyworiKH) Kal petpyTiKH 
TH KATO TEKTOVIKYV...THS...yewmetpias x.7.A.; This might 
be translated roughly ‘and what about practical arithmetic 
differing from scientific?’ That is to say, the notion of 
the diadopa in the previous words is carried on, as though 
he asked €or. diadopa tH AoywotiKH THs yewperpias ; just as 
we have a genitive after d:adopdrys in Parmen. 141 ¢ 76 ye 
pec Bvrepov duaopoTys vewTEepou eat Kai ovdevds GAAov. For 
the confusion of nominative and dative cf, e.g. Rep. 521 p 
yunvactiKn pay Kal povoixy, Where some MSS. have 
nominatives. 7 would then have to be rj, if read at all. 

58 A rHv yap Tepi TO dv Kal TO GvTws Kal TO KaTa TavToV det 
mepukos (yvaov). 

The difficulty about 76 6vrws might perhaps be removed 
by reading 76 <del> dv cai 7d dvrws, in which case dvTws 
would have ov to go with. 

ibid. cD In this long and difficult sentence has it been 
observed that even without Badham’s changes (iepéyew 
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and xpatety & 7) we can construe the words very fairly and 
have no need to introduce any idea of an anacoluthon ? 
We must put a full stop or colon after 7@ dAnOectarw and 
understand rovrw... dAnbeorétw to go with xpareiy supplied 
again in the second part of the antithesis. The zpaypareéa 
in question kparet TG GAnbeordtw just as the other xparet 
mpos xpetav. Or we might possibly even join dudépew with 
ait@... ddyfeordtw, though this is much less likely. 
brdpxew, to which Badham takes exception as superfluous, 
seems not out of keeping with the clumsy style of the 
whole dialogue. The general scheme of the sentence 
resembles that of 32D, which is certainly imperfect. At 
the beginning there ought not to be much doubt that civa 
should be added to 7@ peyiorn x.7.A. Cf. Rep. 501 4 and 
Theaet. 170 B for 76 and infinitive with diadépw. 

59 A ei Te Kal rept Pioews Hyeital Tis LyTetv. 

Badham pyro, which is no doubt the sort of sense 
required. But there are many places in Greek, where 
Hyovpat, otwat, etc. take an infinitive, in which we cannot 
escape introducing the notion of sjyotpou Sety, oto Setv, and 
it may be a moot point at present whether this notion of 
rightness can be conveyed by the two words or whether a 
Setv should be inserted. Without discussing that here I 
would only say that #yetraé 71s Lyretv is to be dealt with in 
whatever way we deal with Lysias 12. 26 od otet éuoi Kai 
rovrotot dovvar dikyv: Dem. 22. 5 otuar... wept rovtwv Ta 
mpoBovrctpara exhéepew povwv: Xen, Hell. 4. 7. 4 ot 8 ddXor 
orpariarat wovto amevar and ibid. 5. 1.15: Thue. 2. 42. 5 (4), 
Aesch. in Ctes. 196, and very many other passages. 

ibid. © H wept exeiva éo8 Hpiv rd Te BEBaov Kai 7d Kabapov 
k.t.X. 7 Sevtepos (Sevrépws corr. Ven. 189 Burnet) éxetvwv ote 
podiora eote ovyyeves: Ta 0’ GAAG wadvra devTEpa TE Kai VoTEpa 
Nexréov. 

It is plain of course that devrepos has no construction, 
and the occurrence of devrepa in the next sentence has led 
to its being often bracketed for omission. It is however 
difficult to see how it got in by error, and the correction 
Sevrépws gives satisfactory sense. On the other hand we 
cannot suppose that Plato wrote devrépws and then devrepa : 
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they are indeed inconsistent. Should we retain devrépws 
and then write érepd re Kal torepa? devrepos, mpdrepos, 
Uatepos, €repos are all liable to get confounded in MSS. 

ibid. D tatr dpa... éotiv adrykptBwpeva dpOds_ Keipweva 
kaX<icGar appears to me to be right as it stands, if we take 
éorlvy amnkpiBwpneva as the main predicate with dpOds kx. x. 
thrown in epexegetically, ép6@s going perhaps more with 
kaXetoba than with xeiueva, as in dpOds TeOevr’ éxew 60 A. 

60 EB ratra dé Acyerw Kal repi Ppovycews, et Tis avev TaoNs 
noovns Kal THs Bpaxutdrnys Sé€at’ dv Ppovnsw Exe padrdov 7H} 
peta Tiwv yOovav 7) Tacas HOovas xwpis ppovyncews padAov 7 
peta hpovycews avd Tvs. 

I am not sure that Bury here feels the real difficulty 
which leads Badham to omit a number of words. Socrates 
has no business to recur to ‘ pleasure without wisdom ’ and 
ask if any one would wish for it. That was disposed of in 
the sentence before, and this sentence should take up only 
‘wisdom without pleasure,’ as ratra dé x.7.A. shows. Who 
would write ‘ Let any one say whether a man would choose 
A without any B; and then in the same way about B let 
him say if any one would choose B without any A or A 
without any B’? Surely it is clear that the last five words 
would be illogical and confusing, as going back to what 
had been already put in the first half of the sentence. I 
do not however agree with Badham, who fails here, as he 
often does, to ask himself, or at any rate to show, why 
any one should have put in the words he proposes to leave 
out () pera tivwv pdovdv and ywpis Ppovycews paAdov 7). 
Though in' my short sentence above it is wrong to say ‘if 
any one would choose B without A or A without any B,’ 
it would be quite logical, right, and natural to say ‘if 
any one would choose B without any A any more than A 
without any B,’ and, as the Greek 7 can mean both or and 
than, I suspect this is what Plato really intended: that is, 
the 7 before racas jd0vas means than. This is no doubt 
awkward with paAdov 7 occurring twice besides in the 
sentence, but it is the best account perhaps that can be 
given: ‘who would wish for wisdom without pleasure 
rather than wisdom with some pleasures any more than he 
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would wish for pleasure without wisdom rather than [ 
pleasure with some wisdom?’ But before we can give | 
this (the second) 7 the meaning of than we must find a 
comparative word for it to depend upon, and this is the 
difficulty. It would be intolerable to insert a third padAdor, 
but it is possible that some other comparative adverb has 
been lost. There is however a possible explanation which 
I incline to think better. déyeobai, like aipeicOa, BovrAerbau, 
and one or two other verbs, admits of so much comparative 
meaning in itself that without any other word it is some- 
times followed by 7. We have an example of this only a 
few pages further on at 63 B pay ovk av dégaurbe oixeiv pera 
hpovyctews Tacns  xXwpis Tov dpovetv; almost the same 
question as here, where deface = prefer. Cf. Lysias 10, 21 
éy yoov degaiunv av racas Tas domidas éppipévar 7 ToLavTynV 
yvopnv exe epi tov marépa: Diog. L. 2. 49 ruddds 8€ trav 
dAAwv ravrwv deEaipnv av 7) KXewiov évos ovtos yevéobar. In 
spite therefore of the awkwardness of style, characteristic 
of the whole dialogue, I think that Plato in this sentence 
combined a dé€ar’ dv 7, would choose rather than, would 
prefer to, with the double paAdov 7. If any one will read 
the words to himself as bearing that sense, he will see that 
it is really possible. 

Protarchus’ reply is ov« €otw, & Saxpares, dAX’ ovdev det 
taitad ye moAAdkis erepwrav, with which also Badham 
quarrels. Probably he did not quite realize the force of 
ovx éorw, used sometimes to say that a thing is wrong, out 
of the question, morally impossible, and so on. Thus 
Soph. Ay. 470 otk éore tratta: Ant. 289 ovx gore: Ar. Eth. 
3. 1. 1110 a 26 na & tows od« Eorw dvayxacOnva: [1.138.114 
npeas yy’ ov mus éore peOremevar wodguoo: 14. 212 ovdk éor’ 
ovde Eoixe TEdv Eros dpvycacGa. So it means here ‘such a 
position is inconceivable,’ ‘no one could say that.’ 

618B éAmis pny tAciwv ev TO peryPevti KadOs TO Lyrovpevov 
éxeoOar havepwrepov 7) ev TO Ly. 

With this rather unusual form of the double comparative 
ef. Xen. L.L. 2. 5 and 9. 2. 

abid.D jy jpiv ndovyn Te GAnOds, ws oidueOa, padAov éEr€pas 
GAA Kai K.T.A. | 

Surely wopueba. So Hynodyueba a few lines below. 
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62A dp’ obv obros ixavds érvotypns fer, KvKAov pev Kal 
opaipas airis THs Oetas Tov Adyov Exwv, THy d€ dvOpwrivny 
raitnv oaipav Kat Tovs KUKAoUs TOUTOUS ayVOdY, Kai Xpwpevos 
év oikodopia Kat Tots GAAois Spotws Kavogt Kal Tois KUKAOLS ; 

TI will not dwell upon the difficulty of the last clause or 
on the attempts that have been made to surmount it by 
changes small or great. They all more or less connect 
together xpépevos and tots xvxAors, and, as long as this is 
done, I doubt if any satisfactory sense can emerge. The 
idealist described knows nothing of xv«Aou in the plural, 
kawvol kvxXor (Wohlrab), or even Geto. xvixdor (Heindorf). 
He knows only the xvxAos airds 6 Getos in the singular, the 
avtéxukdos of the mind or of real being. Plato would 
therefore never describe him as making use of xvxdAou. 
This strikes me as the key to the very obscure words we 
have before us, and, if I am right, the solution may be 
very simple, such as passages apparently desperate some- 
times admit of. There isnosimpler and on occasion no more 
satisfactory solution than the insertion of a negative. Let 
us try that here, and also make a slight change of 
punctuation. Let us write rv dé... odaipav Kat toads 
KUKAovs TovTOUs dyvodv Kal <ovd OF p> xpdpevos ev oixodopia 
Kat Tois GAXos Suoiws Kavoot Kal Tots KvKAows, taking Tots 
&Aows kavoor to be dependent on od xpdpevos and joining 
together époiws cal trois kixAos, making no more use of 
rules and measures in building than of circles, just as 
he does not use the common everyday circles. For 
dpoiws Kat cf. Theaet. 1544 addw avOpirw ap’ dpovov Kat 
coi haiverat Stiotv; and perhaps Crito 488. It is common 
enough in Greek generally. So tairov xai in 65D. 
éAXAots would be used according to the Greek idiom, kvxAou 
Kat of GAAou Kavoves, because xavwv must, I think, be taken 
definitely as the carpenter’s rule (51 c, 56 B) or things very 
closely akin to it: the xvxAos is not itself a xavwv. It is 
however possible that xai rots adAAos should go with 
oixodopuia and that the remaining words need some addition. 
I do not therefore feel very confident of my suggestion, 
but it seems worth making. Just below xai rod xvxdov 
reads oddly. kat xvxAov, kal Tod <evdots> Kikdov, Or some 
other small change seems needed. 
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6 4 a , id , > 5 > , , 
A pabety TLVQa LOEAV QuTyHV ELVAL TOTE MaVTEVTEOV. 

Should we read airod for. airyy? It ought not to be 
called itself an idéa and the gender is dubious. The 
termination was corrupted by riva idea. ; 

ibid. c Allowing for an involved order of words, such as 
we frequently note in the Philebus, need we demur to what 
Badham and Burnet would excise here, xaé and ris rod 
towovtov! The oixyors and its inhabitant are expressly 
distinguished in 613, and who would have put the 
suspected words in? Cf. on 19¢c. 

664 dpdlov as mSoviy KTH ovK EoTL mparov oud” ad 
Sevrepor, ada. ™prov pev ™ mept }ETpOV Kal TO p2ETpLov Kau 
Kaiplov Kal mwavTa dmoca ypy Toadta vomuilew tiv dtovov 
npno bar. 

‘npnoba. Stobaeus: ypyca. B: eipjoba daow T: 
eipnoGar pvow vulg. : pepnoba. dicw Badham’ Burnet. 

There can be little doubt that yipjcba dvcw is right, 
though the last word has disappeared altogether from the 
Bodleian MS. iv aidvov needs something to agree with, 
gdaci and ducts are confused elsewhere, and the accent in 
T points to some error. ytipyodou fits the context far 
better than either ypjoGa or eipjobar: they have found by 
enquiry that measure, etc. possess the attribute or 
attributes in question. But in didvov there remains a great 
difficulty, which I cannot think that Bury in his elaborate 
appendix has surmounted, No such defence can make 
aidiov natural. What we want is some word directly or 
indirectly meaning good. That is the subject of the whole 
dialogue. From first to last they have been discussing in 
what the good consists or consists most, and it is incon- 
ceivable that in the final statement of the result of the 
discussion Socrates should substitute the everlasting and 
say ‘we have found then that the everlasting is’ primarily 
so and so. He is bound to say either explicitly the good 
or some equivalent, such for instance as what we have been 
seeking. Nothing but this would bring the conclusion of 
the dialogue clearly to the precise point required. To start 
out in search of the good and arrive at the everlasting 
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would be to miss the good altogether, or at any rate to 
miss stating it with the necessary precision. 
We must hold then that didvov is out of the question, 

but what it stands for is very difficult to see. Burnet’s 
play or rpwrnv idéay is not satisfactory on close examination, 
though ingenious. The only suggestion I can make after 
much thought and with much hesitation is that it may be 
a resultant of two words accidentally run into one, rv 
dyaOod (or tayabod) idiov (or idiav) nipjr at pow, just as in 
Theaet. 185D the MSS. have dpyavidiov for dpyavov tdiov. 
See my Aristophanes and Others p. 221 for some other cases 
of a like nature, where two words have been made into 
one. But in none of them has the first word disappeared 
to such an extent as would be the case here if my conjecture 
were right. The similarity to each other of the two first 
syllables of dyafov might contribute to it. In support of 
the conjecture, that is of the expression idia vos, may be 
quoted Crat. 387 D atrav tia idiav diow exovoa: Phaedo 
101 © peracyov tis idias ovtoias Exaorov: Protag. 3498 
éxdoTo Tov dvondtwv Tovtwv tmroKetai Tis tdtos ovoia. In 
the Philebus itself we have (though without idi0s) 60 B 
To Te ayabdv Kai 7d Suddopov GAAjAwY diouw exe, and again 
tiv Tayabod Siadepew iow Tad Tv GAwv (2.2. in something 
which is i3iov), and 64 viv by Katawédpevyey 7 TOD dyabod 
dvvapis eis THY TOD KaAod diow, Where dvvamis = dvots. 

ibid. D PidnBos rayabov éridero piv ndoviy clvar Tacav Kal 
TAVTEAN. 

ravtedH cannot mean of all sorts, but only complete, and 
‘pleasure of every kind and complete’ gives no good sense. 
Badham zévry, but is not wavreAds more likely? The 
adjoining accusatives amply account for the change. 
mavTeA@s is a common word in Plato: cf. for instance 214 
and 46 a. 

67 A Kal wera Tadra ye wavTw ikavdtata (T, tkavatarov B) 
ToUTOW ovd€eTEpov ikavov edbavy. 

For ixavwrara I would read davepdrara (though L. and 8. 
do not cite the adverb from good Greek) or an equivalent, 
€.g. capéorara. This will be one of the many places where 
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a neighbouring word (ixavév) has been in the copyist’s 
mind. ‘This is more likely than that Plato is half playing 
on the word, ‘neither of them is ixavéy, but our argument: 
to show that is.’ 7 

It is remarkable that in four or five passages of the 
Philebus there are references to things, as having been 
previously stated, which we do not find anywhere in the 
dialogue as we have it. 

310 év & kat tyieav, omar dé Kai dppoviav, éribeco. No 
previous mention of harmony. 

34D vuvdy reivnv te Kal dios Kal modAG Erepa rowira 
épapev elvai twas eériOvuias. I cannot find any such 
statement. 

41 B etropev, citep pepuvnpeba, ddiyov év tots mpdcbev as 
x.t.A._ Nothing has been said before about conflicting 
feelings of a purely physical kind. 

47 D nv adtnv tTHv Wynv... wodAAdKIs AapBave Edapev. 
Here Badham may be right in reading dupev, but cf. 34 D 
above where vuvdn attests édapev. 

626 povoixny Hv dAcyov éumpocbev Epapev oToxaoews TE Kal 
pinoews pweativ ovcav Kafapdtytos évdeiv. In this dialogue 
there has been no mention whatever of piuyots in connex- 
ion with music, though elsewhere, ¢.g. in Crat., music is 
called mimetic. 
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20 E fv peyv ovv oiketos Kal opddpa diros Huiv Apwridov Tod 
TpoTaT7Tov. 

Perhaps jar, but the dative may be right. Should 
Apwzidov tr. 7. be omitted 1 

23.B 70 KdAXoTov Kal apirrov yévos éx’ avOpwrous ev TH 
xopa TH Tap’ duty ovK ioTeE yeyovos. 

I have no change to propose with regard to éx’ avOpw7ovs, 
but we ought to notice the great peculiarity of its use. 
This ézi of extension over is elsewhere in passages akin to 
ours attached to a word expressive or suggestive of some- 
thing that extends, such as rwmowr, report, etc. Archer- 
Hind for instance illustrates it in verse from Jl. x. 213, 
peéeya Kev—kéos ein tavras éx’ dvOpdrovs, and in prose from 
Plato’s own Critias 112 & éri wacav Eipumny kat Aciay.. . 
éhAdyysor Hoav. But it is one thing to say kdéos éxi, 
eAAGyipos éxi, and quite another to say dpioros éxi, because 
the latter phrase gives nothing that can be thought of as 
extending. Cf. however Jl. 23. 742 xad\Xeu évixa racav ex 
aiav and 24. 535 wavras yap éx’ avOpwrovs éxéxacro. 

25D The island Atlantis was sunk in the sea by an 
earthquake, 816 kai viv dropov kai advepevvytov yéyove TO éxet 
méAayos, myAod Kdpta Bpaxéos eurodav Gvtos, Ov 7} VHGOS 
iLopevyn Taper xero. 

It has of course been noticed that the mud can only be 
called Bpaxvs by a strange confusion of terms. It would 
be the water above the mud that was really shallow. 
Can Plato have used such an expression? Codex A indeed 

221 
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has Babéos; but this gives an unsatisfactory sense, because 
the depth of the mud when reached is immaterial, <é«> 
Bpaxéos would yield the sense we really require, near the 
surface, like e€ éA/yov, etc., and may be worth considering. 
éx would of course fall out most easily between wnAod and 
xapta, but an Attic writer might prefer xapta éx Bpaxéos to 
éx kapta Bpaxéos. 

For the insertion of a preposition cf. on 80 £ below. 

29 BC tods dé (Adyous) TOD mpds pev exeivo arexacberTos, 
4 

ovtos O€ eixdvos, eikdTas ava Adyov TE exeivwy OVTAS: 

eixotas and dva Adyov ovras are predicates, if the words 
are right, to some such phrase, not quite clearly shaped in 
Plato’s sentence, as tots Adyous «ivar det. But can dvras 
stand as part of a predicate? I should have thought not, 
and that ava Adyov, the real predicate, would repudiate an 
ovras. If this is so, read ye for re. In the next words 
should yap be added after wep, where it would easily 
fall out! 

33D yepov S¢,.. parnv otk wero dev aitd mpoodrrev 
ovde TodGY OSE GAUWS THs TEpl THY Baow trypecias. 

A difficulty has been felt about the genitive xepdr. 
Archer-Hind supposes an anacoluthon : Stephanus suggested 
THv . . d@ynpeciay to govern it: Stallbaum made it depend 
on an understood 7. In reality it depends on dev, the 
infinitive tpocumrev being thrown in idiomatically, as in c 
of this very page o0vd’ ad Tivos émidets Hv dpydvov cyxelv: 
Rep. 459 B det dxpwv elvar tov apxdvrwv: Xen. Oecon. 21. 11 
Sciv pype.. dioews ayabjs taapfa.: Herod. 1. 73. 1 yas 
ivépw tpooxtnoacbar: Thuc. 5. 15 éuibuuia tov avdpar . . 
kopioacOar: Eur. Med. 1399 ypylw ordparos aidwv . « 
mpoomrTvéac ban. 

46 E dca b¢ <tév> im’ dGrAdAwV pev KLWoUpévw”, K.T.A. 

The partitive genitive seems to need the article. 

48 B mpoojKov aitots od’ év cvAAaBAs cideor povov €iKdTws 
. amreikacOnvat. 

The phrase is always év—eide (see Ast’s lexicon $.v.), 
and the plural seems unsuitable. Cf. the common év—pépe. 
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ibid. D reipdoopar pdevds Arrov ecixéta, paddov 4, Kat 
éumpoobev am apyns Tepl Exdotwv Kat yurdvtwv déyeuv. 

It is difficult to make any sense of kai éumpoobev. We 
might perhaps read paAdov bé Kat <rav> Eurpoobev, More 
probable even than what went before. Cf. on 46 E above. 

49 Nothing which becomes (yiyvera:) has permanence 
enough to be spoken of as this or that: gevye yap odx 
brouevov THY TOU TOE Kal TOLTO Kal THY TOdE Kal TATA OOH 
Povilla Ws OvTa avTa evdeikvuTaL hacrs. 

tode is very unintelligible here, and Burnet cites Cook 
Wilson’s conjecture, tiv tod dde. I had thought of riv 
tyoe, and that might perhaps stand. Of course the thing, 
not the point of space, would be in question. 

520 ovd’ aitd rotro ef’ & yéyovev Eautis eoriv. 

Archer-Hind is right, I think, in saying that the 
genitive éavrjs depends on the whole phrase aito—yéyover, 
but why did he not illustrate the construction from the 
well-known fep. 438 a foll. doa y’ éori rowwtra ofa cival Tov ?: 
The genitive there is our genitive here. 

53 E tovrov yap tvuxovtes (they have not done so yet) 
Exouev THV dAnOerav. 

efouev, though not absolutely necessary, is very probable. 

66B Burnet ignores Stallbaum’s proposed introduction 
of dvayxn to give accusative and infinitive some construc- 
tion. Without binding myself to dvéyxn—ovpBaiver for 
instance is just as likely—I think something is certainly 
needed. 3 

69 B tatta dtdktws Exovra 6 Oeds ev ExdoTw TE aiTe pds 
avTo Kal mpos GAAyAG cuppetpias everroinoer. 

Stallbaum calls ratra—éeyovra ‘absolute’; Archer. Hind 

governs it ‘by the compound phrase ovppertpias éveroincer, 
as though Plato had written €vvyppdcaro’ ; Kiihner-Gerth 
ii. 2, p. 90 style it an anacoluthon. I should conjecture 
that the participle tapaAaBev is to be inserted, probably 
before or after 6 Oeds. So a few lines below of dé pupov- 
pevor tapadaBovtes apxnv «.t.A.: 304A rav doov hv éparov 
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tapadaBdiv: 68 E tatta mavra... 6... Sypuovpyds ... 
trapeAdpu Paver. | 

80 c Stephanus’ change of 76 dé... 70 te to 7 5... Ta 
te seems absolutely necessary to give construction and is a 
most easy correction. Cf. for instance the readings in 
ep. 547 D 7d pev tTypav. 

ibid. & % 8 épvOpa mreloTn wept aitd ypda Sabet, THs Tod 
aupos Towns Te Kal eEoudpEews ev byp@ Sednurovpynuevn pvars. 

Construction and meaning are very difficult until we 
read <éua> ris. Cf. on 25D above. 

86 D Kal cxedov 5) Tdvta, drdca HOSovav akparea Kat dveLdos 
ws éxovtwv AéyeTat TOV KakOV, OvK 6pOds dverdiLerat. 

Archer-Hind comments on the odd juxtaposition of 
dxparea and dveidos, for which however he can see ‘no 
plausible correction.’ Did not Plato write xar’ dvewdos ! 
The confusion of xaé and xara is familiar: cf. Index. I 
have doubted whether dxpareéa might not be an improve- 
ment, but probably the nominative is right. 

87D agévppetpov yap Tats peylotats Evpperpiats. 

We ought perhaps to substitute accusatives for datives 
here. Cf. the phrase immediately following, 7 kai twa 
aAXnv iwépeEw dpetpov, which, to tell the truth, also gives 
me an uneasy feeling that dévymerpov .. . d€vppertpias (or 
é€vppetpiats, for the dative would be better in this phrase 
than in the other) was Plato’s real expression. 

88 A cama... péeya Kal trepivyxov. 

bwépwvxov has been noticed as a strange compound, 
though there are parallels. Perhaps izép eave ov may be 
worth considering. 

Sufficient notice has perhaps not been taken of the 
remarkable discrepancy between the exordium of the 
Timaeus and the Republic of which (or part of which) it is 
a summary. Socrates in the Zimaeus gives the chief 
points laid down in the Republic faithfully enough : it is 
the implication involved in his references to it that 
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presents the peculiarity. Not only is there no explicit 
mention of the Republic having been a narrated dialogue, 
that is, of Timaeus and the others now present having only 
heard from Socrates the narration of a dialogue supposed 
to have taken place the day before (that is two days before 
the Timaeus); but his language would certainly imply 
according to any ordinary method of interpretation that 
they had been present and taken part in the dialogue 
itself. This would seem to be the natural meaning of the 
repeated first persons plural, duecAducOa, eiropev, eAéyoper. 
It is not natural, though of course possible, to understand 
the we contained in these words to be I and the people I 
was talking with rather than you and I. Anyone who 
read all this without knowing the Republic would 
certainly think Timaeus, Critias, and Hermocrates were 
then present. 

The fiction of a fifth person who was to have been 
present at the Zimaeus dialogue is no doubt only intro- 
duced as a little detail to give verisimilitude and reality to 
the scene. Similar, I suppose —for there does not seem to 
be any other reason for it—is the pretence in the Philebus, 
another late dialogue, that Philebus has handed over to 
Protarchus the defence of his position, so that the dialogue 
is named after one who takes next to no share in it. We 
naturally ask why Philebus has done this: that is, we fall 
into Plato’s trap and take the thing seriously. So here we 
want to know who the absent man is. The disturbance of 
the order of speeches in the Symposiwm by Aristophanes’ 
hiccup is another such device. 
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107 © éx 8) Tod rapaxphpyua viv Aeyopueva, TO mpérov av pH 
Suvepeba, mavrws amrodieval, TvyyryvooKeE xpeEdv. 

The first words (éx ... Aeydpueva) are curiously devoid of 
construction, much more so than the accusatives we 
occasionally find at the beginning of sentences, which the 
writer vaguely meant to provide with a construction as he 
went on, but finally left without one. In such a case we 
can usually see pretty clearly what he had in his mind. 
But here the turn of the sentence is so harsh and clumsy, 
that I cannot but suspect error. Did not Plato add to 
Aeyopeva some participle governing it and standing as a sort 
of subject to ovyytyvécxev, such as dxovoyras or oxorotvtas ? 
The omission of any ra with Aeydpeva (ra 59 ek Tod zapa- 
xXpywa viv Aeydpeva) seems to make the case especially 
doubtful. Contrast the otherwise more or less parallel 
openings of sentences in 109 a and 1108s. Cf. p. 90 above. 

108 B «i péeAXes adra Suvards yeveobar wapadafeiv. 

I hardly know to what those who are satisfied with 
aitd suppose it to refer. There is nothing definite in the 
context with which it can be associated, nor does it seem 
possible to make it mean vaguely the speaking, the turn to 
speak (wapadibopev . . . tov é€fs Adyov 106 B). Probably we 
should write aird and refer it to @éarpov, the audience, 
whom Critias is about to take over from Timaeus, 

109 © dAXow pev ovv Kar’ GAXovs TéTovs KANpovyyjoavTes 
Oeav éxetva éxdopovr. 

(1) Elsewhere xAypovyetv is transitive: (2) ékeiva is 
strange. We should get over both difficulties by reading 

226 
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<ri> xar’ dAXovs torovs. The dialogue contains many 
examples of this periphrastic use of the article, e.g. 114 B 
To THS xvpas: 114 EB 7rd repli ra GGa: 117 A 7d THs epyacias. 
Plato is indeed always fond of it. For rd xara so used 
see Ast Lew. ii. p. 145. 

1104 I think rovrwyv zepu needs a d€ or re added. 

l1lc ypdvos 8 od rdyrodvs dre Sévdpwv airdbev eis oixodo- 
phoes Tas peylotas épepinwv tunbevtwv oteyaocpar éotiv 
ert oa. 

Burnet marks this as wrong and gives in a note the 
words which Cobet proposed to insert after dre. It does 
not seem to me, especially considering the involved order 
of words often adopted in the Critvas and other late 
dialogues, that there is any real need for suspicion. In 
sense 6re and tunOevtwv should be taken closely together, 
as though Plato had said xpdvos ot wduodvs dre (since) 
érundn oreyaopal’ & éotw ert oa. 

ibid. cai 8) kal 7d Kat’ éviavtdv tdwp exaprodr’ éx Atos 
() xopa), odx ws Viv aroAXdioa ard iAjs THs ys eis OdAaTTaY, 
GANG ToAAHV Exovea Kai eis aiTHv KaTadexouern. 

Stallbaum wished to read roAv for zoAAjv, and Jowett 
in like manner understands it of abundance of water, 
reading I suppose also airjv. But this is quite a mistake. 
TrokAjv is much soil, into which the water is received. 
But what exactly is dro WiAryjs ths yns? If y7 is sotl, it 
surely cannot be called yA. The rock, the land, the 
place can be called yrds, but not the soil itself. It would 
be an odd epithet for yj in almost any case ; but, if y7 is 
removable soil, as zoAAnv seems to show, it becomes almost 
impossible. Perhaps then we may consider whether wWAjs 
does not agree with éavrjs or xwpas implied in the subject 
of the sentence, so that ris yns would depend on WaAzjs and 
not have WAyjs agreeing with it. This is the construction 
a little further on, 112 4 ys atriy (1.€. riv dxpdrodw) WAHv 
TEPLTNEATA TETOLHKE. 

1124 cecpav apa Kai mpd ths eri Aevkadiwvos dbopas 
Tpitov mpoTEpov VoaTos efaralov yevopevov. 

Scholars have to some extent boggled over rpérov, but I 
Q 2 
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do not find that any one has suggested that we should read 
tpis. Of. on Laws 664 pv. 

Just below should aroBeByxvia be KxaraBeByxvia? Cf. 
1108, etc. No such use of droBaivew is cited. 

ibid. D ro Suvarov mwohepeiv non Kat TO ere (t.e. Suvarov 
moAepweiv) certainly seems right : those who were old enough 
and those not too old. 

113.4 Should 76 & éri be rdde & ere? 

116 B rod & évrés should be rov 8 évrds like the rv dé 
following. 

117 A rats dé dx Kpjvais, TH TOD Wuxpod Kal TH Tod Oepuod 
, a Ne > , ¢ a \ i. on a A 

vapatos, TARGos pev AdpGovov éxovoais, HOovy dé Kal dperH TOV 
bddrwy mpos Exatépov THY xpnow Oavuacrod mTedvKdros, 
€xpO@vTo K.T.A. 

Burnet indicates no doubt about this passage, but it is 
difficult to see what he makes the subject of weduxdros. If 
we put éxarépov before or after azpds tiv xpqow, we shall 
provide it with a proper subject. éxarépov might either 
refer to vayatos or go with dddrwv, and it might either 
govern jddrwv or be added in an appositional way and 
determine the number of the participle (like Rep. 346 p ai 
dAAat waca TO abTHS ExdoTH Epyov épydlerat, and many other 
passages in verse and prose). 

T cannot make out whether Stallbaum wishes to take 
éxatépov in this way. His translation is against it. 

118 B tAnv b€ kat wANOE- Kat yéveot woikiAnv cipraciv Te 
Tois épyots Kal mpos Exacta adpfovov. 

As the words stand, zA7fe. must be constructed with 
mouidny, but what can wAybe mouidn mean? Another 
slight transposition will help us. Read tAnv 8 Kai yéveou 
moutAnv Kat wANGE . . . abOovor. 

ibid. B Suamdovs ex rdv Suwptxwv eis dAAHAaS TE TAGYias Kat 
mpos THv woAw Tepovtes. The editors ceremoniously record 
a v.l. wAareias, but what sense zAayias makes they fail to 
tell us. Read zAayiovs. 
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120 voor d€ moAAoi pey drAAoL ... Hoav idior, Ta de 
péytota pte more onda em aAAjAovs oicew BonOynoew Te 
mavrTas.., Kowny O¢,.. BovdAevouevor Ta ddgavra wepi toA€uov 
kal Tov dAAwy mpagewr. 

azpaéew is not, I think, to be added after rpdgéewv, as has 
been suggested, but to be substituted for it. zapdfewv is 
quite superfluous. PovAevduevor should of.course be BovAevo- 
pévous, unless Plato was confusing in his mind vouo. joav 
and dpocav, as the futures oicew and BoyOyoev, which are 
quite irregular after vouor, suggest. But the next sentence, 
Gavdrov dé x.7-A., goes on properly from vduor with prdevds 
€ival KUpLOV. 
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317 D ris émornpwv Stavetpat ert yp Ta o7éppata ; 

Read yqv. Similar accusatives with éwi and the idea of 
distribution occur immediately below two or three times 
and again twice in 321 cD, nor is the dative natural. 

ibid. tis 5€ Kpovpatwv ért Ta péAn ayabds vomeds Kal Ta 
d&ia vetpas ; 

It is hardly possible to govern vetwat by éya6ds. Boeckh 
véwer, but probably Plato wrote something like <dpioros> 
vetwar. Cf. dvavetuar dpicros in E and vénew Kparictos twice 
in 318 a. 

3184 otros thy avOpwreiav ayéAnv Tod cdparos veuew 
KpGTLOTOS ; 

Something like tod coparos <mépi> or Tod owpatos 
<dpxwv> seems wanted. Cf. 321 c¢ 6 tO capati dyabds 
vomobérns Te Kal vouers. 
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625 © rhv THs xwpas taons Kpyrns piow dpare. Is not 
Kpyrns a gloss on rys xdpas ? 

628 B wérepa S€ dzodopevwv ad Tov érépwv [eipyvnv THs 
, / , de / d¢ >» GAX otacews yevérbat|, viknoavtwv de morépwr SéEair’ dv Tis waddov 

KT.A. ; 

elpnvnv .. . yevéeoOar is bracketed by Schanz after Badham, 
and I am not now concerned with it. What I would ask 
is whether the use of zorépwy in the second half of the 
antithesis is a natural one, and whether it should not 
change places with rav érépwv. It means of course one side, 
and this expression would naturally come in the first of the 
two clauses. Also at seems to me hardly justified, and I 
would suggest av. _ 

629 & The words mainly taken from Tyrtaeus (10. 11-12) 
ot pn ToAunTwor pev Spav dovov aivardevta | Kal dyiwv 
dpéyowr’ éyyvbev iordpevor can hardly be right as they stand. 
As quoted by Stobaeus the lines had «i yu) terAaiy péev dpav 
and épéyoir’. Plato seems to adapt them a little in quoting, 
but he would not have given them such a clumsy and 
-ungrammatical form. Subjunctive and optative cannot 
very well go together, and for the optative as he quotes it 
there is no construction. A second grave fault is that the 
aorist troAunowor Who have dared does not harmonize with 
the present épeyowro. It is easy to read ot px) ToApaow piv 
épav, but this does not get over the difficulty of the 
moods. todpaow and dpéywvt’, or todpdev and édpéyowr’ 
might do. 

231 
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630 D tov vopoberny jyudv droBdhAopev eis tods méppw 
vopoberas. 

Stallbaum says gw longius absunt a sapientiae laude: 
Jowett to a rank which 1s far beneath him. Did not 
Plato write rods wéppw vopobecias, those far from under- 
standing or being fit for legislation? So Theaet. 151 ¢ 
Toppw ovres Tod cidevar: Soph. 2340 woppw trav tpaypdtwv 
THS aAnOeias ee Aesch. Hum. 414 Tpoow dukaiwy : 
Aristot. H.A. 2. 12, 504 b 11 ovre odp§ éorw ovre réppw 
cwapkos. 

ibid. E kar’ «dn Lyreiv aitav rods vosous, ovd€ arep ot TOV 
vov «ion mpotiWenevor Lyrovow. 

There is nothing for airév properly to refer to, and ot 
Tov viv is unintelligible. We may conjecture something 
like dep airav ot viv «idyn, doing away with airay after 
fnreiv. 

aAXor dé dra a GTTa pupia TOLAUTA. 
Perhaps pépia, a word which occurs just before and just 

afterwards. 

631 wAotros od TudAds GAA’ 6b Br€rwr, dvirep Gp’ Exnrar 
ppovycer. 

The point should be that wealth sees well enough, not if 
it accompanies wisdom, but if wisdom accompanies it. In 
other words we seem to need ¢pdvyais, not dpovyjce. 

633 A Kat oé 6€ for Kai oé re? Cf. 637 © kai wap’ ipiv dé. 

abid. © kai avev Gepardvrwy aditois Eavtdv Staxovyceis. 

This, which is the ordinary text, seems bad Greek. Ast’s 
avrois aitav is much better, but I should prefer atrév 
éavrois. The terminations, as sometimes happens, have got 
interchanged. So for instance in Plutarch Morals 844 B 
év twes ... ad7@ has long been corrected to @ tues... adrov, 
and Lives 670 © abrods ‘hnvalods to abrots ‘h Onvaloee 

634 B rod 87 Totr’ €otw Tadrov K.T.A 5 

tairov (or avr’) éotw todo seems probable. See p. 196. 

6368 Perhaps xat 8) Kal <xaTa> wadavov vouov, kai and 
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xaté much resembling one another and being often con- 

fused. 

640 D pebvdvruv yap peOdov kat <véwy> véos dpxwv 

ibid. E %) ob Evvvoels Tot?’ tt peOiwv KvBepvyTys Kal was 
mavtos dpxwv dvarpéret wdvta ... 0 TL ToT’ ein TO KUBEepvopevov 
im’ avrod. 

The optative «fj ought not perhaps to be considered 
impossible along with the present indicative dvarpézet. 
Plato has a few examples of the indefinite generalizing 
optative, taking the place of the usual subjunctive with ds 
dv, érav, etc. (see 759 B, 778 a, 927 co, Lys. 207 B, Rep. 
332 a), and so Xenophon a few times. But <av> dvarpéroe 
might easily be corrupted (or dvatpé/e?), and perhaps the 
case is better put hypothetically, ‘a drunken man in 
command would be ruinous.’ 

642 © wafdvres 5é, not re. A contrast with rpagavres 

ovdev is needed. 

645 D KA. zpos ti 6 cKxorovpevos atTd éravepwras ; 
A®. ovd€v Tw pds OTL. 

With otd€v rw zpos dri nothing is, as I once suggested, lost, 
but certainly Stallbaum is wrong in understanding épwra 
to govern ovdév. otdev mpds dre is short for oddév zpos ore 
(cxorovpevos TOUTO épwrH), and ovoev wzpds OTe TKoTOvpeEVos 1S 
like otd€v’ 6vrw’ od KatéxAace and other such phrases. 

646 E doBovpeba modAdkis ddgav, iyovpevor SofalecOar 
, 

KQKOL. 

Stephanus was, I think, right in principle in demanding 
SogacOjceobau like yernoeoOar just before. But doéalerba 
<dv> will do just as well. In 648 £ editors now add ay to 
owdpovot. 

S0éacecbar would seem also possible. It is not found in 
the passive sense, but the Thucydidean passive futures 
kwicouat, typyoowat probably do not occur elsewhere. 
In Aeschines 3. 6 I have suggested the possibility of 
THT OPAL. 
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656 C vouor... <mepi> tiv wept tas Movoas radeiav Te 
Kal Traloudy. 

So Schanz. But for more than one reason vouor. . . ris 
. mawelas Te Kal maidvas would seem preferable. Cf. 

684 A Kara vopous ods EOevTo TOU Te dpxew Kal dpyerOar. The 
dative would also be possible, going in a causal sense with 
éceoeo Gan. 

657 A trav viv Sdednprovpynuevwv ovre tu KadXALova ovTE 
aicxiw, THv aityy S€ TéxvynV areipyacpeva. 

Read rH airy de TEXVY)- 

tbid. © rHv TH POVOLKT Kal TH Tardia ypelav. 

xpeca is not verbal enough to take a direct dative. Read 
THS movotkHs Kal THs madtas. In 667 c Schanz has corrected 
ti 5¢ TH épyacia ... to THs épyacias. 

658 aB In this very imperfect sentence it seems to me 
that an infinitive, governed by zpoeixo. and parallel to 
nev, has been lost after yeyovévar. I suggest the insertion 
there of crehavwbjvan. 

659 c d€ov yap atrois dei BeATiw tov abtav AOGV dxovovTas 
Beadtio thy jdovav tcxev, viv airois dpc. trav toivayriov 
Eup Baiver. 

Should rotvavriov be repeated? Spac. zav roivavriov 
<rtovvavtiov> Evy Baiver. 

661 ¢ Probably ratra for ratra. Cf. 660 4. In 838 ¢ 
the same change is probable. 

663 C rHv 8 aAnOeav THs Kpicews ToTepayv KUpLwTépay civat 
pope ; THV THS xElpovos Wuyns H THY THs BeATiovos ; 

Is not the sense of these words as they stand somewhat 
absurd? ‘They imply that both the inconsistent judgments 
are true, but that one truth is more authoritative than the 
other. It is most likely that an exchange of terminations 
has taken place, such as was spoken of above at 633 o, and 
that we should read riv 8& xkpiow rhs dAnbeias; but other 
expressions are possible, e.g. tas 8’ dAnOeias tav Kpicewv. 
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664 D A€yets SE Tivas TovTOUs Tods Xopovs ToOvs TpLTOUS ; 

Three choruses being the meaning required, we may. 
presume that rpérovs is a mistake for rpeis, arising from y, 
which would stand for either. tov tpérov xopédv is used 
rightly in 6658. Cf on Critias 112 A. 

a lal al \ 

665 A 6 pév Toivuy tod ’ArdAAwVos Kai tov Movody xopos 
€ipnvrat, Tov S€ Tpirov K.T.X. 

Can we dispense with 6 before rév Movodv!? Cf. 634 4 
& Ads odv 8) Kat & IvOuxds vopobérns od. . . vevomobern- 
KarTov. 

666 B Avdvycov zapaxaXeliy eis THY TOV tpeaBuTEepwr TeETHV 
dpa Kal madidv, qv Tots avOpwros érixovpov THs Tod yrpws 
aboTnpoTyntos ebwpycato Tov oivev pappakov. 

I do not know if Schanz, printing the passage thus, 
agrees with Stallbaum, who put commas before and after 
tov otvov, explaining that those words are in apposition to 
nv. Such a view seems quite untenable. Read 7s and the 
construction at once becomes easy. Cf. on 656 c and 
736 A. 

667 © Hy bé dpOdryta Te Kal dpediav (rpoceiromev av, AS tO 
what we should call rightness and utility), dep tyvewov 
TaVv Tpordepopevww A€yomev ExaoTOTE, TOT’ avTO elvat év adTots 
Kal TO 6pGdrarov. 

Schanz marks 76 dp@0rarov as wrong, and Badham 
actually conjectured something like 7d rapeyopevov, govern- 
ing 6pfornta and addediav. 7d dpOdratov is indeed wrong, 
but only in that it ought not to stand alone. It is 
abundantly evident that Plato must have written ro 
@deAporatov kal TO 6pOdrarov (or kat 7d 6. Kal 7d &.). The 
two things are coupled together throughout. 

669.4 Dele av before e/y. It cannot stand, for the 
construction is «i yryvéoKomev x.7.r., dpa ye avayKatov (1.€. 
av ein) non... . yryvooKelv etre KaAOV €iTe Orn ToTe eAXLTEs Ein 
KaAAovus, to know whether it was, not whether it would be. 
Cf. 700 £ below. 
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ibid. D yéhwr’ dv Tapackevalorey Tov évOpwHrwv daous dyolv 
’Opdheds Aaxeiv Gpav Tis Tépwros. 

The meaning is ‘to those men who’ etc. Hence Badham 
proposed <rois> trav avOpérwv. The simple dative dcois 
(governed of course by dayetv, of which dpav would then 
be the subject, as is quite possible) would have the same 
effect. 

671cC Kal cioidvt. TH pry KarAG Odpper Tov KéddAUCTOV 
Siapaxdpevov PoBov eioméeurrewv. 

We need the future participle diapayotpevov to fight 
against proud thoughts. ; 

679 / \ + / \ \ \ / 

D mpos Te tas adAas Téxvas Kal pos Tas ToAEpLKaS, 
PR n~ A doa. Te mefal Kat doar Kata Oadatrav yiyvovra: Ta vov, Kat 

doat Oy Kata médw pdvov adtod, Sikat Kal ordoes Neyopevat. 

Stallbaum, putting the comma before airod, takes it 
apparently as there (in singulis tantwm civitatibus wht 
lites et sedttiones vocatae etc.), which with Aeyduevar it 
certainly could not mean. This is the mistake about airod 
which is only too common: see Xenophon and Others, 
p- 298. 

In the text as above xat& zéAw airod in the city itself is 
contrasted with the idea of war outside, and this may be 
right. But, as the antithesis is not made very clear, we 
might consider whether airod has not taken the place of ad. 
Ritter suggests atréav. 

684 EB éraparat ys dvadacpors eionyovpevor. 

cionyounevy? An accusative can hardly stand. 

686 D ro dé viv ye queis tay’ dv tows... ovr’ dpbds 
Stavooiuefa otre kata pvow, cat 61) Kal wept Ta GAAa wévres 
TAVTA, TEpt ov av ovTW dSiavonbdcw. 

The context makes it very probable that the optative is 
wrong, the present indicative being what we want, and 
this is, I think, confirmed by epi dy dv Scavonbdcw, which 

ought to be optative if the main verb is so. We ought | 
then probably to read diavoovueba and to add this to the 
Platonic instances of ray’ av used as a phrase =simple raya 
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(Goodwin, M.T. 244), cf. 6294: Phaedr. 2658 and 
probably 256 Bc: Soph. 255: [Ep.] 2. 313 s. 

688A 7rd pév odhdv Hy TapaxeAevpa ws Xpewy ein K.T.r., TO OE 
éuov €Xeyov (AXeyev?) ore «tA. Cf. 840 D gyui ro pev 
Hperepov voutpov Seiv . . . wopever Oa A€yov ws od Set k.T.X. 

692 B perpidca should be perpidcew or have an av added. 
The existing ay goes with w7Oycav. 

694 0 oxéw Tovrov, NOt TodTO. 

695 Aapetos... eAOov eis THY dpxyv Kat AaBov airnv 
€Bdouos SietAero Extra. wepy TELOmeEVos. 

Do we not need €Bdou0s <airés>? Cf. 751 E Kxarouxcety 
déxatos avtds. The phrase does not necessarily imply a 
premier position. €@douos alone would naturally mean 
seventh in succession. 

700 E. cite BeAriwv cite xeipwv ay «in Tis. 

There is no place here for dv. Read perhaps ai or 6y, 
consulting Ast’s Lexicon s.v, etre, or omit altogether as in 
669 © above. 

a / / nn 
TOL E émicKorodpev vuvi, rorépa Tovtwv 6pOGs woXrreverat. 

The question is not which is right, but whether either is. 
Read émurxorotpev viv ei worépat. 6. 

702 4 aitav y évexa should be trav airév or rovTwv y 
oo 

éveka. 

705 B ovyxwpotmev tote <te> A€yew Huds dpOds Kal Ta 
vy 2 viv | 

714D ote... OnoerOar ExdvTa mpds GAO TL TpOTov Tous 
VOMOUS 7) K.T.A. ; 

For wpérov read zpdrepov. 

\ , , 

719 D éym dé, ei pev yuvy por diad€povoa ein zAovTH Kal 
Odrrev atti diaxeAevorto év TO Tomnpati, Tov brepBaddovra 
a u 2 , 5 AO 8 > \ , pee \ 
av tadhov erawwoinv, pedwAds ad Tis Kal wévns avnp Tov 

~~ / rd 

Kataded, métpov b€ ovaias éxtnpévos Kal pérpios abtos dv Tov 
x abrov Gy éraweoa. 
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For the impossible sowmpari, various unsatisfactory 
proposals have been made. Something like zpooyxovte 
or d€ovTe pyvjpate seems meant. 

The speaker passes somewhat awkwardly from what 
he would approve in one case (éy#, ef wey...) to what in 
other cases the people themselves would approve, but 
apparently the text is right in this respect. 

tov avtrov however seems wrong. By Greek usage it 
would mean (I think) rév xataded. Probably Plato wrote 
ToLovTov OF Tov ToOLODTOV = peTpLOV, a USC Of ToLodTos ON Which 
see p. 129 above. 

722.4 ro wept wodArAOv 7H GAlywv ypoppdtrov momoacbat 
tov Adyov Aiav eiyOes* TA yap otwar BédATicTa GAN od Ta 
Bpaxvrara ovdé Ta pyKy TYsnTéov. 

Plato loves variety, but after two superlatives pay jars 
upon one. It is obvious to suggest pyxiora, but I should 
rather prefer the unobvious ras Bpayitntas. So Hep. 
400 B pyKn kal Bpaxvrytas Tpoonrre. Ast gives.a dozen 
instances of yxy in Plato. 

723D od xpynoréov <év> dracw. 

728 B rHv yap Aeyouevny Siknv THs Kakoupylas THY peyloTHV 
ovdeis ws Eros eimretv Aoyierat, éotw 0 H peylotn TO dpovotabar 
TOls OvOW KaKkols avopactr. 

This is rather a tenet of Plato’s own than a commonplace 
(Acyouevny). Indeed in Theaet. 176 p it is almost explicitly 
stated as such: dyvoote. yap Cypiav ddixias, 0 Set neiora 
ayvoeiv’ ov yap éotw nv Soxodor x.7.’. May one suggest 
that the confusion of two words has here taken place, 
of which examples may be found elsewhere, and that for 
Aeyouernv we ought to read yi(y)vopevyy? The éorw which 
follows takes up yryvoyevny better than Acyouevyny; other- 
wise we should expect Aé€yerar dé, as in 739 o. It is 
also almost a contradiction in terms to call it riv Aeyouevnv 
dikynv and yet say that no one takes it into account. 

There are one or two other passages in the Laws, where 
I rather suspect the same corruption. In 783 4 after 
speaking of three great and over-mastering pleasures the 
Athenian goes on & 8) 8 tpia voonuata tpérovta (or 
tpemovras) eis TO BeAticTov mapa Td AEyopevov HOiorrov Tpict 
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pev tots peyloros mepacOar Katéxew, POBw Kat vopw kal TO 
dAnbet ASyw, ‘turning them away from that which is called 
pleasantest to the best,’ as Jowett rather loosely renders it. 
mapa means of course ‘contrary to,’ ‘ignoring,’ etc., but 
how weak here is Aeydpuevov, ‘what is called pleasantest.’ 
Tapa TO yryvopevov Hourrov would be much more forcible as 
well as candid. Plato quite grants the pleasure: he does 
not want to throw doubt on it. 

Again in 7174 he speaks metaphorically of certain 
weapons. oxo7ds pev ov ypuiv ovtos’ Bédy 5é ad Kal otov 4 
tois Bédeow edeots TA Tot’ Gv Reydpeva dpHdtata pépoir’ av; 
Here Xeydueva makes no sense at all. Ast actually held 
that Aeydpeva Heporr’ av=PépecOar réyorr’ av: Stallbaum 
weakly translates st quis de ts mentionem iniiciat, as 
though mention of them were a condition of their hitting 
the mark ; Jowett more wisely omits it in his translation 
altogether. Schanz writes depdyeva. Let us rather have 
recourse to a vera causa and write yryvopueva or yevopeva. 
Of course ¢é€por av is adapted to BéAy only, not to 
épeots; but, if the words kal... épeors are right, it 
may be some advantage that y.yvdpeva suits eects too. 

In 723 c ro pévto. peydAwv wept Aeyouevwv vopwv Kat 
opixpav ¢i dpoiws mpooalerbar mpoordatromev I can see no 
force in Aeyouevwv and suggest yryvopevwv. So in 934 ¢ rav 
kNoraiwy te Kal Biaiwy wavrwv tas Cnpias Aeyomévas otas Set 
yiyverGar we seem to want yyvopévas, for Aeyouévas can 
hardly be translated. Plato is fond of the repetition 
yryvopevos... ylyverar: see Ast’s Lex. 1. 395 and p. 161 
above. 

For the confusion of the two words cf. 671 B, where the 
MSS. have yeyvouévwv, Eusebius Acyouevwv: Rep. 6018: 
Ar. De An. 1. 4. 407 b 29: Thuc. 8 14. 2: Lys. 
13.20: D. Hal. de Comp. V. 20 (yevéoOw one MS. for 

AeyéoOw) : and see Index to this book, s.v. Aeydmevos. 

730 B dca <yap> av? Something must have been lost, 
which joined 60a... Tair éori... fntéov to the words 
preceding. Stobaeus 6c’ ody (Schanz). 

736 A tovrous (these men) as voonpati Tordews ewrrepuKOrt 
db’ eddynpias admadhAaynv dvoua amo.kiav tTiWemevos . . . e&errép- 
Wato (6 vopoberns). 
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For dézaAdayyv, which has no construction, read aéradAayijs 3 
depending on dvoye. Ast suggested the dative, but 
with rovros that would be very awkward. Cf. on 666 B. 

737 B dveyxAntous yap det Tas otaias pds GAAHAOUS KaTa- 
, ea , e xv 5S \ > , \ 

oxevalerGar duas yé Tws... ols Gv ny Tada éyKAnpata pds 
GAAjAovs Kal OGoLs VOU Kal opiKpov peTH ois 06... 6 Oeds 
€OwKe K.T.A. 

ois av 7 Schanz after Ast. But A has 7 and no @,. 
Perhaps 7 stands for jv and wery for perqy, as it may in 
Frogs 1163% The imperfect is perfectly in place, for the 
passage means not simply that there should be no disputes 
about property, but that, where there used to be such 
disputes, they should now be terminated (dveyxAnjrovs . . . 
karackeviler at). The imperfects are also supported 
by ddwxe, for which with 7 and pery we might rather 
expect ddduxe. 

751 B Write ro (for rd) wodAw €d waperkevacpevyv k.7.A. 

753 E ovk €ott <OnAoV>? otk Eotw <eirely>?% 

754D rév ypapparwv <b> dv av exactos aroypawy . .. Td 
tAnOos THs altdv ovcias, OF ws av! | 

757 © éorw yap Symrov Kal TO woAiTiKOv Hiv aet Todr adTd 
TO OikaLov. 

Apparently 76 dixavov is considered to be added here 
in a sort of explanatory apposition to 76 zodurtxov. But 
this is awkward and obscure. Perhaps the two adjectives 
have exchanged places, and we should read éorw... 7d 
dikatov .. . TOUT’ av’To Td ToALTiKOV, this is political justice. 
I do not remember the phrase zoAurixdv d/xarov elsewhere in 
Plato (Hp. 7.3264 7a modurixa dixaa), but it is familiar 
in the Ethics. The same sense might be got by omitting 
76 before déxaov, as repeated from aire. 

757 D rovrous tapwvupiors xpyobat. 

The meaning is these z., €.g. iodrys in an unusual sense, 
not these as x. Add therefore rots. 

ibid. E Read airots for airovs. 
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760 A Kal ra péev ad wepl Ta tepda Tatra yryvérOu. 

There seems no propriety in at, and it is probably a 
mistake for 67, like the much commoner confusion of 6% 
and av. 

766 B évrw’ av éxactos yyntat KaAMOoT av TOV Baa as TraLoetav 
Gp&ar yevopevwv. 

I do not see how yevonévwy is to be defended. If the 
things have already been done, there is nothing now to 
control. Hug proposes to omit the word. But, if only we 
alter it to the present tense yeyvopeveny, it makes good enough 
sense. So in 7844 el tis Twa. Opa mpos aN’ arTa PXé€rovra 

. 1) 7pos Ta. TETAY[LEVO, bd TOV ev Tots yapos Gvovmv TE Kal 
eaGy yevonevwv read “yeyvopevey, ordained by the celebrations 
that take place, for ixd does not mean to the accompaniment 
of, as Stallbaum and Jowett suppose. yevouevnv should 
certainly be yryvozévnv in 844 D: probably also in 895 B. 

T77 A ot pev mictevoval Te ovdeV yever OikeTOv. 

Perhaps ovdév <ovdevi> yéver, and 943. pH mwepi mporépov 
toheuov <pndevos> pydev mapexopevov. 

ibid. B dvoKoXov éott 7d Opéupa avOpwros. 

For 76 substitute the 7. so common with adjectives 
in such cases. So just below in D 6... yuyvopuevds tis 
ap.iavTos. 

778 C oixkynoes Te dpxdvtwv Kal dixacrnpiwv. 

Probably dxacrypic, corrupted into conformity with 
dpxXovTwv. 

vbid. BE padOaxiy ew tats Woyats. . . eiwhe zoretv. 

elwHev éutrovetyv Would be more usual. 

781 c Should ye be put after épyw instead of coming 
before it? ovtd ef woré ye reAevtyv is less strange, for 
ovde ... ye is a regular phrase. 

782c Write 76 ye pv for ro dé pyv. 5€ and py are not, 
I think, found together. 

783 4B After the last letters of @eots it is possible that 
R 
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&s has been lost. It would ease the construction of the 
genitive, : 

784.0 deka Tav vouodvAdkwy EAowEévous, ois av éxitpeWoow 
olde Kai TdEwor, ToUTOLS éupevelv. 

So the vulgate, but A has no xaf and raéwor is a correc- 
tion of rafovor. Schanz follows Hermann in deleting it, 
but I take it as meant (t.e. éwiragéwor) for a _ correc- 
tion of émirpéfwor, and as such I think it should be 
adopted. émvrpézw is a less natural word than émirdrtw in 
regard to the authorities, especially in combination with 
eu pevev. 

-792B Add ay to érepydeobar. This is in itself necessary, 
and the dy in the answer confirms it. Cf, 812 B, where day 
has been inserted. 

796 D Hv <ovv> cirov yupvactiKny 2 

797 A Read dy, not dé, after dxovocare. In 8008 I think 
it should be éy after xeioOw, in 802D after dxovwy, in 
824 B after rots aGAAos, and in 916 D after xBdnrcfav. On 
the other hand write d€ for 6y after roAeuixyy at the end 
of 814 £. 

abid.B After véwy has &s= dare, or dare itself, been lost ? 
The construction seems entirely to break down without 
something of the kind? For ds so used see 798 B, 

tbid. D axovowpev Te Hudv aitdv Kat zpos dAARAOVS ovTWS 
el wp.ev. 

As jpov airov Clearly = a\A7jdorv, this is mere tautology. 
For dAAnAovs read dAXovs, as in 820 c corrected below. 

ibid. D petaBoAnv mavtwv wAHV KakOv TOAD odadepwraTov 
evpyoopev ... ev ws Eos eimeiv ov Tots pev Tots 8 ov, TARY, 
Omep eizov viv dyn, kakots. Surely ws éros cixetvy and wzAjv 
Kaxots require the presence of waéow or azacw, dependent 
on év, to explain them, just as zdévrwv precedes zAnv Kakdv. 
They could not be appended to od rots pév rots 8 ov. 
Insert it therefore before or after ds éos «izetv. 
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800 A xa’ Savoy S& oldv mov tis 7} Kal trap éypyyopws 
dveipwke pavTevouevos avTo. 

Can ofov stand thus after xaé’ drvov ? and, even if it can, 

does this give any good meaning? Perhaps ofoy should be 

Spav, for . and p are apt to be confused. Badham iov. 

801 4 In yvévras Sef is Set a mistake for 841% det dy follows 
immediately and 8% bears repetition better than det, especi- 
ally as it would emphasize different words in the two cases, 

802 B éravatpovpevoy 

803 a Spay... xaraBddAAcoOar . . . cxoretv cannot be all 
right together, and Badham wished to leave out dpav. 
It would be a gentler measure to read cxozov. 

8055 } 7d Tovrwv 8) dia pécov doer, & Méyrre, 70 
Aakwvikov- 

dope should be Oapmev, like Ociweyv av in D. The con- 
fusion is found elsewhere. 

808 D zov for zw? 

810 B rots pév pera pérpwv, Tors 5€ dvev prdpav (pvOpixwv *) 
_ Tpnparov. 

814.4 <rod> rors duvddéovras raidas . . . ikavods elvar! 

Schneider substitutes rot for rovs. As the text stands, 
there is no construction for the infinitive, and rod is used 
thus in 816 £. 

ibid. E dvo pev airs (1.2. kwijcews) €idn yon vopuilew iva, 
THY pev Tov KaAALCVOY GwopdaTov érl TO GEUVOV pLLOUPEVNY, THV 
8¢ rdv aicxidvev eri Td haddAov. 

If the text is right, there is a bold anacoluthon in 
pimovpevny coming after dvo airys «tidy, as though dirriy 
aitnv eivat had been used. Perhaps we should read riv 
pev <tiyv> tov KadAXLovwv «.7.X. and understand another ry 
with rév aicyidvev. piovpevns for pipovperny is also 
possible. 

8154 The clause & re rais... ppeioGa seems almost 
desperate. Adopting Badham’s émyepotcav, we might 

R 2 
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read xwyatra for piunuara. In Ar. Poet, 24. 1459 b. 40 
A has xivyous by error for pipnors. 

S16E avev yeAoiwy Ta orovdaia... pabeiv pév od duvardy, 
ei péerAdAe tis Ppdviynos everOar: moretv Sé ovk av Suvardv 
dpPorepa. 

It would be difficult to justify the omission of ety in the 
last clause. Cf. what was said above on the similar 
question as to Rep. 5778. Ido not however propose to 
insert «iy here, but for dv to read av. In 804E ds dvdpaor 
bev mpérov av ein, yuvargi 5@ ob« av mpémrov we should read 
ovK av mpézrou OF OvK ad Tpérov. 

818 B trav ye avOpwrivwy <mwépi>? There is no con- 
struction for the genitive. 

820 ¢ mpofadAAovra dAAnAots. 

d\AyjAors cannot go with a singular participle. Read 
dXXows. Cf. on 797 dD. 

822 Aéyovres should, I think, be dAé€yovras (like 
TiJenevovs), and eHouevov a few lines below ribdpevov. 

8238 Has not a verb been lost, on which the datives 
éypyyopoot and evdovo. depended? The sentences following 
suggest éréAfo., but some other word, ¢@.g. éumréoou, may 
have been used. 

8244 In 9 rév dtatavpatra Tovey éyovoa Stallbaum 
thought something agreeing with zdvwv to be missing after 
tov. Perhaps the words are only out of their right order, 
Suatavpata TOY TOvwY OY Tov TéveY SiaTravpaTa. 

829 a rairov 8) rodr’ gore kal wore tmrdpxew... Bios 
eipnviKds. 

The nominative Bios is hard to justify, unless we should 
read jzdpyov. éorw imapxov, would be an instance of a 
construction very common in Plato’s later writings. 

con al / , 830 B elre Tis Huiv ovyyvpvactav cvveBatvey azropia TA. 

There is no meaning in wAciwv. aAedvwov must be what 
Plato wrote. 
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A 4 831 D rpagw mparrew dovov Te Kai dvoctov. 

The editors and the dictionaries seem satisfied with 
écvov, but better evidence is needed to persuade us that 
éctav should not be substituted. dvdciwv no doubt caused 

the slip. 
lal a ld ‘\ »; 833 E ouvvopobereiv, tis viKav dpa Sikatos..., Kal TOV 

7 HTTHLEvov OravTws Tis Siaxpiver Taéis. 

Evidently Suaxpwet ts to decide. So in 848B véuopev 
should be vewodpev. 

834 A diadenevous a epi TOUTwY vomous. 

The case is like that of 831p. Not to mention other 
authors, Plato in many dialogues has over and over 
again to speak of laying down laws, and the word is never 
diatibeo Gar, but always the simple ri@ecOa:r. Which is the 
more likely, that dvafeuevovs is a mistake, or that he for 
once used the word in a sense it never bears elsewhere 
either in him or (apparently) in any one else? Should we 
transfer dia to the word immediately preceding and make 
it, what Plato uses twice in the Laws, SiapAdAwpévor 2 

tbid. B aore TovTov pev (the chariot-race) déywvords odk 
émixwpiov eorar TYevras voov pyre Exew pyre Soxely KexTHoOa.. 

No one has made much of ovix émydpiov. I would 
suggest otk émixwpiov <dvros>, or more probably ovx 
émixdpiov <ov>, as in Thue. 4. 17. 2. Cf. 899 4 below. 
ayova for dywvords might be thought of, but the corruption 
is very unlikely, 

3 X , .3 , = 7, / Ld 842 D od yap pdvov pices ad yiyvovrat voor mérpLoL. 

There seems no force in ad. aire? ad and the parts of 
avros are apt to be confused. 

843.4 Kxatadpovnoas dé ought in strictness to have 6 
before it, but Plato may have been irregular here. 

844 D Write yryvopevny for yevopevnv. 

845.6 Sicny & etvar éXevOepw rv Towottwv TAnyov pydepiav. 

Certainly not, as Jowett puts it, ‘No freeman shall have 
any right of satisfaction for such blows,’ as though a slave 
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might, though a freedmen might not. The words must 
bear the unusual sense that no freedman is to be punished 
or have an action brought against him for such blows. 
Cf. diknv éyw Rep. 529 o I am punished. 

846 B ddikypara eis Ta Kowa StkacTypia emavayew Tov 
BovAdpevov Exaotwv Tov éykAnpaTor. 

The genitive has puzzled scholars, but it seems to be the 
one common with diudxev, devyew, and other legal words 
relating to accusations and trials. Such a genitive is 
found, for instance, with dmayw. Cf. p. 141. 

848 B TO pev Tolvuy ToLotTw Tov pEpOY, TpLdv dvTwY, wNdEeV 
méov €xéeTw. 

T® Toovtw certainly cannot mean, as Stallbaum and. 
Jowett take it, swch being the case. That would be év ra 
root». Ast rod Tovovrov with wAéov, more of such produce. 
Possibly tév ... towvtTwv pepdv, though I confess that 
rovTwv Tov pepov is rather what one would expect. Does 
76 TowvT» go with wAéov and mean ‘some advantage for 
this sort of reason’? The sense is not very clear. 

vénopev just above ought, I think, to be veyoduev. CF. 
Phileb. 65 B. 

849 © tpitn & eixdds trav Lowy éotw mpaors is probably 
right, not in Jowett’s sense of on the twenty-third day, 
which the Greek could not mean, but in the sense of 
thirdly on the twentieth, literally on the twentieth as third 
day (of sale). But rpirn may be worth suggesting. 

N ne , , , \ a » , 
854 A tov tov iepootAwr,7épt Vomov Kal TOV GAAwWY TaVTwV 

~ 4 ‘4 
Tov TOLOUTWY, doa Svoiara. 

The neuter dca shows that we should read tepoovArav. 
Cf. 880 £ below. 

ibid. tovs 5é aAXovs wapaderypa dvnoer yevdopevos akrens 
Kal Umrep TOUS THS XHpas pos adavic eis. 

Badham omits qwapdédeyya. I would rather omit xa, 

taking the construction to be évycea mrapdderypa yevdpevos, 
adavicbels axAXens irép . . . dpovs, Or Suppose as to have been 
lost after yevduevos. 
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lal a ~ 

856 E tpéros els Eotw vomos Tepi Suxacrav Te ous Set duxdLewv 
abrots Kal <ris> 6 tTpomos TOV SiKov. 

858 D ov xpy Tov vopobérnv povov Tov ypaddvTwv TeEpt 
Kkadov .. . EvpBovdeverv ; 

Is it possible to use povos in this way for diadepdvrus, 
more than others, etc., which is all it could mean here? 
Cf. in E wdvtwv ypaypdtwv...KdddoTd TE Kal apioTa, 
referring to the same thing. When cfs is so used, a 
superlative is always added. There is reason to think that 
povov is sometimes confused with paddAov: has it here 
taken the place of padiora ? 

860 D Should ¢i xaé be xai «i, or ei 8¢ kai? And af seems 
the sense required. 

861 D «i py Te TE akovoiw Kal TO Exovoiw Sdiadéperov 
eo F 3 S. * 7 ‘ 5 / i : 
éxatepov, dAAG GAAw Tivi SyTroOTE. 

Is it legitimate to attach dyrore to tus? Perhaps adrAw 
@rive Syrore. 

ibid. B py toivev tis... otnrat, being the present tense, 
cannot mean ‘let no one think,’ ‘I would have no one 
think.’ Nor is Goodwin’s view (M.T. 264) that it means 
‘I am afraid some one may think’ at all probable, any more 
than his similar interpretation of two other Platonic 
passages, Huthyd. 272 c and Symp. 193 3. Take py as 
final=iva wy, a use that sometimes occurs in Plato and 
Xenophon. The sentence is then a little broken by the 
interposition of BAdBa ydp .. . Exovoiwv aml resumed with 
oxotreiaGe On (not dé: cf. on 797 A above). 

864 B dds THs <otK> GAnOodts? It seems impossible 
that true belief, or even the pursuit of it, can be spoken of 
as a kind or cause of error and wrong (cides tév duapta- 
VopLevov). 

866 B rHv wabnv should probably be ris rays, depending 
on piacpa. 

ibid. DE The pe after égaipvys seems entirely out of 
place. Put it back a few words to follow Ovpd at the 
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beginning of the sentence, and we get the regular form 
Oud pev, Ouud dé. The doo after Ouud dé needs an av. 

868 = Assuming the unusual construction of orepd (as 
in pD) to be right, we seem to need dv <de> ddeAqors . . . 
rovtwv dy (for 8%) gvvecrios x.t.4. The words are not at all 
an explanation of the preceding sentence, and therefore 
some connecting particle is required. 

869 E Read ér:BovAny for émBovdjs. Cf. on 866 B, 

870 © Instead of rowwtry I should prefer to read the 
more precise TH airy. 

872 p Add zepi to dovovs. 

873 p If we are not with Badham to omit rav before 
éca, it would seem a mistake for rots, due to the genitive 

_ pepo before it. 

877 A rovtw dy xapwv TO Saimove diddvra.. 

Read rovrov. 

ibid. B peractacw eis tiv yelrova wédw. 

Why the neighbouring state? Read twa. 

ibid. B Stay tis dpa SvotuxynOy Kai doeBnOy TOV oiKkwr. 

Such a passive use of dvervy® seems to me impossible. 
It is in no way supported by such uses as ra dvo-, ed- 
d-ruynGevra, any more than 7a dwaprnGévra, ai yuaptywévat 
moXtetat, etc. would justify dpaprdvoua. I am wronged. 
doeBnOy is different, for doeB is sometimes a transitive 
verb (Aesch Hum. 271 % Ocdv } E€vov tw’ aoeBdv: Lys. (1) 
2.7 rots Oeods doeBeiobar) and the ‘house,’ like the gods, 
may be regarded as the object of an impious act, the person 
or personified thing outraged by it. I would therefore 
read dvatvxjon Kal doeBnOn. The one form has corrupted 
the other. In Plut. Dion. et Brut. Comp. 4 muorevoavtas is 
now corrected to morevOevras. In [Arist.] Physiogn. 
805 b 21 ra pév odv Kowa TOV onpciwv odder av SiacadyGein TO 
dvoioyvwpovotvr. we should surely read diucapyoee, 
answering to onpaivev just before, while Hth. Hud. 
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1248 b 31 od8t dy dvynmee xpwpevos adrots calls for dvnGecn. 
The case of Polybius 3. 109. 12 dv tpets atria pi) dvaper- 
obpre (read duaWevonre) is a little different. 

880 E pyre tov avw deioas Oey pHvw pate tov bird yijs 
Tywpltoav Aeyouevwv. TYyswpov will be much neater. Indeed 
with pivw the abstract tiwwpidv is hardly possible. Cf. 
854 a above. 

881 A rapavozet should, I think, be zapavopety, parallel 
to dWaca. The tense prevents it from matching roApjoer. 

ibid. E zpocarrynra: should, judging by the other verbs, 
be mpoodwyrat. 

885 0 éraxovowpev aitav mpotov a... A€yev pavrevopat. 
pavrevouat and ay «izovev following point to Ader. 

ibid. p The nominative Aé€yovres is quite unjustifiable. 
Read Aé€yovras, asin E. Cf. 822 = above. 

ibid. E ovKodv, & ve, Soxel fadiov civar dAnOevovras A€yew 
as eiot Geot; The question is not whether it is easy to 
affirm this with truth, but whether it is easy to adduce 
evidence. texuypia Aéyew is the phrase in D and in 886D, 
and it must surely have been used here. 

In the next sentence some verb or equivalent has been 
lost. The subjects lack a predicate. 

886 D mpodépovres Ought apparently to be zpodepovruv. 
The intervention of A€ywuer will account for the mistake. 

ibid. E If the dvres of some MSS. is right, read viv dé 
. OvTEes <yap> K.T.Xr. 

887 c Should we read xar’ evyyv for edyyv, which lacks 
construction? Badham’s éx’ eixjv seems to me less proper. 

ibid. & Seeing that the gods themselves are the subject 
of evdiddvrwv (otdayy trowiav évdiddvtwv ws ov cial Geoi), 
Geot should presumably be omitted. 

889 a Is douxe 1 seems used elsewhere with accusative and 
infinitive? If not, nominatives should be read. 
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ibid. D Perhaps ris roAurixns for rhv wodutixjy (see on 
657 c above), but cf. Thuc. 6. 62. 2 tiv Suxediay 70 pépos. 
If the accusative were right, xowwvodv ought by the rules 
of grammar to be feminine. 

891 E ot rH Tov doeBav WoxHv arepyardpevor Oyo. 

wvxy cannot be used for a state of mind, a yvyis eis. 
It may be an erroneous anticipation of the yuxyv which 
occurs a line or two further on; in which case it has 
displaced some such word as d0gav or yvépnv. 

892 p The use of the active ¢uvAdrrw in the sense proper 
to the middle, beware of, is extremely doubtful, the 
examples alleged by Liddell and Scott not being by any 
means satisfactory. Probably therefore for dvAdrrwpev we 
should read dvAarrdépeba, as in the contrary way Stallbaum 
seems justified in reading rowvvrwv for rowovpever (aoKnow 
tov apxovrwv) in 865 A. 

tbid. D xpyvau is perhaps only an error for ypy, due to 
davnvat following. 

896 B devrépa te Kal drocwv apiOuav Bovtrour’ av tis 
dpiOpety aitnv moAAoo THY TocovTwr. 

Probably woddoor7. 

ibid. © ra <aHs> Woxis ? 

897 A doa TovTwy ~vyyeveis 7) TpwTovpyol KWHCELS. 

Would not xai give better sense than 7? 

898 © eimety, ds eredn Wyn pev éotw 7% Tepidyovca Huiv 
mdvTa, THV S€ Ovpavod repipopav e& dvayKns Tepiayew paTéov 
Ls HTOL THY Gpiornv Wuxiv 7} THY évavTiar. 

It is quite impossible that pév should stand in the 
mpotacis or dependent clause and 6¢€ in the apodosis or 
main one. 6é€ may conceivably be right, though this is 
unlikely and 67 naturally suggests itself: see on 797 A above. 
pev is not easily corrected, but it may stand for pov. 

899 A avrod 67 dpevov <dv>, as a dozen lines above 
dvaicOnrov <ov> is conjectured? If airod is doubted, we 
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might think of zavrés. See Aristophanes and Others, 
p. 203. 

ibid, © I am not sure that there is any proper construction 
for the adverbs idia kai Sypooiat Why not tua kal 
Syudorat, which is no real change? 

901 E derlas yap exyovos... dpyia, pabvuia dé dpyias Kai 
Tpudys. 

Read rpvdy. So in 903 £ rep ay éxou paotavys émipedeias 
Geots tav ravrwv, if this form of the first words is right, 
we should probably read éziédAea. In both cases the 
genitive would be due to a genitive immediately preceding. 

909 a pndev’ for pydev ? 

9134 pyr oby tis TOV euOv xpnudtwv arrotTo eis Svvapw, 
pnd ad kuyoee pnde 7d Bpaxttarov éue pndapy pydapds 
meibuwv. 

Read <py> reiwv. That is undoubtedly the sense, and 
it cannot be got out of the Greek as it stands, for pydayp 
pydayds must go with the verb. éué seems governed by 
kwyjoee: Otherwise what is the difference between xwety 
and a@mrecOar emphasized by pyre... pnd’ ad? 

915 D dvayérw.. . cis Levixyy Tapddoow revte pynvav (within 
jive months), js péoos 6 pny év @ K.T.X. 

It is certain that 7s does not refer to zapddocw, as 
Stallbaum would have it do, for that gives no sense, and it 
cannot grammatically refer to pyvav. dvaywyn supplied 
out of dvayérw would not make sense either. Was 
mpofecuia in Plato’s mind. Cf. 954 pd. 

9204 ef Exdorys dAdoews Tors Secpors py Tavécbw 
SirAacidlwv tov éumpoobev xpovov. 

To other suggestions I may add rots deopois. 

924 D rov émirndecov may perhaps be taken as in 
apposition to é7ep governed by diacxéWarro. Otherwise we 
might read rod émirydefov, but this would probably 
necessitate viod and vupdiov too. 
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925 B ért dé woAAG wOAAGY Kal TAEiwy aropia Tav ToLOvTWY 
ylyvour’ av. 

For zodAév read roAAG going with wAcwv: for rodAAd 
perhaps zrov 8 (Madvig ov, dia, Ast zodAz). 

ibid. D pr AavOaverw ... ws xaherGs... Tpoorarrer.., pr 
Soxet 5& oxorety & prpia.. . ylyvera. 

Has it escaped notice that jp doxet is impossible 
grammar for od doxet? Read px oxomeiv dé doxet, unless 
Soke’ 5¢ yy) oxorety appears more probable. py can hardly 
be joined with oxomeiv, if doxet comes between. Cf. rovrwv 
dy pndev ppovrilew tay’ av... ddéee following, 

928 ¢ dua 8 av HBHoyn TWH K.T.A. 

dpa as a conjunction cannot be right, (1) because there 
is no other evidence of the word being so used, like simul 
in Latin, (2) because the sense as soon as is hardly 
appropriate to the context. But one does not see how 
drav or éeidav can have been so corrupted. 

929 B édy pev rely 6 rarip Kal cupyyndovs AGBy. 

The aorist AgBy points clearly to weioy (cf. on 881 £), 
and the mistake is common enough. LEpinomis 9898 is 
a still clearer case, pndets Huds more eiOy, where the present 
tense is not even good grammar. In Ar. Hg. 712 weicerae 
is required, and probably i in Nub. 1422 érace. 

930 c ad after pv is not suitable. Read av, comparing 
for a somewhat similar use 879 D iva wéppw yiyvytar tod 
Tov émiyepiov av ToApHoal ToTE TaTA£aL. 

932c¢ yuvatkes 5é deka mAcioow Erect xodalécOwoav tais 
aitats KoAdoec tv. 

Though the dative is sometimes tend in late Greek, like 
the Latin ablative, to express duration of time, it is 
very improbable here. Perhaps <év> déxa, though that 
would not be usual. 

933 A ind tovtwv <rdv> Svvapevor 1 
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941 4 dv ds mpeoBevtys Tis ) KHpvE KaTaWevddmevos THs 
mo\ews tapamperBevntrat mpds Tiva ToALW 7) TWEUTOMEVOS pA) TAS 
ovoas tperBeias éd’ ais wéumerat arayyédAn. 

Is it possible that zeurduevos has strayed from its 
proper place? It is superfluous where it stands, whereas 
as mpeoBevrns seems to want its support. 

9444 B ébrécot...d7raXecay Ora 7) kata OudatTav 7 YEyLdVoV 
> / e / > \ > / n RK Ca 

év Toros brodeLapevyns adtovs é€aipvys TorAANs picews VdarTos. 

Stallbaum xérois or wovors for toros, Madvig yeudppwv 
for xeyuwvwv. I have suggested elsewhere that in D. Hal. 
Ant. Rom. 4. 7. 3. rodro 7o pnKos tév Biwv od dépovow ot 
xa’ yas Toro. we ought to read ypdvor for toro. Should 
the same correction be made here 4 

ibid. D Read oxozéy for cxozety, and the genitive will 
give no trouble. aAnupedety for -dy seems necessary in 
941 B. 

tbid. od yap duvardv avOpdrw dSpav toivavtiov ws more Gedy 
hac. dpacat. 

This might pass for one of the supposed uses of as=7, 
than, of which there are a few (very doubtful), after 
comparatives. Some editors read dv, which is likely 
enough. But I would rather read roivavtiv </> as, since 
(1) % ws is quite a common phrase, (2) the loss of 7 may 
well be due to v preceding it. 

949 c 7 has been lost after the v of Ayrovpyiav, N and 
H being very similar, 

952B Read xe, not jxor, which is hardly grammatical. 

953¢ a&av tt Kadov idetvy tTav év Ttais aAAas woAect 
diadepov év kadXovais 7 Kal Seigal te x.7.X. 

kadov and duadepov ev xaddAovais are awkwardly 
tautological. Perhaps we should read merely xai for 
xadov. The confusion is found elsewhere. Cf. pp. 38, 158. 

ot aaa <i 
wbid. D murrevwv ixavds elvar Eévos TO ToLo’TW E€vy. 

ixavés for ixavas? In 8798 MSS. vary between the two. 
In 951 c reAéws seems a mistake (Badham) for réAeos. 
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956 A drodeXourétos Wuyiv cdparos. 

dzoAwAexotos Badham. But compare Virg. Aen. 3. 140 
linquebant dulces animas and, still more remarkable, 4. 385 
cum frigida mors anima seduxerit artus. 

958 D diye Should be 7HdcKyKe. 

962 E eis vy d€ <ov>, ovdev diadepdvTus x.T.A. 

963 D avroty must be written atroty, if it is to mean 

dAAnA ows 

964 © Some word like det or déov seems lost, on which 
the clauses rods pév véous... dpav, Tovs dé x.7.A. depended. 
Also I think ris xepadjs (say) is missing after duAdkwr : it 
is needed to balance rod xvrouvs. dpav is used oddly with 
mepi. Should it be dpovpety ? 

968 D See for ovs 

9690 % Tiv woAW éaréov THs KaToOLKioews 7) TOV E€vov TOVdE 
ovK aderéov. 

What is the construction of the genitive? Two 
alterations suggest themselves: one to transfer ths Karot- 
kiaews to the next clause, so that it will be governed by 
aderéov, the other to read tiv Katoikicw éatéov THs TOAEWS, 
supposing an exchange of words or endings to have taken 
place. 

EPINOMIS. 

973. ¢ otk éorac should be oix éor. The future is 
not appropriate. Ibid. xadd\uor’ av should be xdéAXora, 
for dv is impossible with fjv, and cannot be connected 
with zpoOvpoitro. 



THE PLATONIC LETTERS. 

iP 

The Letters have not received very great attention from 
scholars, and they therefore still contain many things to 
be set right. I have been helped not only by the ordinary 
editions, but by Hercher’s Hpistolographt Graeci, the 
translation (by Miller) and notes in vol. 8 of Steinhart’s 
Plato, a few notes by Badham in Mnemosyne, vol. 10, and 
very greatly by H. T. Karsten’s Commentatio Critica 
(1864), a valuable study of both the language and the 
contents. 

1.310 a In the verses quoted, od’ ddauas otd’ dpyvpov 
kNivat mpos avOpwrov Soxipalopnev’ dorpdrre pos dwWes, the 
mpos avOpwrov can hardly be right, especially with zpos 
owes following. pds dvOpwrov (or dvOpérwv) going with 
doxiwafopeva Seems most probable: possibly we should read 
mpos avOpwrwv...rpoodpes, and for rpoodes there actually 
is some insignificant MS. authority. 

2. 310 Cc viv dé péyas eyd cips Euavtov Tapexwv TO Eud Aoywo 
ET OMEVOV. 

péyas is almost unmeaning in the context and should 
probably be povos. ¢ and o, y and vare liable to be 
confused with each other. Perhaps povos éyo cips <d> 
€“avToV Tapéxwv. 

310 = The intercourse of Plato and Dionysius will 
not be forgotten, rovtroe of rapadcdeypéva ciciv aibryy. 
Read rogotra. It is not the quality, but the number, of 

255 
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the people who have heard of it that will make its memory 
last. Cf. 320 pv. 

So in 11.358 E kwédvvevew...ota dxavra we should alter 
ota to dca. 

311 a The easiest supposition to make in this difficult 
passage is that before as copovs one or two names have 
dropped out, names of wise men supposed to have been 
friends and advisers of Cyrus. But I do not know that 
there is any tradition or legend of such friends. In 4. 
320 p Cyrus is taken along with Lycurgus as himself a man 
in whose single person power and wisdom were united, and 
this would seem the natural view. But what follows 
here in 311 4 certainly seems confused. 

ibid. C ovk, éredav tyets TeAcvTHTWMEY, Kal of Adyou Tepl 
POV AVTOV TETLYNTOVTAL. 

avtév can hardly be right, but it is difficult to correct. 
Possibly adroi or eivs. 

312 a Plato, when he went to Syracuse, aimed at getting 
philosophy honoured in his person among the people: rotro 
& ovk evayés pou areByn. In view of 8. 357 © pH aroorire 
mp av Ta viv th Hudv A€exGevra, olov éveipara Ocia erictavra 
éypnyopoow, evapyn te eLepyaonabe teAcoOevta Kai edtvyx7n, I 
suggest évapyés for eiayés. Compare also the obscure 
passage in 3.319 B as to the tBpiopa which trap art’ 
éveiparos yéyovev. The regular meaning of eiadyijs, pure, 
holy, is quite inappropriate here, and I do not see how Ast 
and others can twist it into meaning successful or favour- 
able. Evayns or edavyys comes nearer to the sense we need, 
but does not appear really to give it. It may be noticed 
that évapyys and évapyés occur frequently in these letters. 

313 B od phy GArAw ye wor’ Env evretvynKévat K.t-r. AC- 
cording to Attic usage zoré should be wwzore, as in © just 
below and 314 c. See however L. and §. s.v. otdézore. 

314 a Transfer de’, which is out of place with dxovdpeva, 
to follow zoAAjs. 

. . a / 

ibid. C 8a Tatra obdev rw70T’ ey TEpl TOUTwY yéypada Ovd’ 
” , , LENS! 207 Ff ‘ de a x 4 
éort ovyypappa TAdtwvos obdév od’ eorat, Ta O€ viv AEyoueva 
Swxpdtovs éotl Kadovd Kal véov yeyovdros. 
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The exact sense of the last clause is obscure. One thing 
however is clear, and that is that we should distinguish 
yeyovoros from évros and not translate, for instance, with 
Grote ‘in his days of youthful vigour and glory.’ In the 
spurious Xenophontean letter (1 in Sauppe), where the 
expression is quoted, dvros is actually used, but the two 
words have not the same meaning. I understand the 
phrase as meant to suggest the assumption of Socrates’ 
person and character in the dialogues by one who was really 
KaXdds kai véos, that is, Plato himself. Socrates, though 
young or comparatively young in some of the Platonic 
dialogues, can never have been imagined as xadds, which 
certainly refers to personal good looks and not, as Grote 
takes it, to ‘glory.’ Plato then was a xadds kal véos 
Swxparns: Socrates became young and good-looking when 
Plato identified himself with his old master by putting his 
own ideas into his master’s mouth. 

There is perhaps a further point in the words. 
Athenaeus 505 £ tells a story about Plato and Gorgias. 
Once when Gorgias visited Athens, cizdvros tod TAdtwvos 
Ore eldev adrov ‘nKer nuiv 6 Kadds Te Kal xpvaods Topyias,’ ep 
6 Topyias ‘7 Kadov ye ai “A@jvat kai véov todrov ’ApxiAoxov 
évnvoxacw. Is it a mere coincidence that Plato should 
apparently be both a xadds Kal véos Swxparns and a Kadds 
Kal véos ApxiAoxos, or is the former an intentional adapta- 
tion of the latter? On the other hand it is of course also 
possible that the latter grew out of the former. Some 
connexion between them there must be. 

Athen. 702 © xara rov WAdrwva od Swxpdrovs véov Kat 
kaXdovd traiyvia is a reference to our phrase. 

314 E dy tis dduKy 7 TOdTOV 7 exeivous Kal ov aloby. adijoy 
to match aicOy ? 

3. 315 D <as> pédXovrTos. 

316 B ov« euny tavrnv cipynxas cvpBovdnv ovd€ diaxwAv- 
ow. ’Adybds seems to have dropped out after ov« or 
elsewhere in the sentence. The necessary meaning can 
hardly be got without it. 

8 
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316 D pera rovnpdv Kat rod\AGv avOparuv, 

ToAAGv kal ztovnpev in the more usual order? or is roAAGv 
a mistake for some other word, say ¢avAwv? +dAAwv would 
not have much point. 

316 E rod?’ airs ~vTeivwv odx avnxa womote. Perhaps a 
preposition (eis, zpés, éwi) should be added before rodro. 

317 = Should not a ce be added to Solo: aaron 
The subject of xarayew can hardly be Plato himself. So 
in 7. 349 E pe seems necessary with ékéAeve...cor ppalew. 

318 D Kai Tatra pev TavTy wept TAO ToALTLKA KOLWwvias THS 
éuns kal ons. Perhaps wepi <rijs eis> Ta woditixd. Or radra 
pev tTavtn <THS> 7. T. 7. Kowwvias might be defended on 
the analogy of such genitives as Riddell illustrates in his 
Digest 27 EB, eg. Ar. Pol. 1. 4, 1253 b 27 domep év tats 
pio wevats TEXVALS.. ,OUTW Kat TOV OLKOVOMLKOV. To his ex- 

amples add Laws 8048: Ar. Phys. 8. 8, 263 a 1, and 
Met. 1.993 b 17: Eur. Suppl. 465. Cf. Kiihner § 417, 5 
Anm. 11. The omission of ras after ravry would be 
easy. 

tbid. kai ei Twa érépav GdXorpioTyta éveides év Evol Tpds o¢, 
eikOTWS OleL TaUTH TavTA Talta yeyovevat. Kal py Oavpale. 
oie. ought, I think, to be otov. The cixdrws here answers 
to the eixérws of 3168. He is showing that his own 
conduct was natural, not saying what interpretation 
Dionysius naturally put upon it. The imperative px 
Gavpate also points directly to oiov. For otov ef. e.g. Rep. 
339 £, if not 336 &. 

319 B eimes 5€ Kal pad’ dmdrdotus yedOv, ei péeuvnpot, ws 
madevOevra, me exeAeves moiety TavTa Tadta 7 py movetv. The 
sense clearly requires os to precede, not follow, ci... .wewvypat, 
for ei...zoveiv are the quoted words of Dionysius, as the 
comment. épyv éya KdAduocta pvnpovedoai oe shows. The 
words should therefore be transposed, unless indeed dis is 
an error for 7 (% madevOévta...oveiv...%) py) Tovetv). 
Karsten, p. 99, seems to fall into some confusion here. 

Editors have disregarded the pada zdaords of one 
Vatican MS. (Bekker’s Q), and it may well have been an 
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accident there. Yet surely it is right. Dionysius answered 
Plato peunvipevs cal bBpurtixds, and his laugh was much 
more likely to be very forced than perfectly natural. 

‘You laughed,’ says Plato, peunvipévws kal vBpirtixds «is 
ene, Os Wov O10 TO TéTE Gor UBpiopa viv vrap avr dveiparos 
yéyoveyv. The phrase is obscure here and seems unskilfully 
used. I suppose the meaning is that D.’s sneer at zasdeéa, 
which he thought (@ov) told against P., has in the end, 
through his neglect of za:defa and true philosophy, recoiled 
on himself. It was dvap as regards P., trap as regards 
himself. With tBpictids...as gov compare 7. 335 8B 
KATAYEADV, WS Ol€eTaL. 

The writer goes on kéy® 76 pera Tatra 6 émyer pou eimeiv 
ovk eizov, PoBotpevos un TpLKpOd PHyaTtos Eveka TOV exAOUV OV 
Tporedokwv py pol aTevos ylyvoito avr eipvxywpias. The 
conjectures orévos and orevov rest, I fancy, on the mistaken 
idea that rov éxrAovy is the accusative after doBovpmevos, 
which it cannot be unless we banish the first py. Nor is 
there any anacoluthon, as though he had meant to say ror 
éxtAovv... oTevov euavTtd romjoayu and then changed to a 
py orevos yiyvoiro. The proper antecedent 6 éxrAovs is 
attracted into the case of the relative, as often happens,’ 
e.g. Lys. 19. 47 riv otoiav fy KaréAure... 0d mtAelovos -d€ia 
éoriv: Ar. Pol. 2.9, 1271 a 9, rhv atperw Hv rowdvra... 

éoti madapwdns: Plat. Pol. 271 c¢ tov Biov dv émi ris 
Kpévov ys civar duvdpews Torepov-év éxeivais Hv Tals tpotais 4) 
Taide, and very many other passages, verse and prose. As 
a rule, the attracted case comes more prominently at the 
beginning of the sentence or clause, but it need not; ef, 
Plat. Meno 96 c: Xen. An. 3. 1. 6: Hell. 1. 4. 2: Dem. 
Ol. 2, 2, (?): Ar. Plut. 200. This being so, there is no 
difficulty about the repetition of wy: see Kihner § 514, 1 
Anm. 2, who cites among other passages Anab. 3. 2. 25 
Sédouxo. yu), Gv ara€ K.7.r., ph) GoTep of Awropayor émAaOwpcba 
THs oikade 6500. But it is just possible that the first 
should be 6y. Finally dvr’ cipvyxwpias is not ‘instead of 
ample sea-room,’ as though é, like orevés, was a possible 
predicate of éxzAovs, but ‘instead of my enjoying ample 
sea-room.’ Words with av7i are often to be expanded in 
this sort of way, e.g. Wasps 1268 dyti pyjAov Kal pods 
Servodvta peta Aewydpov: Ar. Poet. 1449 a 4 dri trav 

s 2 
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iauBwv Kwpmdoro.ot eyévovto, of dé avtl tay érav Tpaywdode 
dacKaXot. 

4.—320 ¢ gupdatn tis Gv rods dvtioLoupevous TA ToOLAdTA 
Tyuav eikoTws Tov dAAwV diadépew. The point should be, 
not that they do excel in the qualities specified, but that 
they may reasonably be expected to do so. In that case 
av should be inserted after cixétws. It is very likely that 
it ought to be inserted also in 319pD in the words ds jv 
Tait apicta mpaxGevra, but in such a phrase Greek idiom 
sometimes dispenses with it. In 7.347 8 Bonitz was 
certainly right in adding it after otdev yap. 

ibid. If rods oicGa Syov is right, it would be better to 
write it rots—oito6a Syrov, showing that oicOa dyrov takes 
the place of a participial phrase or other description. In 
3. 318 A we have ois oicGa ov, and so it might be here, 
Why the persons in question should not be plainly 
specified here, does not appear. 

321 a Competitors (actors?) in theatres are loudly en- 
couraged by children, pjri 67 tro ye Tav didwv, ods av Tis 
olnrat peTa OTOVONS KaT’ evvoLaVv TapaKkeNever Gan. 

ods av Tis olocro would (I think) give a better sense. 

5.—322 B With Stephanus, insert zepi before rhv éunv 
évuBovdnv (which means of course ‘about giving advice to 
me’; cf. 4 duaBodrAy 7 gun Apol. 24 a). Possibly Spaca: for 
Spacat. 

6.—322 D ovre imrwv wAnOos ovte GAAns ToAeuiKAS TUp- 
paxias ovd ad xpvcotv tpocyevopevou yévour’ av peilov eis TH 
aavra Sivapis. We seem to need either Miiller’s zAnOovs... 
mpooyevopevov OF 7AHGos...mpoo-yevdouevov. 

323 D érouvivras twice over indicates that something 
is wrong. The first is perhaps to be simply omitted, or it 
arose from the mistake, which we are apt to make in 
writing, of putting too soon a word we are going to 
use later, and the real word was, e.g. AapBavovras. 

7.—324 B tis 0 Hv 6 tTpdros THs yeveoews aiths, odK darag.ov 
dxovoat véw kal wy vew. The precise meaning of this may 
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easily be missed, and has actually been missed by some 
scholars. It is important for the structure of the letter. 
Plato’s correspondents have written to him that their views 
are those of Dion. He answers (or is made to answer) 
that he can himself say better than anyone what those 
views were, and in the words above quoted he adds that it 
is worth while to set forth how Dion came by them. 
aitys here refers to % éxeivov didvora Kat éxvOvpia nine lines 
above, and yevécews has nothing to do with the yevéoOat 
just before it. The same is the force of the aorist in yy 
éoxe Tore Oday: cf. 327 B ravrnv tiv diavowwv Hv adtos td 
Tov épOav Adywv écxev, ‘the views that Dion then acquired.’ 
Plato’s point is that he himself had indoctrinated Dion 
with these views by sound teaching (ép6o0i Adyor), and that 
they were exclusively his own to start with. So he says 
(327 a) ‘it would seem that I did not know I was 
unconsciously in some sort contriving a future overthrow 
of tyranny’; 2.e. his first intercourse with Dion in 387 
led to the eventual overthrow of the younger Dionysius 
thirty years later. This is the reason and the justification, 
such as it is, for the long letter that follows, purporting to 
be an account of the way in which Dion came to think as 
he did, but really forming (if genuine) a decidedly egotisti- 
cal narrative of Plato’s own part in the Syracusan story, 
while Dion remains quite in the background. This nar- 
rative is meant partly for the young Hipparinus, whom 
Plato hopes to inspire as he inspired his father Dion : 
hence véw kai wi) véew. We must in justice to the writer, 
whether Plato or not, take the letter as meant not to be 
read only or chiefly by Dion’s own friends and comrades, to 
whom much of the story would be already known, but by 
others, partly younger, partly less familiar with Dion and 
the facts. Of course, too, Plato is justifying himself to his 
own circle, perhaps to his own mind. 
A German translator is actually driven by the want of 

clearness in all this to argue that éxe(vw (324 B) means 
‘me,’ because by éxeivov in 334 B Plato means himself. 

326 © owdpwv 8 088’ av ped\Ajoa tore yeverOar. eOeAjoor 
need not have been suggested for weAAjoas if other passages 
had been kept in mind: Aristot. Hth. 2. 4, 1105b 11 & 
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d¢ Tod pa) mparrewv tadta ovdels Gv ode peAAjoee yever Oar 
ayaos: Aristoph. P. 196%: Pl. 551: Thuc. 5. 98. 1: 
Dem. 54. 40. 

326 D diarovovpévas (passive) is perfectly right. The 
men are indolent at everything except a few things 
which are elaborately attended to. 

ibid. avayxaiov 8 «ivat x.t.A. There is no construction 
for the infinitive «iva., and it may be conjectured that we 
should read ety dv or av ety, just as in 337 © (dpiOpov & 
elvac) elev dv has been conjectured and seems necessary. It 
will be observed that there are four optatives with ay, one 
of them ein, preceding the clause we are now concerned 
with. In Zim. 17 B codex A has eva: for ein av. 

327 c dv Kai Avovictov jyjoaro eva yevéobar tay’ av évd- 
Aap Bavdvrwv Oedv, yevonéevov 8 ad rod tovovTov x«.7.A. Read 
atrod for ab rod. Cf. the index in Adam’s Republic 2. 523. 

327 E xaradéywv S¢. Read dy. The participles look 
back to édy. 

328 © aioyuvopmevos pev euavToy 76 méyrotov p7 OdEatpt K.T.A., 
kivouvevoety 5€ mpododvar mp@tov pev tHv Avovos Eeviav x.T.X. 
The infinitive xwduvveicev has no construction. Sense 
forbids it to depend on ddgair: moreover the dé€ clearly 
answers to the pév with aicyvvopuevos. Perhaps a participle 
has dropped out, ¢.g. xwdvvedioev 58 <vopifwv> mpodotvat. 

Nothing ever answers formally to mpérov pév tiv Aiwvos 
k.7.A., but the antithesis in E shows what was in the 
writer’s mind when he wrote zpérov pev. So, if in 331 D 
pev is a correct alteration of pévro., its force does not really 
appear until we reach 332 D E, 

329 B tis hirocddov dvéyxAnrov potpas is a curious phrase. 
Compare however 332 D dvomiAjtw pev maideias, dvomiArrw 
8 cuvovorov, and still more [Dem.] 61. 54 Kame rhs ons 
dirias dveritipyntov moeiv. tT. op. p. is only a somewhat 
awkward periphrasis for r7s dutocodias: see Ast, $.v. potpa, 

329 B méurwv adbtds Tov KeAevovra. Attic idiom would be 
in favour of xeXevoovta, and no mistake is commoner than 
the substitution of present for future, when the two forms 
are very similar. 
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330 B kal 6 zp@ros O17) ypdvos THs eis SuxeAiav euns eridyur- 
gweos te Kal dratpiBys dia wavtTa Tatra EvvéBy yevopevos. 
These words cannot mean either ‘my first time of visiting, 
my first visit, was due to these causes,’ or ‘ the earliest part 
of my stay was spent in this way.’ ypdvos never means 
twme in the above sense (first time, second time, etc.), and 
da tadra certainly does not mean ‘in these occupations, 
circumstances, etc.’ Plato’s stay with the younger Diony- 
sius is looked at as one whole, though a return to Athens 
broke it into two distinct parts. It seems to me that the 
predicate to évvéBn yevouevos is missing, and that the words 
were ‘the earliest part of my stay in Sicily turned out for 
all these reasons what I have described (<row.tros>) or 
useless or some such expression. 

330 ¢ iva wy Ta Tapepya ws Epya por EvpBaivy rAeyomeva. 
Why deyopeva? Clearly we should read the common 
EupBaivy yi(y)voueva or yevoueva, a phrase which occurs 
many times in these letters, e.g. in the sentence last 
quoted, as it does in the Laws. In 341 & Bonitz has, I 
find, anticipated me in reading yevouevyny (ywomévyy?) for 
Aeyouervyny (ovre dvOpwrois iyyoUpat tiv émiyeipnow Tept abtav 
Aeyouevnvy ayabov): Karsten suggests the change of yevo- 
pévov in 352 A to Aeyouevwy ; and the occasional confusion 
of the two words is well known; e.g. in Thuc. 8, 14, where 
Vat. alone has yevoukvwv against the Aeyouevwv of other 
MSS. Cf. p. 239 and the Index. 

331 A wepi twos Tav peyictwv Tept Tov atrod Biov. Per- 
haps the double zepé would be less awkward if we might 
suppose that a.rév had fallen out after the last letters of 
peylotov. 

4 

331 B dy pév por TO Kal? Hpyepay ey tw tpdrw Soxy Lhv. 
Unless there is any reason for thinking that év (rw) rpéro 
was used in a sense like that occasionally belonging to xara 
tpdmov (rightly, regularly; so in 330p), an epithet to 
Tpomw seems missing. The parallel expression ten lines 
below, édv twa xabeorGrta (Gor Biov, suggests xabeorSre or 
petpio. 

331 D Biav 8& warpid: roditeias peraBodrAgns pr) tpordépew 
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may quite well be right, but perhaps Bia...ueraBodryy is 
worth suggesting. perafodr7 has also been proposed. 

I rather suspect that before the first d7ws in this section 
a participle like pnyxavepevov or oxorovpevov has dropped 
out. It would make the double dras less disagreeable. 

332 B karouxioavres odds tov “EAAnvwv ToAES td 
BapBdpwv éxBeBAnuevas. Should it be ékBeBrAnpevwv? Men 
can be ejected, not cities or states. 

333 E Hv (érapefav) éx tod sevilew Te Kat puely Kai 
éromreve mpayparevovra. fevilew and prety are transitive 
verbs, but ézomrevey is only known as neuter, and 76 
érorrevew is not in itself a basis for friendship. €vvero- 
arevew Would make sense: or is it possible to give érorrevew 
an active meaning parallel to that of preity? I do not 
think this probable. 

3344 Kal TO pev _aloxpov kal avdovov ouTE maptiepat eywye 
oure tu Neyo’ .. . 70.8 “APnvaiwy répr Aeyopevor, as aio xvvqv 
ovToL TepinWav TH 7 O)et, eSarpodpar’ yp yep K.T.A. WOTE OUK 
aéiw éveidous yeyovarov TH woXeEu TO Aiwva ATOKTELVAVTE. In 

these ten lines there are, I think, three mistakes, which 
seem to have escaped the notice ‘of editors and critics. 
In the first place zapieuar is not used in this way (Dem. 
15. 15 is another thing), and the word is certainly a 
mistake for zpociewa: So in this same letter (346 A) oddév 
pe TOD KaTapevew mpoorenevov. Xen. Mem. 2. 6. 18 has the 
very words of this passage, woAcs ai . . . Ta aioypa AKOTA. 
mpooteuevar: SO Cyr. 7. 1. 13 Kaxdv oddey otd aicyxpov Exo 
elvar tpoojcoua. Secondly égaipotua, very strangely used, 
should be altered to éfapvoduar, somewhat as reversely in 
Plutarch’s Lives 317B dpvetoba. is now corrected to 
aidetoGa. Finally for dé we should read airiw, which is 
equivalent to the aio xbvny mepinwav above. Cf. 339 E 
aiT.ov yever bau... .ovetoous. In the same way we have to 
read airis for déos with Bentley in Ar. Ach. 633 (as 641 
shows) and 1062 and with Blass in Andoc. 2. 12. Cf. 
D. Chrys. 31, 12 and 34, 22. 

The text of Pausanias 2. 28. 2 runs: és d€ TO dpos avioter 
To Képudov éoti kad’ 600v otpertns Kadoupevyns éAalas puTov, 
aitiov Tod mepiayaydvtos TH xeipt HpaxkAéovs és TodTO TO oXHpA. 
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For airiov (some MSS. airov), which is deficient in con- 
struction and in point, should we not read adgiov? As it 
stands, airéov rod is wholly superfluous. 

334 © Xéywv should probably be Aé€yw. 

334D Read wiOduevos for resOduevos in both places. 
The error is common. 

335 A The sense and grammar are much obscured by the 
usual punctuation. Put a colon or full stop after dpaca, 
and understand dy to refer to the iepot Adyo. or their 
contents. 

335 D év nOeou Tpadeis Te Kal raderbels evdixws. 

Read évdixous. év nOeor is poor by itself. 

335 © It may be worth considering whether instead of 
bracketing éri ré we should read éwi réde and take the 
words that follow as explanatory. Cf. 351 a4 when 
properly punctuated. With dv Badham’s xoopjoa is 
impossible. 

336 B airy, for which Badham proposed atéis, should 
perhaps be ratty. Just below, where he would omit A/wva, 
I suggest Aiwvos. 

336. C rov S€ py duvapevov ipov Awpiott Gyv xt.’ We 
must take iuav as meaning not ‘ you friends of Dion’ but 
in a wider way ‘you Sicilians.’ So apparently in 352c¢ 
tuiv is used in the narrower, ivav in the wider sense. 
Otherwise we should expect here iptv. 

ibid. Something like <rdvr’> dméowoe seems wanted. 
Cf. wavra... dvérpeve below and avr’ éorat owrnpias. . - 
peora in 337 D. 

337 A bdBw pev ia TO Kpeirrovs aitrav civar Sevivtes THY 
‘4 > “a . > ‘\ \ id / / \ ¢ x 

Biav, aidot d€ at dua TO Kpeitrous haiverOoar wept Te Tas HOovas 
x.7.A. To get rid of the rather questionable phrase 
decxvivres THv Biav and to secure parallelism with the next. 
clause, I am inclined to read not efvar decxvivres but dvres 
decxvivar or decxvivar ovtes, 1.€. ‘show that they are.’ There 
are several instances forthcoming of such accidental 
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inversion. The nearest known to me is in Ar. Ach, 91, 
where the Ravenna codex has jxovres dyouey for dyovres 
NKOMEV. 

337 B ordoas Kal €xOpar kai pion Kal amiotia....ylyverOar 
drei. The singular verb is supported by the parallel of 
Symp. 188 B kat yap mayvar kal xdAafar cat épvoiBar... 
yiyverat, but it is extremely unusual after even one plural 
substantive. dmioria is made improbable by all the 
other nouns being plural. Cf. p. 69. 

ibid. For airovs read rovrovs or totovtovs. 

337 véwew should be veuety. It follows éudcavtas. 

337 £ Before gyuBovdy insert the article, which perhaps 
fell out through the y of rviyp. 

3384 Omit éby and make perareuwerbar (so we should 
read for peraréupacOa: cf. 317 4) depend on gvvwporoyy- 
capev, Which is otherwise incomplete in meaning. In the 
second clause apoddynoa is actually inserted. 

338 D ot doxodoi’ por Avovvoiw reipaicbar diaréyerOar tov 
mepi Ta Toadra. Rather than adopt Hercher’s diardéyerOar | 
mept tav TovovTwv I would have recourse to the less heroic 
measure of assuming an omission, ¢.g. duaréyerbar <fyrodv- 
tés TI> Tov «.t.X. A simple ri could hardly stand. epi trav 
mepi tT. T. is possible, though clumsy. Cf. 331 a above. 

339B hv waperxevacpevn THY apyiv ExovTa % erurToAR, 
THOSE wy ppdlovoa. Perhaps wapeckevacpevyy or (with 
Miller) dpdfoveay, or even both. 

339 © oidév cor Tav wept Alwva eeu mpayparwv... Kata 
voor ytyvopevov. 

e€e. cannot stand thus alone. We might have <ei> 
efer, or ovdev ov... éers, or Other things that naturally occur 
to one, ¢. g. n€ea. Just before comes 7a mepi Aiwva brdpéer 
TAUTY ylyvopeva Omnrep av airos eOéAryns. 

339 If cai raAw is right, cai seems to emphasize wradw, 
as it so often (e.g. 340 B) does pada. But perhaps read kat 
<yip> madw. A few lines below, a comma should be 
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placed after dv@pwrov, so as to get the three points needed 
as a minimum in such an asyndeton: véov davOpwror, 
mapaxovovta agiwy Aéyouv tpayparwv, edyaby: unless there 
is something wrong with the words, e.g. évra lost. For 
airé just following should we read airéy? rotrov in 340B 
is however neuter. 

/ 3 7 ~ ec ” 

340 A pavrevopevos od Tavu Kadas, ws EoLKeEV. 

Rather xaxds. The point, as os gouxey makes clear, is that 

his fear was well founded. 

340 B Setxvivar Oy Oe. . 6 Te earl wav TO Tpaypa oldv TE Kal 
6v dowv Tpayparwy Kai Ovov Tovov EXEL. 

This is rather a jumble of words, 8 dcwv mpaypatwv 
especially being without construction. Perhaps something 
like 6 TL ori may TO mpaypa Kal dv olwy mpayparwv (t paby- 
parov) OLOV TE EXELV (or EXELV avTd). Tpayp~a.. . TpayLatwv 1S 

‘very awkward. Cf. in D dca pabjpara éott Kal 6 movos 
HAixos, and perhaps ddvvarov there with oidv re here. 

341 4 obdev ert Séovrai tTiwv zpaypatwv. With tiwev 
apayparov an adjective (kawév? pefdvwv !) seems wanted. 

cr e X ‘ a 7 4 € , \ 2 ibid. % pev 8) reipa airy yiyvetar  cadys TE Kal aoda- 
Acotaty. Read 4 cadeotarn cai dodadeotarn. 

341 c Insert dri or ws after aio, as in D. 

ibid. The parallel of 340 B suggests changing azo upos 
. . abbey das to tro. 

342.4 got yap tis Adyos GAnOys evavtios TH ToARHOAVTL 
ypadew. Perhaps roApyoovrt. It may refer to Dionysius 
and others who had written (341 B), but with évavrios 
and much of the last page the future seems more suitable. 

343 D dvayxalwpev' dvayxaldpeba ? 

343 5 The construction is (ra pév) répuxe, 7a 5 SuepOaprau. 

344 a Something like pafety seems lost after zrojoete. 
Cf. padwow below. 

344c Agreeing in principle with Karsten, I would write 
<ot> 7H KadXory. 
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344 Insert é« or dua before ris peroxis. 

345 a Write dé for re after rXcovaxis. 

345 B® datAa elvar Ta AcxPevra. Something like oierar 
seems to have fallen out. ixavds ofdev coming between 
makes it impossible to carry on the force of olerat above. 

345 © rod vidos, dvTos pev adeAdid0d aiTod, Kata vouous 
émitporevovtos. Read dvros pev ddeAdidod, adrod dé x.7.X. 

345 D rhv éribupiav tis Avovvoiov dirocodias. For rijs 
read tyv, as in 328 A, 

346 A ovdev pe Tod KaTapévery Tpocteuevov 6pav Should have 
70, not rod. 

346 B as aitd Kat dedpo éfov arodnuetv. As the point is 
not his leaving Greece, but his visiting Syracuse, émidnpety 
would seem more proper. [Dem.] 59. 37 has émdnunoavra 

. eis Ta Méyapa. 

347 c Should dpxe? be dpéoxe: as in 346 ¢? 

348 A duos dé Ehapev Eratpol ye civat mpos Tacav SuxeXiav. 
Is there any meaning in ye so placed? édapév ye? 

348 & There should be no stop after cvyywpé. 

350 B édetro Avovvoiov wept euod A€ywv dtr BovAoiunv 
dmrévat Kal pyndauds GAAws Trotety. 

As the subject of zoty is evidently Dionysius, it is 
entirely wanting in construction, if xaé is right. A verb 
that governed it may be missing, or zoe: imperative seems 
just possible, or édetro A€ywv 6 te BovAoiwny adrevar as 
adinws is used in 338 a and 347 a. 

350 c Perhaps we should read BovAoro for BovAowrTo 
and ‘ éwe de’ eiov <‘oic6’> étu k.t.d’ 

350 D od meOdpevor tais tm’ eéuod duadrcéeor. Instead of 
the very improbable diadééeou (with which too we should 
expect éuats, not iz’ éuod) ought we not to read dadrAaéeor, 
‘my attempts to reconcile them’? Cf. xarnAAayn two lines 
below and zpos dAAyjAous Senbevres didcas above. 
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3514 is probably not quite sound in its text, but by 
the most perverse punctuation the editors have made it 
appear worse than it is. In the first sentence a colon 
should be put after réAews rHs aitod. In the second the 
comma should follow not zoumoyn, which leaves éraipovs and 
wo\w without construction, but awdéAw. The words ra 
peyiora év tals peyioras can hardly be right as they stand : 
Ta péeyiora is too much cut off from edepyerdv. Perhaps 
7a d¢ peyora. If the long sentence beginning with éorc 
dé stands as it was written, it is anacoluthic, since d:adopp 
and tapaxeAevynrat ought to be participles. So in the words 
Tavrov O€...47 Kata diknv, though the grammar is not faulty, 
duavéuy ought in logic to be a participle, like the davénwv 
just above it, and subordinate to tiparau. 

3516 ovrw pév yap ovte Aiwy ore adXos wore ovdels ext 
dvvapu Exov eiow Grutypuddyn éEavT@ TE Kal yever eis Tov Get 
Xpovor, éri woAuteiav Sé Kal vomwv KaTacKeviV TOV OiKaLoTaTwY TE 
kal apiotwv, ov Tt du ddvyiotwv Oavatwv Kai puyov yryvopevynv. 

If a word like pérpios has not fallen out with ovde/s, we 
must at any rate understand that the limiting force of 
dots weérpios above in A is carried on to this sentence. 

I do not see how ov ru dv dAtyiorwy can be right. It 
could only mean, if anything, ‘not by a very few deaths,’ 
1.€. by a good many, and this is the very reverse of the 
sense wanted. The phrases dvev odaydv kal Oavatwv (327 D) 
and avev dvydv kal opayns avipdv (331 D) indicate what 
that sense is. No great change is needed to obtain it, 
Instead of ov ti 80 6dtyiorwy read dri 8’ ddtyiotwv through 

as few deaths and extles as possible. Hp. 8. 352 © ote 
opixpotata: Thuc. 3. 46 dru ev Bpayvtdrw and or én’ 
eXdXLCTOV. 

8.—353 E édvrep trav eikétwv yiyvytai Te Kal devKTar. 
So all editions I have consulted except Bekker, whose ru 
for re is of course right. But neither he nor anyone else 
says anything on the subject. 

354 A 6 8€ por haiverau.., Tweipdcopor aon Tappyoia Kat 
Kow® Tit dixaiw Adyw xpwpevos Snrotv. A€yw yap x ScartyTod 
Tia, Tpd7ov Otadeyomevos, K.T.A. 

Should not twa be twos and dixa“p probably dixaiws ? 
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354D of yap mpd Atovvoiov Kai ‘“Immapivov dpéavres 
SixeAtOtar ToTE Hs wovrTo evdoapovus eLwv ... ol Kat Tors Séxa. 
oTpatnyovs Katéhevoay ... KaTd vouov ovdeva Kpivavtes, iva. dy 
SovAcvouey pndevi ponte orv dikn pate vouw Seoroty. It is 
strange that, when common sense suggests and Paris A 
actually gives (Bekker) dpédvrwv for dpgavres, editors have 
all adopted the latter. It would be absurd to say that 
ot apgavres stoned the generals, and it is perfectly clear 
that the whole sentence refers to the mass of the people, 
to whom Plato is now tendering advice. With zpo A. 
kai ‘I. dpéavrwv cf. Il, 24. 575 pera Udrpoxdov ye Oavovra : 
Thue. 6. 3. 3 pera Svpaxovoas oixicbeloas: Herod. 1. 9. 4 
pera 8 éue cioeAGovta: Plat. Rep. 451 per’ dvdpetov dpaua 
mavTeAas SuarepavOev: Laws T7814 8a rovrov pebemévov: 
Dem. 15. 22 apd 7Aiov divros. This construction of the 
participle, so familiar in Latin, is a good deal commoner in 
Greek than grammars indicate. 

The sense of pyre civ dikn pyre vouw Seordry is very 
unsatisfactory, until we read pare <dvOpirw> orv dixy, 
comparing 334C pi SovdrotcGar ixediav tam’ dvOparors 
Seordrais ... GAN’ bd vowors, and even then ovy diky seems 
out of place. 

355.4 After iro I think és has fallen out, as it easily 
might. Four lines below iyiv should be jyiv, if it is a 
quotation of the words of tis. 

355 © defapevors for -o. would give us good grammar, but 
the words may have been anacoluthic. 

356 B éAedv O€ watpioa Kal iepOv Gbeparevoiav Kal Tadovs. 

I think radwv has been altered under the influence of 
the accusative before it. 

356 E doa <zepl> Oavarov kal decpord ! 

357 B ratra d¢ cxedov. Should not dé be 64? cf. note on 
327 5, Add av to évvdoxety just below in oc, and perhaps to 
dvopatew in 10. 358 c. 

10. 358 © dxovw Aiwvos év trois padiota éraipov civai TE oe 
viv Kal yeyovévat Sia mavtds, TO copdtatov 7Oos Tov eis 
dirocodiav Tapexopevov. 
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codwtarov hardly seems the right word and ro looks 
doubtful. I conjecture that tos has been duplicated by 
error and that the original was 61a ravrds, edpveortaror. 

11. 358 £ ofa dwavra: see on 310 £. 

359 a Put a comma after avdpixy. 

ibid. Sdogar dv. 8dgeu dy? 

359 c dvarpagacbar should of course be diamrpagerOar: 
ef. 338 4 above. 

13.—3604 TlAdrwov Atovvoiw tupévve Xvpaxovodv «db 
mpatrev. "“Apyyn co. tis émictoAns éotw. All the editions 
I have looked at punctuate in this curious way, but 
it is perfectly clear that IlAdrwv . . . rparrev is the subject of 
épxy é€orw and that there must be no stop between them. 
Compare the beginnings of letters 3 and 8, 

3620 of wpocayyéAAovres ExdoToTé gol, 6 TL av oiwvTaL 
dvdAwpa eicayyéA\ev, ov« eOéAovor mpocayyéAdev. On 
grounds of both sense and euphony read <cicayyeAety for 
eicayyeAXev. 

14. The dv after pddts seems wrong and should probably 
be 37. wvyfs AapBavev ought, one would think, to be 

_ either Wuyjv AapBavew or Wry7s Aayxaver. 

II. 

IT po not feel that I have much, if anything, which is 
new to say about the authorship of the Letters. But, 
since the question is difficult, since they are not much 
read, and since I happen to have given some time to the 
study and emendation of them, it may be desirable that I 
should record my impression. The opinion which I hold 
has not been formed without a good deal of hesitation, but 
it is now clearly against genuineness. The difficulty may 
be stated at once and in one sentence to be this. If we 
went only by the purity of the Greek and by the largely 
Platonic character of it, we should have no reason for 
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disputing the traditional ascription; whereas, when we 
have regard to the contents, we are very unwilling, perhaps 
unable, to acquiesce in it. 

I will first make a few comments on the letters one by 
one, then briefly discuss the question in general terms. 
Many of the considerations now to be mentioned have of 
course been put forward by others, e.g. Ast, Karsten, ~ 
Steinhart, Zeller, who are all against genuineness. Cobet, 
who pronounced definitely in favour of letters 7 and 8, and 
Blass, who appears to accept almost all of them, have not 
argued the question.! I have been the more ready to 
repeat what has been said before, because I do not know 
where in English any statement of the case is to be found.? 

1. Plato (or Dion) to Dionysius. Most MSS. including 
A say Plato, afew Dion. But the opening words do not 
really suit either of them. The writer speaks of himself 
as duatpivas wap’ ipiv xpdvov tocodttrov kal dtockov THY 
tuetepay apxynv, and again aS airoxpdtwp moAAadKis THV 
ipetépav rod diapvddéas. ‘These expressions are evidently 
inapplicable to Plato, nor was he sent away with the - 
contumely to which the writer goes on to refer. On the 
other hand d:arpivas rap’ tiv could hardly be said of Dion 
living in his own home. The édddiov (309 c) seems to suit 
Dion after his dismissal best, but cf. 3508. The whole 
tone of the letter is of an artificial literary kind, not at all 
like Plato. Dion, who was no doubt something of a 
pedant (see the curiously priggish speech attributed to 
him in the forty-seventh chapter of Plutarch’s Life), might 
have put such flowers of style into an angry letter, but 
they more resemble the literary exercises of a later time. 

1 Cobet held that no one but Plato himself could possibly have 
written letter 7. He might have applied to it what an epigram in 
the Anthology makes the Phaedo say, ef we TlAdtwy od ypave, 50H 
évyevovto TlAdTwves. 

2 The chief books referred to in this article are Ast, Platons Leben 
und Schriften and Lexicon Platonicum: Karsten, Commentatio 
Critica: Grote, Plato: Miiller and Steinhart, Platons Sdmmtliche 
Werke ; C. Ritter, Untersuchungen wiber Plato: Blass, Die Aittische 
Beredsamkeit (2nd. edition) 3. 2. 386: Lutoslawski, Origin and 
Growth of Plato’s Logic See also Susemihl in Litt. Alexandr. 2. 
579. Bentley in his Remarks, etc. (Works, III. 411) accepted the 
letters, but the question had not then been raised, 
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It is hard to make out who are the iets of the letter. 
We might suppose they would be Dionysius and his father, 
but the words wdvtes of cvproditevdpevor we? ipov trdpxovot 
poe paptupes Seem to confine the reference to recent years. 
In the Greek we notice that didrz (309 D), that not because, 

seems to be unplatonic (Ast), though it is found in 
Isocrates.. ’AzavOpwrodrepov (1b. B) is too highly coloured 
aword. cuvefédw (ib. A) occurs in Antiphon and Xenophon. 
Hiatus is on the whole avoided in the letter, but in 3104 
we find odve: drodAvpevov. 

2. Plato to Dionysius. Beginning with a_ rather 
querulous protest that he cannot control his friends, Plato 
passes on to his own relations with Dionysius. Power and 
wisdom (he says) have often come together thus in history 
and men are fond of talking about such pairs as Hiero and 
Simonides (cf. Xenophon’s Hero), Pericles and Anax- 
agoras (cf. Phaedrus 2704). This may pass for Plato’s, 
though in the Republic he rather dreams of the possibility 
of power and wisdom being united in the same person 
(502 a), and this passage seems founded on that with some 
amount of difference or confusion. But could Plato have 
gone on in this context to couple Creon and Tiresias : 
Polyidus and Minos: Agamemnon and Nestor: Odysseus 
and Palamedes: finally Zeus and Prometheus? Then a 
new argument for immortality is found in the fact that the 
best men think a good deal of what future ages will say 
about them. It behoves them therefore to be very 
-careful what they do, and Dionysius must honour 
philosophy signally in the person of Plato, who here 
displays a very petty and unplatonic desire for external 
distinction. He declares indeed that it was his anxiety to 
see philosophy properly esteemed that brought him to 
Sicily, but there is at least as much personal vanity in the 
matter as solicitude for philosophy, while the real Plato 
never (we may be sure) thought that either philosophy or 
he himself needed the recognition of a Dionysius.” The 
epistolary Plato is most anxious for honour. He will 
reciprocate it, but Dionysius must begin. 

The tyrant had asked for further information about 
) TOU mpwTov Pvots, ON which he had not been sufficiently 
informed (odx ikavas dodedetyGar). Instead of the plain 

T 
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exposition that his perplexity (dopovpevos) required, Plato 
answers & aivvyyov (312D) and treats him to a little 
philosophica] puzzle, which we should be sorry to think 
Platonic and which would certainly convey no sort of 
instruction to Dionysius. He then proceeds in a vein 
of pomposity and mystery, concluding with the well-known 
dua tadr’ ovdey twror’ eyo Tepi Tovtwv yéypada, ovd ore 
ovyypappa WAdrwvos ovd éxrau’ Ta dé viv Acyopeva. Swxparous 
éoti xadod kal véov yeyovoros (314 c: cf. 7. 341 c¢ and 
Phaedr. 257). I cannot think that Blass explains this 
adequately when he refers it to the Néos Swxparys of 
Sophist and Politicus. Why should ra viv Xeyoueva, mean 
only those two dialogues? and why should they be 
mentioned more than others? See p, 257 above. Here the 
writer stops, but another disconnected paragraph has by 
some accident been added. It does not appear to be a 
postscript. 

In this letter, tyranno digna, indignissima philosopho, 
as Lobeck justly calls it (Aglaoph. p. 162), the Greek 
contains nothing, as far as I see, that Plato might not 
have written. 3114 Kai rou rept rovrou Hyets erimeovpevor 
ovdev Gv evoeBéotepov mpdtromev is a little curious. We 
should rather expect ovdev adv eioeBéorepov mpdrroipev Tod 
erieAcio bal, Or éripeAovmevor eiceBeotar av mparromev, but 
it is only a slight confusion of expression. Cf. Symp. 
178 £ (omitting 7) and Ar. Plut. 505-6.  émedetobau 
mepi twos is itself unusual, but cf. Laws 932 B, etc. ew 
(312 a) wish occurs a few times in Plato. éuropevodpmevos 
(313 p) for éuopevOeis is a suspicious form: see Veitch s.v. 
mwopevw. . Exception need not be taken to éxecety (314 a) 
transpire, leak out. For the impersonal construction és 
dt yiyverOar (311 £) cf. below on 7. 3258. In this letter 
no particular care seems taken to avoid hiatus. 

3. Plato to Dionysius. This is a curiously self-contra- 
dictory composition. No doubt Plato might contradict 
himself like other people, if he had a bad case: but would 
he have done it so very palpably? Dionysius (he says) 
has alleged that Plato, after preventing him from settling 
new Greek cities in Sicily and from converting his tyranny 
into a kingdom, is now instigating Dion to do these very 
things. In answer Plato declares first that he never took 
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part at all in Dionysius’ political affairs, except to the 
extent of writing preambles to some of his laws (here Blass 
finds the germs of the work known as Laws), and in self- 
defence he narrates the incidents of his intercourse with 
Dionysius down to the time of the expulsion of Heraclides. 
This is a brief version of what is set forth at length in 
letter 7. So far so good. But secondly he proceeds to 
tell a rather pointless story of an old conversation between 
Dionysius and himself, which is quite inconsistent with 
the first part of his answer. Dionysius had asked him 
whether he remembered that on first coming to Sicily 
he had urged Dionysius to found or refound these Greek 
cities, and Plato had replied in the affirmative. It is a 
‘calumny to say (un pe diaBadre A€ywv 319 c) that he had 
prevented it. The truth was éyw pev éxéAevov, ad 8’ ovk 
nOedes mparrew aird. It appears therefore that Plato had 
taken part in Dionysius’ affairs and had not confined 
himself to the writing of philosophical preambles. But 
this is not all. Plato had also told Dionysius—and he 
claims to have reminded him of it in this same conver- 
sation, witnesses of which can be brought — that he must 
not try to carry out these schemes till he had been 
educated (zadevOevta...7oveiv tavta Tadta 7) py movety 319 C: 
cf. Alczb. 1. 123 p, 124). Therefore, as far as his advice 
went, he had prevented Dionysius from taking the steps in 
question. This is an obvious and double contradiction. 
Are we to put down such a shuffling and halting plea to 
Plato? It is as poor intellectually as it is morally. 

But in this letter again the Greek hardly offers anything 
to strike us. é« tov Aowrdv (316 D) though unusual is used 
in Laws 709 £. as % éuy dda pavreverar (317 £) is a little odd, 
like rhv éuny ddgav...elye PoBos in 7. 328 B. Cf. Eur. Tr. 788 : 
Hor. Sat. 1. 2. 32. In 318 D rewOeis...rdv pév radardv 
pirorv...pndev vod xetpa, iva ovtus iw. ., tpododvat Steinhart 
says the use of iva otrws cizw for os éxos eirety is not 
classical. But it is not the equivalent of ws Eos «izeiv. 
That would mean that one man was roughly or almost as 
good as the other ; this means that he is at least as good, 
to say nothing more. dXvxodirita (318 E: cf. Phaedrus 
241 C D &s AvKou dpv’ dyarGo’) is perhaps not found again 
before M. Aurelius. If that were the case with many 

2 
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words in the letter, it would be serious, but in the case 
of just one word or two it is nothing. Consider the words 
to be found in most books of Thucydides. PELNVYLEVOS 
(3198) is perhaps a drag ecipnuévov, but there are plenty 
of parallel adverbs. zAaords ibid., if I am right in reading 
it, occurs in Sophist and Laws. The phrase 319B 86 ro 
tire co. vBpicpa viv Urap avt dveiparos yéyovey is strange, 
but the fault is not in the Greek: ef. Politecus 2788 
(Ast) and p. 259 above. éppw (odes éppovoas 1b. C) is rare 
in prose. Cf. 8.355p. 6 ray vb. D is found in Apol. 25 oc. 
The writer avoids hiatus. 

4, Plato to Dion, presumably at the time of Dion’s 
expedition, but it is not plain whether Dionysius is already 
overthrown. The letter contains nothing noticeable either 
way. Steinhart says that 6p6 rots aywvurras trd Tdv waidwv 
Tmapogvvopevovs, pnt. O) urd ye Tav didwy (321 A) is 
unclassical, because no negative precedes pyri. What 
then of Dem. 8. 27 as Kai rod pedAAjoa Secovte Sixyny, pyre 
Tmoucavtl y % Katarpagapevw? The accusative of space 
traversed (320 D zAavnOjvar roAtv ro7ov) is not common in 
prose: see my Xenophon and Others, p. 113. Euripides 
Helen 598 has wAavyOeis...xOdva, and Plut. Mor. 592 ¢ the 
same phrase as here. (Plutarch refers to the letters several 
times.) I do not know that Plato has anything like it. 
Hiatus occurs occasionally. 

5. Plato to Perdiccas, recommending to him Euphraeus 
(cf. Dem. 9. 59, etc.), who will be useful because he knows 
the voices or utterances (dwvai) belonging to each form 
of government, and therefore that of monarchy. If any 
one says ‘ Plato professes to understand democracy, but 
gave his own demos no counsel,’ Perdiccas may answer 
‘that was because the demos of Athens was incurable. 
Under like circumstances he would treat me in the like 
way. .This seems very pointless, especially as it is 
Euphraeus, not Plato, who is to help. The dwvai may 
be compared with Rep. 493 a B, where the word is much 
more natural. I notice nothing in the Greek. Hiatus is 
mostly avoided. 

6. Plato to three friends, urging them to-help and trust 
one another and, if they have any dissensions, to refer to 
him. The ending is mystical, tov tév ravtwv Oeov ryenova 
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TOV TE OVTWY Kal TOV pedhovrov TOU TE HyEu“ovos Kal aitiov 
Tmarépa KUpLOV eTOMVUVTAS, ov, av ovTws dirrocodaper, cicdpcba 
mTavTes Tapas eis Svvapuy avOpoeTev evdadvev. Hiatus 
seems avoided. 

7. Plato to the friends and comrades of Dion. This, 
much the most important and best known of the letters, 
is of great length (about equal to the First Book of the 
Republic), and carefully composed, but not always clear 
in its drift, and very ill arranged. It starts with a 
narrative, suddenly breaks off to give advice which is 
itself interspersed with narrative in a rambling way, and 
reverts to narrative again. The advice actually given 
is of the most trifling amount, but it is true that the 
letter does not exactly, like 8, profess to be one of advice. 
Indeed it would be difficult to say what it was meant to 
be. What it is is a vain, egotistic, ineffective bit of 
autobiography, which, if genuine, would do little credit 
to the character or practical sense -of the philosopher. 
We are however hardly entitled to make this an argument 
against Platonic authorship, though we should be sorry to 
see Plato making no better figure. His character may 
have been much below his writings, like Pope’s. Cf. 
Athenaeus pp. 505-507, and on the other side Philostratus 
Ep. 73. The literary defects and the total absence of 
anything really good or striking are safer grounds to argue 
from. 

But here again we are met by the recollection tha 
Plato’s later work, notably the Laws, is far inferior in 
skill and force to that of his earlier years, and by the fact 
that there really are considerable resemblances between 
his later style and that of this prolix letter. They may be 
traced in details of construction and vocabulary as well as 
in the general effect. They are however equally compatible 
with identity of authorship and with deliberate or even 
unconscious imitation. 

The digression at 334 £ on the subject of immortality is 
quite uncalled for and the passage is very clumsily worded 
in comparison with the fine raptures of the dialogues. 
But the great, the perhaps insuperable difficulty is the 
extraordinary rigmarole about émiorjyy in pp. 342, 343. 
One cannot believe it possible for Plato to have written 
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anything so ridiculous. However little many of the 
arguments in his dialogues will bear examination, and 
however fanciful we may pronounce many of his ideas to 
be, they are never without the stamp of genius. But this 
is as worthless as anything that anyone who could write 
Greek ever put together, mere pretentious nonsense. The 
author has been dwelling on the difficulty of understanding 
such deep subjects, and on the absurdity of anyone writing 
about them who knows so little as Dionysius. He then 
straightway plunges into such skimble-skamble stuff as 
Dionysius himself might have been ashamed to compose. 
Well may C. Ritter, who believes in the rest of the letter, 
try to excise this part of it on an improbable hypothesis 
of subsequent interpolation. 

In 324c¢ we have to note the extraordinary confusion 
by which the Athenian board known as ‘the Eleven’ are 
assimilated to the board of ten men set up in Piraeus at 
the time of the Thirty (A@. Tod. 35. 1: Plut. Lysand. 15), 
and by which still further both boards are made to 
discharge the functions of agoranomi and astynomi.! An 
Athenian and one who had himself gone through the evil 
days in question could hardly have written in such terms. 
The odd description of Socrates’ accusers as duvacrevovrés 
twes (325 8B) has been remarked; compare the statement 
ascribed in Diog. L. 2. 106 to Hermodorus, that after the 
death of Socrates Plato and the rest betook themselves 
to Dionysius, fearing thv apdrnta tov Tupavvwv. In 328 a 
the younger brothers of Dionysius, who were children at 

1 We are reminded of the verse of Alexis: gpyov tupdvywyv, odx 
ayopavéuwy Aéyers. The words of the letter are ird moAAGy yap Tis 
ToTe ToAiTElas Aowdopouuevns meTaBoAh ~yiyverar kal THs weTaBoA7s els 
kal mevThKovTa tives &vdpes mpovarncay Upxovtes, Evdexa wey ev kore, 
déna 5’ ev Meipace?, wepl 7’ ayopdy Exdrepo tovtwy baa 7’ ev Tots kaTeot 
Siocety 51, Tpidxovra O& wavTwy UpxovTes KaréoTHoay av’ToKpdTopes. 
It should be noticed that (1) though we are familiar with ‘the 
Thirty,’ no other writer speaks of Fifty-One: (2) the functions of 
agoranomi and astynomi seem here regarded as not supplementary 
to the other business of the two boards, but as constituting their 
main employment: (3) although the city and Piraeus are first 
distinguished, the writer then goes on to speak of them together as 
‘the cities,’ a description which is probably unique. The plural of 
ig is by no means common, but it occurs several times in the 
as. 
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the time, are apparently said to have been able to en- 
courage him in philosophical pursuits. The curious lan- 
guage about Darius and Persia (332 4 B), when compared 
with Laws 693-697, is significant too (Karsten), strongly 
suggesting someone who had read the passage in the Laws 
but had either misunderstood or forgotten its drift, for 
Plato takes the contrary view to that in the letter. In 
trifling things what could be more inept than the phrase 
(344 a) ‘Lynceus himself could not make such men see,’ 
as though the possession and the communication of sharp 
sight went together. IIdrepov didaxrov 7 dis ; 

But the Greek is extremely good to be a later imitation 
of Plato’s style. When we have made allowance for some 
corruptions of the text, taken into account Plato’s time 
of life, and realized that it is with the Philebus and the 
Laws, not with the Republic and the Theaetetus, that the 
letter must in fairness be compared, we shall probably find 
nothing in the style properly so called or in the grammar 
and vocabulary that is at all inconsistent with genuineness. 
If Cobet was able to say (Variae Lectiones, 2nd edn. 
1873, p. 235) that no one but Plato could have written it 
-—in which I suppose he was thinking only of the Greek 
and surely thinking too well even of that—we shall need 
some very searching investigations before we dismiss the 
language as unplatonic. Such investigations are still 
mainly in the future, for the observations of C. Ritter in 
his Untersuchungen, p. 105, are confined to about a dozen 
small things, though as far as they go they are quite 
consistent with genuineness. In the various observations 
carefully collected and instructively put together by 
Lutoslawski in the first part of his valuable book on 
the logic of Plato the letters do not (I think) appear at all. 
Pending any fresh light that may be obtained from these 
minute but most important inquiries, I am not aware of 
anything really suspicious in the language of the seventh 
letter, and in a composition of such length this is of course 
on the hypothesis of spuriousness very remarkable. Over 
and over again a reader may be struck by some little point 
of language which he will think unusual. Looking it up, 
he will find that it is indeed unusual, but that the later 
dialogues of Plato, especially the Laws, do offer parallels 
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for it. Probably we might make out a long list of such 
coincidences, and also my impression, whatever it may be 
worth, quite confirms Ritter’s remark, ‘ diberhawpt klingt 
die ganze Sprache des Briefes nicht anders als dite 
der Leges.’ 

I will run very rapidly through the letter, noticing 
expressions that seem remarkable in any way and adding 
a comment here and there. It should be understood that 
many of them have been noticed previously by other 
scholars. But Karsten’s objections are not always well 
founded, e.g. his objection to dvacoByjoo (348 A), in which 
ava has the quite legitimate sense of back. I shorten the 
references, e.g. from 324 A to 24 A. 

24.4 rHv HAikiav nV... yéyove is an unusual phrase. Cf. 
Pausan. 10, 28. 3 #Aikiav épyBov yeyoves and. Philostr. 
Heroic. 291. B. «f Tis Gedy Kal TovTov eis THV adTHV 
ddfav wept moditeias éxeivw yeverbar cvpppova moinoee: eis 
dd€av is harsh. For ovx drag cf. Laws 645. raviv or ra 
viv, which occurs repeatedly, is one of the marks of Plato’s 
later style. Ibid, «i Oarrov éuavrod yevoipnv kvpios. See 
Liddell and Scott for éeidy etc. with Oarrov in the sense of 
as soon as (Protag. 325c): éav OGrrov in the same sense 
occurs Alcib. 1. 105 a and more than once in Xenophon : 
ws Oarrov often in Polybius: I do not know another 
example of ei Oarrov. 24 E Swxparn dv éyo oyeddv ov« av 
aicxuvoiuny eimov Ouxarorarev eivar Tov TOTe. For aioyvvotpnv 
eixov Which seems practically = éxvyjoayu eimetv cf. Phaedr. 
245 £ Wuyis otciav te Kal Adyov Todrov airdv Tis A€ywv ovK 
aicyuveirat and Lycurg. in Leocr. 50 otk av aicyvvOeinv 
cirav orépavov THs watpidos Elva Tas exetvwv yds. 3. 317 B 
has aicyvvoya ciety in the same sense. 25 E wy mor 
dmewov av ylyvoiro mepi 7 ara tatta Kal x.t.’. This imper- 
sonal use of yiyveras occurs again 30 4 and 31 A, also 2. Ll E 
and BéArwv av écxe 3. 17 E. It is found in Herodotus 
(1. 8 xpqv KavdavAn yeveoOar kaxds), but is certainly not 
common in Attic (Dem. 19. 285): does it occur in Plato? 

26D duatov feminine. This use is quoted only from 
Euripides. Plato however has similar feminines, ‘dvos, 
padzos, ete. FE, €OLKE LV TOTE MNXAVOLEVH TLL TOV KPELTTOVWY 
apxnv BaréoOa x.7.A. Like yiyveras above, gouxe is imper- 
sonal, ‘it looks like some god planning ete.’ 
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27 B rept wAciovos roreio bar, occasionally jyetcOai, is 
familiar: but does epi wAeiovos a&yarav or any such verb 
occur elsewhere 4 c The author is very fond of the 
somewhat pleonastic gupBaivew yryvopevor, Evy Pjvat yevouevov, 
etc., here found. Ast’s Lexicon, 3, p. 298 furnishes several 
parallels from the later dialogues. D éepydfowar with 
infinitive quite unusual. 28 B ryv 8 éunv doar... eixe 
$6Bos. Sd£av put for himself or his mind, as in 3. 317 g, 
is odd.. Cf. Hor. Sat. 1. 2. 32 inqutt sententia dia 
Catonis. In the same section the words 76 dé Aiwvos 
qmiotapny ths Woxns wept dice 7 éuBpibes dv HAtkias 7 7dy 
petpiws €xov carry the use of 7rd with a genitive (Ast 2, 
p- 407) rather far: 7d rod Afwvos is Dion. There is some 
MS. authority for 440s inserted after Aiwvos, but with this 
yAukias would not harmonize. E dtipws dépecGar is 
.Herodotean, and 76 oév pépos, not xara TO cov pépos, the 
common expression, 30 B waparodi~Zw is a rare word, 
but it occurs Laws 6528. E Tols € TO maparav 
Baivovor ris épOjs wodiretas. Ast gives several instances of 
é€xtos Baivew with gen. from Laws and one from Protagoras. 

31 B ddoowodpevos Laws 752 v. 32 © wévys 
with gen. unusual {Eur. E/. 38). 33 A For éroimov and 
infinitive cf. Rep. 567 a. 35 B dvoowvpyia, and the 
adj. 8.52 c: the vb. Laws 905 B. ds oterar oddly used: 
cf. 3. 319 B 35 C vooreiy apparently not found in 
Plato. 36 B dAurypos Of a supernatural power: Anti- 
phon several times. ibid. abedrns: Polit. 308: Laws 
967 c. C dpvibes OMENS. 38 A etc. kabarep = dorTrep, 
often in Plato’s later work. So 5.228: 8. 57 4 ete. 
D wapdxovopa (to which L. and S, are wrong in giving the 
notion of falsity): so 40 B: mapaxon 41 8B: rapaxovw 39 E. 
Not in Plato in this sense. ibid. éupeoros elsewhere ? 

E diAdotinOjvar py) «.7.A.: construction with final 
conjunction unusual. 39 © avev Katpod. 40 © rodn- 
yeiv: Laws 899 a. D dvtws, one of Plato’s later words, 
frequent here. 41 A os (=dore) with infinitive 
unusual in any Attic prose but Xenophon’s: cf. however 
Prot. 330 8, Rep. 365 p, and a few other places in Plato. I 
do not know whether BadAav twa év airia occurs elsewhere 
in prose. Cf. Soph. O.T. 656. B dAXovs pev Tivas olda 

/ Loa aA , ’ 0. BOSS Sore k € , 
yeypapotas TEPL TOV AVTWV TOUTWYV, OLTLVES de ovd QvuTOL AvUTOVS. 
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I presume airot atrovs means one another, but even so there 
seems not much point. 43 A Kikdos Exaoros Tov ev Tals 
mpageot ypadopevwv } Kat topvevOevrwv. For this use of éy 
Tats mpageot, Which contrasts them with purely ideal circles, 
cf. Phaedr. 271 vp: Soph. 234 kz. 44 A gen. with 
mpoopveis, but perhaps due rather to évyyevels. 44 © 
woAXod Set py. . .kataBddy or -el, a Very unusual construction, 
but cf. Gorg. 517 A roddod ye bef... py wore Tis... Epydornrat: 
Rep. 378 ¢ woddod Set yryavropayias re pvOodoynréov abrois Kat 
moutAréov : Dem. 23. 34 6 dé... woAXod ye det Sudpicev. . 
45 E 6tuTdxos. Ast gives no other example from Plato, nor 
does it seem to occur in Xenophon. But Herodotus has 
it at least once. 46 A amdotoXa. wAota. 47 B ra viv 
brogaivovra: so Soph. 245 xz. E BeBonOnuevov éeyey over 
(impersonal) is an awkward periphrasis. Cf. Laws 857 c 
yéeyovev dps diarerovnueva, and see Ast 1. 395. 48 A 
dAvyopicOorépovs moety Tapa Ta TOD watpds €by. Ast gives 
no Platonic example of this use of zapa with comparatives, 
but it is added to a superlative in Clit. 407 a. B ov 
used of tzme must be very rare. It occurs several times 
in Thucydides. D Avovicwov 8 dé Kai déopar. . .undev 
adAo atte draitpov yiyverOa. The accusative of the person 
(Avovdowv) and then the pd yiyverbar make a quite 
unusual construction with 4&6 and déopuar. E Ty pera 
TavTynv THY Huepav, expression unusual, but cf. Apol. 37 p 
dAdnv e& dAAns ToACws aperBopevw: Laws 785 B cixoor péxpt 
tov é&jxovta érov: Soph. O.T7. 75 areore wAciw tod Kaby- 
kovtos xpovov: Eur. Hipp. 19, Tro. 679. 49 © 
Kuvnyev = kuvyyeretv, and émixpareva, a Xenophontean word, 

OA taypecian Laws 956 E. C gevarraria else- 
where? 51D é&atowos in Laws, Timaeus, Critias. 

Throughout the letter hiatus is infrequent. 
8. Plato to the same: a letter definitely and entirely of 

advice. There has been constant strife of parties and 
Sicily is in danger of becoming Phoenician or Oscan. 
Plato’s advice is (1) to the royal family, to turn tyranny 
into constitutional monarchy (cf. letter 3), following Lycur- 
gus in restricting royal power: (2) to the people, not to 
push liberty too far. Dion’s advice would have been—and 
Plato conveys it in an imaginary speech—first to pass good 
laws, then. to. compromise things and accept as kings, 
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subject to various laws and special conditions, (a) Dion’s 
son Hipparinus, (6) the other Hipparinus, son of the elder 
Dionysius, (c) the younger Dionysius. (Thus there would 
be three kings, as Sparta had two.) 

Letters 7 and 8 have almost the air of being two prize 
exercises on the same theme, Plato to the friends of Dion. 
Letter 8 is much the shorter, simpler, and more straight- 
forward; 7 longer, more literary, and more ambitious. 
Cobet thought oddly that they were two parts of one letter ; 
but each is complete in itself, and 8 could not possibly be 
tacked on to 7, as he seems to have wished, without some 
change in both. Letter 8 is all advice; the advice of 7 is 
awkwardly packed into the middle. As a matter of fact, 
the assumption or iwd6ecrs of the two is slightly different, 
for 7 seems to presuppose a more decided advantage gained 
by Dion’s friends, i.c. a later date (Karsten, p. 104). The 
idea of letting Dionysius remain in power, checked by two 
other kings and various laws, is singularly unpractical, but 
perhaps we have no right to call it unplatonic. <A serious 
difficulty is the fact which seems almost, if not quite, proved, 
that Dion had only one son, who died before him. Plato 
could not therefore have now suggested raising this son to 
one of the three thrones. See Karsten p. 152, and on the 
other side a note in answer to Ast in the eighty-first 
chapter of Grote’s History. If this is so, it is one of the 
things most damaging to the letters, though it is not 
immediately fatal to any but 8. Very unlikely, too, is the 
statement (353 B) that the elder Dionysius and Hipparinus, 
when first raised to power, were expressly styled airoxparopes 
TUPAVVOL. 

The Greek of the letter is good enough. 3852p the 
pleonastic dety is quite Platonic. perérera in 353 c (which 
according to L. and 8. occurs in Attic only here and Ar. 
Eth. 10. 4. 1175 a 9) and eddaponopa (354 c, and Appian) 
may be noted: also pvOodoyetv (352 E) in the sense of 
narrating facts, not fables, Gexpdos=vopos 355 C, dpyorrer 
with accusative and infinitive 356 p (see Stallbaum on 
Minos 314 8). rtivew dicas (353 c) is Platonic: cf. Laws 
especially. With tov fvyov (354 pv) cf. Timaeus 63 B. In 
357 A éxi vO yiyvecbou appears=Kara vodv yiyvecOar and is 
unusual. But 6 d€ po daiverai wn taviv (354 A), where 
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paivera. apparently as in later Greek = doxe? as an expression 
of opinion on a practical question, is certainly noticeable. 
Hiatus is, I think, less rare than in 7 

Of the remaining 5 letters the 13th, written to Dionysius 
in a quite friendly tone, is of some length: 9, 10, and 12 
are very short, 11 of some thirty lines. They do not 
call for special notice. Neither in language nor in contents 
is there anything remarkable, except one passage in 11. 
358 DE. There it is stated that at a date when Socrates 
is still alive Plato is prevented by age from travelling (otdé 
TO oopate dua THY HAtkiav ixavOs éxw wAavacGa), which 
betrays gross ignorance on the part of the writer. Per- 
haps fevixat épuves (9. 357 A), Ev Baoers chances (11. 359 B), 
7a. éua avaykaia (13. 361 £), rodvavopety (13. 363 Cc) are just 
worth noting. 

The oldest indubitable evidence of ancient opinion about 
the letters is the fact that Cicero quotes or refers to three 
(5, 7, 9) out of the thirteen as Plato’s and that he gives no 
hint of their authenticity being called in question. Diony- 
sius of Halicarnassus Demosth. 23. 1027 also mentions 
‘the letters,’ hinting that they are rather of the nature of 
Snunyopia, which might very well be said of 7 and 8. But 
it is probable that we may go back to a much earlier and 
no doubt better critic than either, namely Aristophanes of 
Byzantium. Diogenes Laertius writes in 3. 61 évor dé, dv 
eo. kal “Apiotopavys 6 ypapparids, eis TpiAoyias €AKover Tos 
duaAdyous. Kal rpworynv pev Teac, Hs Wyetrar TloAcreta, Tipatos, 
Kputias: devrépav Sogiorys, Toditixds, Kparvdos: tpitrnv Nopor, 
Mivos, ‘Exwopis: teraptnv Oeaitntos, Ev6vd¢pwv, ’Amodoyia: 
meumtynv Kpitwv, Baidwy, "Emirodai: ta 8 adda Kad’ ev Kat 
drdxtws. (He does not specify how many letters.) This 
ought to mean that Aristophanes concurred not only in the 
trilogy arrangement of the dialogues, but in making one 
trilogy consist of the somewhat ill assorted Crizto, Phaedo, 
Letters. Perhaps he thought that, as three tragedies with 
no internal bond of union were sometimes thrown together, 
so might three Platonic works be, though it was going 
rather far to regard the letters as one work. In any 
case they received similar treatment from Thrasylus (or 
Thrasyllus) in the time of Tiberius—this is the only other 
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recognition of them that it is worth while to quote—whe 
gave them a place as one work in his division of Platonic 
writings into tetralogies. This is explicitly stated by 
Diogenes 2b. 60, 61, who gives the number of letters 
recognized by Thrasylus as what we have, thirteen. But 
with regard to Aristophanes it is possible Diogenes did not 
mean to say, or was mistaken in saying, that the letters 
came into his scheme. If any of Plato’s works were left 
out of it, as if we have a full statement the majority were, 
we should certainly have expected the letters to be so, 
especially if no better company could be found for them 
than Crito and Phaedo. But the other trilogies are not 
always happy either, e.g. the fourth. We had better there- 
fore assume Diogenes to mean that Aristophanes recognized 
the (thirteen ?) letters, and it is likely enough that he even 
regarded him as the real author of the classification. This, 
if a fact, takes us back to about 220 B.c., which is still 
considerably more than 100 years after Plato’s death and 
leaves plenty of time for mistakes. 

There seems to be no evidence of any doubt felt in 
ancient times, unless it be a vofeverar said! to be written 
in some MSS. against letter 13 and an dyvriAéyerar ds ov 
TlAdrwvos sometimes attached to 12 (thought by Ast to be 
meant for 13). If we find Aelius Aristides referring to 
the letter of Plato, meaning the 7th, we are not to infer 
that he rejected the others. The 7th is preeminently the 
letter. 

No account is here taken of the letters sometimes printed 
as 14, 15, 16, which come from the ‘Socratic,’ not the 
ordinary ‘ Platonic’ collection, and which no one supposes 
to be genuine. But they are not altogether without 
significance as a parallel. 

Grote has argued in his solid and forcible way in favour 
of the Thrasylean canon. He contends that it was founded 
on that of Aristophanes, which in turn rested upon trust- 
worthy information obtained from the Platonic school at 
Athens, where not only the tradition but the actual MSS. 
of the master would remain. Each of these propositions is 
open to some doubt, and no one of them, I think, can be 

1 By Karsten. I do not find it explicitly stated in critical 
editions. 
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called more than a presumption. Aristophanes and Thrasy- 
lus are divided by a couple of hundred years. We know 
very little as to the working either of the Platonic school 
or of the Alexandrian library. The guarantee too is worth 
less for the letters than for the dialogues. The latter were 
published works of a quite different character, being those 
on which Plato’s fame as a writer rested. About these 
the school and the library would no doubt be well informed : 
not necessarily quite secure against error, if fresh writings. 
were produced as Platonic, but still in possession of the 
best available means of knowing and judging. As to the 
letters, or most of them, the case was different. They were 
private communications, of which no copy need have been 
kept, so that there was no reason why the school should 
have them. In our own day a man’s family and friends 
may have his MSS. and are likely to know a great deal 
about his published works, but they are not equally good 
authorities as to his correspondence. If some one produces 
an alleged letter from him, they, certainly in a generation 
or two, know little or nothing more than anyone else. 
This, I admit, will not quite apply to so considerable and 
semi-public a letter as 7 and perhaps 8 in the Platonic 
collection, but it applies to all the others. 

The letters, if spurious, may have originated either in 
the Platonic school or outside it. (I speak of most of them 
and the most important: obviously they may not all be of 
the same age and source.) There is no need for them to 
have been deliberate forgeries. It was half suggested above 
that 7 and 8 are specimens of a sort of prize exercise on a 
given theme. Members of the school or other students of 
Plato, interested in his relations with Dionysius and the 
party of Dion, set themselves to the task of composing 
letters which should at once explain his ideas, as they 
understood them, and demonstrate their own command of 
Platonic Greek. They are just such compositions as 
university prizes call forth, and, like them, not free from 
mistakes. We need not even exclude the possibility that 
they contain things suggested by unpublished memoranda 
of Plato himself or by hearsay of what he had actually 
written to this or that person, just as they contain things 
undoubtedly connected with passages in his published 
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writings. In such a case we might perhaps compare them 
to some extent with the Fourth Philippic. The authors 
perhaps never meant to impose upon anyone and might be 
both amused and annoyed, if we could tell them of the 
unexpected success of their literary exercises. 

The letters may on the other hand have been composed 
with the object of making money. Galen tells us that 
many forgeries were offered to the competing libraries of 
Alexandria and Pergamum. These may have been things 
composed in the way just described, or quite bona fide 
works though not written by the authors to whom their 
vendors ascribed them, or again things written to be sold. 
No doubt many were rejected by sagacious librarians, but 
equally without doubt some mistakes would be made. The 
dialogues included in the Platonic canon are certainly not 
all above suspicion, and we have six or seven others that 
could not find their way in, though with many people they 
passed for Plato’s. | 

Although then the letters must be earlier than the great 
mass of spurious things in the Hpzistolographi, they may 
very well not be Platonic. They must be early work, not 
only because it seems likely that they were recognized at 
Alexandria, but because the Greek in which they are 
written is so good. But at or even before the date which 
we should giye them we know fabrications of one kind or 
another to have been produced. Pausanias 6. 18. 5 tells 
how Anaximenes composed and published the Tpixdépavos 
in the name of Theopompus, imitating Theopompus’ style 
so skilfully as to bring great odium on him. Diogenes 5. 
92 quotes Aristoxenus as relating that Heraclides Ponticus 
composed tragedies and ascribed them to Thespis : he adds 
that Heraclides was himself deceived by another man who 
wrote a Parthenopaeus and said it was the work of Sophocles. 
According to the same authority (10. 3) Diotimus the Stoic 
passed off fifty licentious letters as written by Epicurus. 

There is probably no evidence that will enable us to fix 
the time when composition of false or imaginary letters 
began in Greece. We may distinguish letters composed for 
real from those composed for imaginary persons. The first 
would probably be the earlier, and they may be divided 
again into letters entirely imaginary and letters having or 
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thought to have some foundation in fact. In the latter 
case the only fact known or supposed might be the sending 
of a letter, its contents being matter of more or less 
probable conjecture or inference, and its very existence 
sometimes having no greater certainty. In this class we 
may probably rank the letters which according to Thucy- 
dides were addressed to the Persian king by Themistocles 
and Pausanias and by the king to Pausanias in answer. 
It is hardly conceivable that the real terms of these letters, 
if indeed such letters were actually written at all, could be 
known to Thucydides, though for the letter of Pausanias 
he does refer in vague terms to some authority. He 
believed the letters had been sent. He believed he knew 
their import-or could tell it roughly. He therefore did 
not hesitate to compose something appropriate and give it 
as the precise words used, just as he composed speeches 
partly from information, partly from his own sense of what 
would have been proper and striking to say. 

Most opposed to the half real or quasi-real letters of al 
people are the imaginary letters of imaginary people. The 
épwrixds Adyos ascribed to Lysias the orator in the Phaedrus 
and there given at length has sometimes been taken for a 
letter. It is however never called a letter, always a Adyos, 
and so with the answers to it, the second of which there is 
a sort of pretence that the boy actually hears (243 E: cf. 
with regard to the original Adyos the dxyjxoas of 230 E and 
the épwra of 234 c. See Stallbaum’s preface, p. lix : Spengel 
Art. Script. 126). Suidas ascribes erotic letters to Lysias, 
while Plutarch (?) Mor. 836 B speaks both of letters and of 
’"Epwrixot (Adyor). Read also with Sylburg épwrixéy for 
éraipikov in D. Hal. 459. It is not therefore quite clear 
that we are justified in attributing to Lysias the use of the 
epistolary form in these works of imagination, but it seems 
very probable and has generally been assumed. Whatever 
may have been the case with the lost letters or Adyou, the 
speech in the Phaedrus does not purport to be Lysias him- 
self speaking or writing. Both parties are apparently 
understood to be imaginary: 227 © yéypadey yap 5H 6 
Avoias reipdipevov twa Tov KadGv, ovx b7d epactod bé, GAN 
ait Oy TotTo Kal KexouWevtar x.t.’. They are feigned just 
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as all the parties are feigned in the tetralogies of Antiphon 
(the authorship of which I do not think there is any 
sufficient reason for doubting), and as they were no doubt 
habitually in similar legal and rhetorical exercitations. 

Tf Plato has unintentionally misled later times as to the 
authorship, and if his own reputation has suffered from a 
similar mistake about the Platonic letters, the coincidence 
is curious. Butit is probably the fact, though certainly 
some ancient writers took the other view. To take a real 
published work of Lysias and insert it entire in the dialogue 
would have been both unnecessary and inartistic. The 
manner must be that of Lysias, but no doubt the words 
are those of Plato. We should perhaps not compare it 
with such speeches, put by Plato into the mouths of 
Agathon, Gorgias, and others, as do not purport to be 
reproductions of written or elaborately prepared works, 
though they do show the skill and the zest with which the 
severe critic of imitation sets about the task of imitating. 
It may be compared doubtfully with Protagoras’ myth in 
Protag. 320 p-322 p, but better with the reproduction in 
the Memorabilia of the ovyypaypa of Prodicus on the 
Choice of Heracles. We can see there that the language is 
Xenophontean ; yet it is a version of a real composition by 
another man,-a composition which might perhaps be read 
by anyone who wished in the original author’s own words. 
On this point cf. Philostratus Vit. Soph. 496 and Ep. 73. 
So we may fairly assume in the Phaedrus. Lysias had 
written on these themes, perhaps on the very one there 
taken. Plato however writes his theme for him over 
again, puts into it the very essence of Lysias, makes it 
more like Lysias than Lysias himself ; then he proceeds to 
criticize and contrast. 

Intermediate between quasi-real letters of real people 
and imaginary letters of imaginary people come imaginary 
letters of real people, and these form the bulk of the large 
Greek collection gathered from all sorts of sources and 
best to be studied now in Hercher’s Epistolographi. Of 
course all the letters in it do not stand on the same 
footing. Critics have, for instance, usually passed the 
letters of Isocrates and condemned without hesitation 

U 
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those of Aeschines.1 But most of them are admittedly 
fabrications, whether we think that the fabricators had 
now and then some materials to go on or that they simply 
forged them out of their own heads. The composition 
of such letters became a common thing, and we do not 
approach the Platonic question in a proper frame of mind, 
unless we remember this and are on our guard from the 
beginning. The presumption is against the genuineness of 
any Greek letters ascribed to good times. 

From the external evidence therefore and from what we 
know of the century that elapsed after Plato’s death it 
would certainly not appear that we need hesitate much 
about condemning the letters, if good positive grounds 
are shown. Do such good grounds exist? 

The writer of letter 1 describes himself as having 
administered with absolute authority the government of 
Dionysius. We know this cannot be true of Plato. 
The letter is therefore demonstrably not his. But Dion 
too would hardly have spoken of himself in these terms, 
and the description of the writer as ‘having stayed so 
long a time’ (darpivas) is only applicable to a visitor. 
Therefore the letter was not written by Dion either. 
Even supposing it to be Dion’s, we see that almost all 
the MSS. give it to Plato, and that it is apparently one of 
the 13 Platonic letters which figure in the canon. It 
is not even as though it were part of Plato’s correspondence 
in the sense of being a letter written to him in connexion 
perhaps with some letter of his own. If it is not by him, 
it has no connexion with him at all. Here then is one 
letter with just as good external evidence as the rest, 
yet not his. 

Letter 11 represents Plato at some date during the 
lifetime of Socrates as prevented by age from travelling. 
Now Socrates was put to death when Plato was about 
thirty years old. Letter 7 falls into egregious blunders 
about the internal arrangements of Athens and Piraeus 
at the time of the Thirty. Letter 8 assumes Dion’s son 
Hipparinus to have outlived him. We know a son of 

1 In one of these Aeschines is made to refer to the pleasantries of 
Demosthenes, ‘ at which no one ever smiled but Ctesiphon.? We 
should like this jeer at any rate to be genuine, and possibly it is. 
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Dion’s to have died before him and there is strong reason 
for thinking that he had no other. 
May it not be said that these mistakes as to matters 

of fact condemn 1 and 11 absolutely, 7 and 8 almost 
certainly? Looking to another sort of internal evidence, 
we find in 7 a passage of great importance on which 
the writer himself lays much stress: a passage which 
purports to be profound philosophy and turns out to 
be nonsense. It is not a question here of a disputed 
philosophical point, of a difficult statement that we may 
perhaps not understand, or of a possibly corrupt text. 
The passage is simply foolish. Can we believe that this 

.rubbish was. written by the author of the Theaetetus 
and the central books of the Republic, where the same 
problem is handled with such power? Letter 2 again 
contains a most dubious philosophical passage. In several 
of the letters we have to believe that Plato assumed a 
tone of mysticism and made a profession of occult | 
knowledge to which there is no parallel in his writings. 
In 3 he contradicts himself like a child and does not 
see the contradiction. Finally most readers of Plato 
would deem him too high-minded to be capable of the 
vain and petty spirit displayed in many passages of the 
letters. But this we cannot prove and therefore must 
not press. 

On the other hand there is the language, whose value 
as evidence I should be among the last to impugn. There 
can be no doubt that in general character it is remarkably 
Platonic. Even when it will strike some readers as 
wanting in Platonic grace and skill, that is rather because 
we sometimes form our idea of Plato entirely from his best 
writings, the Phaedo, the Gorgias, the Republic, and leave 
out of sight the later dialogues, especially the Laws. The 
avoidance of hiatus in most of the letters, though they are 
not uniform in this respect, also falls in with what seems 
to be Plato’s later practice. Bearing this in mind, I 
still cannot feel that the Greek is enough to outweigh 
the other considerations or even that the chief letters 
are well enough written for Plato. Tedious as the Laws 
is, there are plenty of striking and well-written things 
in it, things that reveal not only the philosopher but 

u 2 
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the great writer. In the letters there is nothing of the 
kind: only a sort of shell without fruit, semblance without 
reality, the style or some of it without the man. There is 
probably nothing there that a fairly skilful writer steeped 
in Plato’s later writings could not have composed. 

It is true then that if we judged by the Greek alone 
we should have no reason for doubting. But, if we take 
into account the tone and spirit of the letters, we hesitate. 
When we weigh the extraordinary things they contain, 
we give judgment against them. The spuriousness of 
some does not of course necessarily entail the spuriousness 
of all. But, if the important letters are false, the trifles 
are probably false too, and in any case it matters little 
whether they are or are not. 



TA NOOEYOMENA. 

“Opot. 

aKorovOynots 
aKxoXovbovans 

Td 6pO Aoyiopa Svvapis dvuTépBAnTos Tod drorAnpOertos 6pOG 
Aoyir po. 

412 B éyxpdreaa Svvapis bropevntixn AVTys, 

éxoXovOno.s, which has most MS. authority, may very well 
be right, though it expresses an action or course of conduct 
rather than a condition of mind. But dxodovfotca would 
seem possible. Is not some word lost parallel to éropevytixy 
and governing the genitive rod iroAndOertos, €.g. dmoreXe- 
o7ixy, Which occurs a few lines below (d@wAomovia eis dzro- 
teAcoTiKy ov av mpoeAnra)? The genitive has at present no 
construction. 

ibid. D eevdepiorns eis mpos TO xpnparilea Oar as bei" m™poc- 
Geois Kai KTHois ovoias ws Sel. 

Were zpdcbeors right, only one part of liberality would 
be given, and that the less obvious part. Read zpdeors, 
comparing Ar, Hth. 2. 7, 1107 b 12, 13, where zpdeous and 
Anis are contrasted. 

ibid. E peyadorpérea Ggiwois Kata oywrpov dpHdv Tov 
oeuvorarov. 

The latter words can hardly mean anything. Read tod 
ceuvorarov, depending on déiwors. 
A little below (under te prefix év to éxdoTw. 

Cf. for instance Ar. Hth. 2. 9.1109 a 24, where croyacrixy 
occurs just before. 

293 
4 
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413 A dyaOov 76 atbrov évexev <aiperov>? 

ibid. B aipects Soxipacia 6p) <i) py>? <i) Wevdyjs>? A 
aipeots is not bound to be right, and the word came, as we 
know, to imply error. On the other hand, in c (déA7Oea 
efis év katapacet Kal drodace ériatnun dAnOdv) we seem to 
need the addition of 6p67y to é&ts. 

tbid e-5 3 ‘4 a » € , / , 1bid. dp.ovo.e. Kowwvia TOV dvTwY aTavTwV' cUudwvia vonEG- 
TwV Kal VToAnppaTov. 

tov ovtwy, Which would mean property, is palpably wrong. 
Tov év vo dvrwv Would make sense; or tov dvrwy may be a 
mistake for rév vonuatov. Cf. on Phaedrus 263 a. 

414 C aicOnots Wyjs popd: vod Kivnotss Woxis da odpatos 
ciodyyeActs eis Wpas avOpdrwv, ad’ ns ylyvetar Wuyns GAoyos 
Svvapus yvwpiotixy dia copatos. 

eis @pas is not very intelligible, and there is good evidence 
against eis. Perhaps we should read cicdyyeAows hopas and 
perhaps too dvOpw7w. 

Tlerrt AIKAIOY. 

372 A 76 dikavov would hardly be defined as ra vouiLopeva 
d/kara. Should not the last word be omitted ? 

373 4 Greater and less are distinguished by measure 
(uérpov) and peta Tod pérpov by the measuring art: light 
and heavy by weight (cra6yds) and pera rod orabuod by the 
weighing art: ri d¢ 64; Ta Sikata Kal Ta adiKa. Tive OKOTODYTES 
diayryviokopev dpydvw; Kat peta Tod dpydvov tim, Téxvy 
mpocbev ; 

I hardly know what the editors suppose zpdc6ev to mean, 
but it is tolerably clear that the real word was zpda6es, add, 
tell me also. 

374 B otros doudds is not possible, though dodds at the 
end of the dialogue is. We should add 6 (perhaps in both 
places) or write doidds. At the end of the wepi dperjs read 
<rois> xtwpevors, the loss of tots being possibly due to the 
rat of the verb. 
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DEmopocus. 

382 c trav dvOporwv dé twa (not riva) will suit rotro 
évyxwpeiv best. 

ibid. D imwdpye. should be imdpée, as perapeArjoe: shows. 
So in 383 E the repeated éudavotcr proves that we need 
A€Eover. It is remarkable how blind editors are to this 
common error of MSS., the putting of presents for futures. 

384 D E Three times zpooyjxer might with advantage, I 
think, be turned into zpoojxev ; but none of the three cases 
absolutely requires it. 

386 B éav ovv Tois pev oiketor Gow, Tots 8 AyvwTes, TAS Ov 
dejoe. Tos aitovs padAov airév (so Schneider for aire) 
muoTous voile ; ov yap dpoiws mirTovs airovs Set vouilew Tovs 
oixeiovs Kal TOvs Ayvwras. 

I can make no sense of the central clause in this, rds od 
Senoe. x.t.A. Words such as was od denoer Tovs adtovs Tods 
pev Arrov, Tous 6 waAXov aitav mirtods vopilew ; would be 
intelligible, though I am not sure about rots airovs and 
avrav ; or such as ras ov dejoe aitots pév paddXAov, Tods dé 
HTTOV TiaTOUs vopileLy ; 

SISYPHUS. 

387 C domep kai at Sed0éacar ed’Bovrdos clvar eis TaV 
Papocadiwv. 

Perhaps tis for eis. It is not meant that he is the only 
or the most sagacious citizen. 

ibid. E cxedidlovra éyew ote Gv tixn, eixaLovta Kat a wid. E ax fovra Aey oT v TUxY, €lKaLovTAa KaL KAT 
TAUTA AUTO, WOTEP Kal ol apTialovTES K.T.A. 

Kal Kata TavTa aiT@ seems to need some addition to give 
it a sense. Kata TaiTa <xpwpevov> atta dorep ? 

t 

388 B The av in dozep yap av is out of place. Read yap 
3, a common combination. 

ibid. D ovde rovr’ eLyjrer, Orov Hy eéevpety airov, ei nde, GAN’ 
eEnipev av ciOéws. 
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Here on the other hand we need dy with éfjyrea, as with 
eénipev, and it must be inserted. 
So again in 389 c dpa ye vopiCes oldy TE TL elvan vO parry 

TEpL [LOVOLKTS Bovheveo Ga . . + OTS y Kibapirréov ein atte 7 
GAXo TL... Towntéov, the optative ein shows that av must 
have stood somewhere in the first clause (unless indeed 
we add it to ely itself); and in Hryzias 393 & EXOUT” 
av elrrety fou Tt €oTLv avOpaTw aheiorov agévov KTHLG ; dipé. Y€é 

TovTO 0 KTnodpevos avOpwiros apiora. BovAcvouro wept TovTov 
Orws ay Pedrurra dvarparroiro x.7.A. it is required with dpucra 
(probably cpio: dv) Bovdevorro. Perhaps it should also 
follow eizopiav, tbid. 392 p, but there it is not indispensable. 

388 E oxdre dy, not dé. 

390 B édoxeire... kabjobar should be Soxeire, it seems to 
me you sat. 

. a La) by / > , \ / / 3 ibid. ratra éuoi re civar weTarypeva mpos oe... Tol TE OVK 
eorovoacpevws arodedety Oa. | 

Surely dzrodedexGau, the rare passive use. Otherwise there 
is no new point in the clause, such as the antithesis of the 
two persons with re and xa/ requires. 

ibed. Cc ouder eCevploerau GAXotov (76 Bovrdedoacbar) 7} omep 
erioTnpn TE Kal eikagia Kal oyedLac 0s. 

emio7npn gives exactly the wrong sense, as 387 E tells us 
totidem verbis, drep 76 wy) ero tdpevov Twa... . Siapavrevdpevov 
Kal oyxedudfovra x«.7.A. (quoted above) and 388 a pydev 
eriotapevov. AS eikagia and cyediacpds are repeated from 
387 E, so possibly this should be pavreia answering to 
Siapavrevdpevov. 

ibid. Dp Omit re between airof and atrav. The repetition 
of éorep shows that of re dAXou Syptovpyol aaayres is the 
subject of d:adepovew, and that there should be no comma 
after dmavres. 
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ERyYXIAS. 

\ “a Ny) CS / 4 , a ¢ 

393 A Kat doxet Kal €or. tA€oV TavTwWY ToVNpOTATOS 7 Oow 
3 

tAovelWTATOS, OUTWS WOT «i K.T.A. 

wXéov should certainly be rAgovi (corresponding to daw), 
and ovrws, I think, roaovTw, tos- having been absorbed in 

the ending of zAovowra-tos. 

394 E # TovTou pev Katadpovely <olet> Tors avOpurovs ¢ 

397 & Omit dyafoy after trav dvOparuv. 

400 E ovx Or 7 ovk eo 6 TL xpwopeHa seems needed. 

402 a (init.) ¢ ru dedpeOa, not deoiuefa, and D éxrropifopeba. 

ibid. c As the text stands, Eryxias is made to say ‘I am 
quite persuaded that what is useless cannot be money (ovde 
xpypara ear) and that useful money is one of the most 
useful things for this purpose (kat ore Tov xpyoiwwrarwv 
éotl pds TovTO xpypata Ta xpynowwa) ; but not that money is 
useless for practical purposes (tov Biov), as by its means we 
provide ourselves with things we want (ra émirjdea).’ The 
words in italics seem mere nonsense. What is useful 
money? what is this purpose? If too the sentence meant 
anything, it would simply anticipate ‘but not that money 
is useless;’ to which it is formally opposed. I can only 
infer that we must omit it, and am unable to suggest how 
it got in. It has no appearance of being a corruption of 
sqmething else, nor can it be put later in the sentence 
without considerable changes. 

403 & The imperfect xareypovro is as inappropriate as 
édoxeire in Sisyphus 390 B above. What we want is the 
optative xataxpovto, like épydfowro two lines below. 

avtav cannot be right either, as there is nothing for it to 
refer to. Perhaps airots, as we have just below airois ois 
(an inversion of order for ofs airois) kataypéyeOa and 402B 
ols 7) adrois xpwopeba. 

404 A mpds tTHv aitdv épyaciay is neither grammar nor 
sense. Read ryv atryv, as in B and several other places. 

4 
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tv tovtwy would not, I think, make sense. There is 
nothing rovrwy could refer to. 

abt d E 5] , e § , > 4 > lal \ Y 
- E €TloTHNPHV 7) OVVALTO GAKOVELY EK TOU jLy OLOV TE. 

> 

olov 7 <eiva> ? 

ibid. paivorro yep av éviore }oxOnpa mpaypara, ™pos a-yabov 

. XPHTYLOV elvau ére Se p.aAXov kat ért tovrov av pavepa 

yévoiro. 

Apparently the two adjectives have exchanged termin- 
ations. We want xpyjowa and davepov. 

405 p After a remark made by Socrates we find instead 
of an answer or comment from Eryxias the strange words 
éhy yap ovTws, ds éot Soxel (quite unmeaning in the context), 
and then Socrates continues his argument. Does not this 
stand for the assenting otrw ydp, épy, Kai éuot Soxet? as 
and xai are liable to interchange. I doubt whether otrw 
yap, ws enol doxet would be idiomatic. sowv advev py olov te 
ylyvecOar needs a 7 after re, as in 402 8B. rodro refers 
to it. 

AXIOCHUS. 

366 D dpdcaimn av cor tadta & pynpovetow. 

Probably ay for a. 







APPENDIX 

MARCUS AURELIUS 

The following notes were published (1905) before the 
appearance of Leopold’s Oxford text. 

1. 6 7d ypdwar diaddyous ev radi (while a boy). 

Considering that Marcus congratulates himself more 
than once in this first book ($$ 7 and-17) on having given 
little time to codiorixy and fpyropixy, it is somewhat sur- 
prising that he should count having written dialogues an 
advantage. Should we read 76 <pij> ypdwar? He mentions 
a good many negative advantages he has to be thankful 
for, e.g. 4 76 py eis Snpooias SiarpiBas dhourpoa, 7 TO pa 
éxtpamyvar eis LnAov codiotikov pyde TO ovyypadew Tept TOV 
Gewpnudtuv 7) mpotpertiKa Aoydpia diadr€éyerOau. 

8 8a ratra should perhaps be & airds or dia ra 
TOLAUTA. 

15 76 rdvras aiT@ mictevew Tepi Gv A€you OTL OVTwS Ppovel, 
Kal Tepl GV TpaTTOL OTL OV KaKOS TpATTEL. 

ov kak@s has been questioned and is certainly unsatis- 
factory. Perhaps ov« dxwvy may be proposed. Maximus 
never said what he did not mean, nor acted reluctantly. 

against his own judgment or feeling. So 3. 5 pyre dxovotos 
évéepyal... pare avOedxopevos: Epict. Hnch. 1. 3° dkwv 
mpages ovde ev: Zeno (quoted in Philo Quod omn. prob. 
14. p. 460 M) Oarrov av <tis!> doxov Barrioa 7ANpN 
mVvEt MATOS 7 Buacatro TOV (t) orovdaiov 6 OVTLVOUV aKOVTA dpacat 

ti Tov &BovAyjtwy (perhaps B. tov om. Stiodv a. 8. 7. d.). 

301 
\ 
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In Isocr. 5. 25 od xaxds is a Vv. lL. for odk ddAdyws, and that 
too might perhaps stand here. 

16 wapéyec should probably be zapéxou, referring to his 
father’s lifetime. 

ibid. happaxwv kal émbeudtwv <tdv> éxrds ? 

ibid. 7d Eudpov Kal pmewerpyuevov ev Te Hewpidv émitehéoer 
(émireA€oect!) kai épywv KatacKkevats Kat Siavopais Kal Tots 

4, > , \ | ee \ \ / “ / Tovovro.s avOpwrous mpos adrd [de] 7d Séov rpaxOjvat SedopKdros, 
ov mpos THY emi Tots mpaxOciow eddofiay (S€ wanting in the 
two best MSS). dv6pdroas is obviously wrong. I con- 
jecture that the original was <as> dvOpuimrov, and that 
os having fallen out after ous in rowovros, avOpwrov was 
then accommodated to the datives before it. A converse 
case is perhaps to be found at the beginning of the §, 
where 70 dmapatpértus eis TO Kat agiav amroveyntikdy ExdoTw 

Mj ‘\ 3 4 a ? 3¢/ = 

looks meant (Reiske) for 76 dwapatpémtws tot Kar’ agiav 
GITOVELNTLKOV EKAOTO. 

17 etrowa should I think be the dative. Cf. on 5. 35 

below. 

ibid. ypynlew pyre eoOytwv onpwewrdv pyte Aaprddwv Kat 
GvopiavTwv TOLOVOE TILVwY Kal TOU duolov KdpToOD. 

If rowvde is not to be expelled altogether, it would seem 
necessary to write <kal> Towovdé twwv. Or is that too much 
like xat rod duolov Kopmov ! 

ibid. (end) drws te éreOvpnoa dpirocodias, wy éurrecety els 
TWA TOPLOTHV. 

So Stich, but there is good authority for otrws instead 
of omws. Perhaps we might read ottrws te émeOvpnoa 
dirocodias <ws> py eurecciv. Cf. above on 16. 

2. 3 ratrad cou apxeitw, €i Sdypata éore. 

There is authority for det ddypara éorw instead of «i 
ddypara éort. Perhaps kai déypara éorw. 

2. 6 UBpie, UBpile airiv, & Wryy. Tod d€ TYysnoo TeavTHV 
4 \ ‘ / / ovKeért Katpov ees’ Bpaxds yap 6 Bios éxaorw. 
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Surely Gataker was right in wishing to read tpifes, 
bBpifers for the imperative, which is intrinsically absurd. 
Cf. 16 iBpile éaurnv 4 Tod avOpwrov Wry7y, padiora pev OTav 
x.t.A. Moreover the ovxéri xaupov ees with a d€ points 
distinctly by antithesis to a statement of something being 
done, not to an imperative. 

14 Kav rpioyiAa ern Buwoeo Gon meAANS Kai ToravTaxis ppia, 
Opus peuvynco K.T.X. 

In the first place write another xay (or 7) for cai. In 
the second can rocavrdkis prpia be right, 3000 years or as 
many times ten thousand?’ Who ever used such an 
expression instead of ten thousand times as many, pupidkts 
tocatta’? Plato Rep. 5460 éxardv tocavraxis is not clear 
and Adam understands it quite differently. 

3. 1 76 8é EavTd xpjoGa Kai Tos TOD mpooHKovTos apiOpovs 
GxpiBorv K.T.X. 

I do not think éavré xpyjobou by. itself means any- 
thing. Some adverb or adverbial expression=xadds is 
needed in addition. 

4 nrow yap GAAov Epyou orépy, Tovtéott havtaLopevos ti 6 
delva mpdoce, K.T-A. 

qro. is quite meaningless and aAAov can hardly be said 
to have any meaning. I have thought doubtfully of 
ovTw yap moAXAod Epyou orépy, Which gives good sense itself 
and improves the meaning of rouvréor:, as explaining in 
part ovtw. 

ibid. 6 yap Tor avip & Towodtos, odKéri brepTEeuevos TO ws 
év dpiotous non €lvat, K.T.X. 

ws év dpiotots is I think a phrase of an unknown kind as 
an equivalent for és adpucros. Perhaps as éu dpuoros (as e.g. 
Xen. Mem. 4. 5. 9 as é 7dirra), or ds av dpiotos, if the av 
is admissible, of which I am not sure. 

~ a \ ~ 3 ~ 6 TO AoyiKw Kal ToLNTLKa ayabe. 

Read dyaot, as in 3, 11 peyadodpootvys rorntixdv: 6. 
52: 8.14: 9. 1 twice. Cf. on 1. 16 above. 
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8 In the purified man there is nothing doddov ot8€ kopov 
ovde mpoadedepevov ovde adreryicpevov ovde trevOuvov ovde 
éudwredov. Would not dvureifvvov give a better sense ? 
There seem three pairs of opposed terms. 

12 ry dv Aé€yets Kal POEyyy HpwiKyn ddrAnOeia apxovpevos. 

Hpwouy is quite out of place, and Dr. Rendall’s edpoixy 
(which he translates even truth) does not recommend 
itself very much. The first letter may be a dittograph of 
the last in d6éyyy. Can we make anything of fou! 
“Papaixy occurs to me as Just a possibility. Cf. 5 6 & cou 
Geds Eotw mpootarys Lwov dppevos kai tperBvrov Kal modutiKod 
kal ‘Pwyatov Kat dpxovtos: 2.5 dpdvrile ortBapds as “Pwpaios 
kat adppnv: Martial xi. 20. 10 qui scis Romana simplicitate 
loqui: ete. 

15 otk icaor roca onpaiver TO KA€rTEW, TO OTElpEW, TO 
avetobar, TO Hovxaleuv. 

It is not easy to correct xAérrew, but surely dveicOar 
must be xwetoOat. 

A o oo 

4.3 mavta tattTa doa dpas doov ovderw petaBadrrer Kat 
OUKETL EGTAL. 

éorat and the parallel passage in 7. 25 prove that we 
should read peraBarei. Cf. dcov ovdérw with future in 
10. 11, with péAdAw in 7. 70. 

12 He speaks of a readiness to change, éay dpa tis tap 
SiopOav Kat pet ayo aro TLOS oinoews. 

map does not seem very suitable. Would zapin, comes 
forward, presents himself, be better ? Cf. Plat. Rep. 
494D ro dy otra Siar Bepeve édv Tis npeua tpogTeAOav 
TadnOn éyy, 6 OTL VOUS ODK EVETTLY AUTO. 

16 evtos S€xa Hpepav Beds abrots dd€eus ols vov Onpiov 
Kal 7lOnkos, éav dvaxdpilys éxt Ta ddypata Kal Tov ceBacpov 
Tov Adyov. 

This is of course a reference to the saying ascribed in 
Hippias Maior 289 8 to Heraclitus, évOpdrwv 6 codéraros 
mpos @eov (in comparison with God or a god) zi@yxos 
gavetrat. Kendall has in consequence conjectured that 
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we should read here 6eds <Oeots> airois defers. But why 
should they admire him so much as to account him one of 
themselves? Surely merely reverting to principles and 
revering reason would not move them to such enthusiasm. 
Let us rather read @eois for Oeds and for airots probably 
dvO@pwros, to which (1) the antithesis of @npiov, (2) the use 
of the word by Heraclitus agree in pointing. dv@pwros, 
written in its shorter form dvos, is certainly corrupted 
sometimes, ¢@.g. into ddAos (cf. on 10. 10), but I cannot 
quote a case of confusion with airds. 

17 pa) ds pvpia péAdAwv ern Lyv. 

‘Do not live as though you had a thousand years before 
. you,’ Rendali. ‘Do not act,’ Long. Probably some such 
word as davoov is lost. Cf. 2. 11 as dy Svvatod dvtos 
> 4 a“ /, 9 7 > ‘\ / . “~ égievar Tov Biov, ovTws exacra Tovety kal A€yew Kal diavoetaGar. 

19 6 wept tiv torepodnpiav ertonpévos ov davtalerar Ott 
K.T.A... + BEXPL Kal Taca y pVHUN arog By 8’ éxronpevwv Kal 
oBevvupevwv rpoiotca. 

érronuevwv 18 quite unmeaning as well as wrong in tense, 
and is evidently nothing but an accidental repetition of 
értonuevos above. I conjecture the true word to have 
been égarrouevwv, which matches oBevvypevor, as in 7. 24 
area BéoOn, wore dAws eEadhOnva pn Sivacba (cf. Republic 
498 as). Cf. also 21 and 9. 9: D. Hal. Ars Rhet. 236. 
Nauck’s peuvnpevov is not happy. 

20 ti tovtwv dia 7d érawveioOar Kaddov éotw 7 Weydopmevov 
pbeiperar ; cpapdydiov yap €avtod xelpov yiyverat, eav pi) 
érawnrat; Ti de xpuads ; K.T.A. 

Geiperar and still more yeipov yiyverar point to reading 
«aAdov for xaddv, and a few lines above we have oire yoiv 
xetpov 7 (?) Kpetrrov ylyverae TO éawovpevov. Read also 
dé for yap after cpuapdyduov, and four lines above 76 d¢ ye 
for ro ye 5y. 

50 6Xov pixpov éoti 76 Sudornpa (the difference in length 
of life), kat rotro 80 dawv Kal pel oiwy eEavtrAovpevov Kal ev 
oly copatio. 

x 
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Read 8? ofwv which is much more natural in itself and 
confirmed by the double use of ofos in the words following. 
Cf. also 6, 59. 

5 4 , 5 A x , s eee , 
. TOPEVOMLAL OLA TWV KATA pvow EXPL TWETWV AVATAVTOOLAL. 

Is the future indicative found after éws wntil or péxpr? 
Should we not read dvaravcwpuor? I suspect on the other 
hand that zopevouar should be zropevoopat. 

6 One man makes a merit of any service he may do. 
Another is at any rate conscious of having done it. A 
third seems all unconscious: dvOpwros 8 €d roumoas odk 
emiuBoarar GAAO peraPaiver eh Erepov. avOpwros here is much 
too general. It is not a@ man, that is, the ordinary man, 
who is thus described, but the man of rare character. 
Read therefore dv@pwrov, governed by ed zoumoas. Cf. 9. 
42 (near end) ri yap wAéov Oédes eb Tojoas avOpwrov ; 

There is something wrong in the description of the 
second character too. The sentences run: 6 pe tis éoruw, 
OTav TL defvov epi Tuva mpagy, TpOXEtpos Kat Aoyicac Ga 
(omputare) avT@ TV xdpur. o de ™pos TOUTO pev ov ™ pOXELpOs, 

dAAws pevrot Tap’ EQUT@ Os Tept XpewoTou duavoetrat KL oloev O oO 

weroinxev. ‘There is no plausible suggestion for dAXas x.7.A. 
T have thought of oAws for ddAAws (a confusion found I 
think elsewhere) ; also of <oik> ddAws . . </> os zepi, or 
<oik> dAAws rept aitod 7 epi. The first seems the best. 

9. pt) ds mpos maudaywyov TV procopiay € éravievat, GAN’ ws 
ot opGadpiovres mpos TO omoyyaptov Kal TO wor, as GAAos ™pos 
Karamhac 1a, OS TpOs KATALOVNCL. ovTws yep ovdev érideiéy Td 
meGapyxeiv TO Aoyw, GANG tpocavaraven aita (find rest and 
refreshment in vt). 

Rendall translates the last words ‘not a question of out- 
ward show but of inward refreshment’: Long (reading I 
can hardly tell what) ‘thou wilt not fail to obey reason and 
thou wilt repose in it.’ Coray conjectured ér onge for 
evdelén. I would suggest oidéy éridejoe, or oddev Ere dejoes, 
rod rebdpxew, ‘there will be no need then to obey reason, 
i.e. with more or less constraint and reluctance : conformity 
to it will be natural and pleasant. Cf. Wordsworth’s well 
known lines in the Ode to Duty. 
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Perhaps we should read as <dAXos> zpos Kxataidvncw, or 
n for ds without adding aAXos. aird a line or two below 
should be aira, as tovrwv following and a preceding combine 
to show. 

12 éfaxovoerar should probably be ézaxovcera:, both as 
the fitter word and to harmonize with ézaxotca: just 
before. 

23 a&s ovv od pwpods 6 év TovToLs Prvoewpevos 7 TTwHpEVOS 7 
oxetrAidlwv as év Tie xpdvm Kal ert paxpov évoxAjoavti; (V.L. 
ézi puxpov. Reiske évoyAjoact.) 

It is surely clear that the last word should be future, not 
aorist. But we might think either of os & 7. x. Kai émt 
puxpov évoxyrAycovtTs as im some space of time which will 
trouble him even for a little, or, better perhaps, of ds & rf. 
x: Kai érl paxpov évoyAjcovta, as though they would trouble 
him wn (a certain period of time) and for long. For the 
latter interpretation the dative (évoyAyjcovor) is not 
necessary ; ws with the accusative is quite admissible. 

26 Certain affections (zeices) of ours should be confined 
to the parts immediately affected : érav 8 dvadidavrat Kara 
THY éTépav cuvpTabeay cis THY SidvotaY, ws ev THpaTL HrvwopEeva, 
rote x.T.X. The translators make no sense of érépay. Did 
not Marcus write jyerépav? The first two letters might be 
lost after the nv of ryv. So in Alciphron 1. 4 Dobree saw 
that riv dxryv stands for tiv nAakarny. 

28 Geparevioeirs should perhaps be @eparevoe:, he will 
attend to it. We should remember that Oeparevw, like curo, 
does not mean to cure. 

29 as éehOav Liv diavoy, ovrws evraiOa Liv ekeotw. edv 
dé py eritpérwor, Tore Kal Tod Lhv eéHi. 

Read e&A0wv <rot> fyv: ‘as you think to exist after 
quitting life, even so you can live here.’ Even when 
efvevar is repeated in the second sentence, rod “jv is added 
toit. éfA@dv might perhaps stand alone (like édyer, 
eLaywyn), but jv could hardly be used thus of a state after 
death. Out of fjv eeorw it is easy to supply another 
vaguer infinitive. 

x 2 
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31 The first sentence with its ras is no more a direct 
question than the second with its «7. In both cases we 
supply something like ‘ask yourself.’ Observe dvapuprvyoKov 
d€ following. 

35 ei pyre kaxia éoti TodTo éui pare évépyera kata KaKlav 
€ (LV. 

Read xaxia... evepyeia . . . éup (eurjr). 

6. 10 Why care to live? ri 8€ pou kat péder GAXOv Tivds 7} 
a ‘ S f 

TOU OTWS TOTE Ala yiver Oa. ; 

aia seems quite impossible. Ménage’s yata yevéoOa is 
better (cf. 3. 3, where the body is called yj xat AvOpos, and 
Ll, 24. 54 kwodiv yatav deuxifer), but the poetical form is 
much against it. I have sometimes thought that we might 
repeat the last two letters of zoré and for rea read rédpa 
or téppay. p and. are very often confused. Cf. 4. 3 zocor 
non... €xtéravrar Kal rerédpwvtar: 1b. 48 Kxaridetv det ra 
avOparwa ws épjpepa Kal edreAn’ Kal éyOes pev pvEdpiov, aiiprov 
de rdpixos 7 Téppa, and ozodds in 5, 33: 12. 27. Also 
Herodas 1. 38 and 10. 2. Theocr. Hp. 6. 6. The con- 
struction of drws... yiverOai is of course faulty. 

12 ei pytpudy re apa elyes kal pntépa, exeivnv te adv 
EGeparreves Kal duws 7 érdvodds cor mpds THY pNTépa TVEXT|S 
s v a_/ a > ¢ s\ a We / e eylyveTo. ToOvTO co. viv éeoTW 7 aid Kal H diAocodia. ade 
TohAdkis érdvift Kat mporavaravov Tavrn. 

The general sense seems to indicate that éorw should be 
éori, and the imperatives following confirm this. Possibly 
tavrd for roto. 

13 drov Nav arta Ta Tpdypata havtalerat, Azroyupvoov 
aiTa Kat THv edtéAeav aitav Kabopav Kal tiv totopiav éd’ 7 
ceuvivetat Tepiaipety. Aewods yap 6 Todos tapadoyioTys Kai 

. KaTayonTeEvel. 

For toropiav, which is manifestly wrong, Reiske con- 
jectured and Nauck approved repOpeiav. Rendall would 
read iWnyopiav. I would rather think of fyropefav, which 
is nearer to ioropiav than either and harmonizes well 
enough with zapadoyworys and xarayoyreve. The word 
occurs in 10. 38. For p and u cf. above on 10, 
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14 7a. id ELews ) HUTEws Trvexdpeva are contrasted first 
with 7a ixd Woyns and then with 7a id Aoyujns Woxijs (cf. 
10. 2) in such a way that it is clear they are inanimate 
things and plants (Ai@ovs . . . éAaias). But, to give this 
meaning, ééis, if not dvous, must have some qualifying 

word such as gwpatiuy or tduxy added to it. Standing 
alone, it might just as well be mental (11. 18 under réraprov 
and 12. 16) as material. 

16 éxi rt should perhaps be ért rotro. 70, which is 
at times confused with both, might be the tertewm quid. 

27 was Gpov ere py emitperew k.T.X. 

We should expect as, as in 5. 2 ds evxodov x.7.r. and 
elsewhere in exclamations. But a similar mistake, if it is 
one, occurs in several places, ¢.g. 8. 3: 10. 19 and. 36: 
21527. 

30 ws dAc‘yos dpKxovpevos, olov oixjoe, oTpwyvyn, éoOAri, 

tpopy, Urnpecia. 
These things fairly exhaust the requirements of the 

most luxurious and exacting among us; cf. 12. 2. The 
question should rather be of the kind of food, clothing, ete. 
Ought we for ofov to read ofa, harmonizing very well with 
as 4 

38 Speaking of the bond that holds all things together, 
he says rovro d¢ dua tiv roviKyy (or tomiKyv) Kivyow Kat 
CULTVOLAY Kal THY EvwoW THs OvCias. 

tovixyv hardly makes sense: perhaps yevixyy. For xivyow 
there are such conjectures as ovvvnow and xoivwow. 

44 The obscure sentence «i # dpa epi pydevds Bovdcvovrat 
will come out right, if we see that the parenthesis is not 
TirTEve pev odx dotov, as Stich gives it, where pév would be 
unmeaning, but muorevew ... BovAevovra. The second «i 
. . » BovAevovra: resumes the first, and the é€ in it answers 
to the pé after morevew. We must take 7, not 4, the 
meaning being ‘or, if we do believe, let us not offer 
sacrifice,’ etce., and (I think) read pare for pndé throughout. 
In the Didot text the Greek is improperly punctuated, but 
the Latin translation gives the-right sense. Rendall seems 
to miss it. 
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46 waoyew should apparently be zdcyes. 

47 airns ths émuxnpov kal ébnucpov tov avOparwv Luis 
xAcvacrai. 

It looks as though airjs should be ravryns. The adjectives 
do not suit airjs: ‘mockers even at our brief and 
calamitous life’ is hardly sense. 

50 rep pev weiPew atrovs’ mpdrre dé kal axdvrwv, dtav THs 
Sixatocvvys 6 Adyos ovTWS ayy. 

Perhaps aipy, for the confusion is found elsewhere. Cf. 
2. 5 rod aipotyros Adyou: 10. 32 odd yap aipet Adyos (Ljv) pH 
ro.ovrov dvra. But dyn may not be wrong. 

55 ei xuBepvOrra of vadrar ) iatpevovta of KdpvovrTes KaKaS 
eXeyov, GAAw Twi Gv mpoceixov 7 THs adtds évepyoin 7d Tois 
éumAéovat TwTnplov 7) TO Tots Oeparrevopevors bycewvov ; 

Rendall translates this: ‘If the sailors abused the pilot, 
or the sick the physician, would they have any other 
object than to make him save the crew or heal the 
patients?’ Long, adopting the other punctuation, ‘ would 
they listen to anybody else? or how could the helmsman 
secure the safety of those in the ship?’ etc. I do not see ; 
the point of the passage on either of these interpretations, 
nor why with ay past tenses of the indicative should be 
used rather than optatives. One would expect too rov 
kuBepvavta and tov iarpevovra. The article is omitted 
because the participles refer to the subject of zpocetyor, 
which is in reality first person singular, not third plural. 
‘If the crew had spoken ill of me when I commanded 
a vessel, or my patients when I was doctoring them, should 
I have given my mind to any thing but’—what? ‘how 
I was myself to do what their preservation required ?’ 
Read évepyoinv. Marcus means that he does not any more 
than the doctor or the navigating officer allow himself to 
be distracted by complaints and discontent. 

7. 3 Kvvidious dardpiov éppippevov. 

Perhaps a verse. Why else should x. come first ? 
30 s ‘ , a 4 > 7 ouptapekteively THY Vonow Tots AEyomevors. ciodver Oar 

\ a a 
TOV VoUV eis TA YlyvomeEva Kal TOLODVTA. 
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Read probably rots yevouevors or yryvopevois. yevouevos 
and Aeydpevos are well known to be sometimes confused. 
Tois ytyvouevors makes excellent sense and is confirmed by 
the next sentence, whereas most of ra Aeydpeva call for no 
mental strain and rots Aeyouévors Would be too complimentary 
to other people. 

34 ie tas Siavotas airay otat Kai ola pev hevyovoat, ota dé 
dudkovoat may be right, but I suspect we should read 
devyovor and dwxovor, as in 4. 38: 10. 13. The confusion 
may be found in other places. | 

55 rovtwv ovv éxdmevov TO Wyemovixov evOéea mepaivérw Kal 
€xel TA EavTod. 

_ After an imperative Greek idiom needs the future é£eu. 
In 11. 16 we should certainly read éora: for éorw with 
Gataker (xatpe atrots cal padva Eorat cor). 

58. Oéde ceavtd xaNds civar éxi ravrds ob tpacces. 

Coray conjectured xadés «iva. I would rather suggest 
ixavos eivat, the confusion of xadds and ixavds being quite 
familiar. See Index. 

64 AavOdve goes with révw traira dvra, not with dvoyepar- 
vopeva, as the last words of the § show. 

8. 3 “AXéavdpos S€ Kal Taios cat Mopayios ti rpds Avoyevn 
kat “HpdxXerov kat Swxparnv ; of pev yap €ldov Ta rpdyuara 
kal Tas aitias Kal Tas VAas, Kal TA HyewoviKa HV adToV TaiTa: 
éxet O€ Gowv (Or don) zpdvola Kal Sovr€la TOTwW ; 

mpovo.a is a good quality and the word could hardly be 
used in this disparaging sort of way. M. Causaubon 
rapavoia. epivow. (cf. 1.7: 8.36: Ar. Frogs 958) might 
be more suitable. One would think zécwv ought to be 
éowv, but cf. on 6. 27. 

8. “Avayryvwoxev oik ekeotw: GAN UBpw dvetpyew eeotw* 
GAN’ 7Sovav Kai wove Kabumeprepety eat K.T.A. 

Rendall suggests mévra yryviooxew. But a comparison of 
Epictetus 4. 4 fully confirms dvayvyvioxew. The whole of 
that fourth chapter is devoted to answering the complaints 
of a man who finds that he has not leisure for reading— 
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KAKOS Mol €oTLV’ OVK EdTXOAG avayvavat. The Stoic points out 
that he is perhaps just as well occupied otherwise. Renan 

- therefore also misconceives the meaning of the words before 
us, when (Marc-Auréle, p. 464) he supposes the emperor 
to have written them wn jour qwil dut déposer par fatigue 
le livre qu'il tenart a la man. 

Cf. the references to books in 2. 2, though obscure: 2. 3 
THhv O€ TOV BiBAiov diay pipov: 4, 30 (in which passage 
I have sometimes thought the two last clauses should - 
be written as questions). 

16 péuvyoo ort Kai TO perariBer Ga kal ererOat To StopHovvre 
Bean eAcvOepov éorrt. 

I should prefer éAevOépov. Cf. on 11. 9. 

22 duxaiws tadra maoyeis wadAov dé OéXers ayabds avpiov 
yeveo Gar 7) onpepov etvat. 

Write ydp for de. 

30 Nadrciv Kal év ovykAntw Kal mpos wav’ dévtiwotv py 
Tepitpavas: vyet Adyw xpnoGau. 

mepitpavas has been doubted, and I was myself disposed 
to alter it, until I read in Longinus (Rhetores Graect, 
Teubner I. i. p. 216) ypy tov wapaprvOovpevov pa) pera 
codictixys Ttpavdtnytos GANG peta oupmemovOvias éyew 
amAOTHTOS. 

32 ovvtibévat det Tov Biov Kata piav mpaéw: Kal ei Exaory TO 
€avTis Twapéxer @s olov te apkeioOau: iva de TO EavTAs Tapexy, 
ovo’ eis oe KwADCaL SUVaTaL. 

(1) I am inclined to suggest xara piav <éxdornv> mpagéw. 
Kato pilav mpaéw cannot mean that, and, if it meant like (so 
as to form) a single action, the éxdéorn following would be 
intolerable. (2) Should yy be inserted in the last words 
after iva dé or 76 éavrys, or is it a case of the abuse of iva ? 

35 domep Tas GAAus Suvdpets Exactov (€xagtos, ExdoTw) TOV 
Aoytkdv oyeddv doov 4 TavV AoyiKdv diots, oVTwS Kal TAaITHV 
tap’ aitns eiAnpaper. 

I suggest something like éxdorw...cyeddv 8/800 tv 4 Tov 
6X wv divas, believing Aoyuxév to be a mere inadvertent 
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repetition of the Aoy:xév preceding. For 7) trav dAwy dicts 
ef. 6 4 trav dAwv dios TodTo épyov exer: 12. 23 tov dpov 
Sidwarv 7 dio... 7 Tdv ddrwr, etc. 

45 Should cvvdvopévy, which means nothing, be dvadvopévn, 
matching dpeyouery 4 

48 oddév dxupwrepov éxet dvOpwros éf’ 6 Katapuyov dvddwrtos 
Aourdv av ein: 6 pev odv py Ewpaxds TodTo dpabys, 6 dé Ewpakas 
kat pi) Katadvyov atvxyys. Should ayafjs and drvxys change 
places? The second at any rate seems odd where it 
stands. 

52 ris ov haiverai cou 6 Tov TOV KpoTovVTwY exavoy Pevywv 
no.ov, ot vd’ “orov eiclvy ov’ oitwes €iot yryvooKover ; 

There is no sense to be got out of this, nor is Gataker’s 
bold conjecture (rév tav xpototvtrwv 7 Woyov devywv [as 
though ot xporodvres could blame] 7 érawov dikwyr ot), or 
Diibner’s modification of that (rov r. x. érawov didKwv ot), 
satisfactory. Perhaps oi should be read for 6 (as in 10. 25: 
cf. on 12. 8 below) and ay added so as give the meaning 
who would not prefer to avoid ? 

Cf. the change proposed in 12. 8 below. 
T have also thought of ti cor paiverac tod Tov T. K. Eratvov 

pevyev 7d.0v ; / 

55 éxdtav mpatov otros Gekynoy. adros? 

58 6 tov Odvarov poBovpevos nro dvaccOnoiav poBetra 7 
4 ec 7 3 ? »*” ? > , ¥ 3QX ~ 

aicOnow étepoiav. dAX’ eir’ ovkére aicOyow, ovd€ KaKOod TLVOS 
aicOnon: <it’ d\AovoTEéepay aicOnow KTHoH, K.T.d. 

For ovxérte aicOnow read oixér aicOyjon or aicOnow <é£es>. 
We can hardly understand efes out of the coming xrycer. 

9. 9 dere xpnlev Tov dteipyovrwr Kai Bias. 

Rather dvepgovrwy by Greek idiom, and possibly Béa. 

21 évepyeias dardAnéis, dppns <Kat> trodj pews tradAa Kal 
otov Oavaros, ovdév KaKkOv. 

kai is due to Gataker. Perhaps a substantive has been 
lost, parallel to dadéAngéis and wadAa. 
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41 Epicurus used to ask himself zés % didvoie cvppera- 
/ lal > a“ / 4 , 3 Met Aap Bdvovoa tov ev 7G capKiio ToLovTwv KWhTEwY aTapaKTel, 

TO tdtov dyabov Typotca. 

Rather <ot> cupperarapBavovca. The very point is 
that it did not share in the xwyces. od would easily fall 
out before ov. rowvrwy may be right, but seems rather 
pointless. Qy. rovrw! 

At the end of the § zpdcca wants a subject and should 
probably be zpaoces. ; 

10. 6 pépos cipt Tod GArov, b7d Hicews SiocKovpevov. 

Perhaps d.oixovpevov or even -os. Cf. 2 ri cov 4 dios 
eritynrel, Os bd pcews povov SioiKovpevov. 

7 «i 8 pioe Kaxdv Te Kal dvayKatov éot. TovTO adtots (1.€. 
for the parts to perish), odx Gv 7d dAov Kadds dueEdyouTo, TOV 

lal > 3 / 27 \ \ \ / / pepav eis GAAoTpiwcw idvtwv Kal Tpds TO POEiper Oar Sraddpws 
KATETKEVAT LEVY. 

I am puzzled by the combination of xaxov and dvayxatoy, 
nor can I, if the text is right, make any coherent sense of 
the whole §, especially of the wérepov yap érexelpnoe 7 
vows aitn Ta EavTns wepy Kaxodv, Which immediately follows 
the words quoted. But other readers do not seem to have 
felt any difficulty. At present my impression is that 
«axov and xaAds should be changed to xadAdv and kakds 
respectively. What is good and necessary for the parts 
cannot be bad for the whole, for nature never set about 
injuring her own parts. 

9 pipos, moAeuos, wroia, vépKn, SovAcia Kal’ yucpav aa- 
Neierat cov Ta tepa exetva ddypata, drdca 6 PvovoroyyTos 
(6rd0a ddvowdrgocy7Tws Gataker, érdca od gdvovodoyyTas, 
Rendall) davraly kai tapaméurets. 

pipos and woXenos, wrota and vdpxy appear to be con- 
trasted respectively, but dovAca stands alone without a 
contrast. Is it possible that its proper antithesis dpyy has 
fallen out after the very similar letters of vapxy ! 

10 dpayviov priav Onpacav péeya ppovet, dAXdos dé Aayidiov, 
aXdXos 5é troyn apinv, GAAos 6€ K.7.A. 
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Should the first dAAos be dvos, 1.¢. dvOpwros? Cf. on 4. 
16 above. . 

19 ofod eiow éobiovres, kabevdovres, 6yevovTEs, ATOTATOUVTES, 
TaAXa: ira ctor dvdpovopovpevot Kal yavpovjevot 7) xaXeraivovTes 
kat é& Srepoxis émimdyrrovres. mpd dALyou Sé edovAevov rocoLs 
kat dv ola, Kat per’ dALyov év ToLOvVTOLS ExoVTaL. 

For dvdpovomovpevor, which is meaningless, there are 
conjectures such as éBpuvopevor, Reiske ; dvdpifdpevor, Coray ; 
évSpoyvvotpevor, Rendall. Of these the first is the best, 
both as being nearest and because some word seems wanted 
that may be coupled with yavpovpevo. as the other two 
expressions are coupled together in sense. I would suggest 
as alternatives, and coming perhaps even nearer, either 
padpvvopevor or Aaprpvopevor. It is hard to see the 
meaning of év rowvros. Perhaps év trois avrois, 1.€. év 
Sovreia. For év wécos kat 8 ota (cf. 9. 34) see above 
on 8. 3. 

23 évapyés éorw dei Td STL ToLodTO éxeivo 6 aypds oT, Kal 
Tas wavra éotl TaiTa evOdde Tois ev akpw TO Ope 7 eri TOU 
aiyiadod 7) orrov OéXets. 

Rendall’s translation ‘ take for your axiom the old truth 
—the field is where you make it’ is difficult to connect 
with the Greek, and his idea that the field ‘ signifies the 
place of seclusion and retirement, as in iv. § 3’ seems 
fanciful. Long’s ‘ that this piece of land is like any other’ 
gives a better sense, though hardly the right one and not 
quite to be got out of the Greek either. I do not feel at 
all sure what Marcus is saying, but I should like to suggest 
to.odto (Or TaiTd) éxeivw 6 aypds éoti, his field is to another 
man much as your court, your empire, is to you ; things 
here and on the mountain-top or seashore are all in reality 
the same. éxetvos would also give a similar sense. Cf. 27, 
including the words quoted from it below; also 15. és 
should perhaps be zws. 

25 6 tov Kipiov devywv Sparérns’ Kipios dé 6 vomos’ Kat 6 
Tapavouov Sparérns. 

The last words want a connecting particle, ovv (lost after 
wv) or dpa (lost before dpa). 
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27 wdvra yap éxeiva Towadra Hv, pdovov Ov érépwv. 

Probably taira jv, for povov dv érépwv wants something 
stronger than rowtra, with which it does not contrast. 
sufficiently. 

31 otav should surely be zoéav. 

33 > / , / \ aN A / ¢ es 
ov TpOTEpov Tavon TTEvwv TpLV 7 TOTO TAOys, OTL, OLOV 
a a eed 

€or. Tois HOvTabodow 7 TpvdyH, TOLOvTO Got K.T.A. 

Read pa6ys for rays. 

34 7@ Sednypevw id tov GAnOdv Soypadtwv dpKel Kal TO 
Bpaxtrarov kai év péow Keipevov eis trdpvynow dAvrias Kal 
adoBias’ otov BiAAa ra pev 7° avewos xapddis xéer.. . “Os 
avopav ‘even. 

‘When once true principles have bitten in,’ ‘to him who 
is penetrated by true principles’ say the translators, 
Gataker, who cannot stomach (concoquere) either dedeypeva 
or dederynevw, which he found in some editions, suggests 
Sedevpevw (not dedidayyevyw which Stich ascribes to him), 
quoting Plato’s ddga devoorows: such a use is however 
improbable. According to Stich’s critical note one MS. 
has r@ dedoypevw and one has rév dednypéevwov. The genitive 
in the latter may very well be a mere accident, but it falls 
in with what I think the true reading. A and A being so 
often confused, it is probable that we should read rév 
Aercypévov ard tov 4. 5. the genitive depending on and 
giving an improved meaning to 7d Bpaxvrarov kai. . .« 
KELLEVOV. 

36 py éoro. cannot mean ‘will there not be?’ as the 
translators take it. It looks like a non-Attic construction, 
equivalent to the Homeric and occasional Attic use of p% 
and py ov with subjunctive in independent sentences 
(Goodwin M.T. 261-264) : ‘I fear there will be.” But py 
is wanting altogether in Stich’s codex A. 

ibid. 7d tdvov os Siacwlwv, piros Kal evvovs Kal iAEws. 

Read 760s. 

11. 9 xai yap rodro aobevés, 75 xaderaivew adtots K.T.A. 

Perhaps doGevois, as in 18 domrep 4 Avy aobevois, ovTws 
kat 9 épyn. Cf. on 8. 16 above. 
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11 et pe should apparently be omitted. Does it arise 
from éuev concluding the § before ? 

16 Perhaps xéd\Auora $y, or Kaddlorn Oy, Gv Sivapmis 
avTn: 

18 (under éwarov) éday diatedjs cdwevys aita Kal... 
Tpaws Tapawys Kal peTadioaoKys evo xXoAdv. 

For cicyodév, which is quite inappropriate, read 
<ikoXus. 

ibid. éyd pev od py BrAaBG od 5é BAdrry, Téxvov. 

The sense and the ot py point clearly to BAdyy for 
BAdrry. Cf. on 9. 9, ete. 

ibid. Set 5é pyre cipoviKids aro moutv pyre dvewioTiKas 
ae dirocropyws Kal ddyxtws TH Wvyx7- 

Tm Wvx7, could hardly be added in this way. Read 
pirocropyw kai ddyktw TH Wrx7- 

12.1 pi 76 ravcecbai wore Tod Lav PoBynOys. GAAG Td ye 
pnderore apgacGa kata pvow Liv. 

ravoerGa. should of course be aorist, like dpfacGau. 

2 6 beds rdvTa Ta HyepoviKa yupva TOV tALKOV ayyeiwv Kat 
drodv Kai kabapyarwv dpa. 

xafdppara are strange things indeed to be ‘bare’ of. 
Is it not clear that we should read kafappartov ? 

5 otk dv 8 ottw dueAcyoueba Tots Geots, ci pon apirror Kai 
duxardtatol eiow. 

Is ciotv a mistake for joav? It may be right, but I do 
not recall a parallel in Greek, or in Latin either, for such 

- constructions as carmina m stint, ex umero Pelopis non 
mtursset ebur take the subjunctive. 

8 Gedcarbar... ti Odvaros, ti dd€a, Tis 6 EavTe aoxoXéias 
alrios, TOs ovdels br’ GAO éurrodilerau. 

The third point here suggested, ‘who is the man that 
involves. himself in disquiet and trouble,’ seems hardly 
natural or in keeping with the others. I would suggest 
that for 6 we should read od or rather ody, meaning that a 
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man is always responsible for his own doyodia. It goes 
along with the next words més .. . éuodilera. éavtd and 
tx’ dAXov, ris od and odde’s match one another. For the 
correction of 6 to od cf. on 8. 52 above. 

12 The use of pyre and not ovre shows something 
to be wrong or missing. Should the first peumrréov be 
peuher bar? 

16 éxi tod qavraciav rapacxovtos Stu uapte’ ti dat 
oida «i TovTo dudprynya; «i dé Kal Haprey, OTL KaTéxpwver 
avTos éavTov, Kal oUTws Omolov To’TO TO KaTadpirrev THV 
EavTov ow. 

Rendall and Long follow Coray, rightly I think, in 
adding an ov before xaréxpwev: ‘how do I know that he 
did not condemn himself?’ But what is the point of the 
comparison that follows? ‘How do I know that he did 
not condemn himself?’ is a suggestion in the man’s favour, 
whereas the comparison to scratching your own face would 
tell against him. I do not feel very sure of the drift, but 
am inclined to suggest od xatéxpwov. ‘Even if he did do 
wrong, in condemning him for it was I not condemning 
myself (since I do the same or similar things) and 
scratching my own face?’ éavrdv may of course = euavror. 

27 ind arupia. éri for tro ? 

31 ri émifynrets; 7d SiayiverOar; GAB 7d aicbaverOa ; 
TO dppayv ; TO avgeoOat, k.7.rA. Ti TOUTWY TdHoV Gor Aé.ov SoKEl ; 

Rendall removes the note of interrogation after éxifyreis 
and so gets a better general sense, ‘why hanker for con- 
tinuous (continued?) existence?’ though then 76 aic6d- 
vecOa, etc. seem to have no proper construction and dAAd 
no. meaning. For dAdAa we should, I think, read dpa, 
which is sometimes confused with it: for the rest one 
would expect something like <év> ro diayiverOa, or 7a 4. 
without év: ri éifnreis TO OtaylyverOar; dpa 76 aicOdverOar, 
TO Oppav, TO avgerGan ; 



EPICTETUS. 

1, 2. 36 "Exixrytos xpeioowv Swxparovs odk éorw: et 8€ wy od 
xelpwv, TOOTS por ikavdv éotw* ode yap MiAwv écopar Kal dws 
OvK GpEA® TOD THpATOS. 

ei O¢ 2) ov xe(pwv is supposed to mean ‘if I am no worse.’ 
But (1) this takes no account of the od: (2) Epictetus 
would never have claimed to be ‘no worse’ than Socrates, 
and this is apparent even from the parallels he goes on to 
give, ‘I shall never be a Milo, a Croesus, etc.’ Perhaps we 
should read p7 Tov xeipwv ‘not worse than my neighbour,’ 
as in Apol. 29 B el tw codurepds Tov dainv elvar, Midias 66 
Kav Gpewvov aywvicwpal twos, and often. 

1. 27 , Opacéas eiOer Aeyew ‘ o7jpepov dvoupeOjivat Gédw 
padXov 7 7) avpiov puyaderOijvar.’ ti obv aitd “Potdos elev ; ‘ei 
pev ws Papirepov exdéyn, Tis ) pwpia THs exAoyyns; «i 8 as 
Kovdorepor, Tis cou deduxeyv ;’ 

tis 4 pwpia cannot I think =the exclamation 67 7 pwpia, 
nor yet do I see how else to explain it. Has a word 
dropped out, e.g. <peydAn> tis (2.€. éoriv)? Aéyy and peyadn 
resemble each other. 

1.4. 10 ri & daayes atrov tis cvvacOjoews Tov abtTrod 
KQKOV ; ; 

The context points plainly to xaxwv. Cf. p. 182. 

1. 4. 16 6 ovv ée&nyovpevos aitd (7d BiBAlov) Soxet Ste 
mXelovos agids eotw 7 wévte Snvapiov ; 

Read doxets. So in 25 doxetre dru x.7.A. and often. 

$19 
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1.5. 5 ay pev 7 <tis> otrw duakeipevos 

1. 7. 26 ris eu ddXos eori Adyw xpNoTiKds Kat Sewvds 
€pwTHoel Kal ATroKpiCel ; 

<éy> or <éx'> é€pwrjce?t So yap seems omitted a few lines 
below after éroza. 

1. 9. 11 od rotro pnyavdpevov Orrws jun K.T.r., GAAG pH TIVES 
/ “a 

éumintwow Towvrot vol, ol. . . droppivat OédAwor. 

Grammar requires 6éAovo1.. The sabjunctive seems an 
error due to the influence of éuairrwouy, not a latinism, 

ibid. 26 dri (twice) should be ére. 

ibid. 27 edKxer tots modAols ATVXNKos Kal mpdTEpov peV 
éxipavns av Kal TAoveLos, VaTEepov 8 éexrreTTWOKWS ATaVTW. 

Should not. the first. cai be as, a word with which it 
sometimes gets confused? The words from kai to drdvtwv 
go poorly with éd0oxe. 

1. 10. 10 dpoov ody éorw.. . dvayryvocKev ‘rapaKadAG oe 
t No“ a ’ a 2 , bid oS K.T.A.” 7 ‘mwapaxarX® oe K.T.A. 3 TadTa ExEivols OMmoLa ETT ; 

This is not the only place where oovos 7 occurs, but is it 
right? 7 like ws gets confused in MSS. with xai and 
perhaps this is the real origin of the strange phrase. djotos 
«ai is of course familiar. Cf. the next note but one. 

1. 11. 19 drodawopea should be drodawdpeOa or azo- 
cavovpeba. Observe the answer éorw. 

ibid, 23 er... &BonOnrov adroradOnva: 7d wadlov... 7 
... atoGavely ; 

A clear case of 7 for xai. 

1. 13. 3 ovx dvééy Tod ddeAGod Tod GavTod, Os Exe Tov Ala 
aTpoyovov, woTEp vids eK THV a’TOV OTEPUaTwY yeyoveEr. 

Remedy the asyndeton by reading <ds> domep. 

1. 16. 3 dpa otov <av> jv and tbid. 20 «i yodv déndov nyny, 
éroiow <av> Ta THs anddvos. 

1.17.17 zota otv évOad ddpis trod é&yyoupévov; (‘why 
should the interpreter be conceited?’) otd’ airod Xpuciz- 
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ov dixaiws, et povov eényeirar TO BovAnua Tis Picews, adtdos 
& otk adxoAovbe?t. mocw rA€ov Tod éxeivoy é€yyoupévov ; 

adéov should logically be jrrov. Yet it would be unsafe 
to alter the text, for writers do fall into these mistakes. 
In the Fairy Queen 5. 6. 26 Spenser writes ne lesse for ne 
more, and I have noticed the same slip twice in J. A. 
Symonds (Greek Poets 1. p. 257 ‘nor are the enemies of 
Aristophanes less insensible’: Revival of Learning p. 449 
(ch. 8 ad init.) ‘the phrases of Petrarch are not less 
obsolete’). 

1, 18. 11 Read yadgeravels twice for yaderaives: 19. 27 
Nees for Nevers: 23. 6 woditedoeobau for wortreverGar: wbid. 
7 probably azoAcive for drodeire. But in 25. 18 é£€pxomar 
shows that pevd should be pévw, though this mistake is 
much less common. 

1. 20. 11 otrws drov diadépew oidpeba 7d trAaVacOat TOD pi) 
wAavacba (e.g. in money matters), évradOa wodAjv tpocoxnv 
eiodcpomev? emt de TaraiTdpov iyepoviKod xdoxKovTes Kal 
kaGevoovres Tagav havtaciav wapampocdexopcla: 4 yap Cypia. 
ov Tpoominrel. 

I think we ought to restore here a Thucydidean word 
and read draXaurepov. Our indolence and indifference in 
the one case are contrasted with our keenness in the other. 
Schenkl’s index shows that déradaizwpos occurs half a dozen 
times in these Discourses. 

1. 22. 16 There seems something lost after dyaApara. 

1, 25. 17 pOvoV pndev Bapovpevos rote, wy OALBopnevos pnd 
troAapBavev ev Kaxkols iva. 

py should apparently be pydé or pndev. 

1. 29. 62 péxps & Gv ob tia dvoxhy ard TovTwv exw. 

The sense is ‘until I get some relief’: we must therefore 
read ox. 

2. 1. 32 érei py edvvaro eyew det tov eéyyovta aitod ra 
ddypara 7 éheyxOnodpevov ev TH pepet, adtos Eavtov FAEyxe. 

The future é\eyyyodpevov makes quite plain what might 
otherwise have been denied, that éd¢yyovra should be 

Y 
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ehéyEovra. So 12.2 dds... ihwryy twa Tov rpocdiadreyopevov 
the participle should be future, and 14. 21 eds dradkAdooy 
the verb; 17. 20 daoxreivw pev Ta Téxva, GAAD Kal éuvavTiv 
Tyzwpjoopat the parallel clause again proves the present 
tense wrong. 18. 25 olyeras may be right, but oiyyjoerar 
would be much more natural. It is not at all clear that 
i in 5, 29 should not be xpivo. 

2. 2. 7 rodrd cor Tpoot pov, Tovto dupynows, TovTO TioTIs, 
TOUTO Viky, TOUTO ertAoyos, toro evooxipynots. ‘Transfer todo 
ézidoyos to precede rovro viky. exihoyos must not be cut off 
from zpooipmov, Supyynots, miotis, nor vikyn from eddoxinyors. 

2. 3. 3 Just as the judge of coins says ‘give me any 
drachma you like and I'll tell you if it’s a good one,’ so 
with syllogisms we ought to be able to say ‘ épe dv Oédes 
Kat duaxpw® cou Tov avadvutikov Te Kal py. But dvadvrtixoy is 
not at all the word we want: it is clearly a mere mistake 
for daodeuxrixov (Adyov darodekrixdv 2. 25, 2). What is the 
origin of the mistake? The words immediately following 
show us: 8a ti; olda yap dvadvav ocvddAoyipovs. The 
coming dvadvew is reflected in the erroneous dvadvtikdv. 

2.517 In the game of ball 6 pev pei ‘ Bare,’ <6 de> ‘ pr 
Barys.’ 6 dé ‘py avéAaPes’ or, as a correction in codex S has 
it, piav éX\aBes. Possibly we should read px) dvaddBys. 

2. 6. 2 pir’ must be py’, if the preceding py is right. 

ibid. T pH yap adv TodTo TO épyov jv GAN’ éxeivov. 

Read py yap <ot> odv. 

2. 8. 7 dd\Aws yap <av> repurateiv otk edvvaro. 

2. 13. 13 Nothing else changes a man’s colour ovde TpdjLov 
movet ovde Wodov Tov ddd6vTWY odd: 

petoxAdle Kal em’ dudotépovs modas iLet. 

The verbs in the quotation should be infinitives after 
TOLEL. 

2.14.22 <ai> emPodrai. The four other substantives 
have an article apiece. _ 
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2. 16. 30 Speaking of men complaining about this, that, 
and the other, he goes on dAAos éAGov Gru ovKéte TO TIS 
Aipxns vowp wivew pede 7d yap Mdpxiov xeipov éoti Tov THs 
Aipkns. 

é\Oav gives no particular sense. Is it perhaps a corruption 
of &be édev? Cf. my note on the De Sublim. 34 in 
Aristophanes and Others p. 256. 

2. 16. 31 Lyre orixov dpowv 7d Etpimidov roujoa 

Geppds te Tas Népwvos Mdpxidv & vdup. 

The unmetrical Mépxiov seems due to 7d Mdpxiov a few 
lines above. It may therefore stand for anything. But 
Pliny’s words (N.H. 31. 3.24) Marcia... vocabatur quondam 
Aufeia...rursus restituit Marcus Agrippa suggest the 
possibility of Aidetov or “Aypirrov. Mdpxuv might indeed 
be a gloss on it. 

2. 17. 26 Omit the xai before ri éru. 

2. 22. 24 pH airdbev arodaivy is ungrammatical. Read 
drogaivov or adropyvyn. In 3. 24.5 py... Hdéws aitd dpéy 
movev Kat Nourov ws KaKds GOAnTHSs weptepyn We should surely 
read reprépxov. 

2. 23. 8 Kav ri0y ... , Tivos tuvOdry ; 

I do not see how rv6n, 1f you have enquired, can be right. 
We seem to need ruv@dvy in both places. So in 3. 10, 12 
av Kad@s rupégys, Exets TA TOU TupeccovTos read rupécoys. 

3. 1. 6 ri oby rovet GvOpwrov Kadov  Orep TO yever Kal Kiva 
kal trmov ; TovTO, ey. 

Divide the question into two, the first ending at xaddv, 
and write 7. 

ibid. 11 Write xdv for dv. 

3. 5. 9 pi od zpoonAOdv coi rote paidpd 74 zpocdrw 
ETOLMLOS EL TL ETITATCELS, El TL ONAILVELS. 

Should not the two last verbs be optatives or future 
indicatives ? 

y 2 
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ibid. 17 «i Adyave tis Lytdv ehyjrvbev, zpos Tov KyTovpov av 
abtov amripyayev. 

eAnrAvGa? or HAGev? 

Is it possible that the xai yap which introduces this 
illustration is a mistake for xa@drep or do7wep (cf. on 1. 9. 
27 above) ? 

3. 9. 8 dre wats hs, e€yrales Ta cavtod ddypara; ovxi & as 
mévra roves & emotes; dre S€ petpdxiov non. .., TL wou Acirew 
éedhavralov ; k.T.r. 

as mévra mots makes no sense, the general drift being 
that at every stage of his life he was quite well pleased with 
himself and thought nothing wanting. It seems to me 
that zovets is merely due to the érofes which is about to 
come twice (cf. on 2. 3. 3 and 2. 16. 31) and that we should 
read something like as wavra «idus. 

3. 14. 14 9 should be 7s, and 21. 12 airé should be ara. 

3.21. 7 eym tiv eEnynooua ta Xpvoirreia as ovdeis, THV 
A€Ew Siarvow Kabapwitara, tpocOjow av wov Kal ’Avturarpov 
kat Apxednuov popav. 

Once or twice elsewhere in these Discowrses dv appears 
with the future. Here however it is suspicious as not 
being added to the other verbs, and zov increases the 
suspicion. Is dv rov the remains of another proper name 
or possibly a dittograph of “Avrurdrpov ! 

3. 22. 14 If Aéye were right, we should have ciué and 
oxorAdfo. Read therefore réye. : 

ibid. 59 zi for dr. would seem better than Upton’s émi rim. 

3. 23.10 azpanv Wuxpérepov cov Tav axpoatav cuveAOdvrwv. 

The adverb is hardly suited to the verb. Read 
Wuxporépwr. 

4.3.10 ci yap Ocrev, dyaba rerounce aira av enol. 

év can hardly be in its proper place. dyd6’ dv? 

4, 4. 14 GAN’ airod karadiyopev pabeiv ti Néyera <év 
TO> pabeir | 
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ibid. 38 Kaxeivov Oeparrevew ds Kaxodaipova. 

Should we write xaxdv daiuova? Neither xaxodaiuwy nor 
dyabodaiuwr is cited in the use here required. Ar. Hg. 112 
is certainly not an instance of the former. 

Fragm. 1 (end) Put mark of interrogation after 7 7. 

6 tH... davracia for ths... davtacias! 

Encheir. 12 (end) érav 8% xadps tov ratda, évOvuod sre 
dvvarat py) traxodoa Kal traxovoas pndev tornoar dv Odes, 
GAN ody ovtws eorly aitd Kadds tva ex exeivw H TO TE pH 
TapaxOnvan. 

The last part of this is quite unmeaning, but it seems to 
suggest something like dX’ ody otrws éeotiv airov KaXéiv iva 
er éxelvw 7) TO oe TapaxOjvat 7) py TapaxOnvat. The xai before 
iraxovoas should possibly be 7 (1. 10. 10 above). 



LAERTIANA. 

Ir does not appear when we are to have a trustworthy 
text of Diogenes Laertius (who according to some 
authorities now should be called Laertius Diogenes). 
Cobet’s edition with all its improvements was an early, 
not very congenial, and quite imperfect piece of work ; 
yet none has been published since. A new text founded 
on real knowledge and sound judgment of the MSS. and » 
in other ways brought abreast of present-day scholarship 
is in every way a desideratum. The man was foolish 
enough, but the book is of extreme value for the history, 
especially the literary history, of Greek philosophy. It is 
also, though little read, full of good things in the way of 
anecdotes, epigrams, and pregnant sayings—not the 
author’s own, be it well understood. Montaigne wished 
there were a dozen of him. Finally there can be now but 
few Greek books, whose text is in a more neglected and 
faulty condition and about the MSS. of which we have 
less reliable material to go upon. In such a state of 

. things textual criticism is very insecure. I have therefore 
in the following paper confined myself mainly to minutiae 
with which it seems comparatively safe to deal. No doubt 
some of the suggestions have been anticipated. 

Onussions of a word. 

Diogenes introduces the story of the tripod which the 
Delphic oracle ordered to be sent to the wisest living man 
with the words ra dé wepi tov rpiroda havepa Tov etpeevra 
x.7.r. (1. 27). It is hardly possible to make ¢avepa mean 

326 
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generally known, but, if not that, what does it mean? It 
may be noticed that the details of the story varied very 
greatly according to D., who gives a number of different 
forms. Perhaps therefore this is one of the many places 
where a negative has been lost and we should read od 
davepd, meaning that the true story is hard to get at. 

It is well known how often dr is lost, especially before or 
after letters identical with it or resembling it. There is no 
need therefore to do more than indicate the following 
cases: 2. 35 rijs yuvatxds cirovons (to Socrates) *Adikws 
droOvyckes, Sd dé, edy, Sixaiws <av> €BovAov (or ad F 
<dv> {In Xen. Apol. 28 there is evidence both for and 
against the av.]: 2. 74 pos rov aitudpevov ori éraipa cvvorkel, 
"Apa ye, «ire, pn te duevéyxar <av> (or <dv oie>) oikéay 
AaBeiv év WH woAAOL Tavy wOKyoav 7 pydeis; 3. 45 (Anthol. 
Pal. 7. 108) in one of D.’s own wretched epigrams, 

Kal Tas, et wy PotBos av’ “EAAdba dice TAdrwva, 
Wuyxas avOpwrwv ypdppacw Kécaro ; 

add dv at the end. In 1. 48 rod 67 Aourod rpocetyov aite 6 
Sipos Kat Oews Kal tvpavvelc bar nOedov zap’ adrod the second 
kai should be «dv, and so in 2. 24 kai, ei irodnudrwv ede, 
Bipoav por édiSovs tv’ énavte trodnpata rowncaipyv: possibly 
in 5. 31 «adv (for Kal) cvpBidvar, but see below. On the 
other hand omit dv in 2. 76 dAX’ dpa py, ds ovdev TOV GAAWV 
Lowv rapa TotTd Tu eAatrodrat, oUTws ovd av dvOpwros (though 
we can supply éAarroiro) and 6. 50 épwrnfeis . . . rotos av 
cin Gpetvwv (dpuoros ?) xadkos eis avopudvta épy Ad’ ov ‘Apuddzos 
kai "Apurroyeitwv éxadxevOnoav. In such a passage—and 
there are several—as 5. 21 éepwrnfeis rs ay Tots didois 
mpoodepoipeba epy ‘Os Gv cigainefa adbtoris jpiy tpordeper Oat 
it is plain on a moment’s reflection that dv has no place. 
The question was zés zpoodepwpeba, which in the oblique 
becomes zpoodepoiveba. Of course it might have been 
couched in such terms as wés av kdédAX{ota tpordepoineba, 
and then it would have remained in the oblique unchanged, 
but this could not be without an adverb like xéAXNora. 
Such a question as 9. 113 daoi d€..., rvbéobar tas THY 
‘Opnpov totnow dodadas xtycatto is possible both with and 
without an av, but the account of the optative is not the 
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same without as with it. 4. 48 épwrnfeis ei ynuot, where 
yypat has no subject, should perhaps be ei <det> you. 

The answer of Pittacus to some one who said dey fyreiv 
avOpwrov crovdatov, namely av Aiav Lyrjs, ody ebpyoes (1. 77), 
needs a kai (kav diav fnrns) to give it effect. So in the 
well known story of Aristippus (2. 68: Hor. Ep. 1. 17. 13) 
mapiovTa Tore avTov Adyava TAVVWY ALoyevyns eoxwile Kal pyotw 
Hi tatra ¢uabes tpoodeper Oar (eat), odk av Tupavvwv aidas €Ge- 
paneves 6 O¢, Kal ot, cier, eirep Hoes GvOpurors Opirely, odk Gv 
Adxava erAvves we Should read écxwwe kai <Sv> pyow ei tadra 
euabes mpoodhepecbar. This is shown (1) by xat ov, which 
without a ov preceding would be ov 8€: (2) by dyoiy, which’ 
without a ov before it would be a past tense like éoxwwe. 
The statement about Aristippus a little before (2. 66) jr 8e 
ixavos dppocacbat Kat ToTw Kal xpovw Kal mpoowry is I think 
hardly Greek without a warri added. ‘Os seems lost in 
2. 95 dvypovv tas aicOjoeas <as> otk axpiBovoas thy émi- 
yoow : 3. 95 orav Seopevey trapaBonOjony tis <as> eis 
xpnudarav Adyov ebrophrat : ev in 5. 1 Aristotle's father 
ovveBiw "Apivra TO Maxeddévev Bacidet <ev> larpow Kal pidov 
xpefa and 9. 62 dxddovbos 8 Fj nv cat (read xav) 7G Biv. In 
the words of 4. 62 about Carneades, otros ra Trav SrwiKdv 

BiBrAia dvayvods, ériypeAGs Ta Xpvoimrov, Eerievk@s avTots 
_ dvrédeye there seems a gap before or after ériyedds, which 
I should suggest filling up by reading <év ois> émipedds. 
I think too the words of the introduction 6 dzodaivecOai Te 
mepl Te ovoias Oedv Kal yeverews Os Kal Tip elvat Kal ynv Kat 
vowp might run <év> ois xal wip «ivat, for ovs cannot well 
be right. (Cf. 2. 111 eiot d€ Kai dAXor StaxyKodres EdBovdAsov, 
év ois kal AzroAAwvios and 1b. 133 mireiw ocvvaywv cvprocte, 
év ols Kat wountov Kal povoxov.) We should add av to 7. 3 
nKove TOD Kparntos, d\Aws pev evtovos <av> pds pirocodiay, 
aidjnuwv de KT d. : dectv perhaps to 6. 38 épacke b& <detv> 
avritiévar TvXn pev Odpoos: povor to 9. 6 emurndevoas 
(Heraclitus) doadéeorepov ypaivat, drws of Suvdpevor <povoi> 
mpoctoev aite (1.€. TS BiBdtw), where the loss of pdvor after 
dvvdpevor would be especially easy. There is neither sense 
nor grammar in 8. 66 orov dé dAafova Kai pidavroy ev TH 
moujoe. too. av tis, until we see that <éorw> drov is what 
the author wrote. Plato’s reputed saying (5. 2) “Apt 
oTOTéeANS Has ameAakTiCE, KaSaTeEpel TA TWAdpLA mee IV 
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pntépa can hardly be in its right form. We want some- 
thing like <peydAa> or’? <droydAakra>% yevnfevta. CF. 
Aelian V.H. 4.9. 7.19 jparnoer ci Soxet ait@ dpporrovra 
elvar SWer rortTy Cytypara needs a towira after rovavry. 
1. 101 ofros érotnoev tov Te Tapa Tots YxVGats voptpwv Kat 
Tov rapa tois “EAnow, «is edréAetav Biov Kat Ta Kata TOV 
rodepov, ern éxtaxdov. has in the same way no construction 
until we insert repi after ézoiyoev, and 6. 23 Baxrnpia de 
éxypetoato dabevynoas: ereita pévtTor Kal Ova mavTos eopet 
seems to call for a roré or rp@rov with érnpeicaro, if the 
force of the aorist is not to be very much strained (xpérov 
may have been represented by a’ and that lost before the 
first letter of doevyjoas). 

The article is probably lost in 2. 30 de’Eas atta <rois> 
Tod Kovpéws Midov ddextpvovas: tb. 33 eXeye Oavpalew tov Tas 
AOivous eixdvas KaTracKevalopevwv <1O> Tov pev AiGov Tpovoetv 
.., atrav & dpereiv: 1b. 137 as dnAov ek THs tpos’AoKAnTadyV 
cvprvoias oddev Ti diadepovons <Tis> IvAddov gidocropyias : 
4. 47 tadr’ éore <td> kar’ éué: 6. 14 rodrov povoy éx 
ravrwv <tov> Swxpatixav Oedzopmos érawvet. In 3. 103 on 
the other hand trav should be omitted from éay py ovtwv 
Tov vopww Kat’ €6n Kal éritndevpata xpnoTds ToALTEvwvTaL. 

3.61 Kat odros pév otrw diaipet cai twes calls out for 
<é&\Xot> twés, unless indeed something else has been lost : 
so 2. 43 wai rods pev <dAXovs> épvyddevoav, MeAyjrov dé 
Odvarov xaréyvwocav. 3.51 should perhaps be xai zepi peév 
duaddyou, ti zor’ éorl Kal tives adtovd diaopai, ardxpy 
<rocatta> déyewv. 

Less obvious additions are 1. 74 xat wepi rs “AxAAeciridos 
xdpas paxyopevwy “AOnvaiwy Kal MurtiAnvaiwy éorparyyec 
<Moriryvaiwv> pev airs, AOnvaiwv 5¢ Ppivav : 2. 34 mpds tov 
(for 7d) ov déwAoyov tARGOs <aidovpevov> Epackev Gpo.ov «i 
TIS TeTPAOPAXLOV ev ATodoKidLwY TOV EK TAY TOLOVTWY TwWPOV wS 
ddxyov dmodexorro (cf. Xen. Mem. 3. 7. 5 foll.. who uses 
aidetabat, hoBeiabat, aicyiverOar): and 4. 60 édWe 8 aire 
yewpetpodvrt A€yen Tis Eira viv Kaipos; <kai Os> Eira pde 
vov ; where a reason for the loss of xat ds is obvious. 8. 34 
perhaps 6ru éAvyapyixov <7d dméyeoGai>, for these words can 
hardly be understood from the context as it at present 
stands: perhaps simply <ovx> éAryapyixdv. 5. 31 Aristotle’s 
tenets are stated in a very puzzling way: kal épacOjocobae 
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d€ tov codov Kai todurevoeo Oat, yaunoew Te pyv Kal Baoiret 
oupBidvet. ‘There is no such phrase possible as re yyy, and, 
if it is meant that the philosopher will according to 
Aristotle marry and frequent a court, we must omit pv 
and write xav for xai, though the change from future to 
aorist with dv is very harsh. Were it not for the facts of 
Aristotle’s life, we might be inclined to read something 
like yapjnoal ye pyv kai Baciret cvpBidvar <oix eOedAjoew>, 
and this would account for the order of the four things 
mentioned, which is now very strange. Why is yauyoev 
divided off from épacOjcecbact Two pairs of things 
contrasted we could understand. 

Terminations corrupted. 

1. 48 iva dé py Soxoln Bia povov GAAG Kat Siky THY Zadrapiva 
KexTno Oa, x.7-A. But it was not Solon who owned Salamis : 
it was the Athenian people. Read therefore doxotev. So 
in 4. 8 (A€yerat Tov orepavor) e&idvTa Oeivar tpds Tov idpupevov 
‘Eppav, evOarep tiOevar kat Tovs avOwors ciwfev the last 
word has been corrected to eidéGe, but should it not be 

<iobeoav? On the other hand in 3. 56 @é€oms éva iroxpirynv 
eEnipev... Kal devtepov Aicyvros, Tov dé tpitov YopokAys, Kat 
cvverAnpwoav THY Tpaywodiav it is obvious that the last verb 
should be singular, ovverAjpwoev, referring to Sophocles 
only, just as he goes on to say zpirov dé TAdtwv tov 
Suadexrixov (Adyov mpooeOyKe) Kai érehecvovpyyoe THV pirogo- 
gdiav. In 6. 52 again, idév more yvvaixas dam édaias 
arnyxovicpevas, the last plural is due to the other two: why 
should more than one woman be hanging there? Read 

Valk... amnyxXovicpevyy. 
1. 62 Hepale wept tHv TecoepaxooTiy extnv ’Odvpridda, 7s 

TO Tpitw ere. Hpgev AOnvaiwy Kaba hyo. Ywouxparys* ore Kat 
TiOnor Tovs vopous, ereAcUTyoe Oe k.T-A. For the incongruous 
present ri@you I would read rifévar. Often in Diogenes, as 
in Herodotus, side by side with finite verbs we find 
infinitives depending on a Aéyerai, or something similar, 
understood. In the same way gvvaxodovbdv in 9. 61 should 
be évvaxorovbeiv. 4.3 ddd’ ei py Srevourmov eéudvOavov ade 
Gaveiobar. The future infinitive is absurd, nor does pavOavw 
properly take an infinitive at all. Read @avédvra. 7. 17 
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&s d& Kuvixds tis od dyjoas eAatov exew ev TH AnK’Ow 
mpooyTncey aitov, ovk épn Sdcew' arehOovta pévTou éxéAcve 
oxewacbat brorepos «in avaidéorepos. Read aredOdvros. The 
bystanders, not the now absent Cynic, were bidden to 
consider the question. In the well-known story about the 
disappearance of Empedocles (8. 68) xataBas 6 Tavoavias 
éreuwe twas Lytycovtas’ vorepov 8 exwAVOn rodutpaypovev, 
ddoxwv ecidxns a&ia ovpBeByxévar cal Ovew aire dew the 
passive éxwAv6y makes no sense and ought surely to be 
éxdAvoe. In 6. 96 otdé yap eveoOat Kowwves, €i pn Kal TOV adToV 
éxirndevpatov yevnGeins, it looks as though we should read 

yernbein and kowwvov. 10.119 adda Kai rypwbeis Tas des 
pebcéew aitov (tov codov) tod Biov read Kav rypwhy and 20. 
126 do€dfer for Soéaferar, which may be due to doPeirar and 
mpocicraras preceding it; but 6. 99 dépe seems a mistake 
for dépera: (as for instance 2b. 98). In 2. 114 Dpacidypov 
... mpoonyaye the middle zpoonyayero is probably required, 
and 7b. 11 zapéros 8 ’Avagaydpas Kai PBiBrAiov ée&dduwxe 
avyypapyns for the unintelligible cvyypadyjs I suggest 
ovyypaias. 

The corruption of future tenses to present is abundantly 
illustrated in the text of Diogenes. To cases already 
corrected add 2. 103 where éxew should be efew: 6. 10 
dpovetoOor: 7. 14 A€Eew cal ypawew: 7. 189 cigew (compare 
éorai following): and éora for éoriin 7. 7. In 2. 97 the 
present infinitives drodéyecOa, etc. may be right, but I do 
not feel very sure. Evdamovyjoe in 2. 96 and ddge in 6. 35 
should be infinitives. 
A very common mistake in Greek texts and one to 

which editors and grammar-writers have a wonderful way 
of blinding themselves is the confusion of comparative and 
superlative forms. Several cases have been detected in 
Diogenes (e.g. 6. 5 and the instructive case of zpérov for 
mpotepov in 2. 43), and the following are equally certain: 
1. 104 épwrnfeis tiva tov rroiwv ciciv dodadeotepa Edy Ta 
vevewAxnpueva (read dodadéotata): 5. 64 duarpivas ev marti 
Adywv cider Kal padvora ye €v TO kadovpevw void, dep €ldos 
dpxaorepov Te Kal omovdaidtepov (-dratov in both): 7. 22 
awdvtwy éheyev amperéotepov civa Tov TUdov Kal padioTa emt 
Tov véwv (amperéotatov). I have mentioned above (p. 327) 
the much more curious case of 6. 50, where dpeivwy seems 
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to stand for dpurros (motos ein dpueivwv yadkds eis dvdpidvta).4 
In 4. 48 epwrn Geis mote Tis padAov aywvia epy 6 TA peyioTa 
BovAdpevos einpepety we should certainly read padicra: the 
two words are often interchanged. 

I take a number of substantival, adjectival, pronominal 
cases as they come. 2. 66 uethne pev yap ndovns (read 
Hoovnv). Tov mapovtwv. 1b, 134 tdv Se SidacKdAwy TOV Tept 
TlAdrwva xal Bevoxparny, ere te UlaparBarnv tov Kvupnvaiov 
kateppover. Here the second rév is no doubt due to the 
first and should be tovs : the accusative following is enough 
to show this. In 3. 18 dpywbeis yap of Adyou cod dyoe 
yepovTi@ou Kal Os Yov dé ye TupavviHor the second cod cannot 
be right. We might think of oo/, but I hardly think coi 
could stand here unless we read it for the previous cov too. 
Perhaps of coi d€ ye is more likely. 7b. 107 pepicra 8 doe 
&k Tivos ovyKetar: Obviously é« twwv. 4. 52 hy dé Oeatpixds 
Kal odds ev TO yeAoiw Suadhopjoa: read yedoiws. 5. 20 
epwrnbels ti eote hiros ébyn Mia Wry) dv0 cwHpacw évorkodoo.. 
This is a definition however not of a friend but of friend- 
ship, which indeed Aristotle was much more likely to 
be asked to define (but cf. 7. 23) ; and therefore we should 
read didia. 1b. 54 drws € ouveipyra . . . <td> mepi TO tepov 
K.7.X., covertuedetobar kat IdumvAov todtov éroikotvTa avTor : 
read rovrwv for the quite inappropriate rotrov. 1b. 58 azo 
Tov éml THV Oewpiav Tadtnv Siaterpipevar. Cobet wepi for ézi, 
but why not ézi 77 Oewpia tavtn? 6.66 apos Tov Aurapodvra 
TH éraipa: usage points to ri éraipav. 1b. 68 epwrybeis <i 
Kakos 6 Odvatos, Ids, ize, Kakds, 00 TapovTos OvK aicbavoucba ; 
usage points as distinctly to xaxdv. 6. 70 ovveyet for 

1 In the well-known oracle (schol. ad Theocr. 14. 48) : 

Tains wéev maons TO MeAaoyixdv”Apyos duecvor, 
“Inmot @pyixiar, Aaxedatudvia 5& yuvaixes, 
“Avipes 8’ ot mivovow tdwp Karis "Apedovans* 
"AAD? éri kal rGvd’ eialy dmuelvoves, ofre K.T.A. 

&uevov would seem to be a mistake for &picrov, but this may be due 
to the duelvoves of line 4. In Philemon (Kock 203: Meineke 
Incert. cix.) Oavetv tpiordy éotiv 4} Civ d0Alws the opposite error has 
been made. 

[I find now that Plut. Mor. 833 B actually has &pioros in the same 
story as is told in Diog. 6. 50. In [Demosth. ] Ep. 4. 9 trav pev 
avtictdvrav upicta mpatrew. .,Tav 8¢ cvynywviamever evBotorepay elvas 
should not &piora be &uewor 7] 
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ovveycis? 7. 14 eviovs 8& Kai yadkxdov cioérpatte Tovs 
mepuctapevous TO Siddvae p21) évoxreiv. Cobet reads (I do not 
know how far on conjecture) tév wepuctapevov dare dedidras 
TO dvddvae p21) evoxheiv. I suggest in any case éviore for 
évious, just as tore and rovs get confused. 7b. 85 aire after 
oixecovons Should probably be aird. 7b. 169 exéAevey 6BodAdv 
cépew arodopas. The genitive is impossible in Greek : read 
amtopopav, as pucGod has been corrected to picOdvin 7. 25. 
So again in 8. 13 rodtrov ydp (daor) Kal 7d dovevew 
dmayopevev, pn OTe yeverOar (so Cobet for ur dri ye Garec Oar) 
Tav Cawv, Kowov dixatov Huiv éxovtwv THS Woyns the last words 
should surely be tiv yoxyv. The Yvyy of plants was to 
Pythagoras their dékavov : their right and claim consisted in 
it. 9.13 dore.. . diarropetabar THs dpOHs Soxovons yeypadbat 
Tapa ao. dunynoews. It may be questioned whether the 
genitive without zepi is right after dvaopetaGar, but there 
can hardly be a doubt that we should read dp6ds. 1b. 18 
yéeypade O& Kai ev éreor Kai éXeyeias Kat iduBous Kal’ “Havddov 
kat Oynpov: put datives for the accusatives. 7b. 51 zparos 
épy dto Adyous civar wept wavTds mpdypaTos... ols Kal 
cuvypota. In the special sense a man is said épwrav Adyor, 
ete. ; read therefore ois. 

Confusion of prepositions, particles, pronouns, etc. 

1. 73 Kat rhvov tupavvev eddamovilw doris Kat olkot €€ abros 
attov xatOdvy should, I presume, be év airéds atrod according 
to the familiar idiom, e.g. Ar. Lys. 1070 eis éavrav, Plat. 
Theaet. 206 A év xiapiorod ; and 1. 116 avdvra cis’Odvpriav 
és Meoonvynv must of course be ék Meconvys. 5. 66 Kai ént 
pev tov ek THs ayopas otédavor moAXovs amevat. ‘There 
seems no meaning in dr-. Read dy-, Tap-, OF mpos-. So 
again 1b. 83 Tous dirous ézi pev Taya0a mapakaXoupevous 
dirveva, € ert O€ Tas ouppopas adroparovs. I do not see how 
the dvr can be justified i in 7. 34 ds Kat extpnOivat pyow é ek 
tov BiBriov Ta Kax@s Acyopeva . . . clr avTiteOHvae aidrd. 
dvarefjvar were put back seems likely, though I do not find 
that meaning given to dvariGnpel in Liddell and Scott. 7b. 181 
0 bal icdouce mpeoBiris aire is an obvious blunder for 
apooedpevovor, the old woman who warted on him. 

I should like to write d\Ad for dpa in 2.13. In 8. 75 
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vai pyv can hardly have escaped correction by some one to 
kal pnv. 7. 2 yodv is found by a very common error for 
ov. In 2. 41 67’ otv karedixaoOn, editors seem to suppose 
that dre is more or less the same as rore. I would read 
6 & ovv, which the context makes quite suitable. It is 
surprising how often 8’ otv was corrupted, usually to yotv 
or ovyv. 

An epigram of Diogenes’ own (3. 45) on Plato has 
already been quoted, but it is necessary here to give the 
whole of it : 

Kal 7s, €i py PotBos av’ “EAAdda dice WAdrwva, 
\ > , , a) 8 ? + 

Woyxas avOpwrwv ypappacw nKéoat’ <av> ; 
Kat yap 6 Tovoe yeyws ’"AokAnmids éorw inrnp 

gwopatos, ws Wuxns d0avdrow. TAdrwv. 

It may strike the reader, and it is certainly true, that in 
the last couplet things are put in the wrong order and 
relation. Asclepius should not be compared to Plato, but 
Plato to Asclepius : not body to mind, but mind to body. 
Even Diogenes knew this. What has happened is 
probably the following. It is well known that xaé 
and @s often get interchanged, as do kai and 7, 
from similarity in the abbreviations by which they were 
written. Here then xai ydp is for as yap, and we have 
only to read as ydp...&s Wryns dOavatoo TWAdrwv. "H 
seems to have got substituted for cai in 6.32 rodro 8é di 7d 
émixpatety non Tos Maxeddvas 7) ex Tarewav tWydrods ylyver ban. 
In 3. 78 ad should be airév (another common mistake) and 
in 10. 126 ovre ydép should be otd yap. The occasional 
error of a double otdé for a double ovre I need not point 
out. 1. 122 éi paddXor is eri paddov. 

At the end of the Anaxagoras we read (2. 15) yeyovact 
dé kal GAXou tpets “Avagaydpat, dv ev ovdevi mavrTa* GAN 6 pev 
nv pytwp «.7.X. For wavra, which is unintelligible, we may 
perhaps read taira, the same characteristics, 2.e. devotion 
to philosophy, etc., though even that seems rather an odd 
expression. Taird should also be read for rotro in the 
verse quoted in 1. 29 and perhaps in 2. 73 taird kat 
Hucovos, though there rodro may stand. In the Antisthenes 
6. 10 didaxrhv aredeixvve THY GpeTHV Kal Tos adrods evyevets 
Tovs Kal évapérovs we shall be safe in changing ois to ovs. 
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Diogenes (6. 54) épwryfeis roiw Koip@ det yapetv Ey Tods pev 
véous pndérore, Tovs Oe tperBurepors pyderwrore. It is plain 
that the temporal particles have here got into some 
confusion. Without good MS. evidence the right reading 
can hardly be restored with certainty, but rots pév véous 
pndérw (2), tovs dé tpeaButépovs pdérore (?) or pnxére would 
give the right sense. Cf. Lys. 2. 53 of pév ovxére Tots 
cdpacw, of 8 ovzw Svvdépevor. cov in 7. 17 tov broxdtw cov 
should be pov. Prooem. 13 kat oi pév codoit wants perhaps 
olde either added after codoi or put instead of oi. 

Antisthenes’ remark to Plato (6. 7) édxeis pou kal ov 
immos av evar AapmpuvTys is in the wrong tense and requires 
Soxets. On the other hand Zeno’s self-congratulation (7. 5) 
eb ye rove  TUXxN TpoceAavvovca Has dirocodia refers to 
the past and needs éroée, and in 8. 85 and 9. 43 doxet 
should no doubt be éddxe (cf. 8. 76: 9.7, 45, 57, etc.). 
SovrA@rat in 1. 113 stands for dedovAwrau. : 

Words out of order. 

A clear and simple instance occurs in 3. 69, where it is 
said that Plato dvo rév ravrwv arépynvev dpxds, Gedv Kal Any, 
dv Kal vovv mpocayopever Kal aitiov. Oedv and vAynv have of 
course changed places. So in 2. 50 éyOpds dé duexerro zpos 
Mévwva tov Papoddwov wept tov xpdvov ths dvaBdcews, Tov 
gevayov we may presume that rov fevaydv was first acci- 
dentally omitted and then inserted in the wrong place, 
In the summary of Aristotle (5. 32, 33) we read xai tiv 
Wuxi S¢ dowpator, évTehExeav ovoay THY TPYTNV’ TwpaTOS yap 
duoikod (? tiv TpwTnV Tdpatos pveikod) Kal dpyavixod duvdper 
Lonv eéxovros. dirtn 8 ary éori kar’ airov. Aya O 
évreAexerav Hs eat €ldds TL dowparov' H pev Kata SvvapV. . ., 
Kal ew d& A€yerar evteAéxera x.7.A. This exposition is 
enough to puzzle anyone, until we see that dirty. . . Kar’ 
avrov should follow etdds tt dowparov and refers to évrehéyevav. 
Zeno 7. 24 évovprociw kataKeipevos ovyh THVv aitiav npwryOy. 
edn ovv TG eyxadéoavt. drayyethat mpos Tov Baciréa dri Taphv 
Tis Clumav emiotapevos. Hoav O€ ot épwravtes wapa UroAenalov 
mpea Bes adixdpevot kai Bovddpuevor pabety ri eirovev Tepi adrod 
mpos tov Baoweéa. The third sentence joav...Bacréa 
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should of course precede the second éy... émurrdpevos. 
Cf. Plut. Mor. 504 a. In 2. 95 the words kai pi purjoen, 

| padrXov dé peradidagew must be put a little earlier or a little 
later. 

Miscellaneous. 

The difference between dvetrov, dévevreiv, used of heralds, 
etc., and dvetAov, avedciv, used of gods and oracles, is often 
lost in MSS. It is quite certain that Hipponax said 
of Myson (1. 107), not dv ’"AréAAwv avetrev dvdpdv cwdpove- 
otatov ravrwy, but dveiAev, and the same change must be 
made in 1. 30 twice, and in 5. 91. [Make it also twice in 
Dio Chrys. 31. 97 (M. 340) and once in Musonius (Hense, 
p. 59. 15).] In 2. 37 the right form dvedovons has 
survived. On the other hand the aorist of aipety has itself 
perhaps taken the place of another word in 1. 26 réprdeora 
avveive xpyjpyata Where ovvyye (or cvvyyaye) seems probable. 
In 1. 64 again kav rp rode xdpw Katdboto éEevpwv, where 
the context is conspiracy against a tyrant, é€evpwy seems 
to stand for éfaipdv or eSedadv, removing, killing. The 
acrist eize is foolishly repeated, as though it was emphatic, 
in Diogenes’ verse 1. 85 eftze yap, «ize Sixyy érdpov Tivds. 
It seems a mistake for etre yap «ie, the cire being 
answered by the «ita following as often by év6a, rote, etc. 
1. 104 gives us a saying ascribed to Anacharsis: kat rodro 
épy Oavpaciwrarov éEwpakévar mapa tots “EAAnow, ote Tov pev 
KaTVOV év TOiS Opect KaTadXcirovel, TA O€ Eda cis THY TOAW 
xopilovew. I can make no sense of xarvdv and conjecture 
xapwov. ‘There was a regular Greek expression £&vAwos 
xap7os, tree-fruit (see Liddell and Scott, and add Diod. 3. 
63. 2: Artem. Oneir. 2. 37, p. 133), which we may 
remember in relation to va. In 4.16 peOiwy eis tH 
Eevoxparous 7 acxoAynv, 6 8 ovdev Siatpameis Hpe Tov Adyov 
époiws the sense required, that Xenocrates went on with 
his lecture, is plain enough, but jpe cannot convey it. <ipe 
has been suggested. I rather incline to jye, though I 
cannot adduce an example of Adyov dyev. In a saying 
of Bion the Borysthenite (4. 48 76 yjpas eAeyer dppov civae 
TOV KakOv..., THY Sdgav érdv pntépa elvat, TO KaAXOS dAXO- 
tpiov ayaov x.t.A.) it is difficult indeed to see in what sense 
dda could be called a mother of years I think a slight 
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addition will give us Bion’s real phrase. ap has dropped 
out after av: what we should read is riv d0gay dperav pynrépa 
eiva. The sentiment is too familiar to need illustration, 
ut it is put briefly and appositely in a fragment of 
Plutarch (Bernardakis 7. 162, fragmr. 106) otdeis ppovrifwv 
ddfns ayabns yévor’ av dvnp paddos. Since thinking of this 
emendation I have come across the phrase pyryp dperjs in 
Philostr. Heroic. p. 667 ph tyndv ddAnbear, iv éxeivos pnrépa 
dpetns dvopatew elufev. 8. 46 redevtaion yap éyévovto Tav 
[TuBayopetwv os Kal ‘Apiordeevos ibe Fevddidos TE... Kal 
Pavrwv x.t.X. should I suppose be ois kai A. otde or om (a 
very common mistake). 5. 65 Lycon is called dpacrikds 
av7np Kal rept Talowv dywyns aK pws CUVTETAY{LEVOS, but of 

course Diogenes wrote cvvterapévos. 
The familiar confusion of Adyos and vgp0s (see for instance 

Ar, Eth, 5, 6. 1134 a 35) has, I think, taken place in 1. 102, 
where the dying Anacharsis says Sea pev tov Aoyov ek + 
“EAAddos owOnvar, dua 5€ Tov POdvov ev tH oixeia arod€o bau. 
There is no sense in Adyov. He means that he had returned 
home (cwbijvan) dua tov vopov, though he was said (see just 
before) 70. VOPUYLO Tapahveuv THS mat pidos. 3. 29 Aristippus 
pyoty abrov (Plato) ’ Aorépos prepaxiou TWOS . - pac Gijvat, GANG 
xal Aiwvos Tov ™ poEtpy[sevov. "Eviot kat Daidpov pact. Remove 
the stop after zpocpnucvov. 4. 4 mpds Tov épdvta zAovctov 
dpoppov eby Ti b¢ cot det ToOUTOU ; eyo yap cou déxa TadavTwv 
cipopportepay ebpyow. There is absolutely no point in this ; 
but there will be some humour in it, if we read dwopporepar, 
or rather, as rovtov shows, duopddrepov. The joke is 
partly the same as in the Oxford story of the tutor, who, 
hearing another express his surprise at So-and-So’s giving 
such bad lectures for so high a stipend, rejoined that he 
was himself ready to give much worse lectures for 
half the money. 5. 1 qepurarodvte ’AAcEdvdpw cuprapdv 
duel éyeto dtta. mepirarav is suggested ; perhaps cuprepudv 
{sometimes written with only one .) would be better. 
5. 36 Theophrastus was ovveréraros and diAoroviraros, 
Menander’s teacher, and dAdws te kat (omit ?) evepyetixds Kal 
pircAoyos. evepyetixds seems, if not poor in sense, at any 
rate rather out of place among the other adjectives ; did 
Diogenes write évepyntixds? (In M. Aurel 1. 7 ¢gavracto- 
ayKtTws TOV GOKYTLKOV 7 TOV EvepyeTLKOV avdpa émidetKvUT Gat 

Z 
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the same suggestion is an old one.) 6. 11 Antisthenes 
held rhv aperny tOv Epywv civat, pnte Adywv TAELoTwV Seopevnv 
pyre pabnuatrwv. No doubt we should read Acoywv rAacrov : 
so Herod. 1. 68 é« Adyov zAacrod. 7. 20 A€yovros b€ Twos 
ait@ mepi IloAguwvos ws adda Tpobeuevos adda A€yet, 
oxv0pwrdcas épyn Idcov yap hyaras ra diddpeva; this is 
nonsense and zécov seems a mistake for was ov, ‘why 
weren't you content?’ 9. 73 Kai ‘Immoxparnvy érera 
évooiacras Kal davOpwrivws damrodpaiverba. There is no 
meaning in érera. I have thought of éorw 4& or éna or 
éviore. There is an equally impossible érera in 8. 58, 
where he is speaking of tragedies attributed to Empedocles : 
‘Lepdvupos 5€ pyow aitov (aitds conjectured : airav?) tpici 
Kal TeTTapaKovTa évTetvynKxevat (probably read). NeavOns.6é 
véov ovTa yeypapevar Tas Tpaywodias Kat avrov (2) érerta adrats 
evreruynxevat. Here érera might be éviore, but the context 
suggests the mention of some specific number of plays. 
9. 104 od yap Td dpav évatpetv (they do not do away with 
sight) GAd\a oO ms Spav ayvociv. wos bpat was dpdv 
épa? 7d mas dyvociv? 7. 86 rod d& Adyouv Tots AoyKots 
Kata TeevoTépay mpootaciav dedopévov, TO Kata Ddyov 
inv opbas yiverOar tois kata dvow. He is speaking of 
the various forms of animation (plants, animals, rational 
creatures) and the life xara dvow for them on the Stoic 
theory. The point of this sentence seems to be exactly 
inverted, like that of 3. 45 above noticed. It should not 
be that rational creatures living xara diow will live xara 
Adyov ; but that, if they live xar& Adyov, then, being 
rational creatures, they will be living xara gdiow. In 
other words Adyov and ¢vocw should change places. An 
understanding of this suggests the correction of the 
preceding sentence too. Speaking of animals, which as 
distinguished from plants have é6pyy impulse, he says rovrous 
pev TO (Or 70) Kata hvow TO kata THY Sppiv Storxeto Gar, Where 
similarly the sense should be that for them {jv xara tiv 
éppjv is Cyv xara pvow: read therefore 76 xara piow To 
Kata. THY Opynv Svorketo Oat. 

I will mention finally three or four passages, where the 
mistake seems to be of one type, and that a type fairly well 
recognized now. The type I mean is the substitution of 
one word for another because the former or something 
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akin to it occurs in the context and isin the writer’s mind. 
In 1. 59 j&lwoé 7 "AOnvaiovs Tras Huepas Kata oehjvyv ayew, 
Kal @dorw éxodAvoe Tpaywdias ayew te Kat diddoxew this 
surely accounts for the second dyew. There is no such 
phrase as tpaywoias d&yewv (we must not be misled by agere) 
and, if there were, it would be the same with regard to 
Thespis as didacxev. Probably the real word was zovetv. 
Again in the lines to Dion ascribed to Plato (3. 30: Anth. 
Pal. 7. 99) 

\ / / Med a > , »* 

cot dé, Aliwy, pégavte kad@v érwvik.ov Epywv 
, > ? > / be) / 

daipoves etpeias eArridas ef€xear, 
Keloat 0 evpvxdpw év marplo. k.T.A. 

eipefas is a strange epithet for éAridas and no skilful 
writer would have used it just before eipvxdpw. The lost 
word need not of course have resembled it. Then in 5.57 
he says ai dvabjxor xeivtar dvtiypada (<kar’> dvtiypada ?) 
7G Ocoppdcrov SaxtvrAiw ceonpacpévat, pla pev rap’ “Hynoia. 
..,THv 8 érepav exer OAvpriddwpos.., THv 8 erépay eAaPev 
*Ade(uavros, where it is difficult not to think that the 
second érépav should be tpirny. Lastly in 1. 102 Anacharsis 
is said zapayevopevos cis tHv Sxkvbiav Kat vopilov Ta 
vopipa tapadvew tis matpidos to have been killed by his 
brother. doxdv has been suggested for vouifwv. It seems 
likely enough, voui~wv being probably due to véyipa. But 
vou.opevos is also possible. 
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THis medley of proverbs, stories, and sayings, put 
together by a fifteenth century archbishop, was edited by 
Walz, then engaged on the Lhetores Graeci, in 1832. It 
has not appeared again since and, as far as I know, little at- 
tention has been paid to it, though in addition to much that is 
contained also in other books, the Paroemiographi, Stobaeus, 
Diogenes, etc., it has a good deal not to be found elsewhere. 
The text of these latter parts has been but little corrected, 
and that is why I write about it now. From the point of 
view of textual criticism the following notes, which I have 
made very brief, may present some interest, because they 
will show over again the working of certain almost uniform 
tendencies to error which beset Greek books. The cases in 
Arsenius are often unusually clear, and for that reason are 
worth pointing out. When a critic of Demosthenes or 
Plato assumes and proceeds upon one of these tendencies, 
the general reader doubts its existence.. 

There are eight or ten cases of the comparative adjective 
for the superlative, and one or two the other way. In the 
eight or ten I ascribe the fault to careless copying rather 
than change of idiom. My references are to the pages of 
Walz. zpecBitepov 100, paxapiwrepov 107, Bapirepov 208, 
xarerarepa 209, érurnudrepos 254, xaderwrepos 507, rAove1d- 
tepos 510. 189 should probably be davAoréepay trHv troKpiow 
Tapexopmevov, not davrorarnv. 502 the imperfect verse ew 
épyns was avnp codwratos would be better with codwrepos, 
and 148 read yxpy zporepov (not zparov) atrov éuBrAdpavra 
(after looking at yourself) rparrew <kat> ei x.t.A. 497 oddev 
tav év TO Biw TaxLtoTA ynpdoKe Os xapis: read tdxwov. ws=7, 
as elsewhere, if not a mistake for it. 149 zotos trav Gavatwv 

kaxos Stands for kaxicros. 

340 
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Present tenses put wrongly for futures: 97 and 503 
xatadeirw ... téexva (Alexander is not dying), 127 ovdev 
avopeias xpnlopev, cov mavres Gpev Sixarot, 265 eyo por doxo 

, 4 € 60 Ie £ , , 2 AN’ ..«. ypadew mpotpertixdy, 360 éyd oe Tpédw paxovpevov a 
od Aowdopovperoy (Aodopnodpuevoy, unless we are to read 
paxdpevov) “Areédvdpw, 420 rapapévovtas, probably 481 «i 
pev rovnpa ToAtTevnrat (-erar!), Tots Oeots dwdpecker (dgrapécer!). 

Small errors in case endings: 101 rav Oedv... TYysudraros, 
t / £97 4 3 X 5A. 4 > a 

not tyuwratov. 127 rocovrovs ... atodwAeKev dcovs apKei 
(read dcous dpe: Or npKer) Tovs BapBapovs vixay aravtas. 148 
adros should be airév (xatadixalwv). 346 av éxrAoywcOy Tov 
Spapdtwv éxaotov dcov xatéoty: read doov, what rt cost. 
401 Oivoridns «ire tov vodtv mapairiov dSaipovar Tots pev 

/ > , a“ Nee , ‘ - mematdevpevors ayadov, tots b€ dmadevTos Kaxov «ivar: read 
mapaitiov Saiwova Tois piv... ayabdv, tots dé Kak@v elvat. 
460 read civtpodov dppwortiav. 479 zeipas devrépas should 
be zetpar, trial of a second wife. 499 7dovnv od racav GAG 
Ti ert TO Kadov atpeioOar Set: read éxi r@ Kad@, but rbd. 
bid XN ; oe. a 4 , 2 \ , bid \ dow pe eri TH pice mdvTes eopev TAOVCLOL, dow Se K.T.A. 
should on the other hand be écov. 501 ra (rod) AapBavew 
<yap>? ravres nrt@vrar Bpotot. 503 éav... duopdiar (-ia) 
vooj. 505 8a tod dvdpds rovrouv (Tov avdpa rodrov?) azoA- 
AvpeOa. 506 drav cavrov dobevéorepov OeAns ylyvecOar: read 

a 3 v. / 2) cal cal 3 , 

cavTov aobevéotepos. 508 Kxaréyvw yap tov toAAOv adidrias 
(-iav). 511 dirwv (didrov) girddpyrvpov idwv. Adjective 
stands for adverb in 124 zpaos (zpaws) kai pedidv ele. 108 
SidaKtikny amedeixvue THY aperyv: read didaxTHv. 

Mistakes in forms of verbs: 112 as iaéprodv yrnpa: 
rather yrnoa you have asked. 194 dépecbar dé... divor- 
pévas kal ovTw TaVvTA TA OVyKpivovTa yevvay, Tip, Vdwp K.T.A.: 
read ovyxpwopeva. 294 drodoipel’ av should be drwddpcd’ 
av, as in Plutarch. 307 dirrots yrnce pcos: Tod 8& thv 

a~ / oe / my 7 a / \ 4 aitiay tuOopévov, eva per, Edy, iva Aadeiv paOys, TOV ErEpov 
<de> iva ovyas: read ovyay. 454 edreyev ody 6 Tipdeos, 6 

4 / , , , »” 7, 

TnAtkavtas moAes AapBdvoev Kabetdwv, Ti pe oleoHe Toijoew 
éypnyopora ; read ei (for 6) and Aap Bavw. 

Confusions of similar words: 108 dmedeikvue Tots aitovs 
> cal ‘ Mac .'S , , ” ? 

evyevels Tovs Kal évapéerovs: Tovs Should be ovs. 110 dprage 
TO KaA@s aroOvyoKev, OTe ELeoTL, N KATA MLKPOV TO pe 
arobvycKev gor mTapy, TO 0€ Kad@s pyxérr e&: read 
pera. pixpdv; soon. 118 eimdvros (having asked) 7 ov Soxei 
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ait@ K.t.r., 7 18 et. So in 203 ti ydp, cirev, } dyabov } Kakdov 
we should read ri ydp, etrev, ef ; dyabov 7) Kaxov; 265 eye 

N a la 7 > / / / > > > > pn Seiv Cnreiv . . . oitiwes éx peyddns todews eiow, GAN 
peyddns modAews agior: for oitwes read ei tives, like ei 
following. On p. 505 «i actually appears in the same saying. 
267 dety dé EXeye Tods véous TAday KoopLOTYTL xpHaOat Kal ropeia 
Kat oxypate kai teprBory: the first cai at least should be xév 
or kai év. 296 % ovyKerar should be 7, and 299 read Setrat 

\ 3 \ € \ Hoe \ la ‘4 ” e 
yip oddevos (6 Oeds) obd€ raps Tov Kpetrévev jrep (NOt Frep) 
nueis. 374 Fevoxpdrns épdmevos tov (read twa) rap’ aire 

a“ / , \ > \ ce / 

dpirocodeiv veov BovAdmevov «.7.A. 438 7d euov tudrov 
euBrovar (wev not exBidvox) érurydecov. 455 Xdpyra xpoc- 
ayovTwv Kai Tovrov (not Tootrov) aétovvTwv elvat Tv “AOnvaiwv 
otparnyov. 500 érevdverGar (iz-?) dei ro pev Ovpaxt yxuTOva, 
7H 5¢ Avy votv. 502 % dé (not yap) kak Bovdi) x.7.A. (Verse). 
503 pntpos ev daxpvov toAdas diaBodrAdv éxioToAds aadeiger 
only needs a change of accent to diaBddrdwv. 507 6 rdv 
"AOnvav otparnyos probably *A@nvaiwv. 508 attn (not atti) 

Tots €pyous avayKkalet. 
Confusions of a more noticeable kind: 98 Alexander 

TporéTacceE TOs OTpaTWTals Evpeiy TA TOV Makeddvwv yév«a. 
As the soldiers were themselves Macedonians, read 
otparyyots. 99 tov rounTHy ovTw cepvivar TA Ga Kal wovncat 
rt lal \ \ 3 i“ / a 

avta TO Aut tHv apBpociav Kopilev: movnca. should be 
mounoat. 122 rots Ta évepyn mpdypata Tetpwméevovs Secxvivat 
-(lighting a candle to show the sun) should of course be 

> 5 a , ; ? aA \ “ 3 , » PY > A wn 

evapyn- 176 daravipevos éf’ & pi Sei, ddALyos eon ed’ & See: 
dAcyos Should be Arrds, as in 511 dia ti Aurds ef Exwv xp%para. 
moAAd; and in the lines of Moschion 363. 191 of déraidevrou 
kaOamep ot dAtevdmevor ixOves EAKOpevor oryGow shows the 
common confusion of d- and ev- (oi edraidevror), and the same 
reversed occurs in 306 w@s dv tis edruxiay (read drvxiav) 
»” , 93 / 2 ON > | oX ae \ ‘ 
apiota pepo. 193 ardors éuvAtos eis Exatepa Kaddv* Kal yap 
Vike€ovel Kal Hoowmévors Guotn Pbopa: read xaxév: and again 
497 dvontwv 7d aipetaGat Kaxds apxecbar paddAov 7) KaKas 
dpxew clearly from the context should be xaddés dpyew. 
268 Zeno said that 7d xajKov was évépynpa Tais kata @iow 
Trapackevats @ketats: I suppose a@xeiars stands for oikeiov. 
295 an argument is introduced by the words to éxéAovbov 
ovtws €dpa, Where é#pa represents a word for arguing 
common in post-classical Greek, jpdéra. It occurs again 
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in 296 and 298. 298 od pdvos is evidently od pdvov, and 
329 Kai ov ye probably py avye. The well-known con- 
fusion of devo and éyw appears in 369 Nexoxhijs KAKOU TLVOS 
iat pov A€yovros OTL peyaAnv EXEL Ovvapiy epy ‘TOs yap ov 

pedXeus eyew (€xev), Os TocoUTOUs avy pnKos dvevOuvos 
yeyovas 5 >: and in 422 ele Teviav iryareov elval pi) TO THV 
ovaiav ehattw Tovetv GANA TO why amAnortiav teow probably 
mou 18 a corruption of elvut, Tou being tw repeated. 
346 ovrw yap should be aitros ydp. 426 petrar yap kai 
mapéxetat (wapépxeTat) ws xoptos aca vats. Abid. ayvos de 
pytwp evdkparos dppovia, though it may be right, looks like a 
pentameter (evxporos éppovia). In 498 are two rather 
puzzling sentences: im’ oidevds Soxjoe didrctobal tis pyndéva 
pray, where for Soxyoet the sense suggests dixauds (éore 4), 
and iarpov cal didrov od Tov idwwotyv GAAG TOV dPeAyswdTeEpov Set 
éxéyeoGar, in which it seems probable that idmryv is a 
perversion of dtm. 500 <i, ore ovderw 7 7; ovK éAvTod, pede 
vod (only a misprint for viv’), dre ovK (ovKére 1) €ote, 
Avanbys. 507 Meévavdpos tiv POovov rpovoray ris Woxis 
eiwev (Kock 935) Nauck proposed the insipid zovypiar, 
Kock mapdvoway, which is not very pointed either. ywvy7 
and rvyn being constantly confused, I think Menander may 
have said that envy was dzdvo (or “yvoua) THS TUXNS, 
despair of good luck, i.e. arose from a man’s despair of 
equalling what he envied. 506 Theocritus, being asked +i 
Oetov, answered 7d pte dpyiv pyre tedevTiv exov: dpynv 
must be dpynv. 511 @idurros tov rAovovov Kai araidevtov 
épynoe tAOvTOS Tepinpyvpwpevos. The last two words should 
of course be accusatives, but zAodros 7. is nonsense. 
Should we not read wyAdv zepinpyvpwpevov, understanding 
andos of the clay from which Prometheus made man ? 

Words omitted, sometimes from recurrence or partial 
recurrence of letters. 94 ei Ovros <as>. 109 ék zavrwv 
<rav> Ywxpatixav. Lil went woditixa StatpiBovru ‘ ibe’ 
éhy 7 yuvyy ‘Ta pev dia Kowa evouicas, Ta bE Kowa tdva.’ This 
is puzzling until we see that yy has been lost, probably 
after vy in yuvy. 112 Hunger and thirst are able peyddus 
<évoxXetv> Tois cwppocivyv dudkovor. 148 ovre yap Cwypapov 
<rov!> ebyomevov civar. 196 6 atros CAeye Tovypiav pév 
apxowevnv Kwtoar tax’ av tis KoAdlwv duvnbein, éyxata- 
yeynpaxviay 5@ Kai yeyevnuévwv (or -nv) tav «idicpéevwv 
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Tyrwpiav advvatov «ivar [éAeyev]. Read xal <petLw> 
yeyernuernv. 294 pyr’ éxeivov <av> yevéoOa x.7.r. 375 6 
avros Staupov <pépos> EKAOTOV THs npepas eis mpagiv Twa Kal 
™ Tw] L€pos der Eveyper. 420 TovToUS epy <deiv> kabiordvar 
dpxovras and kal <yvvatka> Kat dvdpa (probably only a 

printer’s omission). 422 édy midvta tov avOpwrov thew 
<padrov> Tore mpotepov yeverIar (yiyverGar?), and so too 
508 tots matci cuveBovrevey aidO Katadimeivy <padAov> 7 
xpuodv, Where zatoi depends on xatadumetv. 436 mpds tov 
eizrovta, ‘ arofavotpat ei yn oe TYELMpYNoatpyv’ edn ‘ aroPavodpat 
ei wy oe didov torjyow’: the version of this on 500 shows 
conclusively that to each dyvvotyar we must prefix ovk. 
438 Oavpalev eXeye TOV Tas ALOivors cikovas KaTacKEvalopEevwv 
<ro> Tov pev Aifov mpovoety k.7.r. 496 ev pev TO TorACMH 
mpos aodddevav xpvods <Aoyicpov> kpeittwv, ev b¢ To Lav 
Aoyiopos wAoVTov. 499 wavra dAXda Should be wévra raéAXa. 
504 & <veavicxe>, arovdacov, and above 6 aitds épwryfels 
ti av (1) ein dpictov ev Td Biw cire cvveidnois <dperns or 
ayabn'>. 505 ovde (ovre ?) ra <rod> Mydov otre 7a Kpoicov 
xpypata. 511 iddav veaviav <raideiav or ypdppata> didodvTa. 
épy ‘xdAdorov GWov TO yypate apres.’ 

118 éywy rots trav devydvtwv Ilepody represents rods 
devyovtas tav Ilepody or possibly 7. 7. I. 6. 124 efwev dre 
TAG €orke TS Tapa yHv 6 TOV TevATwV Bios, 6 dé TaY TAOVTIWY 
T® 61a meAayous Tots pev yap Padiv éote Kai weicpa Badety 
kat mpocyxety (read mpoaoyeiv) Kal vewAxnoat, Tots 8 ov. 
mevytwv and aAovoiwy have clearly exchanged places. 
95 6 pev yap (his father Philip) rod yevéoOar, 6 de (his 
teacher Aristotle) rod xadds yevéoOar aitios. The second 
yevéoOar is certainly a mere blunder, due to the first, for 
cyv. Cf. 511 of pev yovets tod Lhv povov, ot S€ diddoKador Tod 
Kahas fyv alrio yeyovacw and the same in Plut. Alez. 8. 
297 dpa ye, Ocddwpe, Oeds elvar dys, TodTO Kal ei; éxwevoarTos 
d€, hys 8 elvar Oeds;... Oeds ef dpa, épy. The same story is 
in Diog. L., and there the second @eds has been duly 
corrected in modern times to 6edv. I quote the passage 
here, because the first 6edsis a mere anticipation in writing 
of the second and third. The real word was 6 or 6ri (etvac 
ys), aS the text of Diogenes shows. 466 od per’ od Todd is 
a jumble of per’ od wodv (just below) and od pera rodv. 
500 codds oddels zAqv Ov dv TYunon Geds is an unmistakable 
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inversion of godds <ydpt> ovdets wAHV Os av TYG Gov. 
Transposition will turn 497 oidels eevdepos 0 é€avTov pH 
kpatav into another iambic, ovdeis EavTov py Kpatav éAevOepos, 
and 502 read ovx €or ovdey Kpetocor oixeiov didov for didov 
oixecov. Transposition is also needed 506 6 airos épwrnfets 
ti éatt didos ‘ aAXos olos eye,’ Which should of course be ofos 
adXos eye. 

I add one or two miscellaneous difficulties : 111 (Aristides) 
euol pev 7 mevia ovdev iotopyoer Kakdv, col d€ 6 wAvdTOS 
Tapaxas ovx odlyas. Should icropyjce be cuvnoropet? 
211 Diogenes said or, dv peév Kives aitov orapagwow, ‘Ypxavia 
éorar » Tapy dv dé yires, dwréov: dv dé pndeis tpocerGy, 6 
xpdvos KaAXiwv TH Tapp dia TOV woAUTEACOTATWwY, HAloV Kai 
duBpov. There are many puzzles in this: I would 
suggest tov modd eiteheotdtwv and perhaps y@pos for 
xpovos. 296 Theodorus the Cyrenaic held kr\dbew te Kai 
pouxevorenv Kal iepoovAyoewv (rots omovoaious), padev TOUTWV 
dice aicxpov «ivar THs ém’ adtyns ddéys aipovpevous : this. 
seems to conceal something like pydev TovTwv Pioe. aicypor 
elvat <avev! Xxepis > THS ex’ avtots ddgys iyoupevous. 
371 NeorroAenov tov tHs tpaywdias troKxpirny Hpeto tis Th 
bavpalor tev im’ AicyvAov Nex PevTwv 7) Sopoxdéovs 7) Eipuridov: 
ovdev pev tovtwv, cirev. This is of course pointless and 
incomplete or wrong. In these Greek anecdotes a question 
like ‘what is most so and so?’ occurs so constantly, as 
though people devoted themselves to giving an eminent 
man the opportunity of saying something quotable, that 
we ought probably to read ri Gavpalor <padiota>, and to 
take it that the great actor answered in effect: ‘I don’t 
admire anything most: there are too many fine things in 
them all for that.’ But I do not know bhi we are to do. 
with ovdev péev TovTwv. 

Owing to the nature of the eon, I fear I may in 
places have been correcting what appears elsewhere and 
has been corrected already or in a better form needs no 
correction. 
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GENERAL INDEX 

Accusative 102 142 157 164 
236 282: adverbial 106 210: 
beginning sentence 226 : cog- 
nate 146: for nominative 
115 180: with yéyova 280: 
with substantive 2 

Adjective=participle 70: two 
terminations 245 280 

Adscript 46 57 65 80 170 221 
231 323 

~Aeschines, letters 290 
Affinity, table of 116 
Agoranomi 278 
Alcibiades, hiccup 225 
Anacolutha 164 
Anaxagoras 7 
Anticipations: see Repetition 
Aorist 164 168 190 231 323: 

with éravy ete 10 161 177 
204: with €ws 77: aorist and 

‘future confused 125 190 237 
266 267 271 317 

Aristophanes of 
284 

Article 13 105 139 166 194 
227 235 294 

Assimilation of forms 32 52 
101 120 175 178 212 218 219 
241 248 (two) 250 251 270 302 
320 

Attraction 12 177 183 259 

Byzantium 

Comparative double 216: un- 
derstood 72. See Super- 
lative 

Cyrus 256 

Darius 279 
347 

Dative 19 21 69 150 204 213 
Dion 261 290 
Dual 138 167 

Eleven, the 278 
Emendations of non-Platonic 
passages : 
Aesch. Hum. 280 189 
Anthol. 7 378 19: 10. 31 

203: 11. 134 95 : 
Aristot. Hth. Hud. 1248 b 31 

Hist. An. 541 a 27 

Physiogn. 805 b 21 

Democr. 199 96 
Dio Chrys. 31. 97 336 
Musonius p. 59 (Hense) 336 
Pausan. 2.28.2. 264 

- Plut. Mor. 853 & 105 
Polyb. 3.109. 12 249 
Schol. Ar. Wasps 120 103 

»  Lheocr. 14 48 332 
Enumeration : see Words omit- 

ted 

Forgeries, literary 287 
Future 229 311: after péxp 

306: for present 31 46 66 
321: passive 233: with ay 
324. See Aorist and Present 

Genitive 13 28 30 43 51 65 
70 83 115 141 (three) 190 
191 222 (two) 244 266 268 269 

271 
Good drink 107 



348 
Grote, G. 285 
Gyges 88 

Hiatus 291 
Hipparinus 290 

Imperfect 114 128 137: and 
present confused 20 32 41 
47 61 63 87 160 216 296 335: 
and optative 297 341 

Indicative after @éAeis 95 
Infinitive 13 19 29 31 70 87 

96 204 222 243 281 (two): 
infin. and participle confused 
96 134 178 183 243 244 253 
330 

Inversion of sense 100 

Lawcourts at Athens 103 
Less for more 321 
Letters, spurious 287 
5, in Thucydides 288 
Lysias in Phaedrus 288 

Montaigne 326 

Negative clauses 151 
Neyative lost 42 51 155 182 

217 247 251 254 267 301 312 
314 318 322 327 329 343 

Negative a- lost 304 321 
Negative repeated 259: 

fluous 13 
Nominative 12 24 65 80 244 

24 9 
Number 38 69 110 138 141 142 

154 167 266 330 
Numeral lost 41 174 

super- 

Old Age 84: respect for age 
102 

Optative 18 21 34 58 74 75 
88-90 97 125 130 165 198 
231 233 236 253 296 327: 
following present 16: opt. 
and past indicative confused 
3 46 90 

Orchestra 8 
Order of words wrong passim 

GENERAL INDEX 

Participle 91 97 148 158 169 
175 179 181 186 188 207 270 
282: see Infinitive 

Passives 17 
Perfect 160: and pluperf. con- 

fused 19 254 324: optative 
165 

Philebus, the name 225 
Pictures, duration of 153 
Pleonasm 15 40 197 
Positive from negative 11 151 
Preposition lost passim 
Present 10 77 98 101 109 204 

247 317: historic 16: see Im- 
perfect 

Present for future 13 43 49 57 
62 63 71 80 81 82 132 136 
163 (two) 172 186 194 199 
223 236 245 246 249 262 266 
271 295 304 313 321 322 331 
341 

Punctuation 36 38 42 60 61 76. 
98 101 143 178 190 191 265 
266 268 269 271 309 323 325. 
337 

Questions 98 

Reason and Desire 106 
Relationship in Republic 116 
Repetitions and Anticipations: 

of Words 11 20 32 39 43 56 
60 61 62 (two) 64 65 71 81 
97 143 149 155 162 176 193 
220 250 260 296 305 312 323. 
324 336 339 344 

Simonides 10 
Simple and Qualified | 106 
Socrates xadds Kal véos yeyovds 

256 274 
Speaker to be changed 105 108. 
Spenser 321 
Statues 25 
Subjunctive with BovAe 94 
Superlative and Comparative 

confused 57 212 331 340: 
positive 110 267 

Symonds J. A. 321 
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Tantalus 174 
Tautology 29 153 
Terminations exchanged 97 

153 168 181 194 232 234 254 
265 298 303 314 

‘Theatre 8 
Thrasylus 284 
Thucydides, letters 288 
Timaeus and Republic 224 
Tyrtaeus 231 

Verse unnoticed 310 343 345 

Words omitted passim: lost in 
enumerations 105 314 

Words (two) to exchange places 
66 130 146 231 240 254 313 
335 338 344 345 

Words two in one and v.v. 219 
345 

Xenophon, choice of Heracles 
289 



GREEK INDEX 

Spaced type indicates emendations suggested, usually of the first word 
to the second. Emendation of terminations only is not indexed, nor 

suggestion of words missing or misplaced. 

&- negative lost 304 321 
&- €v- 
ayaba mavra 108 
hyw 171 339 

+5 aip@ atpw 16134 310 
adotla b6éa 79 
"AOjvat “AOnvator 3842 
&ldios §=218 
aipodua 87 

- &pvotvmar 264 
- Nyovmar 345 

alpw unxavnv 66 
aicxvvoua eimaoy 280 
aira® Aéyw 159 
a&kovw 98 
&aAnOets wa0as 171 
aAnOnHs evTEAHS 27 
AAG... ye 168 

ys GAA’ H 64 
aes &rAAo 104 

&pa 318 333 
XARA os &AAous 
&AAo, of 186 
GAAotos &AnNOivds 126 
BAAos &vOpwros 315, Cf. 

242 244 

dA@ws 306 

&melvwv &ptaotros 327 331 
&ueA@ 11 
& 219 80101 146 165 235 254 

324 (two) 327 
5% 18 21 31 88 75 81 121 

"125 180 146 154 155 181 237 
271 (two) 295 

& 
avayKkagw avaKkard@® 125 
dvayKaia, Ta éud 284 
avaynen avaynn 5774 99 
avdpetos 116 

Aautpurv-, pardSpuv- 315 
" &@vetmov avetaAov 8336 

avéreyntos 5 206 
avepyaCouar 76 
&vOpwmros avtTds 305 
aventros avéovyatos 25 
avTt 70 259 
avupaivw 75 
&Etos attrios 264 
amdvOpwros 273 
amexplOny 34 
amAovVaTEpPOS 

137 
&movaodtepos 

ard é€mwi 268 
» mapa 176 
yo Oa be 

"AméAAwv 65 
a&roreA@ 187 
a&ropaivw 104 
dpa un 37 
&pKret apéaoker 268 
apudtre: 283 
donmavrtos amnpavtos 161 
&acnr@ orxoTre 60 
worn 278 
&re 46 160 
arevns 1 
arexvas 1 
arpanés 73 



GREEK 

&rra radvrtra 87 
at &y 231 237 244 252 
» aurds 84 66 1384 184 190 
236 245 334 

»» Oh 85 241 
» T@V avToy ete. 
avidverOa: domep KvKAOS 
avrol waves ete. 

334 
a’toxpdtwp 283 
avrés with numeral 237 

55 6 avTds, obTos often 
6avuTdéds, ToLovtTos 

18 148 315 316 
avTov 236 
avtav byvtTwy 

129 262 
101 

184 

281 
281 

Baivw, éxros 
BdddAw ev aitla 
Baotretds 173 
BovAe -ecGe with subjunctive 94 
Bpaxts 221 

ydp map(d) 11 
ye 20 22 27176 
yeyevicbar yevércbar 160 
yeroiov, Td 209 
yéveris 201 
yevraios 109 
yevva 117 
yewpyixds 100 
yewpyds a&pyds 101 
ylyverat impersonal 280 
yiyv- vev- 10 86 72 84 161 

183 198 241 245 344 (two) 
yiyv- vyev- Aey- see Aeyd- 

mevos 
yAtxouat 36 
yYvaun yva@ots 122 
yodv Sotv 334 

os Nyovpmevos 44 
ypadmua yonhtrevua 58 
yuuves. 111 

daun 184 
S5€ ydp 10387 96 305 312 342 
» ve 56 
», 8 9596170 262 270 296 

often 
241 

SedeTx Oar SeSexOar 296 

203 251 

INDEX 351 

Sednymevos AcAEyméevos 316 
Sez, moAAod 282 
», With dative 204 
», Pleonastic 15 283 
s ewt 1SB 
9» OH 125 248 

deira: 45 
Séoua, ovdév 146 
devtTepos ETEpos 
déxoua: # 216 
djAov 181 
dhmote 247 
d5:a 8H 181 

jon wor: 152 
SidAetrs StdAAakts 268 
Siatmopevouat Stawopotuar 

203 
SiampaTromat 
diareAw@ 35 
SiaTideuae vduov 
Siapopa 213 
dixagw 141 

215 

100 

245 

Sixatogvrvn Sleatov 105 
dixaorhpia 108 
SikacthHs akpoarhs 25 
dikn 3 246 

didte ©6980 278 
Siwodunv Sredvcoduny 185 
Sédnnois Sixatos 343 
dox@ pleonastic 40 
ddfu 275 281 
SoédCw BiedCw 176 
Sofdcoua: 233. Cf. 186 
dv oad 1538 
Suvastrevw 278 
duvvatéds 142 

+3 &dvvaros 
ac avdvntos 

SvaoTvxXovua 248 

124 
186 

eta 160 
TOoLaUvTHY 
évauT@ 84 

20 

eg 
€autoév 
EauTtT@ 
eyyvratos 
€OéAw 274 

200s HOos- 316 
ei aet nat 3802 
elde ofdSe 337 
elder, ey 222 
ety jv 90 
eixds 246 

148 



352 

eTtaAe 

efvar 
hye 336 
etn &v 262 

fy Tiva 63 
eim- edp- 50 66 71 
eime ebre 336 
elroy With infin. 183 

», asked 34 
eis 197 
efs ris 126 
eicoiv jhoav 317 
elxe Exer 198 
€xvyera@e® e€xmndd 121 
éxnintw 274 
éA€yxw Td wavtetov 5 
€AOGv EvOev EAHY 323 
€Anw 163 
éué, Toy 194 
€umeTpws, EmmerAws, pme- 

tTplws 
¢umupevoduevos 274 
ev 96 
> ev 108 
+ €vst 303 
évavtlos 205 
évivouat 95 
évepyns evapyns 342 
éfalgios 282 
éfeiva: pleonastic 15 
oka 65 249 
érdiw 17 
éravayw with gen. 246 
éreidy 42 
éréxw 99 
emi 43 221 230 
5 Tt 834 
émidelier 
émixAnv 209 

émioThun 277 
émiT pema émitattw 242 
émomrevw 264 
pw 276 
@r2wT@ 342 
Zoomar yevyioouar 128 
éotiv, ovx 216 

> €oTat 188 254 
» €o7Tw 182 308 

Etrepos nuéetepos 307 
érépw emwep@ 212 
éti tris 46 
éTa@v apetav 336 
ev elev 139 

émrdsenaoe 806 

GREEK INDEX 

ed a- 26 337 342 
»» mdrAa 169 
evayns évapyns 256 
evepyntixds évepy- 337 
evkdrAws evxepas 184 
evmopeivy eimwetv 50 
etpwev aipav. Erxadv 336 
evaoxXxorAGv evKdAws 317 
evpuns 113 
Exouat Epxomat 343 
Exw €0érAw 56 
» Aéyow 60 65 343 
oS CREO QlcB2k 

ewbev a&vwOev 155 
é€ws 77 184 206 306 
€Ews tiv éav 2378 

HN 44 196 199 202 253 

% after unusual words 86 320 
» nn hv 240 
» €L 3842 
7 = O02 te 
» @s 253 
Hyovua=ny. ety 214 
HSet eidein 136 
H&S 6s eikds 188 
hw ent 87 
nuets tuets 180 
nulovos 10 
hv etn 20 4190 
Hrep 34 
ape hye 336 

Oatrov 280 
OéAeis Epxducba 95 
Beds ard wnxavns 66 
Oeogmianhs BeogpuHs 128 
Oecuds 283 
Oéw 385 

OdpuSos 144 
Opjvos 208 

larpikds 112 
tdi0s «O57 
id:drnv Hnoiw 3438 
i€vat eivart 188 
ixavéds 57 95 211 

a kakds 199 
tva 312 
igovoula 29 
igtopla faeuneee 308 



GREEK 

tows ioxupa@s ixavas 138 

Kkabarep 281 
Kad0apna KkdOauua 317 
KkaQap@s 74 
Kabop@ 1 
kai 169 187 217 
», With éadrds 145 
» Tavraetc. 87 

% 8 20 47 55 88 91 175 
196 250 320 (two) 325 

» Kak, kav, wei 96 189 
190 

» «&yv 19 55 138 152 303 
330 331 342 
49 63 98 155 164 
167 190 224 232 

51 97 138 159 163 189 
202 320 334 

Kkalydp Kaddwep 324 
Kkakodatuwy 325 

i > Kare 

¢ 
9 @s 

Kak@v Kkaki@yv 182 319 
(ov) kak@s ovK &kwv 301 
KaArAds inxavds 41 50 80 311 

i kal 38 158 253 
Ws kankds 267 314 342 
< KaAAlwv 305 

kad@s 101 
kamwvéds Kkapwos 336 
katd& 196 227. See rat 

» Meta 341 
KaTayw, KaTapop@ 45 
Kkatavnol{oua: 141 
Kketc0ar 206 

” SianetaoOar 26 
KnA@ 99 
KAnpovx@® 226 

KpaTtos KpdTtos 343 
Kparovpat 115 
KTHa 840 
KTHows yauwv 101 
KT@uat Ovivapyar 68 
KUKAos 101 217 
Kkup@ 34 

Aayxavw 236 
AavOdvw 100 
Aeyouevos 211 
Aey- yivr- vyev- 5290191 

207 238 263 311 
Aé€yw dbuoroys 62 175 

INDEX 353 

Aeyw BAéEww 22 
Aetu@vas Aiuvas 
Ae€im- Atm- 164 188 
AvkogiAla 275 

181 

aa Aia 54 
baAtora, Ti, Tis 110 
MGAAov BAAOsS 12 

oy mdaAa 33 
PP TOAATHS 33 
= understood 72 

(wavrds) uaAAov 131 
Mapyos apyaréos 
méyas uwdvos 255 
mel Cwv auelvwy 
(od5€) weAAw 261 
MéAw personal 166 

»  MeAeT@ 166 
wév why 11] 

»  mMovos 176 250 
Khépos yévos 183 
metatv, wéoos 127 
meTappéew peTtaipw 176 
perémerta 283 

35 

159 

METPwWY &aMETPwY 2201 
méexpt 77 177 306 
uh 37 142 247 252 316 
» endé 128 321 
5» Nemets 204 
ante 276 
unxavhy alpe 66 
eiunwa idee be 244 
piunots 220 
pynoteia 30 
Bévov padAtora 247 
mévov m@Y ov pévtTot 170— 
pvb0drA0y@ 283 
pupla udpia 232 
pvoas 

vat Kat 334 
(€av) véov &metvov 166 
véwv or wév Oewuevos 132 
vy (or wa) Alia 42 54 
vik@ 109 
voul(w dvoudw 1380 
vomodétas vopoGenilas 232 
vouov eyypadery 127 
vdéuos Adyos 150 387 
voot@ 281 

AA 



354 

vo® or &yvo@ Svaxepatvyw 
53 

vuvil vovei 237 
v@, yiyverOa emi 283 

évvév 19 

6 ov 318 317 
old’ 67. +12 
oftouat motovmar 124 
otov édpa@v 248 
olos Baus 84 256 306 

»  T@otos 316 
dAlyos Atrés 842 
Suoios H 320 
Suws pndauas 195 
dbvTwY vonudtwv 294 

» OF TOLOUTwWY dVvOMG- 
tTwv 162 

évTws 281 
édmécus 146 

bpyavov 1381 
opynh apxh 348 
6p@ ppovpe 254 

“i Eépwt@ 342 
és lost after-os 2 

eeos- 198 
dcios feminine 245 
domep 14 
Saris 39 

Ee Ss tis 157 
dte 227 
ér: 108 
>» maddy 41 
» @vrd Totvtitro 129 148 
ei 116 

ér@m td@ 18 
ob of time 252 
ov (un) lost: see Negative 
» Tov 319g 
ovdaudce 74 
ovdé ot re 22 48 
ovdev mpds Ott 233 
otv d&yv 213 
ots dre 254 

Peet cea Be 
ovsia 185 

ue gvats 147 
or. 269 

autés ete: ouTos see abtdés 

GREEK INDEX | : 

otTwS 

ovxl 46 
ToOTOUT@ 297 

mw Tt 47 63 185 
wad- wae- 316 
madsia 188 
wmal€w mralw 59 
mais 92 
mav mou 58 
wdvrTa tavutTd 234 
mavTos uaAAov 131 

mapd 126 282 
a pds 70 

wapaBonda 143 

mapacovw 281 
wmapi mwapln 3804 
mapnKov, T6 34 a 
mapleuwat mpogteuar 264 
Tlapiwv, bwép tmrepdpiov 

31 
Tapov mepttov 337 
metO@- mweto- 16 177 252 
mwévns 281 
mept 281 
mAdytos 228 
TwAaTTwW BrnpeTa 79 
wrReigtos taAaagctés 338 
wréov for frrov 321 
wAnp® 208 
TwAoDTOS TNHAGS 343 
wointa@v mwadvTwv 27, Cf.17 
motklAos mov kadéds 140 
motos mwéaos 84 
mowovuua 143 

a métTouar 160 
wot@ SoKn@ 147 

ie mopi€w 163 
<a oKomwa 153 

TmoAtavouw 284 
moAitikov Sikaov 240 

TmOAAG TWoAAaKis 196 
a mov dn 252 

moAAoi 90 

ToAA@Y whrAEewv 182 
TOVv@ worm 342 

moppw 232 
TOocgov THs ov 338 
moté mwpotepos 211 

a wemwore 256 
mpakis 282 
mpados 22 
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apaorns 140 
ampattw 172 
mpiv 77 177 
mpd amd 343 

» wept 311 
» vmwd 1 150 

Tpouvaua: 29 
apds 198 
ampdcdev mpdades 294 
ampda0cects mpdecis 298 
ruv0avoua. 98 
was ws 309 

paortos &ptotos 191 

Sadrauivi 31 
gauvTtTg@ évavTg@ 26 
oKemTouevos 34 
orabuauar 21 
TT PAaTLaTNS oTrpatnydés 

342 
av ov 343 
ouuBalyw 281 

jh cuuBadrArAw 189 
guupepecOwy 167 
giv avd 313 
cuvioraua. 189 
TxXx7Ma coaua 44 

tz for trdAavrov 174 
7a lost after -ra 31 32 69 
Tav, @ 276 
tavov 280 

Tax’ tv 236 
TaXOS, 6Tt 282 
Taxus Bpaxts 182 
Té TL TIS 170 202 
teala trédpa 308 
» ye 95111 145 222 
» 5€ often . 
Térayuat TéTapat 337 
Thy tivad 248 
ti édv 39 
> et 55 173 197 

» why 21 
», tlva 110 
tlOeua: 200 
tiwtos timntévs 180 
tlvw Sikas 283 
tis 319 
5 ree 56 295 

76 with gen. 281 

» 5€ 200 
»» Tt 129241 309 
» T@ roe 1120 
Towvtos 129 

F rocovtos 38 84 137 
162 255 

TOAU@ dmorAoye@ 194 
tév Tiva 342 
trovikds yevirds 309 
témos xpdvos 253 
TtosouTos 3 
tov With infin. 243 
», TovTrou, etc. 13 61 166 
tovs ots 334 341 
Tpavns 312 
tpitn eixds 246 
tpitos tTpis pets 228 235 
tumov 210 
tuxév 34 
T@ oot 15 
tebe tHSe 223 

trap 259 276 
imepnoavws 172 
bard amd 68 169 
bmrias, €& 132 

paiuev gpauév 88 
paivoua: 182 284 
paivovtat amogpalvorTes 

104 
gavtdfoua: 204 
gas, pduevos 34 
pact puaiv 218 
pépouat 281 
pevy- gvy- 26 

onut 53 
ono 16 
pboyyn 210 
girdcopmos piddtimos 68 
OvAaTTw 

gauev OGuev 243 

xarerdv Tov Biov 83 
xap@ 152 
xemudv 127 
xopés 172 
xpela 234 

xen xphv 82 
xpnotoy motdvy 107 
xpdvos Adyos 186 

A a2 
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xpévos x@pos 345 @s 85103 | 
xp@ua: 104 » =% 263 340 

» kat 80. See xai 
wéyw A€yw 174 » 8o ete. 6496110 
WiAds 227 » Bote 2749 
wuxn 250 =Gore 242 281 

éomep and @s 85 
wmKkelats oiketov 342 » €t mwepl, ob wept 187 
wvovmat Kivovpar 304 ss ws Step. 36 
pas popas 294 Hote Ss ye 55 8897 

RICHARD CLAY AND SONS, LTD., BRUNSWICK ST., S.E., AND BUNGAY, SUFFOLK. 





Re TO the circulation desk of any 

‘University of California Library 

or to the 

NORTHERN REGIONAL LIBRARY FACILITY 
Bldg. 400, Richmond Field Station 
University of California 
Richmond, CA 94804-4698 

ALL BOOKS MAY BE RECALLED AFTER 7 DAYS 4 
2-month loans may be renewed by calling 

(415) 642-6233 
1-year loans may be recharged by bringing books 

to NRLF 
Renewals and recharges may be made 4 days 

prior to due date 

DUE AS STAMPED BELOW 
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